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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND WIRELESS TELEPHONY.

Committee on Naval Affairs,

Subcommittee on Naval Law,

Wednesday, February 10, 1910.

The subcommittee met at 10 o'clock a. m., Hon. Ernest W. Roberts

(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. The subcommittee on naval law has been called

in session this morning to consider House joint resolution 95, to

regulate and control the use of wireless telegraphy and wireless tele

phony. I presume all the gentlemen present are familiar with the

terms of the resolution, but in order to have it in the record I will

read it :

Wlierens the unrest rir-tecl use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony

has ren chert such n state that official mess.iges involving the savin); of life

and property are frequently interfered with, to the Jeopardy and detriment of

the public interests, that, in the opinion of Congress, it is now necessary to

prescribe rules nnrt regulations for the use of wireless apparatus: Therefore

be it

Resolved by the Senate anil llouxe of lle\ire*entatirvx of the I'nitrd Mate* of

America in Congress axsembleil. That the President is hereby authorized to

ap|Kiint a board, consisting of seven members. :is follows: One expert each from

the War. Navy, and Treasury departments, three experts representing the com

mercial wireless-telegraph and wireless-telephone interests, and one scientist

well versed in the art of electric-wave telegraphy and telephony. The duties

of this board sh:ill be to prepare a comprehensive system of regulations to

govern the operation of all wireless plants afloat and ashore which come under

the cognizance of the I'nited States, with due regard alike to government and

commercial interests. Within thirty days from the organization of the board it

shall submit its report and recommendations to the Congress, and for the pur-

jifise of defraying the expenses of such board there is appropriated, out of any

funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of .f2,0O0, to be

Immediately available, and the detailed ex[>enrtiture of which must be accounted

for iu the report of said board.

The resolution was introduced by myself, and I wish to state that

The only purpose in my mind in introducing this legislation was to

bring about some reasonable regulation of the air in the interest of

not only the government service in wireless, but of the commercial

and the amateur as well. I judge, from communications I have re

ceived and from articles I have read in papers, that there is an im

pression in the minds of the amateurs of the country that the purpose

of the bill is to put them out of business entirely. I wish to disabuse

their minds of that idea; it is not to prevent any person having a

right to use the air for wireless communication from so using it.

but simply, through a board, to make appropriate regulations to

control that Use of the air so that one will not be needlessly and

unnecessarily interfering with the other, that all will have their

rights. I presume you gentlemen recognize the fact that we are

entering, in this proposition, upon new territory entirely from a
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legal standpoint. It has always been understood that a man owning

real estate owned to the center of the earth and the heavens abovj

and controlled everything above and liclow the surface of the piece

of hind that he happened to own. We have been brought up with

the idea that the air was absolutely free to everyone: but the inarch

of civilization has brought about conditions, particularly in this

matter of wireless communication, that render it imperative, in my

estimation, that there be some change of the old common law with

regard to rights in the air. in the interest of modern progress and

development. I apprehend we may meet with some difficulties in

attaining that end by reason of tbis radical change from the old

law on the subject of uses of the air.

Now, gentlemen, I have here, as you see. a large mass of matter

that I have been collecting: the greater part of it relates to the

necessity for some sort of regulation for control of the air —instances,

without number, of interferences on the part of government oper

ators with commercial operators, on the part of commercial operators

with government operators, and on the part of amateurs with both

commercial and government operators. I will not stop at present to

go into them in detail, but simply say they will be put in the printed

record. The principal question, it seems to me. to be taken up this

morning is, assuming the necessity of some means of controlling this

subject, What are the best means? I want to say right now that I

have no pride of authorship in the resolution before the committee.

If, as the result of this and subsequent hearings, it is demonstrated

that the form of procedure provided in this resolution is not the

best, I should most cheerfully waive any pride in the particular

method to be followed and adopt what does seem to be thebest,asthe

result of the combined judgment of the gentlemen here represented:

and I am given to understand that we have here the very cream of

experience and knowledge in the art of wireless communication, so

that from the opinions and views of these gentlemen here present it

would seem we ought to arrive at the proper method of going about

the subject.

Now, there are so many gentlemen present, and I desire to give

each and every one an opportunity to express his views before the

hearings are closed, that I hardly know upon whom to call first. I

think, perhaps, I will call on General Allen, of the War Department,

who is the acknowledged expert of that branch of the service, and

who has given the matter very careful attention. I would say to the

General he is at liberty to express his views in his own language and

in his own way.

General Allen. Mr. Chairman, Commander Davis has made an

excellent suggestion. We are here all the time, and many of these

gentlemen have, perhaps, come from a great distance and may not

be here longer than to-day, and he has suggested that the}- be given

an opportunity to speak first.

The Chairman. I think, perhaps, that might be a good suggestion

to follow, because I understand there are gentlemen here from out

of town. If there is any gentleman present from out of town who

desires to be heard now

Mr. James H. Hayden, of the National Electric Signaling Com

pany. I would suggest that the matter can be discussed, I think, more

briefly and intelligently if General Allen and others who, as I under
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stand, favor the proposition suggested in this resolution, speak first,

and then those who object to it or have other suggestions to make can

follow and meet the arguments that are mane in support of the

measure.

The Chairman. My idea was that those in favor of the resolution

would speak first, and those opposed would wait until they had heard

the arguments of the proponents.

Mr. Hayden. Wouldn't it be well to have General Allen give us

an outline of his views in this matter? I think he can best set forth

the views of the Government, and then we, who represent the com

mercial interests, could base our views, perhaps, better on the recom

mendations if we understood just what the Government wished in

this matter.

The Chairman. I had that idea in calling on General Allen.

STATEMENT OF GEN. JAMES ALLEN. CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER,

U. S. ARMY.

General Allen. I speak for the War Department, and the views

of the War Department are thoroughly in accord with the views of

the Navy Department and other departments represented. All I

have to say I can say in a very few minutes. As the chairman stated

in presenting the resolution, I think we can all see the necessity for

some such legislation as is suggested by the resolution, and we should

try to find out the best way to do that which is contemplated by the

resolution. All of you gentlemen are no doubt familiar with what

has been done in tnis matter. First, the interdepartmental board,

then the preliminary conference at Berlin in 1903. and later on the

international conference at Berlin in 1!>0C>. Under the provisions of

that international conference the majority of the people of the world

to-day are carrying on their wireless work; however, that treaty has

not appealed to our people: it was opposed and has never been con

firmed, so that we stand without any law. Now, this resolution is

a measure to proceed generally in the same manner, that we have a

commission to take up the whole matter.

From conversations with most of the representatives of the wire

less people, I think they themselves believe that some sort of a com

mission would be acceptable to them. The main point seems to be

as to the composition of that committee, lest through an excess of

government officials there should be more or less restrictions put upon

the commercial people; and also there seems to be a sentiment started

over the country that there is to be a government commission ap

pointed to suppress 00.000 young men who represent tremendous

potentialities in this country in wireless and in other ways. When

this resolution came to the department the composition of it was

regarded as perfectly satisfactory, except that it did not seem to be

large enough, so the War Department, in connection with these other

departments, represented that additional members be added to this

board; and since that time, in talking with various interests, it ap

pears that it might be well to allow more of the wireless people to

be represented, that we have allowed too few people to be represented

in connection with the wireless interests; it seems that there are at

least five operating companies, and if one is going to be represented

the whole lot should be represented.
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There might be two other members added to that commission, rep

resenting the two telegraph companies of this country, the Postal

and Western Union, which are the largest companies, because the

whole question is a matter of communication, and the wireless people,

as well as those representing the telegraph companies, would be inter

ested in it. All the people of this country, including the railroads,

are intensely interested in it, from the fact that the companies of the

West are trying to get up a wireless train service, not for the whole

year, but during the winter service, when their trains are likely to be

interrupted. So the matter is interstate, covers everybody in our

whole country. After consideration of this resolution, I think it

would be well to appoint a commission with a few members added to

suit the commercial interests and add a few to represent the other

telegraph companies. Then it would be a good commission, as the

resolution already provides for the appointment of one scientist who

has no interest in commercial work and has nothing to do with the

administration of government affairs, and I think he will be a very

important member of this committee.

There has been some little objection by one or two people who say

that the time is not ripe for the making of these' regulations. My

idea would be that we declare certain principles, that this commis

sion work out certain principles which would have to be enacted into

law : whatever regulations would be suggested would be submitted

to Congress for consideration by Congress. Generally, these commis

sions are put under one Cabinet officer and members are appointed

from the various departments of the Government to compose the

commissions, and while that is usually the rule, the President would

make the appointment as provided for in this joint resolution; and

the regulations determined upon by the commission would first be

submitted to Congress, and that would make them flexible, if that

is done. Under this resolution we have only got a national and inter

state regulation, and, as you know, there is still the international

situation. Of course, we can do nothing with that by making laws

ourselves.

The treaty adopted at Berlin forms a very good basis for any

commission to work on, as the declaration of principles in that treaty

is broad, and. with some exceptions, the treaty could be adopted by

the commission; the regulations, the majority of them, would not be

objected to; there are some, like those relating to prices, and things

of that kind, that might have to be changed, but on the whole the

treaty could be used as a basis. As I said, we did not adopt that

treaty, and therefore nobody will speak to us—that is. to an Ameri

can ship—by wireless, because we are not in the association. If you

send a message from an American ship you are blocked because we

do not cooperate under that treaty and they do not take them, and

we think if we could get this commission to formulate rules which

would conform to what other people are doing we would be making

a great step forward. Of course, whatever was formulated would be

only advisory and would have to be submitted to Congress. I am

thoroughly in favor of having some kind of a commission, just as

was ljointed out by the chairman of this committee, and with the

additions I have suggested in connection with the two telegraph

companies; it also might be well to have some one on the commission
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to represent the 60,000 young men who fear that this commission, as

now suggested, might not take care of their interests.

The Chairman. I note in the communication from the War De

partment, dated January 3, 1910, the suggestion is made that the

commission should consist of two members from the War, Navy,

and Commerce and Labor departments, one member each from the

Treasury Department, the Department of Agriculture, and the De

partment of Justice, in addition to the three experts representing the

commercial wireless telegraph and telephone companies, and the

scientist. I want to ask your opinion as to the necessity, first, and,

second, the advisability of having any department in the Govern

ment represented by two men on the commission.

General Allen. The only reason for representing an increase of

membership was that we wanted more members to do the work; this

commission is too smalj to take up this work and do all the work;

additional members from the commercial companies; three are pro

vided for in the present resolution, and it appears that there are now

five operating companies; there is no objection on the part of the

War Department to adding those other two members. We want

somebody to do the work.

The Chairman. If there are two members added from the com

mercial bodies and, as you suggest, possibly a representative of the

amateurs, would you not then think the commission large enough to

properly provide a sufficient number of subcommittees?

General Allen. Without the two from the departments?

The Chairman. Yes.

General Allen. I don't think so. I suppose it might be suggested

that the commission, formed in this way, might enable the govern

ment members of the commission to outvote those from the outside,

but that is not the desire of the department at all: some arrangement

could be made by which we would have less votes and thereby make it

impossible for us to outvote the other representatives on the commis

sion: we are not trying to do that: what we want to get is men on the

commission to do the work, and do it well; there is likely to be quite

a lot of work in this connection. Another suggestion has been made

in the letter to the effect that the time be extended from thirty days to

ninety days. Another recommendation in (here. 1 might say. is as to

the expenses. Of course, the expenses for those members representing

the Government is nothing; they are here; but it is presumed that

these gentlemen would expect the Government to pay their expenses;

it is not supposed that these men could give their time and not be

paid something for that time; we could hardly figure out what that

time would be worth, but they would at least expect $10 a day to pay

their board and railroad fare and things like that : that is the only

reason we ask for a little increase, that we suggest you make the money

a little more.

The Chairman. I do not think the money feature would have

much weight in the proposition at all.

General Allen. No; I should think not: if the Government spent

a great many thousand dollars in this connection I am sure they

would get a full return for it.

 

We have no objection to having
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The Chairman. My idea was that the smaller the commission

the more celerity in arriving at a result; but I see from your state

ment that you must have a larger commission than is provided for

in the resolution, perhaps.

General Allen. Yes; if we are going to have any subcommittees

to do any work. Now, the matter of the law, as you suggested, is

a very important matter. We ask to have as a member of the com

mission an attorney from the Department of Justice, in order to take

up that matter. Of course there conies in the interstate law, the

international law, and all those things have to be very carefully

considered. If you added those two men from the telegraph com

panies it would only make a commission composed of 17 men. which

is not a very large committee; that would only give you subcom

mittees of four or five people to investigate the different matters

presented. As 1 said before, it was not the idea of the department

to have any more votes on the commission; we want somebody to do

the work. If you want to. you can restrict each department to one

vote; we have no objection to that, but we want the commission

- large enough and comprehensive enough to act upon all the technical

matters that may be presented and make a report to Congress that

will be entitled to receive attention, and such a report can be made

that Congress will recognize the efforts that have been put forth by

the wireless men of the country.

Mr. OiiCOTT. Does the proposition to have representatives from the

War Department, the Navy Department, and the Treasury Depart

ment mean that some officers who are now doing active duty would

have to be detailed as members of this commission ?

General Allen. They would probably be the men engaged now in

the operation of such matters; men who are in charge of the wireless

work in the different departments would no doubt be the men who

would be detailed as members of this commission.

Mr. Ira W. Henry, of the Kadio Company. I would like to ask the

idea for having as members of the commission the two telegraph com-

fianies? It is understood that the telegraph companies object to wire-

ess companies, and if you take in the telegraph companies and the

cable companies and keep on filling up the board you will soon have

it so large that it could not be handled by anyone.

General Allen. I think that the telegraph companies and the cable

companies are not opposed ; and even so, it is better to have the oppo

sition on the commission, where we can hear them, than to have them

go to Congress. They would then be represented and could be heard ;

everybody interested should be heard now, and after being heard they

should then hold their peace.

Mr. Geohge W. Allen, of the United Wireless Telegraph Compa

nies. Isn't it a fact that there are more cable companies and wire

companies doing business in this country than there are departments

you ask to have represented on this board? You would get a com

mission composed of the opposition majority if von gave them that

representation, and you would accomplish nothing. If one tele

graph company, one wire line, and one cable company is entitled,

they are all entitled to representation. If you take all the cable

companies and all the wire companies and give them representation

on the board, they will outvote you.
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General Allen. I am only speaking of operating companies; I do

not mean manufacturing companies; I only referred to the Postal

Company and the Western Union Company.

Mr. Allen. There are a great many of them.

General Allen. I only suggest that if they wanted representation

they should be given such representation.

Mr. Allen. If you are going to do anything along the line sug

gested, I would like to have your views as to what you are going to

accomplish if you give the cable companies and the wire companies

representation? They will be against wireless, of course, naturally.

General Allen. They already have representatives in Congress,

and if they are not represented on this board their own representa

tives in Congress will no doubt present their case to Congress, pre

sent it in an independent way.

Mr. Allen. That is all right, if you can hear from them, but this

commission is supposed to give some official authority, and their

recommendations would carry weight in regard to matters given

consideration by them and for which they were appointed.

General Allen. Well, don't vou think it would be better that

everybody be heard now? If they are not heard before this com

mission, they are going to be heard before Congress through their

own representatives.

Mr. Lee De Forest, of the Radio Telephone Company. My idea of

the commission is that, as it is primarily proposed, it is for the wel

fare of the wireless art. The importance of the art of wireless is so

well established that there can be no question about it. Only a few

days ago 42 lives were saved by reason of wireless installation on

board the Kentucky. The developers of this art have been working

night and day over ten years and spared no effort or expense or labor

to perfect it. and it seems to me that the commission should be

formed primarily of the men who have been developing the art, who

are in touch with it and its purposes, and who can be best trusted to

recommend such legislation for its control. On that account I most

emphatically protest against General Alleles proposition to put wire

representatives on this board, because they certainly have done noth

ing to develop this art: they have done considerable, especially in

Kngland, to retard the development of it. They realize and you real

ize that wireless is going to encroach on (heir territory, and we, there

fore, can not expect remedial and helpful legislation from the repre

sentatives of the wire companies.

It seems to me that it ought to be in the hands of wireless experts

and in the hands of the departments of the Government. The Navy,

the Army, and the Revenue-Cutter Service are friends of wireless;

they have done a great deal to develop it, but I am not willing to

think they have done as much as the commercial agencies have done

to develop the art; but we know that they are working in cooperation

with the commercial experimenters for that purpose, and the one

thing that I liked particularly about the complexion of the commission,

as you proposed, was that the government officials equaled in num

ber, but did not outnumber, the commercial representatives, and

that the balance of power was in the hands of an unbiased scientist.

I think that was eminently wise. I agree with General Allen that it

is better, probably, to have more men on the commission: but if the
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governmental officials are increased in number the commercial officials

should similarly be increased.

The Chairman. It is your idea to observe that plan in the make-up

of an}' commission?

Mr. De Forest. Yes; and have the balance of power in some un

biased scientist. The work of the commission will be almost entirely

technical in nature, and I think it must be taken away from the

lawyers and the statesmen, who, I admit, are perfectly competent to

pass on the legality of such matters, but are utterly incompetent to

pass upon (he practical legislation that it is desired this commission

should recommend. I .remember last year appearing before a com

mission on the proposed Burke bill; one of the Congressmen asked

how long was a wave length. Now. one who asked a question like

that could hardly be supposed to recommend the proper regulation

of wave lengths, attempting to inquire about matters by means of

which we believe some of the problems now confronting us could be

solved, and I am firmly convinced that the art can be benefited only

by a commission made up very largely of technical men who can

recommend technical regulations.

The Chairman. Mr. De Forest, it is a fact, is it not, that in the

present stage of wireless there is a confusion in the use of the air be

tween the Government and the private commercial bodies and ama

teurs that is seriously interfering with the practical results?

Mr. De Forest. Yes; very seriously. I think the Government suf

fers from that more than anyone else. They have trouble at seaports

by reason of C. Q. D. signals and in forwarding navy calls, and so

forth, but I presume Commander Davis can tell us more about that.

1 know in New York we have considerable trouble from amateurs;

almost every third block of apartment houses has a wireless station

on them, and the boys are having considerable fun, especially at

night, and a great deal of that is unnecessary and would undoubtedly

be removed just by recommendation. 1 do not think real prohib

itive legislation would be required to remove a great part of that,

but the amateur or irresponsible operator has power to do inestimable

damage. It was only day before yesterday that a disgruntled oper

ator, discharged from one of the operating companies, came to me

and said he was going to put up a wireless station within two doors

of another station belonging to a rival company, and that within a

week that company would offer him $1,000 to get out. It is a new

sort of wireless blackmail, you know.

The Chairman. And it is your opinion that unless there is some

regulation this condition of confusion will continue?

AIr. De Forest. Yes. sir. However. I think the operating compa

nies and the Government will naturally cooperate among themselves,

without legislation, to choose such agencies as will minimize this

trouble, if not eliminate it. The amateurs are only playing with

wireless for their own amusement; they care nothing about the dam

age thev do to the other fellow, and he has no means of retaliation

at all.

The Chairman. 1 understand you and your company favor the

appointment of the commission, and your suggestion is that the pro

portion of governmental and commercial representatives be main

tained, whether the board remains at seven or a larger number is

provided for..
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Mr. De Forest. Yes: I believe that the balance of power should be

maintained.

Mr. Slemp. There is no conflict between the wireless companies and

the Western Union Company except as to the matter of making

money, is there?

Mr. De Forest. No, sir; and as yet the wireless overland work

between large cities has not attained any proportions at all, and the

wire companies have not antagonized us as yet. I expect within the

next two years that that condition will very radically change; that

there will be a considerable amount of press work and trunk-line

work between the large cities done by wireless, and in that case we

can certainly expect competition and antagonism from the Western

Union interests.

The Chairman. Is the Marconi Company represented !1

(No representative appeared for that company.)

STATEMENT OF MR. CLOYD MARSHALL, SECRETARY AND PUR

CHASING AGENT OF THE UNITED WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COM

PANY.

Mr. Marshall. I will say that the United Wireless Telegraph

Company is in favor of your resolution because we believe it will give

us much needed legislation. Several bills have been introduced into

Congress, which, it seems to me, are very ill-advised and would work

great detriment to the industry and also to the government service

if they were passed. That shows that people are introducing bills

through Congressmen that have motives not for the best for wireless,

and it seems to me that there is no other way to get at the facts than

to have an advisory commission of this kind appointed. It is not

necessary to argue the needs of it because I think they are apparent.

Everyone who has anything to do with wireless believes that there

should be some regulation. We do not want the parental laws that

exist in the European governments, because such laws stifle the de

velopment of the industry, but in this country we now have wireless

anarchy. There is no law ; each station seems to be a law to itself

and, as Doctor De Forest has pointed out. will resort to blackmail

or anything else to interfere with and bother the Government and

commercial stations.

Now, we know what we are talking about pretty well with refer

ence to interference, because we operate about ;?<>0 shore and ship sta

tions, and we are bothered a great deal, and even more dangerous

than the interference are the false calls and giving false calls from

the amateur stations, so that something of this kind has to be taken

up. Now. with reference to the composition of the commission. I

think that General Allen's suggestion with reference to having an

international lawyer and a representative of the Department of Com

merce and Labor is a good one. I can not exactly agree with him in

having two voting representatives from the other government depart

ments or unduly increasing this commission. I am afraid, if we had

a signal call of distress on such commission, our one vote would not

be heard. And. as you see, the number of stations which we have cer

tainly entitles us to representat ion. In fact, our stations arc much

more numerous than those of the Government, but we recognize the

necessity and importance of the government stations and of their
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service. Now. this resolution, no doubt, will result in laws which

would be primarily for the operation of wireless. Therefore let nie

call your attention. Mr. Chairman, to the fact that in recommending

a commission it is important that the operating companies be repre

sented and not so important that the manufacturing companies be

represented, because any legislation which would come out of this

commission would have small bearing upon their business.

The Chairman. Can you give, right here, a list of the operating

companies?

Mr. Marshall. Well, that is hardly a fair question, Mr. Chairman,

to put to me. I am afraid my list would be very brief.

The Chairman. If it embarrasses you at all I will not ask you to

answer the question.

Mr. Marshall. I believe I prefer not to answer that question.

The Chairman. I merely wanted it for the information of the

committee, if we concluded to increase the personnel of the commis

sion ; there was no other purpose in asking the question.

Mr. Marshall. Yes, sir; and such legislation would have a good

deal of bearing on our operation with foreign countries. You see,

General Allen has pointed out one difficulty that we now encounter

in foreign countries. You take, for instance, in Great Britain. Ger

many, and Canada, it is impossible for us to erect a wireless station;

they will not grant us a license to operate those stations.

The Chairman. Just one moment; why not?

Mr. Marshall. Why, sir, because

The Chairman. Because our country has not adopted the treaty ?

Mr. Marshall. I doubt if that is the case, but rather because they

want to keep the wireless within their own grasp, within their own

power; that is. within the power of the government departments.

The attitude of the English Government is, as we understand it,

that wireless is especially for the navy; that is. first and primarily.

The Chairman. Thev do not recognize the commercial possibility

of it?

Mr. Marshall. Well. I should say not, because in Great Britain

they have approximately ten times the number of ships we have, but

we have more marine stations than they have, so that shows what a

blighting influence that regulation has in such countries.

Lieut. Commander Cleland Davis. The English Government en

tirely separates its wireless for defense, if you may call it that, and

its commercial wireless: the Government itself has a complete sys

tem, a complete chain of stations all around the islands. There are

about seventeen commercial stations, and they are open for business

under the international convention: but it is separate and distinct

from the navy wireless and conducted entirely by the Government.

Mr. Padgett. Both of them conducted by the Government?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Yes. I

Mr. Allen. Isn't it the policy of the Government of Great Britain

not to install high-power stations at all—not to permit their installa

tion '.

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. You mean for commercial pur

poses ?

Mr. Allen. Yes.
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Lieutenant-Commander Davis. That I don't know; around the

islands they arc all low-power stations; the longest range is 300

miles.

The Chairman. You are speaking now of the commercial stations?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Yes; the commercial stations only;

I do know they have stations which are designed to communicate

as far as Malta; that is their particular object; just how high that

power station is I don't know.

Mr. Allen. That is used only for the navy?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Yes.

Mr. Allen. Not for commercial business?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Probably not.

Mr. Padgett. May I ask this question: In the commercial business,

aside from the military and naval business, do they use the same

code or cipher or means of communication or do they have separate

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. The ordinary means of communi

cation as to the commercial stations: and with the government

stations, the naval stations, they can use any code they wish; all

communications arc transmitted in a code similar to the Morse code:

in other words, a series of dots and dashes which are translated

into letters.

Mr. Padgett. In other words, the naval operator can pick up the

commercial message and the commercial operator can pick up the

naval message?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Precisely, if he is in range.

Mr. Padgett. I would like to ask. in the present development of

the wireless system, what is supposed to be the practical limit of com

munication by wireless?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Well, that is a question that is

very difficult to answer. I can tell you what the limit of our prac

tical communication in the navy is. I can not tell you, of course,

what the development will be in the future.

Mr. Padgett. I do not mean in the future; I mean up to the pres

ent time.

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Our ships, with their installations,

can communicate with certainty, under ordinary conditions, up to

300 miles in the daytime and up to 700 miles at night ; sometimes at

night you can communicate up to 2.000 miles and even greater, but

those are extraordinary occasions.

Mr. Padgett. Sometime since I saw a statement in the paper that

a message that was sent out from down about Porto Rico, or some

where down in (hose waters, was picked up by a ship on the Pacific

coast.

Lieutenant -Commander Davis. Yes, sir.

Mr. Padgett. Was that authentic?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Well, it was authentic: those were

two government ships; the Government verified that.

The Chairman. But that can not be done under all conditions or

at all times.

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Very rarely.

The Chatrman. That was an extraordinary incident?
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Lieutenant-Commander Davis. A very extraordinary occasion.

Mr. Walter W. Massie, of the Massie Wireless Telegraph Com

pany. Returning to the question of England, I want to ask if the

English Government does not control the telegraph lines?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. I understand that it does, through

its postal department. I am not entirely familiar with these mat

ters; I am giving these facts as I have obtained them from various

sources and as I have gathered by reading.

Mr. Massie. Don't you think the wireless stations are in the con

trol of the postal department, the same as the wire lines?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Yes, sir; that is my understanding,

that it is separate from the Navy Department

Mr. Massie. And the countries that signed the Berlin treaty,

are they not also countries that control their telegraph lines?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. That I can not answer, as to all

the countries; the Berlin treaty was signed by twenty-one countries

from various parts of the world.

Mr. Marshall. To resume, I will now talk with reference to the

amateur stations. We have seen quite a lot in the newspapers about

protests from the amateurs, and letters have been written by some

of these boy operators. Xow, we have pretty good information that

these letters, most of them, have their source in Xew York or in the

officers of these electrical-supply companies which are furnishing the

apparatus to the amateurs throughout the country, and some of this

apparatus, most of it. infringes patents, and some of it is fake appa

ratus, pure and simple, and is sold under false pretenses. So do not

pay too much attention to such protests as that; they may be con

siderable in volume, but their relation or bearing to the industry is

very small. Returning once more to the composition of this com

mission, we think that this commission ought to be fairly well bal

anced between the government departments and the commercial

interests, because the legislation which comes from such a commission

would relate to normal times, or times of peace, and we think in

such times our interests and business interests are paramount. In

times of war, of course, the Government takes them all ; they get our

stations as well as their own, if they wish them, and that is the rea

son why we feel that our interests should be well protected in any

committee or commission recommending legislation.

The Chairman. Just one point, before you take your seat, on the

practical side of this proposition. The resolution provides that the

board shall make its report within thirty days from organization.

We are now at the middle of February, with the probabilities that

the session of Congress will end about the 1st of June; do you think

it would be possible for a board of any size to consider the subject,

thoroughly digest all the evidence it might take, formulate the regu

lations, and make a report to Congress before adjournment, having

in mind always the length of time it might take to get this measure

through ?

Mr. Marshall. I do, sir.

The Chairman. Both branches?

Mr. Marshall. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. It is quite likely that the measure itself might

not pass until the very closing days, and if it does pass the House it

might not get through the Senate.
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Mr. Marshall. Well, we are willing to do all we can to help such

a commission and give the time of any of our officers or experts,

and we are in a position to present our views in a very short time.

I do not see why this time should he greatly extended.

The Chairman. The difficulty might come that the measure would

not become a law under possibly two months, and the commission

might make its report after the adjournment of this session, so that

nothing practical would be gained until the next session, which

would meet in December. I just suggested the matter in order to

get the views of the gentlemen here as to whether or not it would be

well to extend the time of making the report to the next session of

Congress, when there would be no question of there being ample time

to consider the matter.

Mr. Marshall. Conditions are getting worse every day.

The Chairman. Of course, it would be understood, I presume, that

if the legislation were enacted in season for this commission to report

at this session it would make its report at the earliest possible

moment ; that they would not delay it, so that the matter would have

to go over until the next session. My idea would be that the commit

tee would act as promptly as possible and get the report in as soon as

possible.

Mr. Marshall. I can only say that we will have our representatives

here at any time.

Mr. Slemp. Do I understand that there is objection on the part of

amateur operators to the passage of a resolution of this kind?

Mr. Marshall. Under the misapprehension that it is going to de

stroy their experimental stations; however, this does not call for any

legislation of that kind. The supply companies think that their busi

ness will be brought to an end, and they are sending out these letters ;

they even publish a paper calling on the operators to send protests to

Congressmen: the editorials call for such action.

The Chairman. I might state that I have here papers from all over

the country. Here is a protest from the Intermountain Wireless Asso

ciation. The reason given for their protest is as follows : " That a

board of such nature would undoubtedly make recommendations

against the amateur and in favor of the big wireless interests, and

would make conditions favorable for the formation of a wireless

trust." You see their protests are founded on apprehension rather

than on any basic fact.

STATEMENT OF MR. JAMES H. HAYDEN, ATTORNEY FOR THE NA

TIONAL ELECTRIC SIGNALING COMPANY, PITTSBURG, PA.

Mr. Hayden. Mr. Chairman. I will state our objections to the res

olution in outline, and then leave discussion of technical matters

The Chairman. Will you pardon me? Is your company an oper

ating company?

Mr. Hayden. It has a certain number of stations.

The Chairman. Commercial stations?

Mr. Hayden. Commercial stations. Its work primarily has been

devoted to the development of what is known as the Fessenden sys

tem of wireless telegraphy, one of the most successful systems of the »

day. It is not engaged to any considerable extent in commercial

work, because the gentlemen who own and control the company have
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felt, up to the present time, that wireless had not been reduced to

that state of perfection which would render it desirable for commer

cial purposes. The company has spent a very large sum of money,

practically a million dollars, in investigating and developing the art.

It has to-day several stations in operation, the best known being the

one at Brant Rock, Massachusetts. It has supplied a very consid

erable amount of material to the army and navy, including, among

other things, installations on the scout cruisers, which are to test

their apparatus from points off the coast of South America and

Brant Bock, a distance of about 2,000 miles, and if thev succeed in

that they will make further tests—from the African coast to Brant

Rock, a distance of about ;),000 miles.

The Chairman. Then your company, as I understand, has Ik-cm

preparing to engage extensively in commercial business?

SIr. Hayoen. That is their intention.

Mr. Allen. Do you mean to say that any of your stations are

operated by the National Electric Signaling Company for pay; do

they collect tolls for messages?

Mr. IIayden. That I am not able to answer, because I won't go

into the details of this matter: I appear as attorney for this company

and am going to state, in outline, the grounds of its objections to thi.-s

resolution. If. after that, further information is desired we have

present this morning the president of the company, who can discuss

its business policy; also a number of Professor Fessenden's assistants,

who can discuss the matter from a technical or «cientific standpoint.

Professor Kessenden himself is now ill and in a sanitarium and will

be obliged to remain there two or three weeks: I am sorry he can

not be here to-day.

Our proposition is this. Mr. Chairman : The art of wireless is in its

infancy—in the experimental stage. We have learned only recently,

through the Patent Office, that tremendous advances are being made

at this time. This is shown by confidential Hie?- of (he Patent Office,

the contents of which are not generally known, covered by applications.

We do not know the nature of the improvements except such of them

as were made by our own company. But the information that there are

others comes to us from the Patent Office. We feel that no commis

sion could act intelligently in the matter without hearing the views of

the Patent Office, especially the examiner in charge of the division de

voted to wireless signaling. lle can tell you exactly how the art

stands to-day and what progress is being made. Now. a commission,

such as that proposed by this resolution, might make a complete sys

tem of regulations, and it might do so in a manner that would not in

terfere with the practice of the art as it is known to-day. But there

would be infinite risk of the adoption of some regulation which would

prevent most important improvements in future.

Among other things. General Allen has mentioned that a complete

code or system of regulations for the government of wireless busi

ness was drawn up at Berlin by an internat:onal commission. That

convention was attended by the wireless expert-- from the military

and naval service of numerous governments and by men who were

understood to be scientists. They presented a most elaborate scheme

of regulation. It was not adopted in this country, although its

adoption by this Government was urged vigorously by representa

tives of the military and naval services. The Berlin convention was
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held in 1906, and its adoption was urged before the Senate Com

mittee on Foreign Affairs in 1907. Now, there were in that conven

tion three or more regulations which, had they been adopted, would

have prevented most important improvements that have been made

in the art and are employed in it to-day by the army and navy as

well as by commercial interests. We feel, therefore, that the regula

tion formulated by the Berlin convention, which was made up in

very much the same way as the proposed commission, furnishes a

good example of what might be expected from the latter. If such

a commission were allowed to adopt a comprehensive scheme of regu

lation it would trammel and interfere with the development of the

art. Now, from a selfish standpoint, the National Electric Signaling

Company is convinced that it can practice wireless telegraphy with

out fear of interference from anybody. All that we ask is to be let

alone—to have no rules or regulations made.

The Chairman. May I ask you, Mr. Hayden, is your company

convinced they can practice it without interfering with others?

Mr. Hayden. As to that, I am not able to answer. That is a tech

nical question; I would prefer that you inquire of Professor Fes-

senden s assistants, who are present, and who have had practical

experience in the matter. I do not know whether the operations of

our company would interfere with other people; but, conceding that

they would, and if no regulations were made, we believe that regula

tions can be drawn up which would provide adequate protection for

the Government and for distress calls from vessels at sea. The latter

should be protected, all concede that, for humanitarian reasons.

Perhaps with the addition of one or two more regulations designed

to promote the general welfare of the wireless business, we believe

that is all that can be done to-day without seriously crippling the

improvement that is being made and will be made.

The Chairman. Now, right there, do you anticipate that anything

else than that would be attempted by a commission to-day?

Mr. Hayden. We have been warned by the work of the Berlin

convention, the adoption of which was urged upon this Government.

The Chairman. Don't you realize that regulations for the United

States must be framed, having in view governmental conditions en

tirely different from those in Europe, where governmental powers

are entirely different?

Mr. Hayden. As far as the governmental business is concerned,

sir, I do not apprehend that it is very different here from what it is

in Europe. The attitude of the Government toward commercial and

experimental work is, perhaps, somewhat different in this country.

Mr. Dawson. Do I understand that the regulations adopted at the

Berlin commission were not put in force in the United States?

Mr. Hayden. No, sir; that convention was not ratified by the Sen

ate, and has never become the laAV in this country.

Mr. Dawson. Is it your opinion that if those regulations had been

in operation in the United States they would have retarded the de

velopment of wireless telegraphy?

Mr. Hayden. I am prepared to prove this morning, if the com

mittee wishes it, that if those regulations had gone into effect it

would have prevented the discovery of three or four most important

improvements in the art, improvements that are in universal use to-

2!).riM>—10 2
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day and are being used by the Government as well as by private in

terests.

The Chairman. Can you point out briefly those points?

Mr. Hayden. I will call on one of Professor Fessenden's assistants,

a patent attorney, to mention those things. The Committee on For

eign Affairs in the Senate was warned of the likelihood that the

adoption of those regulations would interfere with the development

of the art in these particulars, and that warning has proven true.

Mr. Slemp. Have they prevented the- advance of wireless teleg

raphy in foreign countries?

Mr. Hayden. I understand that they have. In America the art is

far in advance of its condition in foreign countries. It is an obvious

fact to those of us who have been in private life that no one is going

to spend his time and money in developing inventions without hope

of a pecuniary reward sooner or later. Now, if this art is to be ap

propriated for the benefit of the Government, or if the Government

is to limit its practice in such a way as to render it unprofitable

commercially, there will be no improvement. The Government can

not conduct experiments without great expense. Its officers are not

especially trained for wireless work. Those who know something

about the art are comparatively few in number.

The Chairman. I understand from your remarks—and if I am

wrong I hope you will correct me—that you recognize there are cer

tain difficulties in the practical operation of wireless to-day that

ought to be removed?

Mr. Hayden. I believe, sir, that inferior apparatus, such as ama

teurs usually employ, or perhaps like some apparatus which the Gov

ernment has in use to-day, would be subject to interference

The Chairman. I want to see if I understand you. You would

advocate no regulations whatever, thereby making the apparatus in

use by the Government of no use, whereas, if it was properly regu

lated, the apparatus would be of some use ?

Mr. Hayden. No, sir; that is not my position.

The Chairman. Wouldn't that logically follow your statement ?

Mr. Hayden. I do not think so. My statement is this: From a

purely selfish point of view the National Electric Signaling Com

pany asks only to be let alone, but we do recognize that trouble has

occurred, that for public and humanitarian reasons there will be

regulations. The Government should bc allotted, we will say, cer

tain ranges of wave lengths for its exclusive use. These can be dis-.

tributed among its various executive departments, or else let one

establishment conduct all of the Government's wireless busineas. We

suggest that another range of wave lengths be allotted for distress

calls at sea. If, for humanitarian or other reasons, there be any

other matter that should lx. protected, we suggest provision can be

made for that. But if there should be drawn up at this time an

elaborate system of regulations it would be impossible not to em

barrass progress in the art

The Chairman. You understand, do you not, that any regulations

drawn up by a commission such as is proposed must be presented to

Congress for enactment into legislation before they have any effect?

Mr. Hayden. Most assuredly, sir: and yet.

The Chairman. And if impossible conditions were framed, there

is not much likelihood that they would be enacted into law ?
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Mr. Hayden. There would be an opportunity to oppose them.

Still, sir, the general impression would be, as General Allen stated in

his opening remarks, that all persons interested in the matter would

have appeared before this commission, where the dispute would have

been thrashed out, and that they must thereafter hold their peace.

Whatever regulations were reported or recommended by the commis

sion would have a quasi official character, and successful opposition

to any one or more of them would be a matter of the greatest diffi

culty.

The Chairman. Now. I think the committee would welcome your

suggestion as to how, in a practical way, we could bring out the regu

lations that you suggest and which I assume you think should be

made to govern the art to-day.

Mr. Hayden. I believe, sir, that all the regulations which can be

made without detriment to progress can be formulated by a com

mittee of Congress. We believe that this committee could do so.

The matter is quite like that of the adjudication of patent cases.

The judge, in nine cases out of ten, knows nothing of the technical

matters which he is called upon to decide. He is trained as a law

yer when he goes on the bench, yet the best scheme of adjudication

we have been able to evolve, and we believe it is a good one, is to

have a case presented to such an one who comes into the matter with

his mind unprejudiced, and who. after hearing those who are learned

in any particular art, is better able to give a fair judgment than a

scientist.

The Chairman. Do you have in mind the proposition on foot now

to have a patent court, the idea in that proposition being that judges

to pass on these patent matters will, if not at the outset, in time be

come mechanical or technical experts?

Mr. Hayden. Yes, sir; that aims at the overthrow of a system

which has prevailed in the country up to the present time. The

movement has not met with anything like universal acceptance. One

of the greatest patent lawyers of the country, now deceased, told me

not many months ago that he thought that would be a most unwise

thing. He believed that a judge having a general knowledge of the

law only and with a mind open to receive argument from both sides

of a dispute on a technical point, was better able to render a fair

judgment than would be one who had some technical knowledge of

the subject.

The Chairman. You recognize, of course, Mr. Hayden, that it is

not customan- for committees of Congress to sit as judges and formu

late legislation on these purely technical subjects, do you not?

Mr. Hayden. I appreciate that, sir.

The Chairman. There are several reasons why they do not do it,

the chief reason being the lack of time.

Mr. Hayden. Surely. And yet, sir, I think it would not be a bur

densome matter for the committee to give this great question suffi

cient time to understand it. For instance, the Government should be

allotted its own range of wave lengths within which to transact all of

its business. Let that be given to the Government absolutely. It

would in addition be entitled to range outside of that area if it

wished, but it would have that range of wave lengths available for

its exclusive use. For humanitarian reasons, take another range of
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wave lengths for use at sea, especially for distress calls. There can

be no dispute but that would be wise.

The Chairman. Let me ask you on that proposition of assigning

to the Government certain ranges of wave lengths; do you believe the

development of wireless has arrived at such a stage that it could be

safely said that the best results will be attained by giving the Gov

ernment a certain range of wave lengths and confining them to that

limit?

Mr. Hayden. We would not confine them to that limit; we only

would say that within those ranges they should have exclusive rights.

The Chairman. But now. right on the line of your argument, a

moment ago you said that the Government had inferior apparatus.

Suppose it had the most perfect apparatus for operation within that

range to-day and to-morrow it developed that a superior apparatus

for the sending of messages within a different range of wave lengths

came on the market, then the Government would be confined to a

limited range of wave lengths and would have inferior apparatus

and would not be able to keep up an effective service?

Mr. Hayden. They would not be confined to the use of such wave

lengths, but the right to use them would be reserved for the Govern

ment alone.

The Chairman. On that point I wish you would inform the com

mittee what benefit it could possibly be to the Government to have

exclusive rights within certain ranges of wave lengths when those

lengths were not the most efficient.

Mr. Hayden. We would ask the Government to select those lengths

which were best adapted for its purposes. If it wanted two, reserve

them. If it wanted four, reserve them. Give the Government what

it wants, but do not give it everything.

The Chairman. Right there. Suppose the Government would

select the range of wave lengths that was most efficient for the

apparatus of your company—you would be willing for them to do

that?

Mr. Hayden. Yes.

The Chairman. What- would become of your company and your

apparatus?

Mr. Hayden. We would accommodate ourselves to something else.

The Chairman. How could you use it commercially if the Gov

ernment used it exclusively ?

Mr. Hayden. That is where the objection arises to the present bill.

We say that it is unfair to give the Government the cream of the

wireless business, but our chief objection is to giving it both milk

and cream.

The Chairman. Then you are not especially impartial on the sub

ject of government rights ?

Mr. Hayden. No, sir; by no means.

The Chairman. Have you any reason to think that the Govern

ment would not be impartial and would not have in mind the rights

of everybody ?

Mr. Hayden. This Berlin convention indicates the government's

attitude.

The Chairman. I fail to see exactly where it does, but possibly it

does.
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Mr. Hayden. I believe it does, because it reserves to the various

governments practically the whole of the business. It would have

made successful commercial work impossible.

The Chairman. Don't you distinguish between the government

which owns the wire lines and the wireless and a government which

has nothing whatever to do with the commercial aspects of either

wire lines or wireless telegraphy ? Can't you see that a government

that controls the telegraph and telephone systems will want the cream

in any event and will insist upon having it, while a government which

is not interested in the commercial end of it at all would not have

that same desire?

Mr. Hayden. A government which controlled the commercial work

would have it all in any event, and there would be no reason for

separating the milk from the cream. It would have it all. But

where there is to be a separation, Ave concede that the government

should be given all that it can reasonably ask for its purposes, but

should not take more than is required for the transaction of govern

ment business. That could well be done and still leave to commercial

interests and investigators of the science enough latitude to enable

them to carry on their work with a reasonable degree of success.

The Chairman. Don't you admit, Mr. Hayden, that this board,

if it is instituted, would attempt to regulate this subject of wave

lengths? Isn't it possible to regulate this matter of inerference

without regard to wave lengths?

Mr. Hayden. It might be possible, but there we are getting into

the realm of technicalities which had better be discussed by some one

expert in the art.

Mr. Slemp. You recognize that the Government does not have a

majority on this board?

Mr. Hayden. I do not concede that it would not have the control

of the board, because even on the basis contemplated by this resolu

tion the Government would have three representatives out of seven.

Coming from three departments the committee has reports which

show that the three representatives of the Government would be a

unit on every question. The navy, the Treasury, and perhaps one or

two others have indicated to this committee that they have adopted

the report of the War Department, and said that it had been adopted

after a conference of the several departments. Now, on the other

side there would be great conflict among the commercial companies.

There is rivalry among them. There is a conflict between them be

cause of their various patents and inventions. What scientists might

be selected for membership of the commission we can not tell, but the

solid phalanx of the three representatives of the Government would

control in any dispute.

Mr. Padgett. Let me ask you a question or two for personal infor

mation.

Mr. Hayden. Yes, sir.

Mr. Padgett. I want to learn something about it as I go along.

You spoke of the assignment to the Government of certain ranges of

wave lengths?

Mr. Hayden. Yes, sir.

Mr. Padgett. You said two or four. Now, what do vou mean

by that? Illustrate it.
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Mr. Hayden. That, of course, is getting into the technical side of

the subject, but I might explain it in this way: These signals, as I

am informed, are transmitted by producing disturbances or waves in

a medium that is called ether, and the waves go out from the stations

like waves of sound, and they are susceptible of measurement. Now,

you can liken a wireless installation to a tuning fork. AVhere two

instruments of that kind are properly attuned, if you place one in one

part of a room, the other in a remote part, if properly attuned, will

respond to vibrations produced by the first. That is the case with

wireless stations. On the other hand, if they are of different attune-

ment there would be no response. Now, in suggesting that there be

assigned to the Government a certain range or ranges of wave lengths,

the idea is that its instruments will be so attuned that they will

respond to one another.

Mr. Padgett. And outside of that sphere you can attune them as

you please?

Mr. Hayden. Yes, sir; except in the matter of distress calls at

sea ; I would allot to them another range of wave lengths.

Mr. Dawson. What is the relative difference between two and

four as applied to wave lengths?

Mr. Hayden. The chairman suggested that the Government might

want different ranges of wave lengths for different kinds of appara

tus, and I suggested that they might reserve one for a certain class of

instruments and another range for another class. If they needed

more than that, let them have it, but let them say definitely what

they want.

Mr. Padgett. I want to get in my mind what you mean by wave

lengths.

Mr. Hayden. I can't possibly give a better illustration than that

already given. If you throw a stone or a pebble into the water,

waves are produced that radiate from the place where the stone or

pebble enters the water; those waves can be measured, and the dis

turbances produced by the wireless stations in uttering a call are

comparable to the waves produced by agitating water. However,

we are getting too technical features of the question, and with the

committee's permission I will surrender the floor to Mr. Clay.

The Chairman. I would suggest to Mr. Padgett and to the other

members of the committee that if they desire to go into the technical

features of the matter, we defer that until we have heard the other

gentlemen who are here on the main proposition of a board, and then

go into the other question later on.

STATEMENT OF MR. FRANCIS W. H. CLAY, ATTORNEY OF THE

NATIONAL ELECTRIC SIGNALING COMPANY, OF PITTSBURG,

PA.

Mr. Clay. I am attorney for the National Electric Signaling Com

pany, but. as I shall explain later, I wish to appear not as the rep

resentative of any business concern or government interest, but for

the inventor as an inventor and for the scientific investigator as a

scientific investigator. Mr. Chairman, the discussion has gone far

enough to show that this wireless telegraphy is all in the air, as we

might say. It would be appropriate, I think, and incumbent upon

me, to assume that this committee will be its own judge as to how
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far a committee of Congress ought to delegate the power of legisla

tion to the executive branch of the Government.

The Chairman. Right on that point, before you go any further.

Do you gather in any way from this resolution that such is the

purpose of the committee ?

Mr. Clay. Yes, Mr. Chairman; the resolution provides that this

committee shall provide a complete code of regulations for this art.

The Chairman. And report it to Congress.

Mr. Clay. And the nature of the art is such, as this discussion has

shown this morning, that this committee will almost of necessity

have to rely upon the report of that commission, if it undertakes to

legislate in any particular restrictive manner. But, as I say, I think

it more appropriate for me to leave that to the judgment of the com

mittee, how far a matter of legislation should be left to a commission

appointed by the President and dominated at least by the military

arm of the Government, and, of course, we will leave to the commit

tee's own judgment also the question as to how far it is capable of

handling this technical question. So far as the company I represent

is concerned, we appear here for the simple and sole purpose of urging

that this committee carefully consider whether there is any necessity

at all for immediate legislation, and if it considers that there is neces

sity for immediate legislation, we urge upon it that such legislation

is so simple, so easy, that this committee itself can attend to the en

tire matter, acting, as has been suggested by the other attorney, more

or less in the capacity of judge between these conflicting views.

The Chairman. Isn't that the very purpose of this resolution, to

get the data upon which we can act as judges or jurors?

Mr. Clay. Mr. Chairman, we are afraid that the effect of that

commission will be exactly what the effect of such a commission has .

heretofore been—to wit, the President to appoint an army officer

and a navy officer

The Chairman. Pardon me; I am afraid that will be the effect of

it myself and result in nothing, because heretofore commissions have

not been able to very forcibly impress their recommendations upon

Congress.

Mr. Clay. And Congress ought not to do it. According to my

personal view, if I may be so bold as to express my view, Congress

has no right to delegate the power of legislation to the executive

branch of the Government; and it seems to me that to submit a tech

nical matter like this to a commission in order to have that commis

sion draw up regulations for a purely technical subject amounts to

such a recommendation as the committee of necessity must antici

pate. Now, we urge upon the committee that there is nothing neces

sitated by the present condition of affairs, but that stations shall

provide against the interference one with another, that distress calls

shall have a certain rate of vibration allotted to them exclusively, and

that the Government shall have a certain other rate of vibration, to

be chosen by itself and changed from time to time at its own pleas

ure. That is all the regulation that is necessary under any of the

present conditions, so far as we are concerned.

As I started out to say at the beginning, I would like to say that I

am not so much the representative of any concern or particular user of

these devices as I am the representative of an eminent scientific man

who has spent a large part of his life in the investigation of this art
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and development of it as a scientific man. The company, the National

Electric Signaling Company, to which he belongs, is composed of no

body but Prof. R. A. Fessenden and two or three gentlemen with

means, who have gone into this thing to back him in the investigation

of the art and the development of instruments for a commercial state

of perfection, with the idea of eventually going into business. I

think, perhaps, Mr. Hayden slightly misspoke in saying this pretended

to be a commercial company ; it does not ; the company has spent close

onto a million dollars in the development of this art. and the reason

why it has not gone into the commercial business is not because it has

not sufficient instruments. One of the few suits between inventors

over wireless telegraphy—found in 149 Federal Reporter—shows that

this company, the National Electric Signaling Company, succeeded in

a suit to enjoin the De Forest company from the use of its particular

receivers. I say this shows, by court records, that this company has

not abstained from commercial business because it has no instruments

with which to work.

Mr. Clay. I think Lieutenant-Commander Davis would bear me

out in the assertion that the navy itself knows that Fessenden has

plenty of efficient apparatus to work with if he chose. This company,

as I say, which I represent, has never sold a dollar's worth of stock,

has never had any stock for sale. It is not a commercial company.

It is a company backing a scientific investigator.

The Chairman. Pardon me, Mr. Clay, just a moment. I do not

want to interrupt your argument, but we will assume that it is not a

commercial company. I would like to ask that you be as brief in pre

senting your facts as possible, because we have a great many gentle

men who want to be heard.

Mr. Clay. That suggestion brings me to the point I want to make,

that this art is not sufficiently developed for any restrictive legisla

tion, as shown by the fact that Professor Fessenden, as one of the

principal investigators in this art, has not felt that he has sufficiently

perfected the apparatus to go into regular commercial business. •

That brings me directly to the facts I got up to state, which was

my only purpose. The first fact illustrating that any legislation at

this date is immature is that out of 620 patents that have been issued

in this wireless telegraphy art 550 of them have been issued in the

last ten years. Wireless telegraphy is a very young art, not more

than a dozen years old. About 80 patents were issued during the last

year, and I guess—I not only guess, but as an ex-assistant examiner

of patents in the Patent Office, having charge of a large number of

applications myself, interferences with other inventors, I am able to

give a pretty fair estimate—and I want to say that there are probably

800 applications now pending in the Patent Office. There are some

20 prominent workers in the art in America, and not one of them

doing a paying commercial business. Since the British Government

granted so many privileges to the Marconi system, the German and

American systems have far outstripped them in inventions.

Mr. Allen. Are you referring to the efficiency of the apparatus?

Mr. Clay. Yes; I think it is admitted.

Mr. Allen. We do not admit it.

Mr. Clay. In 1907. exactly as this resolution calls for. the Presi

dent appointed four members—one from the army, one from the

navy, one from the Signal Corps. I believe, and one who was President
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Roosevelt's personal friend—who represented this Government in

the adoption of a certain convention, and that convention failed in

the Senate; but.it was urged strenuously by the same representatives

of the military branch of the Government who are here urging this

resolution; and note that the commission was composed exactly as

this resolution intends this commission be composed. What did it

do? It adopted certain regulations which we contended at the time

would interfere with the development of the art, and we are now

justified by events.

First, section 4 of the final protocol was designed to prevent secret

transmission of messages. Secret transmission of messages has been

successfully accomplished, I believe, by several men; certainly by

Professor Fessenden. That would have been prevented by this law.

This wave-length matter is a mere matter of rate vibration; a cer

tain wave length is a certain rate of vibration.

Mr. Padgett. It does not mean linear distance ?

Mr. Clay. No; not at all. But note this: This law restricted wire

less-telegraph operators to the use of a wave length of a maximum

of 800 meters. Since that time we have demonstrated—and the

United States Navy vessels are at this moment on the sea in position

to demonstrate and have demonstated—that by the use of a wave

1,200 or up to 3,700 meters per second they get a very efficient trans

mission. They do awaj- with,the absorption of the waves by day

light, which possibly was not known at the time that the invention

was adopted. There would have been a law which would have pre

vented the use of the wave which we now know to be the best to use.

Another thing was a provision that all messages should be sent

seriatim and not simultaneously. There could be no multiple send

ing of duplicates, just as if you should have a provision as to wire

telegraphy that no one should send a message over the same wire

somebody else was using at the same time. Since the adoption of

that convention we have found out how to do it with ease, send sev

eral messages at the same time without interference. That law

would have prevented that. Another provision in that law was that

two kilowats should be the limit. At the present moment several of

the companies are using a great deal higher power than that, and

have found it is a great deal more efficient for use. There are others

it is not necessary for me to mention.

Mr. Paixjett. Those matters, where subsequent experiments have

made improvements, are very interesting to me. I would like to

hear of them.

Mr. Clay. I have mentioned three. There was a restriction to a

short wave, so called, and we have found a long wave was better.

There was a restriction to sending the messages seriatim, on the sup

position that no other way could avoid interference, and we have

found we can avoid interference sending duplicate messages, just as

Edison found, almost as soon as he found out how to operate the

telegraph, that he could send two messages on the same wire at once,

and now they can send four at once on the same wire without inter

ference. If we had had legislation providing that none of these

telegraph operators should have undertaken to send two messages

over the same wire at once because it would interfere with somebody,

we Avoukl not have had the multiplex telegraphy: and I am here, as

I said, for no other purpose than to protest against legislation that
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will tie the genius of invention. We do not want to be throttled in

the matter of inventions, and we illustrate by comparison that this

convention which was adopted—how the adoption of restrictive

legislation is certain to retard invention.

The Chairman. Can you see any time in the future a period when

there would be an absolute necessity for some legislation for the

control of the air for commercial purposes?

Mr. Clay. Yes. Mr. Chairman; and at mis present moment I think

it would be well.

The Chairman. When would that time arrive, in your judgment?

Mr. Clay. Right now is the time to make some legislation such as

a broad provision against interference by one operator with another,

but as soon as Congress undertakes to legislate as to how interference

should be prevented, it is going to hamper the art. As I say, I am

ready to prove, if called upon, that at this moment Professor Fessen-

den had developed a system.

The Chairman. You assume, I take it. that a board or a com

mission appointed would go ahead and perpetuate the errors of the

Berlin conference. Why should you assume that ?

Mr. Clay. I do not assume that.

The Chairman. But your w'hole argument is based right on that

theory, that this commission is going to recommend restrictive legis

lation that is going to hamper and discourage inventors, and you cite

that Berlin conference as an illustration. Is it not to be assumed

that a commission now appointed, having in view the errors or fal

lacies of certain actions of the Berlin conference, would very care

fully avoid them—steer around them ?

Mr. Clay. I would suppose so, Mr. Chairman, and that is why we

are here. We are here for no other purpose than to ask the privilege

of warning this committee against making the same mistake that was

made.

Mr. Padgett. I want to call your attention to this phase of it: If

the Berlin conference made limitations, which a few years later

developed to be injurious, might not a few years in the future prove

limitations made by any commission to be injurious? Is that your

idea ?

Mr. Clay. That is my point, sir, and I can emphasize it by this

statement: The whole object of this Berlin convention was to pre

vent interference. At this present moment I stand ready to prove

to this committee or to any agent it may appoint, that Professor

Fessenden has developed a system by which interference is completely

and absolutely avoided. In other words, the legislation is out of date

in the sense that it is useless two years and a half after it is adopted.

Mr. Slemp. Is that accepted commercially by other companies—

that which Professor Fessenden has accomplished?

Mr. Clay. You will understand that these companies have a very

large claim department, but when it comes to showing down they are

all shy. All I can do is to speak for my own company. We are

willing to show to this committee that we can cut out any possibility

of interference by any conceivable wave length or any conceivable

amount of power. What the others can do I do not know.

Mr. De Forest. I will accept Mr. Clay's challenge right here and

now, and agree to interfere with any station Professor Fessenden can

put up. [Laughter.]
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Mr. Clay. Mr. Chairman, that is an excellent illustration. Pro

fessor Fessenden has a station af Brant Rock, Mass., and Mr. De

Forest has a station in the neighborhood, and it strikes me it

would be an excellent thing for a subcommittee of this committee to

attend the feat Mr. De Forest will undertake and judge by that

whether or not legislation which provides a great lot of restrictive

regulations as to how interference can be put out is not immature.

I was speaking in response to the chairman's request, coming directly

to the point that we think legislation is premature unless it confines

itself purely to a broad, general provision, such as that one operator

should not interfere with another.

The Chairman. Do you not believe that a commission can frame

up something that will accomplish that very purpose much better

than a committee of Congress, which has no knowledge whatever of

the subject except as it is presented by you gentlemen?

Mr. Clay. Mr. Chairman, if there is a necessity for any such

broad and general legislation, we believe that a committee of Con

gress is much more competent to do justice in the matter and to

handle the matter by simply calling before it at its own pleasure a

few experts to explain any technical points they want explained.

We believe the experience of the past shows that leaving a matter to

a commission will result in two things: First, that the recommenda

tions of the commission will virtually be the thing that Congress

must accept if it accepts anything.

The Chairman. You assume that Congress would have no discre

tion to pick out the good and reject the bad in the recommendations

of the commission.

Mr. Clay. I must say, Mr. Chairman, that I do not see. if the mat

ter got before Congress, what answer would be made if some Con

gressman would get up and say. " We can not undertake to decide

what is the wave length necessary to prevent interference," or for

doing this, that, and the other.

The Chairman. We would get that information from the commis

sion exactly.

Mr. Dawson. If you knew how unpopular commissions were down

here at this time, you would be in favor of this. [Laughter.]

Mr. Clay. My point is. primarily, that it is premature to have any

legislation except the very broadest. A provision that one operator

shall not interfere with another would be all that the navy needs.

Leave it to them to find out how they will prevent. Necessity is the

mother of invention. If the inventors must overcome this matter of

interference, they will do it. The man whom I have the honor to

represent has done it, as we stand ready to prove. Why legislate to

take away a difficulty the presence of which is the very incentive to

the further development of the art?

The Chairman. You are assuming. Mr. Clay, that Congress will

ultimately legislate along the lines you are arguing. That is not my

idea at all. My idea is that the legislation will follow substantially

the lines you are suggesting, to prevent this interference, and in some

way punish those who interfere.

Mr. Clay. That legislation, Mr. Chairman, we heartily approve

of, but we believe this committee can do it better than any technical

committee composed in part of the executive branch of the Govern

ment, which we do not think, on general principles, ought to take
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part in legislation anyway, and especially when the proposition is

to submit this matter to exactly the same kind of a commission,

appointed by the same authority, with all the probability that it will

do exactly the same thing as it did before.

The Chairman. You are assuming that the commission is to be

made up of three representatives of the Government. You have not

read the resolution, have you?

Mr. Clay. I have; very carefully.

The Chairman. There shall be a disinterested man on it. There

is a balance of power there in favor of the civilian, if anything.

Mr. Clay. The army and navy undoubtedly would stand together.

The representative of the Treasury would certainly stand with them.

The President, who is the head of the army and navy, chooses all of

the commission. There are three members, representatives of wire

less-telegraph companies, supposedh' commercial companies, which,

I say, I do not represent at all ; but I represent an investigator who

is not in this matter for making money at all, but to develop the art

at this time. Eventually he hopes to make money, and the very fact

that he is the one objecting to legislation which would restrict fur

ther development of this art. although he claims to be the one farthest

in advance, ought to be sufficient to show this committee that it is

too early to legislate. We protect infant industries; why can we

not protect infant arts which are in a stage of development so prema

ture that in the last year's time 80 of these 500 patents have been

issued, and in the last ten years 550 of the 620 have been issued ; and

at the present moment some 800 applications are pending in the

Patent Office for further patents.

I have only one more word to sav. that if any commission is to be

appointed to pass legislation restricting the use of an invention, it

seems to me eminently wise and fitting that at least one of those

commissioners should be the Commissioner of Patents, who is charged

with the duty of issuing the protection the Government grants for

these inventions. Here the Government grants me a patent for the

exclusive use of an invention. Then a commission comes along and

makes regulations as to how I shall use that, and the very officer

who has t>een charged with the duty of granting me an exclusive

monopoly is not even represented on the commission which is to

make recommendations as to how I shall use it.

The Chairman. Is it any of his business? I fail to see why it is

any of his business to regulate the use of an invention which he, as

a government officer, grants an inventor. He has simply to pass on

the fact as to whether or not it is patentable. It would be most

parental legislation to put him in charge or give him a voice in say

ing how that apparatus should be used after he has issued a patent

authorizing it. It would be highly desirable, perhaps, from the

standpoint of the inventor.

Mr. Clay. Mr. Chairman, what you say is like a ray of the sun

which clears the entire 'fog away. The answer to that question is

this: The only person capable of telling you authoritatively whether

or not this art is in such condition as can stand the risk of restrictive

legislation is the Commissioner of Patents. We ask nothing more

than that you ask him.

The Chairman. We perhaps differ as to the interIjretation of

restrictive legislation. Evidently you have the idea that legislation
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is proposed that is going to tie up the art of wireless telegraphy.

I want to say for myself that that was the last thought in my mind.

I had in mind some reasonable regulations which, instead of restrict

ing, would rather develop the art in the future. I do not think you

will find any member of this committee or any Member of Congress

who for a moment would consider the enactment of legislation which

will retard development along any line, wireless or otherwise.

Mr. Clay. It is because we felt such confidence in the committee,

Mr. Chairman, that we came up to propose and to urge that if any

legislation is to be drawn it should be drawn by the committee.

The Chairman. I think I can assure you that if this or any com

mission should report regulations the legislative end of it would be

taken care of by the appropriate committee in Congress, and by

Congress itself, and not by the commission.

Mr. Clay. We believe so; but we are afraid that a commission

which is to draw, say, as this resolution says, full and complete reg

ulations for the restriction of the use of wireless telegraphy, dealing

with such a technical matter, that Congress has not time, if it

had the ability, to go to the bottom of a scientific matter like this.

It will necessarily have to leave it to that commission, and that com

mission will, as certainly as night follows day, go into technical

restrictive recommendations. There is the report of the committee

before, showing you. It actually went to the extent of mentioning,

out of the innumerable, the inconceivably large number of vibra

tions, what particular vibration should be used for signals. It went

to the very last degree of technical restrictive legislation, and it is

going to do that when it is composed in the same way.

The Chairman. You are referring to the Berlin convention?

Mr. Clay. That is what was recommended. When it recommends

it, can Congress go into the matter whether those regulations are

proper or not?

The Chairman. It seems to me they can go into it as well as they

can to-day, along the line vou propose. I do not see any distinc

tion, except that we would have condensed technical information

that we would not have time otherwise to gather ourselves. How

ever, that is a matter of conjecture, and an academic question, per

haps.

Mr. Clay. The only request we have to make, Mr. Chairman, is

that this committee go as far as it can see its way clear to go, but not

any further.

Mr. Padoktt. Before you take your seat I want to ask you a ques

tion. You spoke a moment ago about legislation prohibiting one

operator from interfering with another. How would you do that?

What is your idea of that? If you were to make that legislation,

what would be your practical suggestion of accomplishing the result

that one operator should not interfere with another?

Mr. Clay. It seems to me it is very simple. Each operator who

has a station has to register with the Government. When he sends

out any message he has to let the entire world know who is sending it.

There you would fix the responsibility. Now there is no responsi

bility. You get interfering waves and you do not know where they

come from. You can not prosecute anybody; you can not even

object; you can not even ask who it is.

Mr. Padgktt. In other words, you would license the business?
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Mr. Clay. No: I would simply make it necessary that .nobody

should secretly interfere without its being known who is doing it,

and if it is known who is doing it he is responsible, just as in the

legislature of Xew York they tried for a long time to prescribe the

particular speed at which an automobile should run, but they found

that did not work half so well as having the automobilists responsi

ble for what they did, responsible for the damage.

Mr. Padgett. I know; but you say he shall not interfere, and he

has to register. Where would he register? Would he be registered

in a list of operating stations?

Mr. Clay. By some government bureau such as the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

Mr. Padgett. Now, then, he sends out a message at this time.

Mr. Clay. He has to see himself that he does not interfere with

other people who are carrying on business, and it is easy to do.

Mr. Padgett. How would he know, when he is sending out at this

station, that somebody else over there is not sending out one at the

same time?

Mr. Clay. We maintain that the inventors can easily overcome

that, and I can say so, because I know the inventors have done it;

they can easily arrange to send simultaneously any number you

please without interference.

Mr. Padgett. But assume, on the other hand, that they can not

do it. I want to get the practical thing. How would you arrange?

What would be your idea for arranging a system that, at 10 min

utes after 10 to-day you start to send a message and a man over

yonder at the same hour and minute sends a message, how would you

prevent them interfering after they got out into the wave ether?

Mr. Clay. It is very much like the linotype machine, which picks

its type up and carries a whole bunch of types across a set of disks,

and the '; a " goes into the " a " box and the " b " in the " b " box,

and no letter goes in any other box than its own. There are an in

finite number of vibrations. You can so arrange that a vibration

is going to a certain place and give a response in that instant, and

another rate of vibration will not affect sit at all. That is the way;

it is easy to do.

Mr. Padgett. In other words, then, if I understand you, it would

be the establishment of a number of systems, and your system here

would be attuned to a certain wave range, and the one over there

that is to pick it up would have the same attunement?

Mr. Clay. That is the general idea ; yes, sir.

Mr. Padgett. And this one over here would be a different tune?-

Mr. Clay. Yes.

Mr. Padgett. So that you could not send a message to this man;

but you could send to this one ?

Mr. Clay. Yes; unless that man wanted to get it.

Mr. Padgett. So that there would be, then, an indefinite number

of correspondingly attuned instruments?

Mr. Clay. Yes.

Mr. Padgett. Is that your idea?

Mr. Clay. That is it, in a general way.

Mr. Massle. I want to ask you if Professor Fessenden has demon

strated to anyone the system you claim, to his entire satisfaction;

the Navy Department, for instance?
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Mr. Clay. What system!

Mr. Massie. This one you claim under which there will be no in

terference.

Mr. Clay. No; we have not.

Mr. Massie. You have not demonstrated it to anyone?

Mr. Clay. We have not demonstrated it, except to ourselves.

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. I may say that it would be per

fectly feasible under proper regulation and control to get rid of the

interference.

Mr. Allen. Isn't that what we want to do with this resolution?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Precisely.

Mr. Clay. Then a provision that you want to avoid interference is

all that is necessary, and this committee can arrange that as well as

the commission.

STATEMENT OF MR. RICHARD PFUND, ENGINEER, TELEFUNKEN

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 111 BROADWAY, NEW

YORK.

The Chairman. We have a representative here of the Telefunken

Wireless Telegraph Company, and we would be glad to hear from

him.

Mr. Pfund. All I want to say is that I fully agree with Mr. Hay-

den and Mr. Clay.

The Chairman. Just a moment. Is your company a commercial

operating company?

Mr. Pfund. We are preparing to go into it.

The Chairman. But you are not now actually' operating commer

cially?

Mr. Pfund. Not this minute. I do not think the time is ripe for

any legislation at all, because most of the rules and regulations will

be based on experience with not only inferior apparatus, but inferior

operators and inferior companies. For instance, some time ago, when

the telephone companies started, they used grounded circuits, and of

course they found that the trolley companies and the electric-light

companies interfered. They did not ask for the appointment ot a

commission to suppress them. They went after those fellows in the

courts, and when they found they could not do anything they in

vented a way to get over that, and a very simple way. They used

metallic lines and transposed them. Recently, during the electrifica

tion of the New Haven road, the telephone companies found that the

power circuits were interfering with the telephone circuits. They did

not ask for the appointment of a commission, but are going ahead

trying to avoid that in some way, trying to devise some means of

overcoming that interference. I think this whole matter ought to be

left to the commercial companies to find some means of overcoming

this interference and not have any legislation, because, just as has

been said, that is going to restrict development.

The Chairman. Mr. Pfund, you recognize the fact, do you not,

that there is interference, mutual interference, between the Govern

ment and the commercial operators and the amateurs, a general

mix-up of the situation ''.

Mr. Pfund. I do not think the amateurs are responsible for so

much.
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The Chairman. What I was leading up to was not a question as

to the responsibility, or who was interfering most, but this inter

ference is going on, is it not?

Mr. Pfund. Yes; certainly.

The Chairman. You would not oppose any legislation that would

make it a misdemeanor, we will say, to maliciously interfere either

with commercial or governmental or amateur business?

Mr. Pfund. I do not think there is so much interference from the

amateurs at all.

The Chairman. You spoke of the interference the telephone people

found.

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. If I am not mistaken, in some of the States, at

least, there are penal statutes against anybody tampering with their

wires or their phones.

Mr. Pfund. Yes ; but that is another matter.

The Chairman. That is another matter in one way, but yet in the

wireless you have no wires to tamper with; you have the medium of

communication of either to tamper with. Something along those

lines, it would seem to me, would be perhaps as far as you might go

with safety in the matter of the control of the air, of wireless com

munication. Would you oppose something along that line?

Mr. Pfund. I certainly would. I do not think the time is ripe.

The Chairman. You would allow, then, the irresponsible operator

to do as he pleased, without any penalty ?

Mr. Pfund. I would try to avoid being bothered by him.

The Chairman. You would endeavor to avoid it. if possible, and,

on the same theory, if you were walking down the street and some

fellow should strike you without provocation, you would think he

should not be punished—you would try to avoid being struck by him?

Mr. Pfund. I do not think that is the same thing. I think the

apparatus exists to-day that can cut out considerable of that inter

ference, and all the experience of the people who are bothered by the

amateurs, and so on. is because they use inferior apparatus and infe

rior operators. I am a telegraph operator myself.

Mr. Dawson. Do you think that American inventive genius will

eventually solve this question?

Mr. Pfund. 1 certainly do. I think it has been solved, very

largely, so far, and I think that would restrict the development of the

art, to lay down rules and regulations, because those rules and regula

tions would be based on experience with inferior apparatus, because

who has modern apparatus to-day? The navy has not got it, the

army has not got it, some of the commercial companies have not

got it.

Mr. De Forest. Has any American company got it ?

Mr. Pfund. They have not put it out in commercial use.

Mr. Allen. Who saved the lives of the 5,000 people the New York

Times gave last Sunday as having been saved in the last eighteen

months by wireless?

Mr. Pfund. That is all right, but this commission is not going to

help to save any more.

Mr. Allen. You said the apparatus was worthless.

Mr. Pfund. I said the interference that is caused at present is due

to inferior apparatus.
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Mr. Padgett. You say we have not in this country in practical use

superior apparatus?

Mr. Pfund. At the present time. It exists here, but I say it is noi

put in practical use at the present time.

Mr. Padgett. Is.it in practical use in any other country?

Mr. Pfund. No, sir.

Mr. Padgett. So, there is nowhere that there is superior apparatus

in practical use?

Mr. Pfund. Not at this present moment, because at this present

moment we are right on the threshold of a new development in wire

less, this so-called " undamped or feebly damped oscillation system."

That has great possibilities in the way of tuning and cutting out

interference not possible by these ordinary spark methods.

Mr. Dawson. Laying aside the question of the inferiority or the

superiority of the apparatus, can you tell us how many years of

actual experience we would have behind us now at this stage of wire

less upon which to base restrictive legislation? How many years of

experience have we had in wireless?

Mr. Pfund. About ten in this country; nine or ten. In 1901, I

think, the first station was established in this country. I had charge

of it, the Marconi system, at Nantucket.

Mr. Marshall. Without legislation, how would you take care of

certain stations, amateur or otherwise, sending out false calls of dis

tress? How are you going to take care of that?

Mr. Pfund. I think at the present time we had better not interfere

at all. We have gone along eight or nine years, and I think it is qtiite

safe to put this off a little longer. The telephone companies, for in

stance, tried to stop the trolley cars from running. They found they

could not do that, and they finally tried to overcome that interference.

That is what we are going to do.

Mr. Marshall. It is not interference, but it is false calls.

Mr. Pfund. You could recognize those false calls.

Mr. Marshall. You can not do it.

Mr. Padgett. How would it be to put the fellow who sent a false

call, maliciously, in the penitentiary?

Mr. Pfund. We would have to catch him.

Mr. Allen. If you could provide a system of catching him, that is

what you ought to do.

Mr. Pfund. You could send out a false call, but how would you

locate that? You can not do it.

Mr. Allen. Suppose he had to be registered and licensed?

Mr. Pfund. Yes; but suppose he was not on shore; or suppose he

had an aerial up on a flag pole which looked like a set of halyards?

Mr. Allen. Suppose he were required to have a license to oper

ate it ?

Mr. Pfund. Suppose he wanted to interfere and he did not want to

ask for a license?

Mr. De Forest. Do you not know it is possible, by a direct receiving

system, to get within one point of the compass?

Mr. Pfund. You can not use that in practice to-day.

Mr. De Forest. Why not?

Mr. Pfund. Why do you not do it?

Mr. De Forest. It has been used by Berliners—Tolson.

2!).r>00—10 3
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Mt.'Pfund. Experimentally.

Mr. De Forest. Over a distance of 70 miles, I am informed.

Mr. Pfund. Yon are informed, yes. You have not seen it, I have

not seen it. and nobody else has seen it.

Mr. De Forest. I challenge that statement at once.

Mr. Pfund. I will say that some of these companies have great

claims departments, but they are not performed. I have not seen

them performed and I do not think anybody else has.

Mr. Allen. Isn't that because you have not a performing company

and these others have?

Mr. Pfund. I have had considerable opportunity to see the per

formance of various apparatus.

The Chairman. You sav a call can be sent out from a concealed

serial?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Where would that be concealed?

Mr. Pfund. Suppose I had a Hag pole on this building, or any

other building. I could put up a covered wire that looked like a set

<if halyards, and you could not see that, even with a telescope, from

the street, whether that was a wire or a rope; and, sitting in that

building, I could send out signals, for instance, to the navy-yard.

The Chairman. How far could you send a message from a con

cealed aerial !

Mr. Pfund. Pretty far; from a high flagstanva couple of hundred

miles.

Mr. Allen. One who wants to violate the revenue laws can estab

lish an illicit distillery.

Mr. Pfund. We are getting away from the subject. I think the

lime is not ripe for the appointment of a commission.

The Chairman. And you would allow the present difficulties under

which the Government and commercial bodies and amateurs and ex

perimenters are all operating to continue without any regulation

whatever?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; for the present, because I think those prob

lems will be solved by inventors; that is, they will spur them on to

invent something to overcome them. If you take that spur away,

there will not be any progress.

The Chairman. You have in mind, I suppo=e, the fake C. Q. D.

calls that have been sent out and the fake information that has been

sent to vessels, and instances where effort has been made to summon

help to vessels in distress that have been interfered with by amateurs,

and you would still allow that to go on without anv attempt to re

strict?

Mr. Pfund. Yes. I think many of those statements have been

very much exaggerated.

Mr. Padgett. I want to ask your opinion as to the extent of the

wrongful or malicious, not necessarily malicious but the wrongful,

use of the wireless interfering with the business or operation of le

gitimate affairs?

Mr. Pfund. I think at the present time it is quite extensive, but it

is due to the fact that certain companies have so-called " demonstra

tion stations" that serve no useful purpose whatever; they are sim

ply demonstration stations. For instance, in New York City there

is one on the Waldorf, and there is another at 22 Broadway. I have
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heard the Waldorf send a telegram to the North German Lloyd

office to reserve a certain room, and after the operators had repeated

the numbers of the rooms back and forth a number of times that

message was no doubt telephoned to 42 Broadway. That probably

consumed all of a half an hour, if not more. That message first had

to be telephoned from downstairs and taken to the roof of the Wal

dorf to the wireless, then transmitted by wireless to 42 Broadway,

and telephoned to No. 11. Those stations are repeating messages

back and forth between themselves all day long. That interferes

with the navy-yard right across the river.

Mr. Padgett. How? It goes into their aerial 1

Mr. Pfund. Yes; they receive everything they say.

Mr. De Forest. That does not interfere with your station?

Mr. Pfund. No, sir.

Mr. Dawson. AVhat is the object of that transaction?

Mr. Pfund. Simply for advertising purposes.

Mr. Padgett. In other words, suppose we were to assume it was a

legitimate business that they were transacting at the Waldorf station

in sending these messages to the other station to reserve the rooms.

Mr. Pfund. That sort of communication at the present date would

be nonsense.

Mr. Padgett. I am talking about assuming it would be legitimate;

it interferes with the superior business, you claim, of the navy?

Mr. Pfund. Yes; it interferes unnecessarily; yes, sir.

Mr. Padgett. So your idea would be that the subordinate business

must go out in order to prevent more important business from being

interfered with?

Mr. Pfund. I think, as most of this interference is produced by the

commercial companies, I do not see the necessity for legislation. That

thing will die out, or means will be found to overcome it. There is

no necessity for legislating for that purpose at the present time. I

think the necessity for those advertising stations will cease; the results

obtained from those advertisements will be so small that they will

discontinue; that is, the supply of suckers will diminish so much that

the stations will diminish. So I think really there is no demand at

the present time or necessity for legislation; that all this thing will

correct itself in time, and technical means will be found to overcome

this interference, and I hate to see the army or the navy or anybody

else fence off a certain number of wave lengths, and, as Mr. Hayden

said, only leave the milk for us—the commercial companies—and they

take all the cream.

The Chairman. Do I understand your argument to be that you

are minimizing the possibilties of the wireless?

Mr. Pfund. No; I am not minimizing them; I say there is no

necessity for legislation.

The Chairman. But you are telling about these commercial wire

less station now in operation that will be discontinued.

Mr. Pfund. They are not the legitimate wireless stations.

The Chairman. But they are sending wireless for pay?

Mr. Pfund. Deadhead messages, many deadheads.

The Chairman. Do not the Western Union and Postal and the

Bell telephone send deadheads?
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Mr. Allen. Do you mean that the company that operates the three

stations that you designated a while ago is not doing a paying com

mercial business?

Mr. Pfund. They do; but they do a very large free and demonstra

tion business.

Mr. Marshall. How do you know that ?

Mr. Pfund. Because I have caught the messages.

Mr. Allen. Does it not strike you that if we are doing that that

we would not want this kind of legislation?

Mr. Pfund. Theie is one other reason. I think, that no legislation

should be attempted at the present time, because it would be very

likely to give certain people a monopoly.

Mr. Allen. Like the Telefunken has in Germany ?

Mr. Pfund. No. By the way, the Telefunken Company in the

United States is simply the licensee for certain patents taken out in

the United States.

Mr. Allen. Is it not used exclusively in Germany by the Govern

ment ?

Mr. Pfund. No.

Mr. Allen. Is there a single station—take the report of the Bureau

of Equipment of the Navy Department, and do they show a single

station except those which use the Telefunken system?

Mr. Pfund. I do not know.

Mr. Allen. Is that not true, Commander Davis?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Peihaps there are other systems in

Germany.

Mr. Allen. Used by the Government, I mean?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. I can not say.

Mr. Pfund. I do not see that that has any bearing on this subject

at all. We are simply here to give our reasons for not having a com

mission or any regulations.

STATEMENT OF MR. GEORGE W. ALIEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF

THE UNITED WIRELESS COMPANY, NEW YORK.

Mr. Allen. In order that you may understand what is being done

by our company, I am not going to compare it with other commercial

companies at all, so far as those are doing business here cr undertak

ing to do business; but we have to-day in the United States and in

the West Indian waters in active operation 102 stations, as against 53

stations by the navy and' army. We have equipped and in actual

operation 2f'0 boats, merchant marine, more than all the other mer

chant marine in the world put together, I do not care whether they

use the Telefunken or the Marconi or any other system.

The Chairman. Pardon me right there, but these ships' equipments

are operated by your company on the ships?

Mr. Allen. Yes, sir; upon a monthly rental. This is the arrange

ment that is made with practically all of them: We build that appa

ratus and install it for a monthly rental, and usually the cost of in

stallation charges; we to receive, where they are passenger-carrying

boats, the tolls; and in addition the boat itself pays us a monthly

rental. We have not a single boat equipped where free service is

given to the boat ; they either give us a rental or pay for the messages.
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The Chairman. My question was designed to point out who oper

ates that, whether yourself or somebody else.

Mr. Allen. Where they are passenger-darrying ships we invari

ably furnish the operator and he is under our control. In many in

stances that we have of freight-carrying boats, the steamship com

panies themselves prefer to furnish the operator, because he then

will be under their control, like the Standard Oil boats, that carry

no passengers and carry only a small crew, and many boats of that

kind that are equipped with our apparatrs, where they funish and

pay the operator. We have nothing to do with it except that we

keep the apparatus in repair, and they pay us a monthly rental.

As I say. we have actually equipped '260 boats of the merchant

marine. The navy, the army, and the Revenue-Cutter Service have

118 boats, according to the last reports gotten out by the Bureau of

Equipment and the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, ships of the

United States that are equipped with wireless, and, as I say, they

have jicre upon ti e various corsts of this country—the navy and the

army. There are 53 land stations.

Of course, the opposition to this resolution comes from com

panies like the National Electric Signaling Company and the Tele-

funken Company, neither one of which is undertaking to do any com

mercial business in this country. They are acting the dog-in-the-man

ger policy. I say that without any reflection on the gentlemen, because

they frankly admitted they were in it for the money that was in it.

That is all right: that is perfectly legitimate. We will stand our

own with any of the other companies, be they American or foreign,

if you will only give us this same protection in this sort of business

that is accorded to every other business. We do not care anything

about these wave lengths; that is all " tommyrot " so far as we laymen

are concerned, because I am not an expert, do not pretend to be,

and no Member of the House can afford to be, because he can not

spend the time to become an expert. But there are some things

that Congress can do and should do, and one is to regulate the use of

wireless.

The suggestion made by the chairman when he started out that the

old theory of the common law was that when a man owned land he

owned the air above, is all true, and no regulation you can prepare

will interfere with that. But whenever. Mr. Chairman, he goes to

shooting off his land onto somebody eKe's. you have a right to reg

ulate it. just as a man who will confine his waves to the land he owns

or controls in the operation of wireless telegraph stations, you can

not interfere with. But when he goes to shooting out to somebody

else and on somebody els?'s preserves, then you can regulate it, and

should regulate it. All this question of interference, gentlemen, has

been injected in here just simply to becloud the issue. That is a

matter of detail. We are not prepared to say what the wave lengths

should be. because they will vary as the apparatus varies. They will

vary as the art progresses, and you can not tie them down, and the

Berlin treaty did not undertake to tie them down.

I want to say that a false impression has been left upon this com

mittee, whether designedly or not I do not know. Here is the Berlin

treaty. It starts out with this proposition:

The choice of wireless apparatus and devices to be used by the constMl sta

tions and stations on shipboard shiill he unrestricted. The installation of such

stations shall as far as possible keep pace with scientific and technical progress.
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It then proceeds, in the next two articles, as follows:

II.

Two wave lengths, one of 300 meters and the other of 600 meters, are author

ized for general public service. Every coastal station opened to such service

shall use one or the other of these two wave lengths. During the whole time

that the station is open to service it shall be in condition to receive calls accord

ing to its wave length, and no other wave length shall be used by it for the

service of general public correspondence. Each Government may, however,

authorize In coastal stations the employment of other wave lengths designed

to insure long-range service or any service other than for general public cor

respondence established in conformity .with the provisions of the convention,

provided such wifve lengths do not exceed G00 meters or that they do exceed

1,000 meters.

III.

The normal wave length for stations on shipboard shall be 300 meters.

Every station on shipboard shall be installed in such manner as to be able to

use this wave length. Other wave lengths may be employed by such stations

provided they do not exceed (500 meters.

2. Vessels of small tonnage which are unable to have plants on board insuring

a wave length of 300 meters may be authorized to use a shorter wave length.

The Chairman. I have that and will put it in later.

Mr. Allen. The purpose cf reading that is to show you that they

understood two years ago, or four years ago, that the-wireless art was

not perfected and would not be within a few years. Therefore they

make it flexible, and no man, I do not believe, even if you compose

the commission entirely of these self-opinionated, partial representa

tives of the different departments of the Government, like Com

mander Davis and Lieutenant Walton and these others, would ever

bring in here something that would undertake to retard progress.

They are searching just as vainly to-day for efficient apparatus as

Professor Fessenden or the Telefunken Company or anybody else.

They are searching just as earnestly and striving just as hard, because

they want efficient service. It may be stated—it has been stated, I

think—that the adcption of this would have retarded the growth of

wireless telegraphy in this country. I do not know whether it would

or not. What 1 do know, as well as anybody can know a thing of that

sort, is that the American systems, some of them, are better than any

foreign system so far as efficient work is concerned. The Navy De

partment uses to-day mostly American systems. I am sorry to say

that they do net use American systems altogether, like the German

Government, that backs the Telefunken Company: like the Italian

Government, that backs the Marconi Company, and these other com

panies. They are bread minded enough to believe that they may get

something better from abroad, and they give it a trial. Yp to this

time they have found that the American companies give the best

service; and I think that I am safe in saying that the long-distance

work that has been done in all parts of the country, messages have

been sent three times farther by American-made apparatus than by

any foreign apparatus.

Commander Davis referred to one instance where they caught

these messages; of course, those are what we call "freak messages,

freak work," when it was more than 3.000 miles across land, by

American-made apparatus. When the United States Government's

station at San Francisco caught a message 4.400 miles, sent 4,400 miles
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to San Francisco, it was American-made apparatus that sent it;

and I say, as Admiral Maney said when he returned from the Ber

lin convention, the American-made apparatus, just as everything

else that is made in America, is better than anything that is made

in foreign countries; and if our Government would just back us up

like the foreign governments and give the subsidies to us that they do

in those countries, you would see a very much more advanced stage

of the wireless art to-da}\ although, as I say, when you take last

Sunday's paper, the New York Times, which is a Marconi organ,

it gives in large headlines 14 instances where wireless saved life and

property during the last eighteen months, 12 of them instances

where the property and lives had been saved through the efforts of

the United Wireless Telegraph Company's equipment and 2 by the

Marconi.

The other day here when the Kentucky went to the bottom and

they took off 47 men from a crew of 46 and our operator, it was

United Wireless apparatus, American made, all of it, that was on that

boat. It was equipped with United Wireless. Three stations oper

ated by the United Wireless Company caught the message simulta

neously. Another ship, the Alamo, which is equipped with United

Wireless, not by Telefunken, not by the Fessenden, or any other of

these nonoperating companies in this country—that was the one

which went to their rescue and took them off. It was the Alamo

that advised the Louisiana, another boat that is equipped with the

system partly controlled by this company, and the Yanacu, under

the jurisdiction of Lieutenant Walton, is equipped entirely with

apparatus made in our factories.

Yet they say that the art has not reached a state where you shall

not say to these people, whether they are United Wireless opera

tors—our operators—whether they are the operators of the Telefun

ken system, whether they are navy operators, whether they are

operators upon board the revenue cutters, or amateurs, or represent

ing these nonoperating companies, it makes no difference who, that

Congress shall not say to them, " If you, whoever you are. send out

a false call which induces revenue cutters to go out, we will punish

you."

The Grcsham went out of the harbor of Boston, acting upon infor

mation given by an amateur operator that a certain boat was in dis

tress, undertaking to give her location, and giving her call. He had

picked it up. They had started on the journey, but found out be

fore they had gone very far that it w:as a fake message. Yet you say

they shall not punish a man like that. There thousands of dollars

might have been spent if it had not been discovered by the merest

accident.

The Chairman. Nobody proposes that you shall not punish them t

Mr. Allen. Oh, ves; the gentleman from the Telefunken has said

that.

Mr. Pfund. At the present time.

Mr. Allen. At the present time? We say that whenever any art

gets to the point where 260 merchant marine vessels think it of suf

ficient importance to pay for installation charge and a monthly

rental, and when the United States Government thinks it of sufficient

importance to install it in 118 of their boats and build stations—the

United States Government has spent more than $1,000,000 upon wire
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less telegraphy—to say that there shall be no regulation of it,- no

regulation of the use of it, is absurd. It is an answer within itself.

You might as well say that you shall not regulate the speed of an

automobile, because let the other fellow get out of the way and take

care of himself.

All this question of interference, gentlemen, is a matter that will

be taken care of by the inventor, and if he does not take care of this

his company is not going to last very long. I mean the interference

about not being able to send or receive messages when some other

station within a few miles is sending or receiving at the same time.

But there are conditions when that can not be done, and those things

should h« attended to.

Mr. Padgett. Say there were two stations 10 miles apart; how

would you regulate that (

Mr. Allen. I do not know. I say. I am not an expert. That is what

i should like, so far as I am personally -concerned, to have these men

tell us who are supposed to know; not the technical inventor, because

he does not know anything about the>e things; that is not his busi

ness; that is not his forte. He knows just about as much about the

practical use and operation of these things as the ordinary inventor

does, and yon gentlemen who have been acquainted with inventors

know about them. We would not send Mr.- Shoemaker, one of our

men, or anyone of that sort, to undertake to try to presetibs regula

tions to you—what should be done with a man if he maliciously sent a

false call. That has nothing to do with it. That takes a lawyer to

draw that, and that is why we join in the recommendation of the

department that some lawyer be put on this committee.

But Commander Davis has under his jurisdiction a great many

operators who are using this instrumentality every day. Lieutenant

Walton has under his jurisdiction a great many operators. The

United Wireless has a great many operators. We can not control

them any more than the Navy Department can control them; I mean

control them absolutely. Therefore we want some rules and regula

tions prescribed, not if we catch the fellow doing these things,

is my friend says we did do over there, not that he might be dis

missed from the service, but that he would go to jail if he did a thing

of that sort, and if we were only doing that sort of work isn't it

funny that we are the people who are in favor of the regulation, and

those who are not doing it are against it ? That is nIl there is to that.

The Chairman. Mr. Allen, will you give us the reference to that

copy of the Times you spoke of?

Mr. Allen. It was last Sunday's issue of the New York Times.

Mr. Slemp. I want to ask a question about the extent of the profit

of your company and the competition. Is there any other commercial

company that is in the business of equipping your various boats?

Mr. Allen. Y'es, sir.

Mr. Slemp. How many of those companies are there? Can you

give them?

Mr. Allen. There is the Marconi Company, which is the chief

competitor; the Massie Company, represented by the gentleman

there, has equipment on vessels; the Clark Company, on the Great

Lukes, has some vessels equipped. Those are the only companies I

know of. Well, the Fessenden Company have apparatus on some of

the United Fruit Company's boats. I do not know what their ar
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rangement is, but the United Fruit Company operates the boats.

They do not, as I understand, have anything to do with the actual

operation; but there are companies in active competition with us all

over the country; but, of course, up to this time the commercial busi

ness that amounts to anything at all has been confined to boats and

coast stations. Of course there have been a lot of stations put up in

the interior; a lot of them for stock-selling purposes, as the gentle

man here states. A lot of them have been honestly trying to do the

work, and have been abandoned because the art was not in a state

where it could be properly handled. But, of course, our company,

just as the Radio Company and all the other companies that have

ever done anything in this country so far as serving the public is

concerned, so far as saving life and property is concerned, has been

the result of stock sales to the public, simply because the Government

did not subsidize us, as has been done in most of these foreign

countries.

Mr. Slemp. Was your company the result of a combination of

other companies, or was it an original company that gradually in

creased the stock in proportion to the business?

Mr. Allen. No; the United Wireless Telegraph Company is a

company of original organization. However, when they organized

they exchanged their stock for stock in various companies, notably

the American l)e Forest Company and some of the Marconi stock,

and they have, as they have under their charter the right, acquired

stock in those companies; and all the development that has been

done in this company, it being organized in 1907. has been done with

cash that has been realized from operations, and I might say that we

have spent—I do not mind saying to the committee— since our organ

ization, in actual operation, about the same amount that the United

States Government has spent in wireless. We have more than 100

per cent more boats equipped and just about 100 per cent as many

stations, and we think we have made a reasonable showing for it.

I also want to say that of the money we have taken in and spent

we have gotten a good deal more from operations than we have from

stock deals, and our books will show it.

Mr. Hayden. Mr. Chairman, I desire the report of the Berlin

convention, contained in Executive Document A, Sixtieth Congress,

first session, incorporated in my remarks.

The Chairman. It will be.

Mr. De Forest. Mr. Chairman. I read in the paper during the

last few days that during the search for the lost tug Nina the gov

ernment stations were sadly interfered with by fake messages sent

out from no one knows where—amateurs on the coast, and so forth.

I would like to ask Commander Davis if that is the fact.

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. We have not received any informa

tion to that effect at the department.

Mr. De Forest. Then the newspaper stories were all invented?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. No; I would not say that. It is

very possible they have these communications and the news has not

reached the department.

Mr. Hayden. Is the vessel equipped with wireless?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. No.

The Chairman. Commander Davis, we would like to hear from

you on this.
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STATEMENT OF LIEUT. COMMANDER CLELAND DAVIS, UNITED

STATES NAVY.

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. I do not know that I can say any

thing more than has been said. My idea of the resolution is that

this committee which is to be appointed is not to draw up elaborate

rules or regulations looking to the practical regulation of wireless,

but rather to the operation of it; in the first place, to restrict oper

ators to bona fide messages, and, in the second place, to prevent fake

calls being sent out; in other words, to regulate the so-called "ama

teur stations." It would seem to me that it would not be a very diffi

cult matter to prevent most of the interference. Just exactly how

that could be done I am not prepared to say now, but it seems to me

that legislation to provide a penalty or making it criminal to erect

a station without a license and without being properly controlled

would be one cure for the evil.

The Chairman. The Navy Department has experienced a great

deal of difficulty in the past from fake calls and interference with

their official work?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Incessantly it happens.

The Chairman. You are familiar with many of the instances,

probably all those cited to me in the communication from the

department?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Yes. sir; I have been through them

all. They arrive in great numbers. But I may say that not only is

the interference serious from unauthorized or amateur stations, but

between the operators of commercial stations, and possibly also the

government operators. It seems very difficult to get operators to

realize the sense of their responsibilities. They feel themselves ap

parently entirely independent—in control themselves of these sta

tions—and they often quarrel among themselves. If there could be

some rule whereby a penalty could be imposed if they would send out

anything but bona fide messages, it would go far toward stopping

that interference.

The Chairman. You showed me a moment ago a pamphlet.

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Yes, sir; a list of the wireless tele

graph stations of the world.

The Chairman. Could you give that to the committee for its use?

Lieutenant-Commander Davis. Yes, sir; I would like to offer that

to go in the record.

The Chairman. It may be of sonic assistance to the committee.

Does any member of the committee desire to ask Commander Davis

anv questions? If not. we would like to hear from Lieutenant

Walton.

STATEMENT OF LIEUT. JOHN Q. WALTON, REVENUE-CUTTER

SERVICE.

Lieutenant Walton. I feel there is a necessity for some rules or

regulations. The gentleman says it would stop all these amateurs.

I do not see why it should. An amateur, if h? wants to progress,

registers and has his station, and he can hear or listen in. and if

there is anybody operating or giving out official business he does not
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operate his station. But there are times when he can work, and there

would be times when he would be allotted.

In our vessels we often find they send out calls of ships in distress.

They give the fake call of the vessel, and our vessels start out, or

are out at times and receive these messages and start for them. How

ever, they have corrected it usually before there is very much coal

burned in going. But here recently a very strong experience came

up on the Pacific coast. A company had started out there, and they

started out to turn on a graphophone on a wireless gear, and they turn

it on and the reports come in saying that was a sort of concert music,

and no work could be done. No one had to touch that, they would

just turn it on and wind the graphophone and it goes out and every

body in that vicinity, close by, is out of business.

The Chairman. You are familiar with the difficulties which the

cutter service has experienced in the matter of fake calls and inter

ference with the regular messages; are you not ?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Have you any knowledge of a statement that ap

peared in the papers of the fake call sent in to the Gresham at Boston

in that last Christmas-day storm?

Lieutenant Walton. The 2(ith.

The Chairman. That had a foundation in fact, then; it was not a

mere newspaper story?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes ; it happened. The message was : " The

steamship Victoria is in collision," and gave her position, and the

Gresham started out.

The Chairman. That was during that severe gale on the New Eng

land coast, Christmas time?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes, sir; and it was notified by the Charles-

town Navy-Yard later on that it was a fake call.

The Chairman. After the Gresham had got under way to leave

the harbor in search of that vessel?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes, sir; in a thick fog.

Mr. Pfund. How did they find out it was a fake call ? Why did

not the Gresham find it out?

The Chairman. The Gresham, of course, was going to the rescue

immediately.

Mr. Pfcnd. I know; but how did the navy-yard find out it was a

fake call?

Lieutenant Walton. They telegraphed some way and found out;

T don't know just how they did. We called the navy-yard and they

looked it up, and of course they want to confirm all these reports they

can. They notified us later on it was a fake call.

Mr. Pfund. It is not possible that the operator at the navy-yard

was more familiar with the call and recognized it was some student,

is it?

The Chairman. It is supposed that call came from somebody in

Brockton; that was the supposition, and I think, as I understand, it

is pretty well known who it was.

Mr. Allen. It was established to the satisfaction of everybody

practically where it came from.

The Chairman. But the fact is the fake call was sent out, and the

cutter Gresham might have found herself out in Massachusetts Bay
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in that terrific storm had it not been discovered before she left the

harbor.

Lieutenant Walton. It is now reported that amateurs have as

much as 5-kilowatt stations. I do not know how a person could tell

a spark going that high, as the average commercial station does not

run over '2, and I guess the average would be only 1 kilowatt.

Mr. Allen. Ship or shore?

Lieutenant Walton. Ship stations.

Mr. Slemp. What suggestions have you to make to avoid the in

terference between commercial and naval messages? It was men

tioned here that the messages sent from the Waldorf-Astoria inter

fered with the work at the naval station over there. What sugges

tion as to legislation would you advocate that would prevent inter

ference of that kind ?

Lieutenant Walton. I should make it punishable in some way to

the operator who would do that.

Mr. Slemp. As I understand it, he is sending out legitimate and

commercial messages, and that interferes.

Lieutenant Walton. He could get away from that. If a station

is sending that message out right away he listens to see if the other

stations are working, and if he does not hear anybody he sends out

his message, if he does hear anybody he stops. It is not usual for a

wireless station to run over five minutes at a time; that is a very

good average.

Mr. Marshall. There is a schedule in New York, and that state

ment that it interfered is not true.

Mr. Slemp. I was trying to get at how to prevent that.

Mr. Allen. We arrange a schedule between the company and the

Navy Department, where they are near enough.

The Chairman. That is, you arrange with the navy as to a certain

portion of the hour, so that one shall hot interfere with the other?

Mr. Allen. Yes, sir. We do that with the companies that are in

competition with us on the Great Lakes. We did it last year; there

were three companies.

Mr. Slemp. Pursuing that further, you would not need any legis

lation so far as that is concerned ?

Mr. Allen. No; the companies would make the arrangements.

The Chairman. Provided they would live up to it?

Mr. Allen. Yes; and provided you could control the operators,

which we can not do always.

Mr. Slemp. Then the chief interferences would come from what

you call " amateurs.'" who are experimenting with the business? I

am trying to get a definite idea.

Mr. Allen. No; they might come from our own operators or the

Revenue-Cutter Service operators. Nobody except the man who is

interfering and the one interfered with knows that is being done, and

they will frequently do that maliciously, and we can not control it,

unless you had some legislation that would punish them.

Mr. Pit no. How would you catch them ?

Mr. Allen. How would you catch a man who burglarizes a house

in the nighttime? That is what this committee is supposed to do,

formulate some rules. Of course you can not prevent it altogether,
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but there are very few who would do it if they knew they were going

to the penitentiary.

Mr. Pfund. You say yourself you could not control your own

operators. How do you expect the commission to show you how ?

Mr. Allen. I just stated; if you make it an oifense, he will ha

pretty sure not to do it.

Lieutenant Walton. Very often we notice it occurs that operators

have a grievance one with another, and our operators with the com

mercial operators, and if they want to send they just listen in. and

when that operator wants to send he will hold his key down, and

vice versa, If the man knew that was punishable by some fine or

imprisonment, he would not dare do that. But he knows all they

can do will be to discharge him. and he can get another position

somewhere.

Mr. Allen. He is getting ready to quit or his term of enlistment is

about out.

Lieutenant Walton. Of course, we can look after them on our

part ; we can punish them. A commercial man can not get hold of

them. They can break in any time, lose their positions, and come

around and are employed again.

Mr. Pfund. That is the fault of the commercial companies. If

they lose their positions they can be hired over again.

The Chairman. Gentlemen, if you will pardon me, I do not think

that the discussion of ways and means is of much benefit just now.

My design, and I think the design of the bill, is to leave that to a

commission or committee to provide those ways and means.

Mr. Slemp. That is the point I want to make right now, that we

are not prepared to make any statement in regard to it, and there

fore the necessity for the commission.

Mr. Allen. Let me make a suggestion on that point. That is the

situation of all of us on that point who are in favor of this. We

want to get together so that we can compile this data, and then

determine if it can be done. It may be that we can not do it, but let

us try.

Mr. Padgett. Eight on that point, in view of the statement in the

resolution of the limit of time, is the whole situation in such condi

tion that thirty days' limit would be sufficient to study and work

out and develop?

Mr. Allen, bo far as we are concerned, it is.

Mr. Padgett. I thought I understood you to say that you were not

in condition to deal with the question?

Mr. Allen. I personally am not; but then it may be that these

other men are. I am not in the operating department ; I have nothing

to do with the operations. These other gentlemen, like Commander

Davis and Lieutenant Walton, and some of our people, have imme

diate charge of those things.

The Chairman. I will state that the Secretary of War has sent a

suggestion in his letter regarding this resolution that the time for the

committee or commission to report be. extended, recognizing that per

haps thirty days was too short a time.

Mr. Padgett. It occurred to me, in the present state of affairs, if

they were going to consider the matter, a thirty-day limit was a very

narrow period to canvass and digest this whole situation.
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE T. CHAMBEEIAIN, COMMISSIONER OF

NAVIGATION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND LABOR.

The Chairman. AYe have Mr. Chamberlain, from the Department

of Commerce and Labor, and as his presence is desired elsewhere, we

will hear from him now.

Mr. Chamberlain. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I will take just

a few minutes of your time. The desirability of regulation is set

forth in the preamble, and within the limits of the preamble, I think,

is pretty generally conceded. The desirability of the regulation has

been recognized all over the world since just before 1903, at all events,

when the different nations were summoned at Berlin, and again in

1906. The question arises as to the meaning of the words, " It is now

necessary to prescribe rules and regulations," assuming, in the first

instance, that the rules and regulations are to govern only the sub

jects of " life and property," etc., in the second line of the preamble.

The questions put by the chairman of the committee would seem to

indicate—and I think it must be so—that if a commission is ap

pointed it will necessarily follow that nothing can be done at this

session of Congress.

The Chairman. Not necessarily, but possibly.

Mr. Chamberlain. Not necessarily, but presumably so. Of

course, it will take some time to pass a resolution of this kind. It

would probably take until the end of this month fully. Then the

time allowed in the resolution for the operations of this commis

sion, after the President has selected it, is thirty days. That, I feel

very sure, is a very brief time, because I have in mind the action of

a commission which was appointed by the President in 1905 and be

gan its operations at the end of November and worked quite steadily

until the 25th of January, two full months, and that time was barely

adequate to prepare the report and bill. That bill was subsequently

submitted to Congress, introduced by Senator Hale (S. 5949, Sixtieth

Congress, first session), a copy of which I presume you have. If a

commission is appointed, then, as I say, it seems to me that it neces

sarily amounts to a postponement of any action, even in the line

of prevention of interference, pure and simple, to say nothing of an

elaborate scheme of regulation. I would like to suggest, accordingly,

that the material is already at hand, to a very great extent, for the

action of this committee or of any appropriate committee.

The bill I just handed you represents the careful thought of gen

tlemen at the time representing the War Department, the Depart

ment of Justice, the Navy Department, and the Department of

Commerce and Labor—I am not sure about the War Department,

but the Navy Department, at all events—the departments which at

that time were concerned in the subject. The attention of the com

mittee has already been brought to a bill which has been drafted by

the representatives of the Fe^senden Company. The gentleman who

is representing the United Wireless Company expressed his entire

confidence that he eould.be prepared inside of thirty days, and if his

ideas could be reduced to a bill form, I have no doubt some Member

of Congress would be willing to introduce it by request, and the

result would be that this committee, or the appropriate committee,

could, out of these bills, prepare at least a simple measure that would
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govern the matters that are absolutely indispensable at the present

time, and of those I mean primarily the matter of interference.

If, however, that suggest ion does not seem worthy of considera

tion, I would suggest to the committee the general question of the

propriety—or the desirability, rather—of making up a commission

in the manner which it is proposed to make up this commission, part

representatives of the Government and part representatives of those

corporations which are themselves to be regulated. I do not recall

at the present time any precedent for exactly that kind of legisla

tion. Of course, under the urgent deficiency act of lfl0(>, these repre

sentatives of corporations will have to be paid by the Government,

and then you will have the singular situation of gentlemen drawing

a salary from their corporations and at the same time drawing pay

from the Government to devise regulations for the regulation of

themselves. As I say, I do not recall any precedent to that effect.

It may be it is a desirable one to establish, but I think it is, at all

events, a novelty.

I am much obliged to you.

The Chairman. I take it. then, you do not favor any representa

tives outside of the Government (

Mr. Chamberlain. My impression is that, just as these commis

sions have been appointed hitherto, they should be commissions made

up from those departments which have had dealings with this sub

ject during the last six or seven years; that they should give the

representatives of the corporations ample hearings, reduce their testi

mony to writing. In any event, Mr. Chairman, all these differences

manifested to-day will have to be fought out here, will have to be

fought out before the committee. No time will really, in my

judgment, be saved by the appointment of a commission. It has

been perfectly evident at to-day's hearing that the representatives

of the various corporations are not, you might say, in entire harmony.

[Laughter.] They view the matter from different standpoints. It

is a question what progress a commission would make—whether the

soothing influence of an appointment by the President and a salary

from the Government of the United States would act as oil on trou

bled waters, and you would find these gentlemen all agreeing among

themselves, and then all agreeing with the Government's side of the

proposition. It may be that that would occur, but that also would

be unprecedented. [ Laughter.]

The Chairman. Is there any representative here from the Depart

ment of Agriculture?

STATEMENT OF PROF. CHARLES F. MARVIN, UNITED STATES

WEATHER BUREAU.

Professor Marvin. I am here from the Weather Bureau.

Mr. Chairman, I confess I have very little to say. I have listened

to this discussion with great interest and profit to myself. The

Weather Bureau, as you probably know, formerly engaged in some

wireless work, but as a result of an arrangement between the depart

ments, that work was given up and turned over to the War Depart

ment and Navw Department, and practically has been done since 1902

or 1903 by them. I do not know that, as a department of the Gov

ernment, we have much to say on the matter.
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If I might be permitted to express an opinion or two I should like

to do so, however, to the effect that it seems to me in listening to this

discussion and having a little knowledge of it, that, after all, the ques

tion of interference is principally the cause of this subject b.ung

brought up. and that interference is what troubles the operation of

various wireless messages, and that even regulations can not be made

which will prevent proper and legitimate messages from interfering

with each other unless the inventors can discover some method by

which that interference will be scientifically prevented and elimi

nated. It has been claimed that it can be done. It seems to me that

the committee had best go most conservatively into this matter, lo

calise it is entering on new fields, and it may stifle invention and the

development of the subject if too harsh legislation should be enacted.

I feel in favor of the general idea that the committee itself could

formulate from a full discussion of this thing such resolutions as were

necessary, certainly to the effect that anybody who engages in wireless

telegraphy privately—I might say, the amateur, and so forth—should

make themselves responsible in some way to the Government so that

they can be called to account for any malicious acts they may do, espe

cially such as sending false messages and distress messages.

Mr. Padgett. Or intentionally wrongful messages.

Professor Marvin. Maliciously sent messages and malicious inter

ference with other operators.

Mr. Padgett. Or wi'hout malice, messages that are wrongful.

Professor Marvin. That is the idea. If a man can listen in and

know that somebody else is transmitting an important message, he

ought not dare " butt in." to use a vulgar expression, and interfere

with that legitimate business unless he has something that can justify

such a course. It would seem that some legislation could be framed

by the committee that would make it a penal offense, or a misde

meanor, to be guilty of doing such a thing, and the only thing is

how you can find him. It seems to me that the suggestion that has

been made to have those engaging in this registered in some way is

one means to that end. To be brief, we feel that the committee is

the one to determine what form the legislation should take at this

time, as it is rather undesirable to enact elaborate legislation covering

this point, about which so little is known and in which so great devel

opments are in progress.

The Chairman. If there is no other department of the Government

represented here, we will now hear Mr. Murdock.

STATEMENT OF MR. DANIEL R. W. MURDOCK, OF CHELSEA, MASS.

The Chairman. What interest do you represent?

Mr. Murdoch. William J. Murdock Company, of Chelsea.

The Chairman. Manufacturers?

Mr. Murdoch. Manufacturers of wireless goods, independent

The Chairman. Of the trust? [Laughter.]

Mr. Murdoch. My idea in coming down here was to not speak on

the different matters that have come up in regard to interference, but

to offer some suggestions in regard to the make-up of the commission.

It seems to us that your originaKhill there has confined the wireless

proposition to practically one branch of the manufacturing interests,

the commercial wireless interests. v^'e have gone into this business
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strong and hard, and are working on business lines, and with the

scientific interests, such as schools, colleges and institutions of that

description. My purpose in coming down and speaking for our

selves and for the manufacturers is that some change be made in the

make-up of the commission so that they will receive recognition on

that board.

The Chairman. That is, you mean the manufacturers?

Mr. Murdoch. The independent manufacturers.

The Chairman. Of wireless apparatus?

Mr. Murdoch. Of wireless apparatus.

The Chairman. What suggestion would you offer along that line,

Mr. Murdock?

Mr. Murdoch. That the manufacturer and the experimenter would

take care of our interests.

The Chairman. I mean, how would vou select such a representa

tion ?

Mr. Murdoch. On the straight lines that have been suggested in the

bill.

The Chairman. Making provision that the manufacturing and ex

perimenting, or inventive interests, be represented by a member on

the board ?

Mr. Murdoch. Or have the combination with the first three. I be

lieve it is the army, the navy, and Treasury.

The Chairman. The War, Navy, and Treasury departments.

Mr. Murdoch. One from the commercial company, one from the in

dependent manufacturer, and one from the experimenter.

The Chairman. Can you tell us how we will know to-day whether

a manufacturer is independent or in a trust ?

Mr. Murdoch. It is a very easy matter to tell.

The Chairman. That is a problem we have been trying to find

out, not on this line particularly, but in all lines of business.

Mr. Murdoch. We can show it to you in telephone lines.

The Chairman. I want to ask yon. Mr. Murdrck, do you recognize

the necessity for some sort of legislation regulating the use of wire

less; that is, from the standpoint of interference and the standpoint

of giving everybody a fair show in the atmosphere?

Mr. Murdoch. I do, to a certain extent.

The Chairman. That is, you recognize that there are evils in re

gard to this matter of interference and fake messages being sent out?

Mr. Murdoch. There are very few instances, as far as I know. A

great many of the interferences have been made by a few wily news

paper reporters. The Boston Herald, for instance, after the storm

of December 2(5, had a reading notice about some operator in Cam

bridge sending distasteful news out over the air. but, as a matter of

fact, that gentleman—he can not be classified as a gentleman—had

his antenna torn down by the storm of December 26.

The Chairman. Are you speaking of the Harvard student?

Mr. Murdoch. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. About whom there has been so much complaint?

Mr. Murdoch. Yes.

The Chairman. Have you any knowledge of the message that

reached the Gresham during that storm?

29066—10 4
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Mr. Murdoch. No ; I haven't any. As to that Boston proposition,

the United Wireless had a very fine man in charge, I think the best

man in the business, but I think he overextends himself in a great

many ways looking for amateur interference. I know, in regard

had a few more men like him who could control the men as he does,

there would be no necessity for them having any regulations and

restrictions. He does not allow any of his operators to do any talk

ing with anybody.

The Chairman. On another line, do you recognize also the neces

sity of some regulation on the part of our Government of foreign

vessels coming on our coast? Have you heard of any instance of

interference and improper use of the air on the part of foreign vessels

coming on our coast?

Mr. Murdoch. No; I have not.

The Chairman. I have one or more instances of that, and at the

present time there is no means of regulating it.

Mr. Murdoch. On the interference question and the amateur pro

position, of course we are perfectly familiar with those; we have done

a great deal of business with the amateurs and have heard their

stories about what such and such a one does, and their attempts to

break up the commercial companies.

The Chairman. Is it not pretty well known, Mr. Murdock, among

the amateurs who the disagreeable ones are, the ones who are doing

the fake business?

Mr. Murdoch. It is, and they are not a bit backward in letting the

people in the government stations and the people in the commercial

stations know who it is who is doing the work.

Mr. Allen. What are you going to do with them when you find

out who they are?

The Chairman. That is the difficulty we are up against. Of course

we all recognize that the average citizen is law-abiding, and we do

not pass laws to keep him law-abiding. We are passing laws for

those who will not lead decent lives and do the proper thing.

Mr. Murdoch. I am just giving my ideas on the question.

The Chairman. This is a little bit away from the topic. Does any

other gentleman present want to be heard on this proposition, either

for or against?

STATEMENT OF MR. CHARLES H. STEWART. OF PHILADEL

PHIA, PA.

Mr. Stewart. Mr. Chairman, I represent myself and three or four

other experimenters living in the vicinity of Philadelphia who have

tried to conduct our experiments along legitimate linos from the

start. The fact that there is interference is well known to us. I am

not down here to-day to oppose a commission of some men being

appointed. What we do think is that on any commission that is

appointed the experimenters—the honest experimenters—should be

recognized.

I am an operator myself of twenty-two years standing, and I know

what the interference is. I can read everything that piloses through

the air, and I know in many cases even the United Wireless station

as far south as Hatteras interferes with Manhattan Beach, and I

to his direction

 

United Wireless
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think Mr. Allen knows that, and therefore they have to stand by for

considerable periods. I think, also, the situation might be cleared

up to some extent by cooperation at the present time on the part of

the wjireless companies themselves—the United Wireless for one, who,

I think, in my opinion, extend themselves to too great distances in

trying to transmit and receive, for instance, sometimes to Chicago,

sometimes to Tampa, sometimes to Charleston, S. C., and the time

consumed in transmission is often very great on account of the inabil

ity of the operator, possibly through interference, possibly through

his inability as an operator. The time consumed in the transmission

of one message is very great, and in the meantime all the other sta

tions have to stand by.

The Chairman. That of itself would be a proper subject of regula

tion, in your opinion?

Mr. Stewart. Yes; I think so. And then I think that the United

Wireless Company, as a matter of fact, ought to regulate their own

operators better than they do; that is, have supervising stations.

Mr. Allen. We will pay you a good salary if you will devise us a

scheme.

Mr. Stewart. It is very easy to recognize a spark at one of your

stations. I can almost always recognize the spark.

Mr. Allen. Yes; if you could have somebody to see the sparks.

Mr. Stewart. You could easily have a way to supervise.

Mr. Allen. Do not the operators stand in together themselves and

refuse to report each other?

Mr. Stewart. Of course, if you can not depend on your men, that

is a different proposition; but I think you can get a man you can

depend on who can cover a pretty good range, and he need not have

any single spot to supervise. The language they use sometimes is

very profane. But I do not care whether they swear at me or not;

they do not hurt me.

The Chairman. Let me ask about your work in your amateur sta

tion. Is it experimental or is it merely for pleasure?

Mr. Stewart. We have been conducting a line of experiments three

or four years in a legitimate way. We hope to get some results.

The Chairman. You are seeking

Mr. Stewart. We are seeking, along with some of the other ex

perimenters, to improve the art ; and I think a man who has had the

experience I have had in telegraphy is perfectly competent to handle

himself in the use of the apparatus, and therefore I feel 1 am entitled

to some consideration in the formation of a board of this kind.

The Chairman. Of course it is a fact that a great many of the

amateurs merely maintain these stations for toys, not for any prac

tical purpose?

Mr. Stewart. I think myself a man ought to be an operator, at

least. In the first place, the man should not be allowed, if there is

any way to stop it; that is the question, if you can stop it; whether

any legislation would prevent it.

The Chairman. They could come pretty near doing it by a license

system.

Mr. Stewart. I think so. I think a man wdio can not operate to

any extent is really dangerous, because he can not understand what

is going on.
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The Chairman. Now, Mr. Stewart, as an amateur, do you see any

objection to a proper license system, and in your opinion would a

proper license system prevent amateurs from further developing the

art?

Mr. Stewart. It would depend. If it was simply a registration, I

do not think it would prevent them, because the legitimate ones

could conduct their experiments in such a way, providing the com

mercial companies would work with them to a certain degree. At the

present time, as I know the situation, there is too much disposition

on the part of the United Wireless operators—not the company, I

am not saying the company sanctions it—too much of a disposition

not to tell a man when he is interfering, but to go and kick generally

all around through the air in the vicinity, and not name anyone,

even if they know, and I think in some cases they know.

The Chairman. On the matter of the license, suppose there were

a nominal fee, 50 cents or a dollar?

Mr. Stewart. I would make it more than that if it was necessary.

I do not think there would be any objection.

The Chairman. And the infraction of the law would mean for

feiture of that license, and possibly a further penalty of not having

it renewed for a given time, or not at all. Would that, in your opin

ion, retard the development of the art by amateurs or seriously inter

fere with their research and investigation?

Mr. Stewart. Not in itself. The greatest trouble, to my mind,

would be to legally prove a case against anyone. A legal case is a

different proposition, as you know, from a supposititious case, and

while a great many people might believe in their own minds that I

do a certain thing, it is a pretty hard matter to prove it.

The Chairman. We recognize that, yet we should have some law

upon the subject.

Mr. Stewart. I think a penalty would be the very best, a penalty

for sending out false news, if it could be proven, and the benefit

would always be given the experimenter, and it will probably be

given in the courts. I think the penalty would have a mom I effect.

The Chairman. I have ben told by experts that one operator can

very soon learn to distinguish the call of any other operator, just as

he could tell it was a certain person by the tone of his voice.

Mr. Stewart. Yes; the tone of the spark. Some of them, of

course, resemble each other.

Mr. Allen. Is it not a fact that when you become familiar with an

operator you can distinguish him just as on a wire?

Mr. Stewart. Yes.

Mr. Allen. But whether you could tell an entirely new station,

and there are many which resembln each other.

The Chairman. It might not be so difficult, after all, to make a

case against a persistent violatcr.

Mr. Stewart. No; not against a persistent violator. 1 could

probably pick out somebody in the vicinity, I think I could, at not

n very great distance. The persistent operator could very well be

detected.

The Chairman. I will say for your benefit and for the benefit of

the committee that I have collected here from official saurces a great

many instances of interferences, of government interference with

commercial bodies, commercial bodies with Government, and una
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teurs interfering with both ; and, so far as the amateur interference

is concerned, it would seem it is more flagrant in certain sections of

the country than in others.

Mr. Stewart. I do not think in our vicinity it is so flagrant.

Mr. Allen. You do not have any reports from Philadelphia, do

you ?

The Chairman. I do not now recall a single instance.

Mr. Stewart. I think in Philadelphia the interference is at a,

minimum. I think among the stations they work pretty well together.

The Chairman. Is that all you want to say?

Mr. Stewart. I would like to file a brief with the committee.

The Chairman. Very well; just submit it.

STATEMENT OF MR. WALTER W. MASSLE, GENERAL MANAGER

MASSIE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Mr. Massie. I would like to ask the last gentleman who spoke

how long he has been experimenting, carrying on experiments?

Mr. Stewart. For about a year and a half.

Mr. Massie. And have either you or your friends got any patents

on any improvements?

Mr. Stewart. I did not come here to be examined along lines of

that kind.

Mr. Massie. I was just trying to find out whether the work of the

amateurs was really a benefit to the art or not; whether they had

produced any improvements.

Mr. Allen. Mr. Massie. while you are on that point, do you know

of any instance in wireless telegraphy or wire telegraphy where the

amateurs have got out any devices that were of any benefit ?

Mr. Massie. No; I do not.

Mr. Allen. Is it the experimenter who devotes time to it, or the-

man who is in actual work?

Mr. Massie. The man who is in actual research ; and, to the con

trary of that statement, I have spent a great deal of time investigat

ing supposed inventions that amateurs have sent me, hoping there

was something of value there, and I have found in each case it was

a waste of energy to experiment and try to get anything out of them.

In general. Mr. Chairman, I want to say I am in favor of this bill.

I have made notes here as the previous ones have talked, and I will

go over them.

I believe in the question of operation we are second in importance;

that is. fcr number of ships and shore stations in actual operation on

a paying basis. General Allen spoke of having the telegraph com

panies represented. I do net favor that point. If they were repre

sented, why not the steamship companies? They are the ones who

have to use the wireless, will use it more than anyone el«e, probably.

That would make rather a large commission. Therefore I say it is

better to leave it where it is, at the present number; also that the

representatives of the company should be from the commercial rather

than from the theoretical side of the wireless. That brings up the

point as to the word " expert " as it might be used in the wording of

the bill. In the wireless vernacular an expert " is a research man, a

scientific man. This bill relates to the operation, the commercial side

of wireless, not the theoretical side, while it might involve the theo
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retical side to a certain extent. I believe that the commercial men,

of the two, are the ones that should be recommended.

The Chairman. What suggestion would you make in place of the

description of the seventh man; how would you word a bill to bring

in the sort of man you desire?

Mr. Massif.. There is one man—I have forgotten which gentleman

spoke—but there is one who objected to having the Government ap

point that seventh, believing that that would give the Government

the balance of power. To overcome that difficulty, why not let the

six appoint the seventh? Then they would have an equal right there.

Does your question refer to that or the word " expert? "

The Chairman. The word " expert; " how would you describe that

seventh man to pet the sort of man you want?

Mr. Massie. He could be an expert or otherwise. I was referring

really to the three from the three companies, and that would be three

representatives.

The Chairman. You could change that word ''expert" and say

" one representative each from the War, Navy, and Treasury depart

ments, and three representing the commercial wireless companies,"

leaving out the word "expert" entirely.

Mr. Massie. Yes.

The Chairman. And you would attain the same end, and undoubt

edly the government departments would send their experts and the

commercial companies would send their experts.

Mr. Massie. Yes. In regard to the amateurs, I do not think they

should have any right to come on a commission or have any repre

sentation in this matter. To cite a case of what could happen in an

other way : Here is an amateur who makes a wire telephone. He taps

in on one of the trunk lines of the telephone company. Do you think

it would be right to consider that boy's play to come in here for leg

islation and have a right to be heard when he is maliciously interfer

ing with the lines and property of a company, particularly when

that company has patents covering its system, and it has gone to a

great deal of expense to install its system? I do not think the Gov

ernment would listen to that a minute. I do not favor the amateur

being considered in this matter.

Mr. Stewart. Mr. Massie, there is one question I want to ask you.

Do you not consider that the air over my property is my own, and if

you send out over my air, as a legal proposition. I should have just

the same right to send out over yours? You spoke about sending out

over trunk lines. I think it is rather extending the thing to an

imaginary situation.

Mr. Massie. As the chairman has said before, that brings up a

new question that has never been considered.

Mr. Stewart. It is a question that has to enter into it to a certain

degree.

Mr. Massie. The smoke of the man next door blows over your

property, but you can not close up his factory.

Mr. Stewart. We have all to agree for that reason. That is the

reason I say we ought to be represented by somebody, at least.

Mr. Allen. They can regulate the kind of smoke he can send out

by regulating the kind of coal he shall use.

Mr. Massie. Only by a city law.
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The Chairman. That is an application of the law of nuisance.

If no one else desires to be heard, I want to say in conclusion that

so far as I am personally concerned I shall be very glad of any sug

gestion that may occur to any of you along these lines, if you will

forward it to me before action is taken, so it can be given considera

tion, if anything comes to you after you go away, as to what you have

said or what you have heard; because my only purpose in intro

ducing the legislation is to attempt to clarify what seems to me is

a very much bemuddled condition in regard to the transmission of

wireless communications. I have had no intention whatever of pro

viding any machinery to retard development of that art, or to go in

on the purely technical side and attempt to regulate it. Possibly

some of you gentlemen may have gotten the contrary impression

from the wording of the bill, and it so I can only say that the bill

was poorly worded to express the ideas I had in mv own mind. And

I wish to say to you also that personally I should very vigorously

oppose any legislation, whether it emanated as a result of this com

mission or came from any other source, that would seek to restrict

or retard or hamper unduly the development of this wonderful art.

which, I think, everybody agrees is only in its infancy. And I want

it understood that there is no thought in my mind to hamper the

amateur and shut him off from any enjoyment he may get from this,

providing he is not interfering with legitimate business. It has

occurred to me there might be some way found to regulate the use

of the atmosphere that would give to the amateur all he was entit|ed

to, give to the commercial bodies all they were entitled to, and give

to the Government all it was entitled to. That is the only purpose

I have had, and that will be my only purpose in pushing the matter

further.

I want to thank you gentlemen also on behalf of the committee for

the interest you have shown and for the assistance many of you have

been to me personally in furnishing me data and information, and

also for your presence here to-day, and unless there is something

more we will call the hearing ended. Before we conclude I will say

the hearings will be in print, and undoubtedly if you desire to pursue

the matter further you can get copies of them from the clerk of the

committee later. There will be added to the hearings a great many

instances of interferences, or alleged interferences, and instances that

seem to me to call for legislation of some sort on the subject, which

may be of interest to you gentlemen as matters of fact.

(Thereupon, at 1.50 o'clock p. m., the subcommittee adjourned.)

The data following is submitted by the chairman (Mr. Roberts) to

complete the record of the hearing:

AVAR DKr-ARTMENT,

Washington, January 3, 1910.

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of De

cember 20, 1C09, inclosing copy of House joint resolution 95, dated

December 17, l'.!09, entitled " To regulate and control the use of wire

less telegraphy and wireless telephony," and requesting the views r nd

recommendations of this department thereon.
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The departments of the Government interested are the War De

partment, the Navy Department, the Department of Commerce and

Labor, the Treasury Department, the Department of Agriculture,

:ind the Department of Justice, and it is suggested that' the resolution

he so changed as to include representatives from each of these depart

ments.

The departments most vitally interested are the War Department

and the Navy Department, who at present install, maintain, and

operate wireless service, and the Department of Commerce and Labor,

which department would probably have charge of the execution of

such regulations as the board might formulate. It is therefore rec

ommended that these three departments be represented by two mem

bers each.

Th? Treasury Department is interested in wireless telegraphy in

the Revenue-Marine Service and the Marine-Hospital Service, and

should be represented by one member.

The Department of Agriculture, having charge of the meteoro

logical observations forwarded from the various wireless stations and

from ships at sea, and also the dissemination of weather reports to

such stations, should be represented by one member.

The Department of Justice should be represented in order that

all questions concerning the legality of the action of the board may

be properly dealt with.

It is also believed that the time limit of thirty days is not sufficient

to adequately consider the various matters that will be brought before

the board. It is therefore recommended that ninety days be placed

as the limit to the time of submitting the report of the board, but

that the report be submitted sooner if possible.

The sum of two thousand dollars is not believed to be adequate

to defray the expenses of the board, as the three civilians and the

expert scientist member of the board will probably require an ex

pense account of $10 per day each and their traveling expenses.

The board will require the services of 2 stenographers at a cost of

$10 per day each to properly record its proceedings. Representatives

of various interests will necessarily be summoned, and their travel

ing expenses should lie paid and an expense account of $10 per day

each be allowed during attendance. It will be necessary for the

board to rent a room for its meetings, which, it is believed, can be

obtained at a cost of approximately $300. In view of the foregoing

it is estimated that $4,000 will be sufficient to cover all expenses.

It is therefore recommended that lines 3 to 8 of the resolution be

made to read as follows: "That the President is hereby authorized

to appoint a board consisting of 13 members, as follows: Two mem

bers each from the War. Navy, and Commerce and Labor depart

ments, one member each from the Treasury Department, the Depart

ment of Agriculture, and the Department of Justice, three experts

representing the commercial wireless telegraph and wireless tele

phone companies, and one scientist well versed in the art of electric-

wave telegraphy and telephony."

ft is also recommended that in line 4, page 2, of the resolution that

tIn word " thirty " be erased and " ninety "' substituted, and in line

5. page 2, insert after " board " the words " or sooner, if possible."

In line 0, page 2. of the resolution it is recommended that the word
•' two " be erased and " four " substituted.
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The lack of definite regulations governing the transmission of

wireless-telesraph messages throughout the United States has re

sulted in litter confusion to this service, and the authorization of the

proposed board is regarded as of the highest importance.

A copy of the resolution showing these changes is forwarded here

with.

Very respectfully, Robert Shaw Oliver,

Acting Secretary of War.

Chairman Committee on Naval Affairs,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

[H. J. Res. AC, Sixty-first Consress. second session.]

JOINT RESOLUTION To regulate and control the use of wireless telegraphy and wireless

telephony.

Whereas the unrestricted use of wireless telpgraphy and wireless telephony

has reached such a state that official messages involving the saving of life

and property are frequently interfered with, to the jeopardy and detriment of

the public interests; that in the opinion of Congress it is now necessary to pre

scribe rules and regulations for the use of wireless apparatus: Therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Ccnyress assembled. That the President is hereby authorized

to appoint a board consisting of thirteen members as follows: Two members

each from the War, Navy, and Commerce and Labor departments, one member

each from the Treasury Department, Department of Agriculture, and the Depart

ment of Justice, three experts representing the commercial wireless telegraph

and wireless telephone companies, and one scientist well versed in the art of

electric-wave telegraphy and telephony. The duties of this board shall be to

prepare a comprehensive system of regulations to govern the operation of all

wireless plants afloat and ashore which come under the cognizance of the

United States, with due regard alike to government and commercial interests.

Within ninety days from the organization of tie board, or sooner, if possible, It

shall submit its report and recommendations to the Congress, and for the pur

pose of defraying the expenses of such boird there is appropriated, out of any

funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the Bum of four thousand

dollars, to be Immediately available, and the detailed expenditure of which

must be accounted for in the report of said board.

Department of the Navy,

Office of the kSECRETARY,

Washington, January 8, 1910.

My Dear Congressman : Referring to House joint resolution 95,

to regulate and control the use of wireless telegraphy and wireless

telephony, received on the 21st ultimo, with your request for an exam

ination thereof and expre-sion of views concerning the legislation

proposed, receipt of which has heretofore been acknowledged, I have

the honor to state that, at the suggestion of this department, repre

sentatives of the Departments of Agriculture. Commerce and Labor,

Justice, the Treasury, War, and the Navy were informally convened

to consider the provisions of the resolution and make suggestion to

the heads of the departments concerned in order that uniform recom

mendation might be made by them to the committee.

The suggestions of those representatives meet with the approval

of the heads of the departments named above, and are embodied in

the inclosed copy of the resolution as shown in red ink.
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It will be seen that the only changes made increase the membership

of the proposed board from seven to thirteen, extend the time for pre

paring the regulations from thirty days to ninety days, or sooner if

possible, and increase the sum appropriated for expenses from $2,000

to $4,000. These changes are believed to be necessary to the proper

and comprehensive consideration of this important subject in the

manner intended.

Inclosed also is a copy in typewriting of the resolution altered as

indicated abovea and the provision in this form is earnestly com

mended to the committee's favorable consideration.

Faithfully, yours,

Beekman Winthrop,

Acting Secretary.

Hon. George E. Foss,

Chairman Committee on Naval Affairs,

House of Representatives.

[H. J. Res. 05, Sixty-first Congress, second session.)

JOINT RESOLUTION To regulate and control the use of wireless telegraphy and wireless

telephony.

Whereas the unrestricted use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony

has reached such a state that" official messages involving the saving of life and

property are frequently interfered with, to the jeopardy and detriment of the

public interests, that in the opinion of Congress it is now necessary to pre

scribe rules and regulations for the use of wireless apparatus: Therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled, That the President is hereby authorized to

appoint a hoard consisting of thirteen members, as follows: Two members

each from the War, Navy, and Commerce and Labor departments, one member

each from the Treasury Department, the Department of Agriculture, and the

Department of Justice, three experts representing the commercial wireless

telegraph and wireless telephone interests, and one scientist well versed in the

art of electric-wave telegraphy and telephony. The duties of this board shall

be to prepare a comprehensive system of regulation to govern the operation of

nil wireless plants afloat and ashore which come under the cognizance of the

United States, with due regard alike to government and commercial interests.

Within ninety days from the organization of the board, or sooner If possible,

it shall submit its report and recommendations to the Congress, and for the pur

pose of defraying the expenses of such board there Is appropriated, out of

any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of .$4,000, to

be Immediately available, and the detailed expenditure of which must be

accounted for in the report of said board.

Treasury Department,

Office of the Secretary,

Washington, January Iff. 1910.

Chairman Committee on Naval Affairs,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Sir: Replying to your communication of the 20th ultimo, inclos

ing House joint resolution 95. to regulate and control the use of

wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony, and requesting the views

and recommendations of this department thereon, I have the honor

to inform you as follows:

This department is advised that an informal meeting of rep

resentatives of various departments concerned in this matter was
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held on December 31 last, the same having been called by the Chief

Signal Office of the Army, and after the interests involved were

considered certain changes were suggested as being desirable in the

wording of the resolution.

This department considers this subject of much importance and

one that requires early and comprehensive action, and it will assist,

as far as possible, in any measures for the proper regulation of the

wireless system for government and commercial purposes.

Respectfully,

Charles D. Norton,

Acting Secretary.

Department or Agriculture,

Office of the Secretary,

Washington, D. C, February H, 1910.

Hon. G. E. Foss, M. C,

Washington, D. C.

Sir: In answer to your letter of the 7th instant, inclosing a copy

of House joint resolution 95, to regulate and control the use of wire

less telegraphy and wireless telephony, and asking that you be in

formed of any complaints showing interference with the wireless

telegraphy in the Department of Agriculture. I have to say that this

department is not now making use of wireless telegraphy in any of

its offices. The department sees no. objection to the resolution re

ferred to. However, it would seem to be advisable that this depart

ment should be represented on the board to be appointed to draw up

regulations for the control of wireless telegraphy. Our interest in

the matter is to see that whatever regulations are prepared shall pro

vide for the taking and proper transmission of meteorological re

ports at sea. This department also expresses the opinion that thirty

days would not be sufficient time to give this board for the rendering

of its report; this period should be extended to at least three months.

Very respectfully,

James Wilson, Secretary.

Department of Commerce and Labor,

Office of the Secretary,

Washington, Jan uary 13, 1910.

Sir: The department has received your letter of the 11th instant,

inclosing a copy of House joint resolution 95, joint resolution to regu

late and control the uss of wireless telegraphy and wireless tele

phony.

Complying with your request for the views and recommendations

of the Department of Commerce and Labor thereon. I have to state:

Since its creation by Congress the Department of Commerce and

Labor has been called upon to consider the subject of the regulation

of wireless telegraphy. Together with the War Department and the

Navy Department, the Department of Commerce and Labor, was rep

resented at the preliminary international conference for the regula

tion of wireless telegraphy held at Berlin in 1!)0'5. and also at the

Berlin International Conference, which drafted the radio-tele

graphic international convention of 190(5, now pending in the Sen
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site Committee on Foreign Relations. A copy of the memorandum in

favor of the ratification of that convention submitted to that commit

tee by the board representing the AVar and Navy departments and the

Department of Commerce and Labor is attached for your infor

mation.

While this department is thus on record in favor of the regula

tion of wireless telegraphy, it is aware of the difficulties, legal as well

as scientific, to be met in framing legislation on the subject. From

experience, the department is convinced that a board as proposed in

House jcint resolution 95 could not prepare an adequate report and

draft of a bill in thirty days, even with the advantage of a knowledge

of the three months' investigation made in 1!)07 by the special commit

tee of the British House of Commons. The period should be extended

perhaps to ninety days.

The composition of the board could with advantage be changed in

order to make use of the results of investigations by former boards,

which comprised representatives of the War Department, the Navy

Department, the Department of Commerce and Labor, and the De

partment of Agriculture (Weather Bureau). It is especially im

portant that the Department of Justice be represented, as the legal

difficulties of regulation are greater than the scientific.

The desirability of the employment on the board by the Government

at a salary of representatives of the corporate systems of radio-com

munication which are to be regulated is net so clear to the depart

ment, but if your committee should decide to favor such employ

ment the number of such representatives should be increased to four

or five, so that all the principal corporations could be included.

Respectfully,

Benj. S. Cable,

Acting Secretary.

Hon. George Edmund Foss,

Chairman Committee on Naval Affairs,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. G.

New York, January 6, 1910.

Hon. E. W. Roberts.

llou.se of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: Pardon my delay in replying to your kind letter of the

20th ultimo. Extreme press of business has prevented its earlier

attention.

The Radio Telephone Company has in daily service a wireless tele

phone operating between our New York laboratory, 103 Park avenue,

and our Newark (N. J.) factory. On a great number of occasions,

when thus telephoning, the station of the United Wireless Telegraph

Company, of 42 Broadway, has deliberately and willfully sought to

interfere with the conversation, not by sending wireless messages, but

simply by holding down the transmitter key for many minutes at a

time. As soon as the telephone stops, this wireless dash ceases; when

we recommence, the interference again begins.

This is, I am pleased to state, the only instance I am aware of in

New York where a commercial wireless station has deliberately and

maliciously interfered with our service. All of our stations are, how

ever, from time to time greatly bothered by some of the numberless
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" amateur " stations with which this vicinity (like almost every city

nowadays) is infested. Some of this interference is malicious, much

of it is unintentional, but none the less severe and unnecessary.

In this respect (amateur transmitters) we suffer in common with

other legitimate commercial stations here, and notably around Boston,

Chicago, etc.

The Chicago and Milwaukee stations of our subsidiary company,

the Great Lakes Radio Company, have reported in months past severe

and malicious interference from the near by stations of the United

Wireless Telegraph Company.

Doubtless such work is largely, if not entirely, merely evidence

of operators' personal spite, and unknown or unauthorized by the

officials of that company. Certainly we have always issued strictest

injunctions to our own operators to refrain from retaliation in a like

fashion.

The rapid multiplication of legitimate commercial wireless stations

is making the problem more and mora difficult so long as the crude

and unscientifically designed transmitters of the old spark systems

are employed.

But the larger number of utterly purposeless and useless amateur

transmitters renders the work of the companies vastly and unneces

sarily difficult. I for one can see no reason why these latter stations

should not be entirely suppressed by statute. The situation is verv

much as would b? the case were any boy armed with a fish horn and

rattle allowed to invade a concert performance and make as much din

as his sweet will wished.

The problem of wise regulation will be an intricate one. as it is

almost entirely a technical one, and one to be wisely handled, there

fore, by such a commission as you propose, made up chiefly of experts.

In the accompanying brief I have endeavored to set forth briefly

the simplest methods which my years of experience have suggested as

practical remedies.

If the field is cleared completely of irresponsible amateurs, left to

governmental and commercial stations, and those of a few recognized

scientific experts and investigators, then the present state of the art

is already at that stage where the interference problem can be very

easily taken care of.

If, as I have stated in accompanying brief, these stations be com

pelled to employ transmitter apparatus sending out wave trains of

"slowly damped" quality, it is easily possible to operate a dozen or

two score of stations within a small radius without harmful inter

ference.

By " slowly damped " wave trains is meant trains of electric waves

where the amplitude of each successive wave is but little less than

that of the one immediately preceding. The graphic illustration hero

given illustrates at a glance what is meant.

 

Rapidly damped wave train. Slowly damped wave train.
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With the latter form of wave train, the tuning at the receiving

station to shut out foreign signals of a different frequency is very

easily accomplished, even though such signals be extremely strong.

With a " rapidly damped " wave train, however, if such signals are

of only moderate strength, it is impossible to cut them out from the

receiver and receive distant signals, even of a very different frequency.

This fact is universally recognized by all wireless experts and elec

trical scientists. It is by no means difficult to build transmitters giv

ing out the slowly damped type of waves, and legislation insisting

on the employment of such wave trains only would be by no means

visionary or fantastic.

If the problem be attacked in any other than this technical fash

ion, effective legislation must necessarily b? drastic, restrictive, and

result in arbitrarily limiting the number of stations which shall be

permitted in a given zone at a given time. Such legislation would

inflict the greatest injustice on the public, who might otherwise avail

themselves of wireless means of communication, and cripple the com

panies socking to develop this magnificent art.

Trusting that I have not too heavily trespassed upon your patience

in this resume of the situation, the importance of which I know you

must realize, believe me,

Very respectfully, yours.

I believe the time has arrived when, for better or worse, whether

we desire to see it or no, restrictive federal legislation in wireless

matters is inevitable of enactment. If this legislation be violent,

drastic, and hastily conceived, great injury will be worked to the de-

legislation be moderate and enlightened, guided by the best which our

decade of experience has taught, then it can suppress many existing

evils and aid rather than hinder the development of this science.

Such legislation can thus greatly enhance the value of wireless service

to the public and to the Government as well.

To properly enforce any legislation which may be enacted, I fore

see a permanent commission, whose complexion shall be much the

same as that of the one proposed by Senator Roberts—a board whose

authority in interpreting and enforcing the enacting legislation shall

be final, and subject only to such redress or appeal as our courts of

justice in like instances afford.

The preliminary commission called for by Mr. Roberts's resolu

tion should, in my mind, recommend legislation along the following

lines :

Within a certain time, say, six months, all wireless stations should

be prohibited from operating which have not then obtained govern

mental licenses. Stations should be divided into three classes—

governmental, commercial, and experimental, whether on ship or

ashore.

All ship or coast stations should have apparatus enabling them to

use in time of danger a certain common wave length, but, ordinarily,

Lee De Forest,

103 Park A venue, New York.

New York, January 4, 1910.

 

If, on the other hand, this
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communications should not be carried on with this common wave

length.

It should be obligatory, of course, upon all stations to suspend all

business in favor of a prearranged call of danger or distress.

Far more important than the allotting of a certain wave length to

each station (which I consider an unnecessary provision) is the need

for fixing the maximum damping which any transmitting apparatus

shall be allowed to have, regardless of whether this transmitting sta

tion be governmental, commercial, or experimental. I suggest that

this maximum damping be fixed at 0.02.

It is easy to build transmitting apparatus which shall have a less

damping than this figure, and, if all transmitters have such small

damping, and receiving stations are provided with modern and well-

designed tuning appliances (which the requirements of the service

will very soon compel all to adopt), then the question of interference

between legitimate commercial and government stations will practi

cally solve itself automatically. This is evidenced beyond any doubt

by the work of our own stations using the "radio tone" transmitter

system.

The licensing commission should refuse to license any wireless sta

tion so located that its antenna wires come within 500 feet of any

other existing operating licensed station.

Class 3. Experimental stations should be very greatly restricted.

I recommend limiting them to ownership by organized companies

having a minimum capitalization of, say. $100,000, or operated by

independent experts of well-recognized skill and standing, concern

ing which the commission should have no dispute. This provision

will practically eliminate the nuisance of the irresponsible amateur.

These experimental stations should be restricted to use of wave

lengths differing by 10 per cent or more from those of any commercial

stations within a 50-mile radins of them.

The commission should be empowered, on receipt of conclusive evi

dence of willful interference after two warnings to the offending

station, to revoke the license of said station. The penalty for op

erating without license should be a fine (for example, $100) for each

separate offense of operating without license or after revocation of

license.

If any station should establish before the commission the existence

of troublesome interference from any rival stations using the same

wave length as those stations with which it ordinarily does business,

then the commission should be empowered to fix certain limits of

wave length of such conflicting stations within which they shall

thereafter operate.

You will notice that in the above I have recommended no restric

tion as to the power which a station may have. I do not think thi?

restriction wise or necessary, provided only that the damping of the

transmitters shall not exceed the stated maximum, and the wave

lengths shall, if necessary, be regulated as above set forth.

The federal commission should have power to settle any disputes

or complaints regarding interferences, and in so ruling should give

preference, first, to official business from government stations; sec

ond, to commercial business from commercial stations; third, experi

mental operation; fourth, social business from governmental stations.
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In any case, however, if the one against whom complaint has

been made can prove that he is using transmitting apparatus having

a maximum damping not exceeding the authorized limit and a wave

length differing by 10 per cent cr more from that which the com

plaining station seeks to receive, then the fault must lie with the

improper construction or operation of the complainant's receiving

apparatus, and it is incumbent upon the latter to adopt improved

apparatus and up-to-date methods rather than to expect the commis

sion to restrict the interfering station.

Very respectfully, yours, Lee De Forest.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

New York, January 20, 1910.

Hon. E. W. Roberts, M. C,

House Office Bui/din;/, Washington, D. C.

Sir: The officers of our company have carefully considered the

House joint resolution 95, introduced by you, and referring to the

regulation and control of wireless telegraphy. It has been apparent

to us for some time that national legislation is urgently required.

Our business has been a rapidly expanding one. We now own and

operate 102 shore wireless telegraph stations and '231 stations on ship

board. These are distributed as follows:

Shore. Ship.

M 132
07
82Great Lakes dl.-trlct

46
22

Total 102 2S1

The names of ships equipped and the locations of shore stations

are shown in the January ls-sue of the Aerogram, which is sent you

herewith.

The development of the business has been very rapid, in spite of

the entire absence of government cooperation or fostering legislation.

In European countries wireless telegraphy is enveloped with govern

ment regulations, while in the United States there are no national

laws relating to it. While the former condition militates against the

free development of the industry, the absence of laws is n serious

handicap in operation, haws should be enacted which will fix the

responsibility for the operation of every wireless station and cover

the broad underlying principles of the industry.

Your resolution calling for the appointment of a board composed

of government and civilian wireless experts we believe to be the

fairest way to arrive at just conclusions for legislation and regula

tions. In this mail we are sending to you a few reports on inter

ferences, which are of daily occurrence. Interference and the unnec

essary use of wireless sending apparatus, while troublesome, can, in

a measure, be lessened bv speciallv designed instruments, but the

sending out of false call letters and false distress signals, which is,

unfortunately, becoming quite common, exhibits a malicious spirit

comparable only to the wrecker who misplaces navigation lights.
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In the appointment of the board members and subsequent legisla

tion, the commercial interests should be fully recognized. There has

been a disposition to consider wireless primarily for national defense,

but abnormal conditions should not govern, for in time of war the

Government would likely take possession of all wireless stations. It

is our wish and effort to work in full accord with the government

departments.

Respectfully,

Unitkd Wireless Telegraph Company,

Cloyd Marshall, Secretary.

POST-OFFICE TELEGRAPHS—HIS MAJESTY8 POSTMASTER-GENERAL TO LI

CENSE TO ESTABLISH WIRELESS-TELEGRAPH SHIP STATIONS.

To all to whom these presents shall come /, the Right Honorable Syd

ney Charles Buxton, M. P., His Majesty's postmaster-general, send

greeting :

Whereas , of , in the county of (hereinafter

called " the license "), is desirous of establishing, installing, working,'

and using, on ships belonging to the licensee, wireless telegraphy as

defined in section 1 (7) of the wireless telegraphy act, 1904:

And whereas by reason of the provisions of the telegraph acts, 1863

to 1907, and the wireless telegraphy order, 1908, it is unlawful to es

tablish any wireless-telegraph station or install or work any appa

ratus for wireless telegraphy in any place or on board any British

ship (whether in the territorial waters of the British Islands or on

the high seas), except under and in accordance with a license granted

in that behalf by the postmaster-general:

And whereas at the request of the licensee I have agreed to grant

to the licensee the licenses, powers, and authorities hereinafter ex

pressed and contained for the period, upon the terms, and subject to

the stipulations and conditions hereinafter appearing:

Now I, the above-named Sydney Charles Buxton, His Majesty's

postmaster-general, in exercise of all powers and authorities enabling

me in this behalf do hereby grant to the licensee during the term or

period commencing on the day of , 190—, and terminating

on the 31st day of December, 1909, license and permission—

(1) To establish, install, and work, for the purposes hereinafter

mentioned, at the ship stations specified in the" schedule hereto and

at such other ship stations as may be specified in any supplemental

license given from time to time under the hand of a secretary to the

post-office, apparatus for wireless telegraphy of the kind used in

the system known as the system of wireless telegraphy (which

apparatus is hereinafter referred to as "the licensed apparatus").

Provided that—

(a) The apparatus installed at each ship statioYv shall be of the

character specified in the said schedule opposite to the name of such

station or in any such supplemental license as aforesaid ;

(b) The apparatus used at all of the said ship stations shall be

syntonised;

29560—10 5
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(c) The licensed apparatus shall be so constructed as to be capable

of using wave lengths of 300 meters in length, as measured by the

standard of measurement in use by the post-office for the time being,

and may have such other wave lengths not exceeding G00 meters in

length, as shall be authorized in writing from time to time by the

postmaster-general ;

(d) The speed of transmission and reception of messages shall

not, in normal circumstances, be less than 12 words a minute, 5 letters

being counted as one word.

2. To transmit and receive messages by means of the licensed ap

paratus between the said ship stations and between the said ship

stations and coast stations and other ship stations, provided that the

transmission and receipt of messages from and at the said ship sta

tions when in any harbor in the British Islands shall be subject to

such conditions and restrictions as the postmaster-general may pre

scribe from time to time; and

(3) To receive money or other valuable consideration for or in

respect of the use of the licensed apparatus or for or in respect of the

transmission or receipt of messages by means of the said apparatus.

And I do hereby declare that the said license and permission is

granted on and subject to the following conditions and provisions :

1. In these presents (and in the schedule hereto) the following

words and expressions shall have the several meanings hereinafter

assigned to them unless there ba something either in the subject or

context repugnant to such construction (that is to say) :

The expression " wireless telegraphy " has the same meaning as in

the wireless-telegraphy act of 1904.

The term " telegraph " has the same meaning as in the telegraph

act of 18G9.

The expression " naval signaling " means signaling by means of

any system of wireless telegraphy between two or more ships of His

Majesty's navy, between ships of His Majesty's navy and naval sta

tions, or between a ship of His Majesty's navy and naval station, and

any other wireless-telegraph station, whether a coast station or a ship

station.

The expression " the admiralty " means the commissioners for

executing the office of Lord High Admiral of the United Kingdoms

of Great Britain and Ireland.

The expressions " the International Telegraph Convention " and

"the International Telegraph Regulations mean respectively the

international convention of St. Petersburg, dated July 10-22, 1875,

and the service regulations made thereunder, and include respectively

any modifications of the convention or regulations made from time

to time.

The expression " the Radiotelegraphic Convention, 1906," means

the convention signed at Berlin on the 3d day of November, 190R, and

the service regulations made thereunder and includes any modifica

tion of the convention or regulations made from time to time.

The expression " coast station " means a wireless-telegraph station

which is established on land or on board a ship permanently moored,

and which is open for the service of correspondence between the land

and ships at sea.

The term "ship station" means a wireless-telegraph station estab

lished on board a ship which is not permanently moored.
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Apparatus shall be deemed to be " syntonised " when the transmit

ting apparatus is so adjusted as to communicate with a receiver which

has a corresponding adjustment, and to produce as little effect as

possible on a receiver not having a corresponding adjustment.

2. The licensed apparatus shall not be used by the licensee or by

any other person either on behalf or by permission of the licensee for

the transmission or receipt of messages except messages authorized

by this license.

3. (1) The licensee shall not by the transmission of any message

by means of the licensed apparatus or otherwise by the use of the

licensed apparatus interfere with naval signaling.

(2) If the admiralty are of the opinion that the working of the

licensed apparatus at any ship station specified in the schedule hereto

is inconsistent with the free use of naval signaling the license shall,

when reouired in writing by the post master-general so to do, close the

said station.

(3) These provisions for the protection of naval signaling shall

be construed to be without prejudice to the generality of any other

provisions of this license.

4. For the purpose of this license the licensee shall observe the

International Telegraph Convention and the international telegraph

regulations so far as the said convention and regulations are capable

of being applied to wireless telegraphy in common with ordinary

land and submarine telegraphy, but the provisions of the said reg

ulations in relation to semaphore telegraphy shall not be held to

apply to wireless telegraphy.

5. The licensee shall observe the provisions of any regulations from

time to time made under the provisions of the telegraph acts, 18(13 to

1907, by the postmaster-general, with the consent of the treasury, in

relation to the conduct of wireless-telegraph business so far as the

same are applicable to the licensee.

6. The licensee shall observe the provisions of the Radiotelegraphic

Convention, 190C.

7. The licensee shall comply with all such directions and observe

all such rules as may be given or made by the postmaster-general

from time to time for the purpose of preventing interference with

the working of any other wireless-telegraph station and for enabling

the messages exchanged by means of the licensed apparatus to be dis

tinguished from those emanating from any other wireless-telegraph

station.

8. The licensed apparatus shall not, without the consent of the

postmaster-general, be altered or modified in respect to any of the

particulars mentioned in the schedule hereto or in any such supple

mental license as aforesaid.

9. The licensee shall at all times indemnify the postmaster-general

against all actions, claims, and demands which may be brought or

made by any corporation, company, or person in respect of any

injury arising from any act licensed or permitted by these presents.

10. (1) Subject to the provisions of this license the licensee shall

transmit messages by means of the licensed apparatus on equal terms

without favor or preference, whether as regards rates of charge,

order of transmission, or otherwise.
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(2) In respect of messages transmitted on behalf of His Majesty's

Government the licensee shall charge rates not in excess of half of

the rates charged to the ordinary public,

11. The licensee shall so far as possible receive from ships and

light stations all requests for assistance and all signals of distress

and shall answer such requests and signals and retransmit them with

the least possible delay to the proper authorities by means of the

licensed apparatus or any other means in the power of the license.

12. The licensed apparatus at the said ship stations shall be

worked only by a person or persons holding a certificate or certifi

cates issued by the postmaster-general. Certificates shall be granted

to persons of such technical proficiency and shall be in such form

and subject to such conditions as the postmaster-general shall from

time to time prescribe.

13. The licensee shall not divulge to any person (other than prop

erly authorized officials of His Majesty's Government or a compe

tent legal tribunal) or make any use whatever of any messages com

ing to the knowledge of the licensee and transmitted by naval signal

ing or by any system of wireless telegraphy provided or maintained

by or for the purposes of the postmaster-general or any department

of His Majesty's Government or by any licensee of the postmaster-

general (other than the licensee).

14. The licensee shall keep full accounts, records, and registers of

all messages transmitted by means of the licensed apparatus, and in

such registers each of such messages shall be accompanied by its

identifying number and date and full particulars of its place of

origin and of ultimate distillation, and such further particulars as

the postmaster-general shall, from time to time, reasonably require

to be shown ; messages on His Majesty's service being in such registers

distinguished from other messages. The licensee shall preserve all

used message forms, written and printed, and transcripts of messages,

and all other papers for such period as is. from time to time, pre

scribed by the Radiotelegraphic Convention, 100G, and in default

of any provisions on the subject in the said convention, for such

period as is, from time to time, prescribed by the International Tele

graph Regulations, and such registers and message papers shall be

open to the inspection of the postmaster-general or his officers thereto

authorized at the head office of the license in , between the

hours of 10 a. m. and 5 p. m. on every day except Sunday or a statute

or general holiday.

15. The postmaster-general and any agent authorized in that be

half in writing by him may at all reasonable times enter upon all or

any of the ship stations hereby licensed for the purpose of inspecting

and may inspect any apparatus fixed or being in such stations re

spectively for the purpose of sending and receiving messages by

wireless telegraphy and all other telegraphic instruments and appa

ratus fixed or being in such stations respectively and the working

and user of such apparatus and telegraphic instruments respectively.

16. The licensees shall carry on every ship at which a ship station

is established under this license a print or copy of the license, certi

fied under the hand of an appropriate officer of the postmaster-gen

eral to be a true copy, and also such documents as may be prescribed

by the postmaster-general for the purpose of enabling the licensee to
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communicate with coast stations in accordance with the Radio Tele

graphic Convention, 1906.

17. (1) The licensee shall pay to the postmaster-general for and

in respect of the license hereby granted a royalty of 5 shillings per

annum in respect of each ship station at which the licensed apparatus

is installed.

(2) All royalties payable under this license shall be payable upon

the quarter day first ensuing after the date when the licensed appa

ratus has been installed at any ship station and on the same quarter

day in each succeeding year.

18. Except with the consent in writing of the postmaster-general,

the licensee shall not assign, underlet, or otherwise dispose of or ad

mit any other person or body to participate in the benefit of the

licenses, powers, or authorities hereby granted or any of such

licenses, powers, or authorities.

19. (1) If, whenever an emergency shall have arisen in which it

is expedient for the public service that His Majesty's Government

shall have control over the transmission of messages by the licensed

apparatus, it shall be lawful for any officer in command of any of His

Majesty's ships of war to cause the licensed apparatus, or any part

thereof, to be taken possession of in the name and on behalf of His

Majesty and to be used for His Majesty's service and subject thereto

for such ordinary services as to the said officer may seem fit, and in

that event any person authorized by the said officer may enter upon

any ship on which any such apparatus is installed and take posses

sion of the said apparatus and use the same as aforesaid.

taking possession of the licensed apparatus as aforesaid, direct and

authorize such persons as he may think fit to assume the control of

the transmission of messages by the licensed apparatus either wholly

or partly and in such manner as he may direct, and such persons may

enter upon any ship on which any apparatus is installed accordingly,

or the said officer may direct the licensee to submit to him or any

person authorized by him all messages tendered for transmission or

arriving by the licensed apparatus or any class or classes of such

messages to stop or delay the transmission of any message or deliver

the same to him or his agent, and generally to obey all such direc

tions with reference to the transmission of messages as the said

officer may prescribe, and the licensee shall obey and conform to all

such directions.

(3) The licensee shall be entitled to reasonable compensation for

any damage to the licensed apparatus arising in consequence of the

exercise of the powers conferred by this clause.

20. In any of the following cases (that is to say) :

(a) In case any sum of money which ought to be paid by the

licensee to the postmaster-general under or by virtue of these presents

shall be in arrear and unpaid for one calendar month after the time at

which the same ought to be paid under or by virtue of the covenants

herein contained, or

(?>) In case of any breach, nonobservance, or nonperformance by

or on the part of the licensee of any of the covenants (other than a

covenant for the payment of money) or conditions herein contained

and on the part of the licensee to be observed and performed.

 

event as aforesaid, instead of
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Then, and in any such case, the postmaster-general may, by notice

in writing under his seal, revoke and determine these presents and

the licenses, powers, and authorities hereinbefore granted and each

and every of them as to all or any of the ship stations, and thereupon

these presents and the said licenses, powers, and authorities and each

and every of them shall absolutely cease, determine, and become void

as to all or any of the said ship stations (as the case may be), but

without prejudice to any right of action or remedy which shall have

accrued or shall thereafter accrue to the postmaster-general under

the covenants on the part of the licensee herein contained.

21. Nothing in these presents contained shall prejudice or affect the

right of the postmaster-general from time to time to establish, ex

tend, maintain, and work any system or systems of telegraphic com

munication (whether of a like nature to that hereby licensed or other

wise) in such manner as he shall, in his discretion, think fit; neither

shall anything herein contained prejudice or affect the right of the

postmaster-general from time to time to enter into agreements for or

to grant licenses relative to the working and use of telegraphs

(whether of a like nature to those hereby licensed or otherwise) or

the transmission of messages in any part of the United Kingdom by

means of wireless telegraphy or by any other means with or to any

person or persons whomsoever upon such terms as he shall in his dis

cretion think fit. And (save as in this license expressly provided)

nothing herein contained shall be deemed to authorize the licensee to

exercise any of the powers or authorities conferred on or acquired by

the postmaster-general by or under the telegraph acts, or any of

them.

22. Any notice, request, or consent (whether expressed to be in

writing or not), to be given by the postmaster-general under these

presents, may be under the hand of any one of the secretaries or assist

ant secretaries for the time being of the post-office, and may be served

by sending the same in a registered letter addressed to the licensee at

the usual or last-known place of residence or business of the licensee,

or if such notice, request, or consent relates to any particular ship

station by delivery to the master of the ship upon which such station

is installed, and any notice to be given by the licensee under these pres

ents may be served by sending the same in a registered letter ad

dressed to the secretary of the post-office at the general post-office,

London.

As witness my hand and seal this day of , one thousand

nine hundred and .

Office of Commander in Chief,

United States Atlantic Fleet,

U. S. Flagship Maine,

Target Grounds, Cape Cod Bay, October 9, 1906.

memorandum for the president.

Dear Mr. President: In obedience to your verbal order given to

me on board the Mayflower, at Cape Cod Bay, on September 29, I
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forward herewith inclosed a memorandum regarding wireless teleg

raphy and recommendations as to its control.

I am, with great respect,

[R. D. Evans.]

Rear-Admiral, U. S. Navy,

Commander in Chief U. S. Atlantic Fleet.

The President of the United States.

Office of the Commander in Chief,

United States Atlantic Fleet,

U. S. Flagship Maine.

Target Grounds, Cafe Cod Bay, October 9, 1906.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT.

1. Government wireless stations on the seacoast were placed under

the control of the Navy Department bv executive order dated July

29, 1904.

2. There are many commercial stations along the coast that are

more powerful than those now in use on naval ships. If their instru

ments have approximately the same wave lengths as ours, they inter

fere to such an extent as to prevent completely the sending or receiv

ing of official messages. Many of them will give way to official mes

sages, but there are many wireless stations (the Marconi stations par

ticularly) that neither give way to official messages nor refrain from

breaking in when messages are actually being transmitted.

3. Where two or more commercial companies have wireless stations

in the same vicinity they interfere with each other, and only by a

common agreement can each carry out its business.

4. Generally speaking, stations using instruments of a long wave

length do not interfere with those usiri" shorter waves; as for in

stance, the long-distance station at Wellfleet, Mass., does not ma

terially interfere with naval vessels. As soon as naval long-distance

stations are installed in the same vicinity, as may soon be necessary,

this station and similar ones will also interfere unless it, with all

others on the coast, are under a common control.

5. The naval service, as well as commercial interests, demands the

use of wireless telegraphy for all distances possible across the water.

As it is impracticable to prevent wireless interference, when anyone

who may so desire can establish a station of any power or any wave

length and send messages at any time in the day, it is obvious that

for the common good the Government, which represents the whole

country, should regulate all the wireless stations along the coast.

6. I have, therefore, to recommend the following:

(a) That all coast wireless stations shall be under the control of

the Navy Department.

(b) That these stations may be connected by special wires to the

commercial telegraph lines and shall be used for commercial mes

sages between the shore and ships at sea, under such regulations as

the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe.
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(c) That no private wireless stations shall be permitted inland

the power of which is sufficient to send a message to the seacoast.

(d) That the Secretary of the Navy shall be empowered to cause

to be inspected any private wireless station; and in the event of it

being found by this inspection that this law has been disobeyed, he

shall take immediate steps to have such station closed by due process

of law until the wireless apparatus has been brought to conform to

the law.

I am, with great respect, [R. D. Evans,]

Bear-Admiral, U. S. Navy,

Commander in Chief, United States Atlantic Fleet.

Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Equipment,

Washington, D. C, June 29, 1909.

Gentlemen: 1. Replying to your letter of the 25th instant, the

bureau regret that it is unable at the present time to enter into any

specific agreement concerning the handling of commercial wireless

telegraph messages.

2. Attention is invited, however, to the fact that the government

stations are open at all hours and the service is given to the public

free of charge for the transmission of messages to ships at sea and

for the reception of wireless messages from vesesls at sea, which mes

sages will be turned over to the land telegraph lines. However, the

service being free, the Government assumes no responsibility for the

correctness of the messages. Government messages take precedence

over commercial ones. All the government stations are connected

with land telegraph lines.

3. Information concerning the above will be found in Notice to

Mariners, No. 47a, a copy of which is inclosed.

Very respectfully,

Wm. S. Cowles,

Chief of Bureau of Equipment.

American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York, N. Y-

American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company,

Neic York, June 25, 1907.

Bureau of Equipment.

Navy Department, Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen: Interference between the wireless-telegraph stations

of the Government and of this company has occasioned voluminous

correspondence, and in some cases, notably that at Key West, we

have been caustically censured by your bureau on account of the con

duct of one of our operators. The commercial business of our own

^stations has also been frequently interfered with by the government

stations. However, as a rule we find that operators of commercial

and government stations come to an understanding and cooperate

with each other in sending and receiving messages.
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While corresponding about the interference at Key West, we re

ceived the following from the commandant :

The only satisfactory solution, in my opinion, is that you abandon the La

Brisa station altogether and make a definite arrangement with the Bureau of

Equipment that the naval wireless operators shall send and receive your

commercial messages. I believe such an arrangement could be satisfactorily

made with the Bureau of Equipment, and you would have the satisfaction

of knowing that the plant which you sold to the United States Government

is doing good service.

With this as a basis, we have carefully considered our present and

future relations with the Government, and it becomes apparent to

us that we should comply with your wishes about interfering stations.

Where our plants are duplicated along the coast we are now pre

pared to enter into an arrangement with your department to close

one station and keep the other in commission; the only exception

would be New York, where business is so congested as to necessitate

a duplication of stations. Along the Atlantic coast we now have

the folloAving stations in commiss on: Bridgeport, Conn.; New York,

N. Y.; Galilee, N. J.; Atlantic Citv, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Norfolk,

Va. ; Elizabeth City, N. C. ; Cape Hatteras, N. C. ; Charleston, S. C. ;

Savannah, Ga.: Key West, Fla.: Habana, Cuba; Mobile, Ala.: Fort

Morgan, Ala.; New Orleans, La.: Southwest Pass, La.; and Galves

ton. Tex.

We are willing to enter into an agreement to handle any and all

of ycur department wireless business, wherever our facilities permit,

free of charge; also to abandon our stations and to arrange for the

fovernment stations to send and receive our messages wherever you

ave, in or near the same localities, duplicate stations.

This interchange of business has been carried on with a surprising

lack of friction, which has been largely due to the voluntary action

of the operators rather than official cooperation. The wireless-tele

graph industry has developed to such an extent that we believe that

the interchange of business should have official recognition.

We are willing to pay a percentage of our receipts for any gov

ernment facilities which we can use. As a suggestion, we would pay

10 or 15 per cent of receipts of messages sent and received to boats

having our equipment from government stations. At the end of

each month your shore-station operators could send to us a check

report of such messages, and we would mail a check to each when the

account was audited.

Our Mr. Marshall, bearer of this letter, is authorized to discuss

this matter in detail with you, and if you can prepare an agreement

he will bring it to the officers of this company for their signature.

The above is but an outline of our thoughts in regard to the matter,

and is respectfully submitted for your consideration, and such

changes as the government interests may suggest. Cooperation will

certainly be to the benefit of both, as the Atlantic, De Forest Wireless

Company and this company practically control the movements of

the commercial marine (some 100 boats and 20 orders for additional

installations are in our works).

We believe that you Will see that there can not be interference

where such cooperation is carried on.

Yours, respectfully,

American-De Forest Wireless Telegraph Company,

S. S. Bogart. Vice-I-'resident.
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The Radio Telephone Company,

New York, February 21, 1910.

Hon. Ernest Roberts,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: You will recall that after the hearing on your wireless

bill I requested permission to submit additional data of Doctor De

Forest and myself for the Radio Telephone Company, to be printed

as records of the hearing.

Two statements are inclosed herewith, and I would respectfully

request that mine be inserted as a part of the hearing immediately

following my statement which succeeded General Allen's. I regret

that lack of time made it impossible for me to make this statement

during the hearing.

Thanking you for your interest in wireless, which is fully appreci

ated by our company, I am,

Respectfully, yours, Ira W. Henry.

STATEMENT OF IRA W. HENRY, REPRESENTING THE RADIO TELEPHONE

COMPANY.

The subject of control and interference in wireless telegraphy has

had the careful consideration of the officers and engineers of our

company, and we are in hearty accord with the resolution introduced

by Mr. Roberts.

This company has stations transmitting commercial business in

various cities in the United States and is now building additional

stations on the Great Lakes and on the Atlantic seaboard. Our

principal station, located in the Metropolitan Life Insurance Build

ing, New York City, is the highest and is considered one of the finest

in the world. Having an antennae over G00 feet in height we

naturally under these favorable conditions " pick up " messages sent

from wide and various points. A careful record shows the great need

of some form of legislation which will prevent malicious interference

with the wireless transmission of intelligence. Our circuits are es

pecially adapted to receive waves of all lengths, as we manufacture

and operate wireless telephones as well as telegraph apparatus.

We believe that a commission appointed on the lines suggested by

Mr. Roberts, consisting of three representatives of the government

departments that use wireless apparatus and three representatives of

the actual commercial operating companies, should agree on a seventh

member, who would be a technical man and in no way interested in

either the government service or commercial interests. Such a com

mission should not lay down any hard and fast rules similar to those

introduced in the international wireless convention held in Berlin,

but should consider all cases brought before them and suggest the

necessary legislation to safeguard their respective interests.
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STATEMENT OF DR. LEE DE FOREST, RADIO TELEPHONE COMPANY.

A BRIEF ON THE PROPOSED RESOLUTION FOR FEDERAL REGULATION OF WIRELESS.

Sirs: As one who has been actively engaged in the development

and application of wireless telegraphy almost from its beginning,

the writer offers the following view on the proposed federal control:

The advisability of some form of supervision seems accepted by

most of those who are chiefly concerned in the practice of this im

portant art.

If such proposed legislation be violent or drastic immense injury

will be done to the development of a splendid science.

If, however, such legislation shall be moderate and enlightened,

molded by the lessons which these ten years of trying endeavor have

taught us, then many existing evils can be eliminated and the devel

opment of the art hastened.

Such legislation can therefore enlarge the value of wireless science

to the public, and to the Government as well.

The art of wireless has now become so complex, the monev in

vested in its development so considerable, and the number of highly

trained specialists engaged in careful research so large, that it seems

unnatural to expect to-day any valuable contribution to the science

from an amateur working independently and with small means.

In the early days this was not the case ; but one fails to find in the

last years a single instance of an important invention by, or patent

issued to, one of the class of young enthusiasts who are popularly

known as " amateurs."

The chief impetus to the printed protests to the proposed resolution

from this group originates from the manufacturing concerns now

engaged in turning out great quantities of cheap and inferior wire

less apparatus, nine-tenths of which is barefaced infringement of

patents owned by organized commercial or operating companies.

The above-mentioned manufacturing companies have sprung up,

mushroom-like, by scores within the last two years, to pander to the

newly created amateur market.

They have done absolutely nothing to develop the art or to solve

any of the intricate problems which face the commercial companies,

and to the solving of which we pioneers have spent ten years of the

hardest, poorest recompensed service which the annals of electrical

development can show.

It is highly significant that practically all the opposition to the

proposed commission comes from these manufacturers of cheap appa

ratus, from amateurs themselves, and from two companies who are

admittedly nonoperating companies, but which, believing that each

one has the system which can alone prevent interference, are willing

that the existing operating companies be annoyed to any possible

limit by irresponsible " ether pirates " until they shall be forced from

the field they now occupy.

This is a shortsighted policy on the part of the two mentioned com

panies, because " we of the cognisanti " know that the two systems

mentioned are indeed vulnerable to interference, and only the fact

that these companies lacking any commercial stations are not to-day

suffering from the nuisance enables them to assume their present

attitude of "laissez faire."
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Contrast their attitude—that the art is not yet ready for commer

cial application—with that of the operating companies. Were it not

for the different view taken by the latter the Hepublic would have

sunk with all on board; the Ohio survivors would not be alive to-day;

the Kentucky's crew would be drowned men. Countless others owe

their lives to-day to the pioneers in wireless, who, knowing that their

instruments were not perfected, that the art was still a field untilled,

yet forged ahead in the best light they had, equipped ships, erected

shore stations, and as a result have saved lives and property beyond

all computation.

Contrast with this again the instances, cited without number, where

a youth with an outfit costing not $20 has sent out false calls of

distress from alleged sinking vessels, faked official messages, signed

bogus " call letters," filled the air with profanity, and all for no object

but " fun." We grant that operators of commercial companies are

sometimes themselves guilty of flagrant misdeeds. Wherever detected

then let them be properly and severely punished, whoever they be.

By all means the time is ripe for some restriction, official registra

tion, and license, if no more.

The legitimate interests, who are seriously seeking to advance this

useful art to extend its conveniences to the public, have nothing to

fear from such legislation. Only we point out that the purpose of the

commission being to advance the wireless art, this commission should

consist of the friends, not the enemies or the rivals of " wireless."

Representatives of wire telegraph and cable companies therefore

should not be on this board. What but harmful restriction could such

men be expected to advocate, if any? The irresponsible interference

which to-day limits the commercial extension of wireless naturally

helps the wire companies, for it postpones the inevitable day of com

petition.

Excessive governmental restrictions, such as to limit all commer

cial stations to one or a few wave lengths or to certain hours of the

day, etc., would doubtless please the wire interests even more. Such

considerations also render it of the utmost importance that on the

proposed commission be not a majority of government representatives.

The complexion of the commission as proposed by Representative

Roberts is therefore equitable and fair. It may be held advisable to

increase its membership to nine. An added federal member from the

Department of Justice, and a representative from a fourth operating

or commercial wireless company, with the ninth member a scientist,

as originally provided, would seem wise.

But a much larger number, as 13 or 17, would certainly make the

commission unwieldy and inefficient.

It may be urged that the proposed legislation is visionary, imprac

tical of enforcement. I maintain that the proposed license registra

tion and fee will very largely and at once eliminate most of the in

tentional or vicious interference. A federal statute, carrying a pen

alty of heavy fine or imprisonment for those who send out false calls,

sign letters, profane or obscene language, or operate without a license,

will of itself immensely reduce the nuisances we now suffer under.

The confirmed violator who conceals his antenna wires could not

long remain undisclosed or unidentified to his wireless neighbors

whom he assailed ; and in general the powerful transmitters, capable

of doing much injury, can not be concealed from open view.
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The problems to be attacked are nine-tenths technical and one-

tenth legal. To emphasize the correctness of this assertion. I here

venture to quote from a letter of mine which recently appeared in the

Electrical World:

To enforce any legislation which may be enacted, I foresee a permanent com

mission, whose complexion shall be much the same as that of the one proposed

by Representative Roberts—a body whose authority In interpreting and enforc

ing the enacting legislation shall be final, and subject only to such redress or

appeal as our courts of justice in like instances afford.

The preliminary commission called for by Mr. ltoberts's resolution should, in

my mind, recommend legislation along ihe following lines:

Within a certain time—say, six months—all wireless stations should be pro

hibited from operating which have not then obtained governmental licenses.

A reasonable license fee should be exacted. Stations should be divided into

three classes—governmental, commercial, and experimental—whether on ship

or ashore.

All ship or coast stations should have apparatus enabling them to use in time

of danger a certain common wave length, but ordinarily communications should

not be carried on with this common wave length.

It should be obligatory, of course, upon all stations to suspend all business

in favor of a prearranged call of dauger or distress.

Far most important than the allotting of a certain wave length to each sta

tion (which I consider an unnecessary provision) is the need for fixing the

maximum damping which any transmitting apparatus shall be allowed to have,

regardless of whether this transmitting station be governmental, commercial,

or experimental. I suggest that this maximum damping be fixed at O.Ol. ( Phis

F
"coefficient of damping" is defined as follows: 7=log -p, where F and F' repre

sent the amplitudes of two successive waves of the train.)

It is to-day easy to build transmitting apparatus which shall have a consider

ably less damping than this figure, and if all transmitters have such small damp

ing, and if receiving stations are provided with modern and well-designed tuning

appliances (which the requirements of the service will very soon compel all to

adopt), then the question of interference between legitimate commercial and

government stations will practically solve itself automatically. This is evi

denced beyond any doubt by the work of our own stations, using the "radio-

tone" transmitter system.

The federal licensing commission should refuse to license any wireless station

so located that Its antenna wires come within, say. 500 feet of any other existing

operating licensed station.

Class 3, or experimental stations, should be very greatly restricted. I recom

mend limiting them to ownership by organized companies, or operated by inde

pendent experts of well-recognized skill and standing, and to university labora

tories—in short, to those concerning whose serious purpose the commission

should have no doubt. This provision will probably eliminate the nuisance of

the irresponsible amateur. These experimental stations should be restricted to

the use of wave lengths differing by i0 per cent or more from those of any

commercial stations within, say, a 10-mile radius of them.

The commission should be empowered, on receipt of conclusive evidence of

willful interference, after due warnings to the offending station, to revoke the

license of said station. The penalty for operating without license might be a

fine for each separate offense of operating without license or after revocation

of license.

If any station should establish before the commission the existence of trouble

some interference from any rival stations using the same wave length as those

stations with which it ordinarily does business, then the commission should be

empowered to fix certain limits of wave length for such conflicting stations

within which they shall thereafter operate.

You will notice that in the above I have recommended no restriction as to the

power which a station may have. I do not think this restriction wise or neces

sary, provided only that the damping of the transmitters shall not exceed the

stated maximum and the wave lengths shall, if necessary, be regulated as above

set forth.

The federal commission should have power to settle any disputes or com

plaints regarding interferences, and in so ruling should give preference, first,

to official business from government stations; second, to commercial business
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from commercial stations: third, to experimental operation; and. fourth, to

social business from government stations.

In any case, however, If the one against whom complaint has been made

can prove that he is using transmitting apparatus having a maximum dumping

not exceeding the authorized limit, and a wave length differing by 10 per cent,

or more, from that which the complaining station seeks to receive, then the

fault must lie with the improper construction or operation of the complainant's

receiving apparatus, and It is incumbent upon the latter to adopt improved

apparatus and up-to-date methods, rather than to expect the commission to

restrict the interfering station.

I remain, very respectfully,

Leeds Foust,

103 Park Avenue, New York.

International Wireless Telegraph Convention, with service regula

tions annexed thereto, a supplementary agreement, and a final pro

tocol, all signed at Berlin on November 3, 1906, by delegates of t/ie

United States and those of several other powers.

International Wireless Telegraph Convention concluded between

Germany, the United States of America, Argentina, Austria, Hun

gary, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Denmark, Spain, France,

Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Monaco, Norway, The

Netherlands, Persia, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Sweden, Turkey,

and Uruguay.

The undersigned, plenipotentiaries of the governments of the coun

tries enumerated above, naving met in conference at Berlin, have

agreed on the following convention, subject to ratification:

Article 1. The high contracting parties bind themselves to apply

the provision of the present convention to all wireless telegraph

stations open to public service between the coast and vessels at sea—

both coastal stations and stations on shipboard—which are estab

lished or worked by the contracting parties.

They further bind themselves to make the observance of these

provisions obligatory upon private enterprises authorized either to

establish or work coastal stations for wireless telegraphy open to the

service of public correspondence between the coast and vessels at sea,

or to establish or work wireless telegraph stations, whether open to

general public service or not, on board of vessels flying their flag.

Article 2. By " coastal stations " is to be understood every wireless

telegraph station established on shore or on board a permanently

moored vessel used for the exchange of correspondence with ships at

sea.

Every wireless telegraph station established on board any vessel

not permanently moored is called a " station on shipboard."

Article 3. The coastal stations and the stations on shipboard shall

be bound to exchange wireless telegrams reciprocally without distinc

tion of the wireless telegraph system adopted by such stations.

Article 4. Notwithstanding the provisions of article 3, a station

may be reserved for a limited public service determined by the object

of the correspondence or by other circumstances independent of the

system employed.
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Article 5. Each of the high contracting parties undertakes to

connect the coastal stations to the telegraph system by special wires,

or, at least, to take other measures which will insure a rapid exchange

between the coastal stations and the telegraph system.

Article 6. The high contracting parties shall notify one another

of the names of coastal stations on shipboard referred to in article

1, and also of all data, necessary to facilitate and accelerate the ex

change of wireless telegrams, as specified in the regulations.

Article 7. Each of the high contracting parties reserves the

right to prescribe or permit at the stations referred to in article 1,

apart from the installation the data of which are to be published in

conformity with article 6, the installation and working of other

devices for the purpose of establishing special wireless communica

tion without publishing the details of such devices.

Article 8. The working of the wireless telegraph stations shall

be organized as far as possible in such manner as not to disturb the

service of other wireless stations.

Article 9. Wireless telegraph stations are bound to give absolute

priority to calls of distress from ships, to similarly answer such calls,

and to take such action with regard thereto as may be required.

Article 10. The total charge for wireless telegrams shall comprise :

1. The charge for the maritime transmission, that is:

(a) The coastal rate, which shall fall to the coastal station;

(b) The shipboard rate, which shall fail to the shipboard station.

2. The charge for transmission over the lines of the telegraph sys

tem, to be computed according to the general regulations.

The coastal rate shall be subject to the approval of the Govern

ment of which the coastal station is dependent, and the shipboard

rate to the approval of the Government whose flag the ship is flving.

Each of these rates shall be fixed in accordance with the tariff per

word, pure and simple, with an optional minimum rate per wireless

telegram, on the basis of an equitable remuneration for the wireless

work. Neither rate shall exceed a maximum to be fixed by the high

contracting parties.

However, each of the high contracting parties shall be at liberty

to authorize higher rates than such maximum in the case of stations

of ranees exceeding 800 km. or of stations whose work is exception

ally difficult owing to phvsical conditions in connection with the in

stallation or working of the same.

For wireless telegrams proceeding from or destined for a country

and exchanged directly with the coastal stations of such country, the

high contracting parties shall advise one another of the rates appli

cable to the transmission over the lines of their telegraph system.

Such rates shall be those resulting from the principle that the coastal

station is to be considered as the station of origin or of destination.

Article 11. The provisions of the present convention are supple

mented by regulations, which shall have the same force and go into

effect at the same time as the convention.

The provisions of the present convention and of the regulations

relating thereto may at any time be modified by the high contracting

parties by common consent. Conferences of plenipotentiaries or

simply administrative conferences, according as the convention or
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the regulations are affected, shall take place from time to time; each

conference shall fix the time and place of the next meeting.

Article 12. Such conferences shall be composed of delegates of the

governments of the contracting countries.

In the deliberations each country shall have but one vote.

If a government adheres to the convention for its colonies, posses

sions, or protectorates, subsequent conferences may decide that such

colonies, possessions, or protectorates, or a part thereof, shall be con

sidered as forming a country as regards the application of the preced

ing pr.ragraph. But the number of votes at the disposal of one

government, including its colonies, possessions, or protectorates, shall

in no case exceed six.

Article 13. An international bureau shall be charged with collect

ing, coordinating, and publishing information of every kind relating

to wireless telegraphy, examining the applications for changes in the

convention or regulations, promulgating the amendments adopted,

and generally performing all administrative work referred to it in

the interest of international wireless telegraphy.

The expenses of such institution shall be borne by all the contract

ing countries.

Article 14. Each of the high contracting parties reserves to

itself the right of fixing the terms on which it will receive wireless

telegrams proceeding from or intended for any station, whether on

shipboard or coastal, which is not subject to the provisions of the

present convention.

If a wireless telegram is received the ordinary rates shall be appli

cable to it.

Any wireless telegram proceeding from a station on shipboard and

received by a coastal station of a contracting country, or accepted in

transit by the administration of a contracting country, shall be

forwarded.

Any wireless telegram intended for a vessel shall also be forwarded

if the administration of the contracting country has accepted it

originally or in transit from a non-contracting country, the coastal

station reserving the right to refuse transmission to a station on

shipboard subject to a non-contracting country.

Article 15. The provisions of articles 8 and 9 of this convention

are also applicable to wireless telegraph installations other than

those referred to in article 1.

Article 16. Governments which arc not parties to the present

convention shall be permitted to adhere to it upon their request.

Such adherence shall be communicated through diplomatic channels

to the contracting government in whose territory the last conference

shall have been held, and by the latter to the remaining govern

ments.

The adherence shall carry with it to the fullest extent acceptance

of all the clauses of this convention and admission to all the advan

tages stipulated therein.

Article 17.° The provisions of articles 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12,

and 17 of the International Telegraph Convention of St. Petersburg

of July 10/22, 1875, shall be applicable to international wireless

telegraphy.

° See translation of Articles of the International Telegraph Convention re

ferred to In article 17, affixed.
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Article 18. In case of disagreement between two or more con

tracting governments regarding the interpretation or execution of

the present convention or of the regulations referred to in article

11, tiie question in dispute may. by mutual agreement, be submitted

to arbitration. In such case each of the governments concerned

shall choose another government not interested in the question at

issue.

The decision of the arbiters shall be arrived at by the absolute

majority of votes.

In case of a division of votes, the arbiters shall choose, for the pur

pose of settling the disagreement, another contracting Government

which is likewise a stranger to the question at issue. In case of

failure to agree on a choice, each arbiter shall propose a disinterested

contracting Government, and lots shall be drawn between the Govern

ments proposed. The drawing of the lots shall fall to the Govern

ment within whose territory the international bureau provided for in

article 13 shall be located, ..

Article 10. The high contracting parties bind themselves to take,

or propose to their respective legislatures, the necessary measures for

insuring the execution of the present convention. , ,

Article 20. The high contracting parties shall communicate to

one another any laws already framed, or which may be framed, in

their respective countries relative to the object of the present con

vention.

Article 21. The high contracting parties shall preserve their

entire liberty as regards wireless-telegraph installations other than

provided for in article 1, especially naval and military installations,

which shall be subject only to the obligations provided for in articles

8 and 9 of the present convention.

However, when such installations are used for general public service,

they shall conform, in the execution of such service, to the provisions

of the regulations as regards the mode of transmission and rates.

Article 22. The present convention shall go into effect on the 1st

day of July. 1!H)K, and shall remain in force for an indefinite period,

or until the expiration of one year from the day when it shall be

denounced by any of the contracting parties.

Such denunciation shall affect only the Government in whose name

it shall have been made. As regards the other contracting powers,

the convention shall remain in force.

Article 23. The present convention shall be ratified and the rati

fications exchanged at Berlin with the least possible delay.

In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed one

copy of the convention, which shall be deposited in the archives of

the Imperial Government of Germany, and a copy of which shall be

transmitted to each party.

Done at Berlin. November 3, 190G.

For Germany:

Kraetke.

Sydowdow.

For United States:

Charlemagne Tower.

II. N. Manney.

James Allen. , ':

John I. Waterhury.

2956«—10 6
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For Argentina:

For Austria :

For Hungary:

For Belgium:

For Brazil:

For Bulgaria:

For Chile:

For Denmark:

For Spain:

For France:

For Great Britain:

For Greece:

For Italy:

For Japan:

For Mexico:

For Monaco:

For Norway :

J. Olml

Barth.

Fries.

Pierre de Szalay.

Dr. de Hennyey.

Hollos.

F. Delarge.

E. Buels.

Cesar de Campos.

Iv. Stoyanovitch.

J. MlJNOZ HURTADO.

J. Mery.

N. B. Meyer,

i. a. Voehtz.

Ignacio Mttrcia.

Ramon Estrada.

Rafael Ravena.

IsroRO Calvo.

Manuel Noriega.

Antonio Pelaez-Campomanes.

j. bordelongue.

L. Gaschard.

BoTTLANGER.

A. Devos.

H. Babington Smith.

A. E. Bethell.

R. L. Hippisley.

T. Argyropoulos.

J. Colombo.

Osuke Asano.

Rokure Yasiiiro.

Shunkichi Kimdra.

Ziro Tanaka.

Saburo IIyakutake.

Jose M. Perez.

J. Depelley.

Heftye.

(). T. Eidem.
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For Netherlands:

Kruyt.

Perh.

Hoven.

For Persia:

Hovhannes Khan.

For Portugal:

Paulo Benjamin Cabral.

For Roumania:

(Jr. Cerkez.

For Russia:

A. Eichiiolz.

A. Euler.

Victor Bilibine.

A. Remmert.

W. Kedrine.

For Sweden:

Herman Rydin.

A. Hamilton.

For Turkey:

Nazif Bey.

For Uruguay:

F. A. Costanzo.

SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENT.

The undersigned plenipotentiaries of the Governments of Ger

many, the United States of America, Argentina, Austria, Hungary,

Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Denmark, Spain, France, Greece,

Monaco, Norway, the Netherlands, Roumania, Russia, Sweden, Tur

key, and Uruguay bind themselves mutually, from the date of the

going into effect of the convention, to conform to the provisions of

the following supplementary articles:

I. Each station on shipboard referred to in article 1 of the con

vention shall be bound to correspond with any other station on ship

board without distinction of the wireless telegraph system adopted

by such stations respectively.

II. The governments which have not adhered to the foregoing

article may at any time signify, by following the procedure pre

scribed by article 16 of the convention, that they bind themselves

to conform to its provisions.

Those which have adhered to the foregoing article may at any

time, under the same conditions as provided for in article 22, signify

their intention to cease conforming to its provisions.

III. This agreement shall be ratified and the ratifications ex

changed at Berlin with the least possible delay.

In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed

one copy of the present agreement, which shall be deposited in the

archives of the Imperial Government of Germany, and a copy of

which shall be transmitted to each of the parties.

Done at Berlin, November 3, 1906.

For Germany:

Kraktkk.

Sydow.
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For United States:

For Argentina:

For Austria:

For Hungary:

For Belgium:

For Brazil :

For Bulgaria :

For Chile :

For Denmark :

For Spain :

For France:

For Greece :

For Monaco :

For Norway :

For Netherlands :

For Roumania :

Charlemagne Tower.

H. X. Manney.

James Allen.

John I. Watehbury.

J. Ol.MI.

Barth.

Fries.

Pierre de Szalay.

Dr. de Hennyey.

Hollos.

F. Delarge.

E. Buels.

Cesar de Campos.

[v. Stoyanovitch.

J. Ml Xnz Hl RTADO.

J. Mery.

N. R. Meyer.

I. A. VoEHTZ.

IONACIO MuRCIA.

Ramon Estrada.

Rafael Ravena.

Isidiso Calvo.

Mam ei. Norieoa.

A nton to Pelaez-Ca m pom anes.

J. BoRDELONGlE.

L. Gaschard.

BOULANRER.

A. Devos.

T. ArOY'ROPOULOS.

J. Deheleey.

He FTYE.

(). T. FlDEM.

Kriyt.

Perk.

1 IoVEN.

(tI!. Cf.RKEZ.
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For Russia :

A. Eicholz.

A. EuLER.

Victor Bilirine.

A. Rem meet.

W. Kedrine.

For Sweden :

Herman Rydin.

A. Hamilton.

For Turkey :

Xazif Bki .

For Uruguay :

F. A. Costa n/.n.

FINAL PROTOCOL.

At the moment of signing the convention adopted by the Inter

national Wireless Telegraph Conference of Berlin, the undersigned

plenipotentiaries have agreed as follows:

I. The high contracting parties agree that at the next conference

the number of votes to which each country is entitled (article 12 of

the convention) shall be decided at the beginning of the delibera

tions, so that the colonies, possessions or protectorates admitted to

the privilege of voting may exercise their right to vote during the

entire course of the proceedings of such conference.

This decision shall be of immediate effect and remain in force until

amended by a subsequent conference.

As regards the next conference, applications for the admission

of new votes in favor of colonies, possessions, or protectorates which

may have adhered to the convention shall Ik; addressed to the Inter

national Bureau at least six months prior to the date of the con

vening of such conference. Notice of such applications shall at once

be given to the remaining contracting governments, which may,

within the period of two months from the receipt of the notice, for

mulate similar applications.

II. Each contracting government may reserve the right to desig

nate, according to circumstances, certain coastal stations to be ex

empted from the obligation imposed by article 3 of the convention,

provided that, as soon as this measure goes into effect, there shall be

opened within its territory one or several stations subject to the obli

gations of article 3. insuring, within the region where the exempted

stations are located, such wireless telegraph service as will satisfy

the needs of the public service. The governments desiring to reserve

this right shall give notice thereof in the form provided for in the

second paragraph of article 16 of the convention not later than three

months before the convention goes into effect, or. in case of subse

quent adhesion, at the time of such adhesion.

The countries whose names follow below declare now that they will

not reserve such right :

Germany,

United States,

Argentina,

Austria,
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Hungary,

Belgium,

Brazil,

Bulgaria,

Chile,

Greece,

Mexico,

Monaco,

Norway,

Netherlands,

Roumania,

Russia,

Sweden,

Uruguay.

III. The manner of carrying out the provisions of the foregoing

article shall be at the discretion of the government which takes

advantage of the right of exemption; such government shall be at

liberty to decide from time to time, in its own judgment, how many

stations and what stations shall be exempted. Such government

shall likewise be at liberty as regards the manner of carrying out the

provision relative to the opening of other stations subject to the

obligations of Article 3. insuring, within the region where the ex

empted stations are located, such wireless telegraph service as will

satisfy the needs of the public service.

IV. It is understood that, in order not to impede scientific progress,

the provisions of Article 3 of the convention shall not prevent the

eventual employment of a wireless telegraph system incapable of

communicating with other systems, provided, however, that such

incapacity shall be due to the specific nature of such system and that

it shall not be the result of devices adopted for the sole purpose of

preventing intercommunication.

V. The adherence to the convention by the government of a country

having colonies, possessions, or protectorates shall not carry with it

the adherence of its colonies, possessions, or protectorates, unless a

declaration to that effect is made by such government. Such colonies,

possessions, and protectorates as a whole, or each of them separately,

may form the subject of a separate adherence or a separate denuncia

tion within the provisions of Articles lfi and 22 of the convention.

It is understood that the stations on board of vessels whose head

quarters is a port in a colony, possession, or protectorate may be

deemed as subject to the authority of such colony, possession, or

protectorate.

VI. Note is taken of the following declaration :

The Italian delegation in signing the convention does so with the

reservation that the convention can not be ratified on the part of

Italy until the date of the expiration of her contracts with Mr. Mar

coni and his company, or at an earlier date if the Government of the

King of Italy shall succeed in fixing such date by negotiations with

Mr. Marconi and his company.

VII. In case one or several of the high contracting parties shall

not ratify the convention, it shall nevertheless be valid as to the

parties which shall have ratified it.

It witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries have drawn

up the present final protocol, which shall be of the same force and
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effect as though the provisions thereof had been embodied in the text

of the convention itself to which it has reference, and they have

signed one copy of the same, which shall be deposited in the archives

ofthe Imperial Government of Germany, and a copy of which shall

be transmitted to each of the parties.

Done at Berlin, November 3, 1906.

For Germany :

Kraetke.

Sydow.

For United States:

Charlemagne Tower.

H. N. Manney.

James Allen.

John I. Waterbury.

For Argentina :

J. Oua.

For Austria :

Barth.

Fries.

For Hungary:

Pierre de Szalay.

Dr. de Hennyey.

Hollos.

For Belgium :

F. Delaroe.

E. Buels.

For Brazil :

Cesar de Campos.

For Bulgaria :

Iv. Stoyanovitch.

For Chile :

J. MUNOZ HlJRTADO.

J. Meyer.

For Denmark :

X. R. Meyer.

I. A. VOEHTZ.

For Spain :

[onacio murcia.

Ramon Estrada.

Rafael Ravena.

Isidro calvo.

Manuel Noriega.

Antonio Pelaez-Cam poma nes.

For France:

J. BoRDELONGVK.

L. Gascherd.

Bol LANOER.

A. Devos.

For Great Britain :

II. Bahington Smith.

A. E. Bethf.ll.

R. L. IIirriSLF.y.
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For Greece:

T. Arhyropoi lon.

For Italy:

J. Colombo.

For Japan :

Ohi kk Asano.

IiOKlRE YaSHIRO.

SlIlXKICHI KlMI'RA.

Ziro Tanaka.

Sabi'ru Hyaiutakk.

For Mexico:

Jose M. Perez.

For Monaco:

J. Depelley.

For Norway :

Heftye.

(). T. ElDEM.

For Netherlands:

Kruyt.

Perh.

Hoven.

For Persia :

HoVHANNES KHAX.

For Portugal :

Paulo Benjamin Cabral.

For Roumania :

(jR. Cerkez.

For Russia :

A. Eicholz.

A. ElLER.

Vktok Bilibine.

A. IJemmert.

W. Kedrine.

For Sweden :

Herman Rydin.

A. Hamilton.

For Turkey:

Xazif Bey.

F"or Uruguay :

F. A. Costanzo.

Service Relitigations Annexed to the International Wireless

Teleoraph Convention.

1. Organization ok wireless telegraph stations.

I. The choice of wireless apparatus and devices to be used by the

coastal stations and stations on shipboard shall be unrestricted. The

installation of such stations shall as far as possible keep pace with

scientific and technical progress.

II. Two wave lengths, one of 300 meters and the other of H00

meters, are authorized for general public service. Every coastal
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station opened to such service shall use one or the other of these two

wave lengths. During the whole time that the station is open to

service it shall be in condition to receive calls according to its wave

length, and no other wave length shall be used by it for the service

of general public correspondence. Each Government may, however,

authorize in coastal stations the employment of other wave lengths

designed to insure long-range service or any service other than for

general public correspondence established in conformity with the

provisions of the convention, provided such wave lengths do not

exceed G00 meters or that they do exceed 1,(500 meters.

III. 1. The normal wave length for stations on shipboard shall be

300 meters. Every station on shipboard shall be installed in such

manner as to be able to use this wave length. Other wave lengths

may be employed by such stations, provided they do not exceed 600

meters.

2. Vessels of small tonnage which are unable to have plants on

board insuring a wave length of 300 meters may be authorized to

use a shorter wave length.

IV. 1. The International Bureau shall be charged with drawing

up a list of wireless telegraph stations of the claas referred to in

article 1 of the convention. Such list shall contain for each station

the following data :

(1) Name, nationality, and geographical location in the case of

coastal stations; name, nationality, distinguishing signal of the inter

national code, and name of ship's home port in the case of stations

on shipboard ;

(2) Call letters (the calls shall be distinguishable from one another

and each must be formed of a group of three letters) ;

(3) Normal range;

(4) Wireless telegraph system ;

(5) Class of receiving apparatus (recording, acoustic, or other

apparatus) ;

(6) Wave lengths used by the station (the normal wave length to

be underscored) ;

(7) Nature of service carried on by the station:

General public correspondence;

Limited public corerspondence (correspondence with vessels . . .;

correspondence with shipping lines . . .; correspondence with ships

fitted with apparatus of the . . . system, etc.) :

Long-range public correspondence ;

Correspondence of private interest;

Special correspondence (exclusively official correspondence), etc.

(8) Hours during which the station is open;

(9) Coastal rate or shipboard rate.

2. The list shall also contain such data relating to wireless tele

graph stations other than those specified in article 1 of the conven

tion as may be communicated to the international bureau by the

management of the wireless telegraph service (" administration ")

to which such stations are subject.

V. The exchange of superfluous signals and words is prohibited to

stations of the class referred to in article 1 of the convention. Ex
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periments and practice will be permitted in such stations in so far

as they do not interfere with the service of other stations*

VI. 1. No station on shipboard shall be established or worked by

private enterprise without authority from the Government to which

the vessel is subject. Such authority shall be in the nature of a

license issued by said Government.

2. Every station on shipboard that has been so authorized shall

comply with the following requirements:

(a) The system employed shall be a syntonized system;

(b) The rate of transmission and reception, under normal con

ditions, shall not be less than twelve words a minute, words to be

counted at the rate of five letters each ;

(c) The power transmitted to the wireless telegraph apparatus

shall not, under normal conditions, exceed one kilowatt. Power

exceeding one kilowatt may be employed when the vessel finds it nec

essary to correspond while more than 300 kilometers distant from

the nearest coastal station, or when, owing to obstructions, communi

cation can be established only by means of an increase of power.

3. The service of the station on shipboard shall be carried on by a

telegraph operator holding a certificate issued by the Government to

which the vessel is subject. Such certificate shall attest the profes

sional efficiency of the operator as regards:

(a) Adjustment of the apparatus:

(b) Transmission and acoustic reception at the rate of not less

than 20 words a minute;

(c) Knowledge of the regulations governing the exchange of

4. The certificate shall furthermore state that the Government

has bound the operator to secrecy with regard to the correspondence.

VII. If the management of the wireless telegraph service of a

country has knowledge of any infraction of the convention or of the

regulations committed in any of the stations authorized by it, it

shall ascertain the facts and fix the responsibility.

In the case of stations on shipboard, if the operator is responsible

for such infraction, the management of the wireless telegraph service

shall take the necessary measures and, if the necessity should arise,

withdraw the certificate. If it is ascertained that the infraction is

the result of the condition of the apparatus or of instructions given

the operator, the same method shall be pursued with regard to the.

license issued to the vessel.

2. In cases of repeated infractions chargeable to the same vessel,

if the representations made to the wireless telegraph management

of the country to which the vessel is subject by that of another coun

try remain without effect, the latter shall he at liberty, after giving

due notice, to authorize its coastal stations not to accept communica

tions proceeding from the vessel at fault. In case of disagreement

between the managements of the wireless telegraph service of two

countries, the question shall be submitted to arbitration at the re

quest of either of the two governments at issue. The procedure in

such case shall be the same as indicated in article 18 of the con

vention.

 

correspondence.
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2. Hours of Service or Coastal Stations.

VIII. 1. The service of coastal stations shall, as far as possible, be

constant, day and night, without interruption.

Certain coastal stations, however, may have a service of limited

duration. The management of the wireless telegraph service of each

country shall fix the hours of service.

2. The coastal stations whose service is not constant shall not close

before having transmitted all their wireless telegrams to the vessels

which are within their radius of action, nor before having received

from such vessels all the wireless telegrams of which notice has been

given. This provision is likewise applicable when vessels signal their

presence before the actual cessation of work.

3. Form and Posting of Wireless Telegrams.

IX. If the route of a wireless telegram is partly over telegraph

lines, or through wireless telegraph stations subject to a noncontract-

ing government, such telegram may be transmitted provided the man

agements of the wireless telegraph service to which such lines or sta

tions are subject have declared that, if the occasion should arise, they

will comply with such provisions of the convention and of the regu

lations as are indispensable to the regular transmission of wireless

telegrams and that the payment of charges is insured.

X. 1. Wireless telegrams shall show in the preamble that the serv

ice is " wireless " (" radio ") .

2. In the transmission of wireless telegrams of shipboard stations

to coastal stations the date and hour of posting may be omitted in the

preamble.

Upon reforwarding a wireless telegram over the telegraph system,

the coastal station shall show thereon its own name as the office of

origin, followed by that of the vessel, and shall state, as the hour of

posting, the hour when the telegram was received by it.

XI. The address of wireless telegrams intended for ships at sea

shall be as complete as possible. It shall embrace the following:

(a) The name of the addressee, with additional designations if

any;

(b) The name of the vessel as it appears in the list, supplemented

by her nationality and. if necessary, by her distinguishing signal of

the International Code, in case there are several vessels of the same

name ;

(c) The name of the coastal station as it appears in the list.

4. Rates.

XII. The coastal rate shall not exceed (50 centimes (11.0 cents) a

word, and the shipboard rate shall not exceed 40 centimes (7.7 cents)

a word.

A minimum rate per telegram, not to exceed the coastal rate or

shipboard rate for a wireless telegram of ten words, may be imposed

as coastal or shipboard rate.

XIII. The country within whose territory a coastal station is es

tablished which serves as intermediary for the exchange of wireless
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telegrams between a station on board ship and another country shall

be considered, so far as the application of telegraph rates is concerned,

as the country of origin or of destination of such telegrams, and not

as the country of transit.

5. Collection of charges.

XIV. The total charge for wireless telegrams shall be collected of

the sender.

Stations on shipboard shall to that end have the necessary tariffs.

They shall be at liberty, however, to obtain information from coastal

stations on the subject of rates for wireless telegrams for which they

do not possess all the necessary data.

(i. Transmission of wireless telegrams.

II. SIGNALS OK TRANSMISSION.

XV. The signals to be employed are those of the Morse Inter

national Code.

XVI. Ships in distress shall use the following signal :

repeated at brief intervals.

As soon as a station perceives the signal of distress it shall cease all

correspondence and not resume it until after it has made sure that the

correspondence to which the call for assistance has given rise is

terminated.

In case the ship in distress adds at the end of the series of her calls

the call letters of a particular station the answer to the call shall be

incumbent upon that station alone. If the call for assistance does

not specify any particular station, every station perceiving such call

shall be hound to answer it.

XVII. 1. The call letters following the letters

" P B K ' signify that the vessel or station making the call desires to

communicate with the station called by means of the International

Signal Code.

The combination of the letters P B II as a service signal for any

other purpose than that specified above is prohibited.

2. Wireless telegrams may be framed with the aid of the Interna

tional Signal Code.

Those addressed to a wireless-telegraph station with a view to

being forwarded by it are not to be translated by such station.

b. order or transmission.

XVIII. Between two stations wireless telegrams of the same order

shall be transmitted one by one. by the two stations alternately, or in

series of several telegrams, as the coastal station may indicate, pro

vided the duration of the transmission of each series does not exceed

twenty minutes.
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c'. METHOD OF CALLING WIRELESS STATIONS AND TRANSMISSION OK

WIRELESS TELEGRAMS.

XIX. 1. As a general rule, it shall be the shipboard station that

calls the coastal station.

2. The call should be made, as a general rule, only when the dis

tance of the vessel from the coastal station is less than 75 per cent of

the normal range of the latter.

3. Before proceeding to a call, the station on shipboard shall adjust

its receiving apparatus to its maximum sensibility and make sure

that the coastal station which it wishes to call up is not in corre

spondence with any other station. If it finds that any transmission

is in progress, it shall wait for the first pause.

4. The shipboard station shall use for calling the normal wave of

the coastal station.

5. If in spite of these precautions the public exchange of wireless

telegrams is impeded at any place, the call shall cease upon the first

request from a coastal station open to public correspondence. The

latter station shall in such Case indicate the approximate length of

time it will be necessary to wait.

XX. 1. The call shall comprise the signal

the call letters of the station called repeated three times, the word

" from " (" de ") followed by the call letters of the sending station

repeated three times.

2. The called station shall answer by making the signal

followed by the call letters of the corresponding station repeated

three times, the word " from." its own call letters, and the signal

XXI. If a station called does not answer the call (Article XX)

repeated three times at intervals of two minutes, the call shall not be

resumed until after an interval of half an hour, the station issuing

the call having first made sure that no wireless telegraph correspond

ence is in progress.

XXII. 1. As soon as the coastal station has answered, the ship

board station shall make known to it :

(a) The distance of the vessel from the coastal station in nautical

miles;

(b) Her true bearing in degrees counted from 0 to 360:

(c) Her true course in degree counted from 0 to 360:

(d) Her speed in nautical miles;

(e) The number of words she has to transmit.

2. The coastal station shall answer, stating the number of words

to be transmitted to the vessel.

3. If the transmission can not take place immediately, the coastal

station shall inform the station on shipboard of the approximate

length of time that it will be necessary to wait.

XXIII. When a coastal station receives calls from several ship

board stations, the coastal station shall decide the order in which

the shipboard stations shall be admitted to exchange their messages.
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In fixing this order the coastal station shall be guided exclu

sively by the necessity of permitting each station concerned to

exchange the greatest possible number of wireless telegrams.

XXIV. Before beginning the exchange of correspondence the

coastal station shall advise the shipboard station whether the trans

mission is to be effected in the alternate order or by series (Article

XVIII) ; it shall then begin the transmission or follow up the

preliminaries with the signal

(invitation to transmit).

XXV. The transmission of the wireless telegram shall be pre

ceded by the signal

and terminated by the signal

followed bv the name of the sending station.

XXVI. When a wireless telegram to be transmitted contains more

than 40 words, the sending station shall interrupt the transmission

after each series of about 20 words by an interrogation point

and shall not resume it until after it has obtained from the receiving

station a repetition of the last word duly received, followed by an

interrogation point.

In the case of transmission by series, acknowledgment of receipt

shall be made after each wireless telegram.

XXVII. 1. When the signals become doubtful every possible

means shall be resorted to to finish the transmission. To this end

the wireless telegram shall be repeated at the request of the receiving

station, but not to exceed three times. If in spite of such triple repe

tition the signals are still unreadable the wireless telegram shall be

canceled. If no acknowledgment of receipt is received the trans

mitting station shall again call up the receiving station. If no reply

is made after three calls the transmission shall not be followed up

any further.

2. If, in the opinion of the receiving station the wireless telegram,

although imperfectly received, is nevertheless capable of transmis

sion, said station shall enter the words " reception doubtful " at the

end of the preamble and let the wireless telegram follow.

XXVIII. All stations are bound to carry on the service with as

little expense of energy as may be necessary to insure safe commu

nication.

(1. ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT AND CONCLUSION OF WORK.

XXIX. 1. Receipt shall be acknowledged in the form prescribed

by the International Telegraph Regulations, preceded by the call

letters of the transmitting station and followed by those of the re

ceiving station.

2. The conclusion of a correspondence between two stations shall

be indicated by each station by means of the signal

followed by its call letters.
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e. DIRECTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED IN SENDING WIRELESS TELEGRAMS.

XXX. 1. In general, the shipboard stations shall transmit their

wireless telegrams to the nearest coastal station.

2. A sender on board a vessel shall, however, have the right to des

ignate the coastal station through which he desires to have his wire

less telegram transmitted.

3. The station on shipboard shall then wait until such coastal sta

tion shall be the nearest. If this can not be done, the wishes of the

sender are to be complied with only if the transmission can be ef

fected without interfering with the service of other stations.

7. Delivery of wireless telegrams at their destination.

XXXI. When for any cause whatever a wireless telegram pro

ceeding from a vessel at sea can not be delivered to the addressee, a

notice of nondelivery shall be issued. Such notice shall be transmit

ted to the vessel if possible. When a wireless telegram received by a

shipboard station can not be delivered, the station shall notify the

office of origin by official notice. Such notice shall be transmitted,

whenever practicable, to the coastal station through which the wire

less telegram has passed in transit; otherwise, to the nearest coastal

station.

XXXII. If the ship for which a wireless telegram is intended has

not signalled her presence to the coastal station within the period

designated by the sender, or, in the absence of such designation, by

the morning of the 29th day following, the coastal station shall

notify the sender.

The latter shall have the right to ask. by a paid official notice, sent

by either telegraph or mail and addressed to the coastal station, that

his wireless telegram be held for a further period of 30 days for

transmission to the vessel, and so on. In the absence of such request,

the wireless telegram shall be put aside as not transmissible at the

end of the 30th day (exclusive of the day of posting).

If, however, the coastal station has positive information that the

vessel has left its radius of action before it has been able to transmit

to her the wireless message, such station shall so notify the sender.

8. Special telegrams.

XXXIII. The following telegrams shall not be accepted for trans

mission :

(a) Telegrams with answer prepaid;

(b) Money order telegrams;

(c) Telegrams calling for repetition of message (for purposes of

verification) ;

(d) Telegrams calling for acknowledgment of receipt;

ie) Telegrams to be forwarded (if addressee is not found at the

ress given) ;

(f) Paid service telegrams, except in so far as transmission over

the lines of the telegraph system is concerned;
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(g) Urgent telegrams, except in so far as transmission over the

lines of the telegraph system is concerned, subject to the application

of the provisions of the International Telegraph Regulations:

(h) Telegrams to be delivered by express or mail.

9. Files.

XXXIV. The originals of wireless telegrams and the documents

relating thereto retained by the managements of the wireless tele

graph service or by private enterprises shall be kept for a period of at

least twelve months beginning with the month following that of the

posting of the wireless telegram, with all the necessary precautions

as regards secrecy.

Such originals and documents shall, as far as practicable, be sent

at least once a month by the shipboard stations to the management of

the wireless telegraph service to which they are subject.

10. KeBATKS AND REIMBURSEMENTS.

XXXV. 1. With regard to rebates and reimbursements, the pro-

risions of the International Telegraph Regulations shall be ap

plicable, taking into account the restrictions specified in Article

XXXIII of the present regulations and subject to the following

reservations :

The time employed in the transmission of wireless telegrams and

the time that wireless telegrams remain in a coastal station or station

on shipboard shall not be counted as delays as regards rebates or

reimbursements.

Reimbursements shall he borne by the different managements of

the wireless telegraph service or private enterprises which have taken

part in the transmission of the wireless telegram, each management

or private enterprise relinquishing its share of the rate. Wireless

telegrams to which articles 7 and 8 of the Convention of St. Peters

burg are applicable shall remain subject, however, to the provisions

of the International Telegraph Regulations, except when the accept

ance of such telegrams is the result of an error made by the telegraph

service.

2. When the acknowledgment of receipt of a wireless telegram has

not reached the station which has transmitted the telegram, the

charges shall be refunded only if the fact has been established that

the wireless telegram is entitled to reimbursement.

11. Accounts and Payment of Charges.

XXXVI. 1. The coastal and shipboard charges shall not enter into

the accounts provided for by the International Telegraph Regula

tions.

The accounts regarding such charges shall be liquidated by the

managements of the wireless telegraph service of the countries con

cerned. They shall be drawn up by the wireless telegraph manage

ment to which the coastal stations are subject, and communicated by

them to the wireless telegraph managements concerned.
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2.. For transmission over the lines of the telegraph system wireless

telegrams shall be treated, so far as the payment of rates is concerned,

in conformity with the International Telegraph Regulations.

3. For wireless telegrams proceeding from ships the wireless tele

graph management to which the shipboard station is subject shall be

charged by the wireless telegraph management to which the coastal

station is subject with the coastal and ordinary telegraph rates charged

on board of vessels.

For wireless telegrams intended for ships the wireless telegraph

management which has collected the fees shall be charged directly

by the wireless-telegraph management to which the coastal station

is subject with the coastal and shipboard rates. The latter shall

credit the wireless-telegraph management to which the vessel is sub

ject with the shipboard rate.

In case the wireless-telegraph management which has collected the

charges is the same, however, as the one to which the shipboard sta

tion is subject, the shipboard rate shall not be charged by the wireless-

telegraph management to which the coastal station is subject.

4. The monthly accounts serving as a basis for the special accounts

of wireless telegrams shall be made out for each telegram separately,

with all the nece«ary data, within a period of six months from the

month to which they refer.

5. Thi' governments reserve the right to enter into special agree

ments among themselves and with private enterprises (parties oper

ating wireless-telegraph stations, snipping companies, etc.) with a

view of adopting other provisions with regard to accounts.

12. International Bureau.

XXXVII. The International Bureau of Telegraphs shall be en

trusted with the duties specified in article 13 of the convention, sub

ject to the consent of the Government of the Swiss Federation and

the approval of the Telegraph Union.

The additional expenses resulting from the work of the inter

national bureau so far as wireless telegraph)' is concerned shall not

exceed 40.000 francs a year, exclusive of the special expenses arising

from the convening of the international conference.

These expenses shall form the subject of a special account, and

the provisions of the International Telegraph Regulations shall be

applicable to them. Before the convening of the next conference,

however, each contracting Government shall notify the international

bureau of the class in which it desires to be entered.

XXXVIII. The management of the wireless telegraph service of

the different countries shall forward to the international bureau a

table in conformity with the annexed blank, containing the data

enumerated in said table for stations such as referred to in Article

IV of the regulations. Changes occurring and additional data shall

be forwarded by the wireless telegraph managements to the interna

tional bureau between the 1st and 10th day of each month. With

the aid of such data the international bureau shall draw up a list

which it shall keep up to date. The list and the supplements thereto

shall be printed and distributed to the wireless telegraph manage-

2D5G0—10 7
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merits of the countries concerned; they may also be sold to the pub

lic at the cost price.

The international bureau shall see to it that the same call letters

for several wireless telegraph stations shall not be adopted.

13. Miscellaneous provisions.

XXXIX. The managements of the wireless telegraph service shall

give to agencies of maritime information such data regarding losses

and casualties at sea or other information of general interest to navi

gation as the coastal stations may properly report.

XL. The exchange of correspondence between shipboard stations

such as referred to in article 1 or the convention shall De carried on in

such a manner as not to interfere with the service of the coastal sta

tions, the latter, as a general rule, being accorded the right of priority

for the public service.

XLI. 1. In the absence of special agreements between the parties

concerned, the provisions of the present regulations shall be appli

cable analogously to the exchange of wireless telegrams between two

vessels at sea, subject to the following exceptions:

(a) To Article XIV. The shipboard rate falling to the transmitting

ship shall be collected from the sender, and that falling to the receiving

ship shall be collected from the addressee.

(b) To Article XVIII. The order of transmission shall be regulated

in each case by mutual agreement between the corresponding stations.

(c) To Article XXXVI. The rates for the wireless telegrams in

question shall not enter into the accounts provided for in that article,

such charges falling to the wireless telegraph managements which

have collected them.

2. Retransmission of wireless telegrams exchanged between vessels

at sea shall be subject to special agreements between the parties con

cerned.

XLII. The provisions of the International Telegraph Regulations

shall be applicable analogously to wireless telegraph correspondence

in so far as they are not contrary to the provisions of the present

regulations.

In conformity with article 11 of the Convention of Berlin, these

regulations shall go into effect on the first day of July, 1908.

In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed one

copy of the present regulations, which shall be deposited in the

archives of the Imperial Government of Germany, and a copy of

which shall be transmitted to each of the parties. <

Done at Berlin, November 3, 1906.

For Germany:

Kraetke.

Sydow.

For United States :

Charlemagne Tower.

H. X. Manney.

James Allen.

John I. Waterbury.

For Argentina:

J. Olml
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For Austria:

For Hungary:

For Belgium:

For Brazil :

For Bulgaria:

. For Chile:

For Denmark:

For Spain :

For France :

For Great Britain:

For Greece :

For Italy:

For Japan:

For Mexico :

For Monaco :

For Norway :

Barth.

Fries.

Pierre de Szalay.

Dr. de Hennyey.

Hollos.

F. Delarge.

E. Buels.

Cesar de Campos.

Iv. Stoyanovitch.

J. MuSoz.

J. Mery.

N. R. Meyer,

i. a. Voehtz.

Ignacio Murcia.

Ramon Estrada.

Rafael Ravena.

Isidro Calvo.

Manuel Noriega.

Antonio Pelaez-Campomanes.

J. Bordelongue.

L. Gaschard.

Boulanger.

A. Devos.

H. Babington Smith.

A. E. Bethell.

R. L. Hippisley.

T. Argyropoulos.

J. Colombo.

Osuke Asano.

rokure yashiro.

Shunkiciii Kimura.

Ziro Tanaka.

Saburo Hyakutake.

Jose M. Perez.

J. Depelley.

Heftye.

O. T. Eidem.

522434
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For Netherlands :

For Persia :

For Portugal :

For Roumania:

For Russia :

For Sweden :

For Turkey:

For Uruguay :

Kruyt.

Perh.

Hoven.

Hovhannes Khan.

Paulo Benjamin Cabral.

Gr. Cerkez.

A. Eichholz.

A. Euler.

Victor Bilibine.

A. Remmert.

W. Kedrine.

Herman Rydin.

A. Hamilton.

Nazif Bey.

F. A. Costanzo.

[Supplement to Article XXXVIII ot the Regulations.]

Wireless telegraph management of ".

Descriptive list of unrekss-telegraph stations.

(a) COASTAL 8TATION8.
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Descriptive list of wireless-telegraph stations—Continued.

(b) SHIPBOARD STATIONS.

 

Distinguishingsignalof theinternationalcodeof

signals.

Wireless-telegraphsystem.
Classofreceivingappara tus(recording,acoustic,

orotherapparatus).

Wavelengths(thenorma] wavelengthtobeunder

scored.)

Natureofservicefurnished

bystation.

Hoursduringwhichstation

isopen.

Shipboardrate,stating

minimumrate.Nameofhomeport.

Name.

Nationality.

Normalrange.

Callletters.

A

(1) War v

) Merc

essels.

lant ves

i

(2 sels.

Extract from the International Telegraph Convention,

Signed at St. Petersburg, July 10-22, 1875.

[See article 17 of the convention.]

Article 1. The high contracting parties concede to all persons the

right to correspond by means of the international telegraphs.

Article 2. They bind themselves to take all the necessary meas

ures for the purpose of insuring the secrecy of the correspondence and

its safe transmission.

Article 3. They declare, nevertheless, that they accept no

responsibility as regards the international telegraph service.

Article 5. Telegrams are classed in three categories:

1. State telegrams: Those emanating from the bead of the nation,

the ministers, tbe commanders in chief of the army and naval forces,

and the diplomatic or consular agents of the contracting govern

ments, as well as the answers to such telegrams.

2. Service telegrams: Those which emanate from the manage

ments of the telegraph service of the contracting states and which

relate either to the international telegraph service or to subjects of

public interest determined jointly by such managements.

3. Private telegrams.

In the transmission, the state telegrams shall have precedence

over other telegrams.

Article 6. State telegrams and service telegrams may be issued

in secret language in any communications.

Private telegrams may be exchanged in secret language between

two states which admit of this mode of correspondence.

The States which do not admit of private telegrams in secret lan

guage upon the expedition or arrival of the same, shall allow them to

pass in transit, except in the case of suspension defined in article 8.

Article 7. The high contracting parties reserve the right to stop

the transmission of any private telegram which may appear danger
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ous to the safety of the State, or which may be contrary to the laws

of the country, to public order, or good morals.

Article 8. Each government also reserves the right to suspend

the international telegraph service for an indefinite period, if deemed

necessary by it, either generally, or only over certain lines and for

certain classes of correspondence, of which such government shall

immediately notify all the other contracting governments.

Article 1 1 . Telegrams relating to the international telegraph serv

ice of the contracting States shall be transmitted free of charge over

the entire systems of such States.

Article 12. The high contracting parties shall render accounts to

one another of the charges collected t>y each of them.

Article 17. The high contracting parties reserve respectively the

right to enter among themselves into special arrangements of any

kind with regard to points of the service which do not interest the

States generally.

North German Lloyd Steamship Company,

New York, August 17, 1906.

Bureau of Equipment,

Navy Department, Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen: We beg leave to acknowledge receipt of your valued

favor of 15th instant, No. 127900, and in accordance with your request

return to you herewith the copy of complaint and newspaper clipping

relative to the incident reported by the operator of our S. S. Bremen,

sent us with the department's letter No. 127603, dated January 11

last.

We are, gentlemen,

Yours, very truly, Oelrichs & Co.

[Copy of Report.]

New York, December 22, 1905.

Telefunken Wireless Telegraph

Company of America,

New York.

Gentlemen: Friday, December 16, 4 p. m., the wireless telegraph

station on board Lloyd steamer Bremen tried to communicate with

the Nantucket lightship. The distance from the lightship station was

at that time about 620 miles. It seems absurd to make such a trial

over that long distance, but as I have a very powerful transmitter

which receives current from the main dynamo, I believed it would not

be quite impossible to break the record. I had called the signal for

about ten minutes and cut in the receiver. First I heard some very

Erofane language: "God-damned Slabv Arco, rotten louse, hump-

acked monkeys," and other slang. W"hen that tune stopped I could

hear quite distinctly the signal pi (the call of Nantucket). I was very

excited, because I actually believed, I heard the lightship. I ran up

to the commander and told him I had communication with Nantucket.

"Impossible," he said, "we are 621 miles away from the ship." Still,

he came, in accompanied by the second officer, Mr. Horstmann, and
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convinced himself of the presence of the signal. He told me to ask:

' ' How weather there. Here light Wly wind, clear, smooth sea," Bremen,

and the answer came: "Here clear weather, light variable wind, short

swell," pi. Then a service telegram was sent: "Oelrichs Co., New

York (North German Lloyd S. S. Co.) S. S. Bremen Decbr. 16,

5 p. m., latitude 43° 55', longitude 56° 21' W. Distance about 621

miles off Nantucket, Nierich." This telegram was received by this

station pi and never reached its destination. If this false signal is

used more frequently, there will be no end of trouble and confusion.

Monday, December 18, 7 p. m., we passed the station of Nantucket

lightship, but the ship was not there. Immediate telegraphic inquiries

at the new lightship, which was at that time on the way to the station,

made sure that the Nantucket lightship sprung a leak on Monday,

December 11, and sunk. The crew was saved by the wonderful

effects of wireless telegraphy. I sent several messages via the new

lightship, and afterwards I called Newport (pk), which told me not

to know anything about the said message. This proves clearly that

some operator has tried to deceive the Bremen by calling himself

Nantucket lightship. I wish the United States Government will take

up the matter and investigate who has been the evil-doer. That will

certainly stop such nonsense for the future. With much respect, I

remain,

Yours, very truly,

P. Schwarzhaupt, Operator,

S. S. Bremen, North German Lloyd S. S. Co.

SHIP IN DANGER FROM WIRELESS MESSAGES SENT.

FALSE TELEGRAMS TO STEAMSHIP BREMEN, OF NORTH GERMAN LLOYD COMPANY, PLACED

OVER 1,000 PERSONS IN PERIL WHEN VESSEL WAS COMING TO PORT.—OFFICIALS TO

MAKE AN INVESTIGATION.

Messages purported to come from Nantucket lightship on Decem

ber 16. That vessel went to the bottom December 11, captain's

observations saved steamer.

False wireless telegraph messages sent to the steamer Bremen, of

the North German Lloyd Line, which arrived in Hoboken to-day,

according to C. Horstmann, second officer of the Bremen, placed

more than 1,000 souls on board the Bremen in danger and caused

the officers of the steamer to believe that they had lost their way,

although all of their observations showed they were on their right

course.

The trouble was occasioned by some wireless station taking a

message from the Bremen and sending one in return purporting to

come from the Nantucket lightship on December 16, although that

vessel went to the bottom on December 1 1 .

In consequence, when the Bremen arrived at the point where the

lightship ought to be, it could not find it and the officers conse

quently believed they had lost their bearings.
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MYSTERY CLEARED UP.

Had Captain Nierich attempted to find the lightship instead of keep

ing to his course, as shown by his observations, the vessel might have

been run ashore and many lives lost. When 30 miles west of the point

where the old lightship was stationed word was received that it had

sunk and the mystery surrounding its disappearance cleared up.

On board the Bremen the Telefunken system of wireless telegraph

is installed, and it is thought by Second Officer Hortsmannthat a sta

tion of the Marconi system, which is directly in opposition to the

Telefunken and a bitter rival, is responsible for the messages sent.

All of the officers of the ship and the officials of the North German

Lloyd Company are deeply incensed over the occurrence, and in all

probability a rigid investigation will be made in an attempt to place

the blame.

On December 16, when 631 miles east of the Nantucket lightship

station, communication was established with what was supposed to

be the Nantucket lightship, "pi," the signal of that station, being

used by whoever sent the message to the Bremen.

The weather conditions were exchanged and a message to the North

German Lloyd Company sent from Bremen. Communication was

kept up with the false sender until next noon, when the Bremen was

within 319 miles of the Nantucket lightship station.

LEARNED OF SINKING.

Yesterday morning at 9 o'clock, when 30 miles this side of the spot

where the Nantucket light-ship ought to have been stationed, a wire

less report from Newport informed the Bremen that the ship had

sunk.

Upon the arrival of the Bremen at its dock in Hoboken it was

also learned that no message had been delivered at the North German

Lloyd Company, and of course it was impossible that the Nantucket

fight-ship could have sent the messages.

In addition, when further attempts were made to communicate

from the Bremen with the land, several stations jumped in and so

jumbled the connections that it was impossible to understand the

messages. Inquiry by wireless from the Bremen as to who was inter

rupting only elicited a lot of foul language in wireless.

The deep rivalry on the part of the Marconi Company was exem

plified, according to Mr. Horstmann, when the Kroonland was com

municated with, and when a message was sent to the latter vessel the
reply came back, " \4Till not accept any calls except in case of danger."

On board the Bremen were 1 74 cabin and 823 steerage passengers,

which, with the crew, brought the number of souls on board to more

than 1 ,000.

Office of the Commander in Chief,

United States Atlantic Fleet,

United States Flagship Maine,

Target Grounds, Cape Cod Bay, October 9, 1906.

Sir: 1. During the visit of the President of the United States to

the target grounds in Cape Cod Bay on September 29 some very

important messages were forwarded to him through the wireless
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station at Newport and the Maine. Before all the messages were

received, however, the interference of commercial stations became

so great that it became necessary to request the Newport station to

cease sending by wireless and to transmit by means of the telegraph

lines to Provincetown. A destroyer was sent to Provincetown to

receive them, and they arrived on board the Mayflower about ten

hours after we were no longer able to receive the message by wireless.

2. The President directed me to submit to him recommendation

as to the control of the coast wireless stations, and in obedience

thereto I forwarded to him to-day a memorandum on the subject,

a copy of which is herewith inclosed.

Respectfully,

R. D. Evans,

Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy, Commander in Chief,

United States Atlantic Fleet.

The Secretary of the Navy,

Navy Department, Washington, D. C.

(Bureau of Navigation.)

[Second indorsement.]

Bureau of Equipment,

Washington, D. C, October 22, 1906.

1. Respectfully returned to the department.

2. In the public interest it is essential, both in time of peace

and in time of war, that there should be a complete chain of inter-

communicable wireless stations along the coast of the United States

and outlying possessions; for purposes of aids to navigation there

should also be intermediate stations at every seacoast light-house,

and several long-distance stations for the purpose of communicating

with the fleet at maximum distances at sea.

3. In the present and possible future development of the art of

wireless telegraphy the commercial limitations are such that the

above system could only be established and maintained by the

Government. Having this in mind, the bureau has already estab

lished a chain of coastwise stations on the Atlantic coast, with

long-distance stations on the Gulf coast, in the West Indies, and

on the Isthmus of Panama. The chain on the Pacific coast is nearly

completed, and preparations are being made to establish a chain of

stations in the Philippines.

4. The Government, then, having this system in operation, it

becomes necessary, for its proper and efficient working, to guard

against interference. This can be done by prohibiting by law the

erection and operation of any wireless station save bv permit of the

Government under such regulations as may be prescribed.

5. The bureau believes that all reasonable encouragement should

be given to the commercial development of wireless telegraphy.

There are a number of companies engaged in this pursuit, many of

whom have spent large sums of money in the development of appa

ratus and in the endeavor to create and control a public system of

wireless communication.
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6. Now, experience has shown that interior wireless communication

is impracticable, and any attempt to do so on a commercial scale

must fail. So that the only commercial wireless field is communi

cation between ships at sea, between ships and shore, and across

bodies of water. The revenue to be derived from such services is

small, and except in trans-Atlantic traffic, and perhaps isolated

overwater communication, not sufficient to pay for the installation

and maintenance of wireless stations. The former might, and prob

ably would, be remunerative to a single company with capital not

inflated. It is a question of survival of the fittest, and the bureau

believes that it will shortly come about that there will be but one corn-

pany maintaining wireless communication for public service, and this

on trans-Atlantic routes only. Arrangements can then be made with

this company, should such survive, to prevent interference, and it

will become necessary to regulate the operation only of experimental

and private stations. In this way the question will be settled without

infringing vested commercial rights.

7. The policy of the bureau to encourage the commercial use of

wireless and to encourage private experimental work has resulted in

the rapid development of the art in this country, and for the time

being, at least, it is not deemed desirable to restrain the working of

such stations afloat or ashore. In the matter of ships, too, the

decision of the International Conference on Wireless Telegraphy now

in session at Berlin will have an important bearing.

8. The bureau therefore recommends that no steps be taken at

present to regulate the operation of commercial wireless stations.

The bureau hopes before long to bring about results respecting the

control of wireless telegraphy as recommended within.

Wm. S. Cowles,

Chief Bureau of Equipment.

United States Navy-Yard,

Washington, D. C, July 15, 1907.

Sir: 1. Referring to the Navy Department's letter No. 7239-4 of

June 13, 1907, the electrician in charge of the wireless station reports

as follows:

We have not been troubled with much local interference for the past thirty days.

On June 19, at 10. 15 a. m., the boy located at 232 Twelfth street SE., was working while

we were trying to work with the U. S. S. Minnesota, lie first signed the call letter

"N," and a few minutes later he called our call letter (QI) and sent a message ad

dressed to "Admiral Emory, Hampton Roads," signing with Norfolk's call letter.

On July 3, at 1.23-1 .25 and 1 .30 p. m.. while we were trying to work with Annapolis, he

was interfering again. On this occasion he did not sign any call letter, but called this

station and said, "My time will soon be up." On July 5, at 1.37 p. m., while we were

working with the U. S. S. Minnesota he called this station again, signing "UN."

On July 6, at 1.34 p. m., while we were working with the U. S. S. Minnesota he was

working with a party who signed "FM," he signing "SX." At 1.44 p. m. of the

same date the same happened while we were working with Annapolis. In no instance

did he use the call letter he has used previously, namely, "HA."

Very respectfully,

E. F. QUALTROUGH,

Captain, U. S. Navy,

Head of Department of Equipment.

The Secretary of the Navy.

(Through Commandant and the Bureau of Equipment.)
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United States Naval Station,

Key West, Fla., January 28, 1907.

Sir: I respectfully report that considerable interference was ob

served on the 19th, 20th, and 21st instants, which was traced to the

De Forest station at La Brisa, 1 mile from this station. I phoned to

the operator at La Brisa and requested him to cease at 8 p. m., Janu

ary 20, when I was sending to Guantanamo. He denied that he was

sending, but at midnight until 2 a. m. the operator on watch reported

that he resumed sending or interfering.

2. On January 21, at 1.20 a. m., the operator on watch called me to

listen to the wireless, and I noticed that the signals were not from any

vessel, but traced them to the De Forest station at La Brisa.

3. I got up and went out to La Brisa station and watched the

operator there working his signal key.

4. The window was open and I saw him sitting in a chair smoking a.

cigar. He got up and turned around once or twice and simply worked

his key while standing, without any definite code or signal—just

simply hammering on his signal key. I saw him do this repeatedly,

and finally I went up to the porch, where he came out and met me,

very much surprised to see me. He asked me if he interfered with

me. I told him he should stop doing so, which he promised to do, and

I gave him to understand that he should not do it any more.

5. On January 26, from 10 to 12 p. m., while we were working on

our schedule, of which he was fully informed, he prevented the re

ception of 10 official messages out of 14. These official messages-

had to be repeated after midnight or early Sunday morning because

of his interference.

Very respectfully, E. Sirbeck,

Chief Electrician, U. S. Navy.

The Commandant, U. S. Naval Station,

Key West, Fla.

Navy Department,

Washington, June 4, 1907.

Sir: This department is in receipt of a report, dated the 30th

ultimo, copy inclosed, from Capt. E. F. Qualtrough, U. S. Navy, head

of the department of equipment, navy-yard, Washington, bringing to

attention the fact that the dispatch and receipt of official wireless

communications at the navy-yard is, as it appears, persistently and

willfully interfered with by the manner in which private equipments

in this city are operated.

After stating that there are a dozen or more different parties ex

perimenting with wireless apparatus in Washington whose signals

may, and do occasionally, interfere with the work of the station, but

that all of them with the exception of one person have adjusted their

work so as not to cause interruption of official messages, Captain

Qualtrough reports that Mr. W. A. Stahl, of 232 Twelfth street

SE., has not only persistently and intentionally interfered, after

notice and request in the matter, but has further unauthorizedly

made use of the official calls and signatures of vessels of the navy.

The grave character of such interference with the official business of
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the Government and the serious results that might at any time follow

therefrom need not be enlarged upon.

This matter was brought to the attention of the Commissioners

of the District of Columbia, with request that they take such prompt

action as might be found practicable with regard thereto; but the

commissioners, upon the advice of the corporation counsel, have

concluded that "there is no law under which the district govern

ment can deal with persons who take wireless telegraph communica

tions from the air, and that they are not able to meet the wishes

of the Navy Department in this respect."

Understanding that the question that has arisen in this case

resents novel features and is possibly not one governed by prece-

ent, this department is, nevertheless, averse to conceding that the

prompt transmission of official communications of the Government

«an, in any manner, be interfered with without such action constitut

ing a trespass for which there must be amenability in some form;

and suggests for your consideration whether the public interests

may not require a judicial determination of the point, if for no other

reason, with a view to ascertaining whether legislation, and if so, of

what nature, is necessary.

I have thought it advisable, therefore, to submit the papers to you

with request that you take such action as you may deem appropriate

in the matter; or for such counsel as you may feel that you can give

as to the legal steps necessary to be taken, by legislation or otherwise,

for the protection of wireless messages sent or received by the Govern

ment from whimsical, wanton, or malicious interference.

Very respectfully,

V. H. Mbtcalf, Secretary.

The honorable the Attorney-General.

Naval Torpedo Station,

Newport, R. I., August 31, 1907.

Sir: 1. I beg to bring to the attention of the bureau, for such

action as may be deemed proper, the following facts in a case of

interference last night by the Fall River Line steamers Rhode Island

and Priscilla while this wireless station was attempting to transmit

an official message from the Washington Navy-Yard, which had been

received via Fire Island, to the commandant, navy-yard, Boston.

From 7.45 to 9 p. m. this interference continued from both steamers,

although our operators requested both of them to keep out. There

seems to be no excuse for this.

2. As a matter of interest, I quote from a wireless message received

from the operator at Point Judith at 9.45 p. m., last night:

I heard the interference and breaking iu on you while you were trying to get your

message out. I was not in on that; just told the Rhode Island what he was doing. It

was bad, I admit. I will take it up with Mr. Smith and Mr. Maseie if you don't

make any official report of it. I believe when I write Mr. Smith and Mr. Massie

about it that it will not occur again. Heard you say that it was Point Judith break

ing in on you, but it was the Rhode Island and Priscilla. 1 did not interfere with you.

Very respectfully, Albert Gleaves,

Commander, U. S. AT.,

Inspector of Ordnance in Charge.

Chief of Bureau of Equipment,

Navy Department, Washington, D. C.
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Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Equipment,

Washington, D. C, September 5, 1907.

Sir: 1. Referring to your letter No. 27/75 of the 31st ultima

regarding interference with the wireless station under your command

by the operators on the Fall River Line steamers Rhode Island and

PrisciUa:

2. The bureau forwards herewith, for your information, copy of a

letter on the subject which has this day been sent to the president

of the New England Navigation Company.

Very respectfully,

Wm. S. Cowles,

Chief of Bureau of Equipment.

Inspector of Ordnance in Charge,

Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, R. I.

Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Equipment,

Washington, D. C, September 5, 1907.

Sir: 1. The bureau forwards herwith copy of a letter received from

the inspector of ordnance in charge of the Naval Torpedo Station,

Newport, R. I., who has cognizance of the naval wireless telegraph

station at that place.

2. While there is at present no law which will compel one wireless

station to give way to another, the bureau feels assured that you will

agree that interference such as took place on the occasion referred to

is much to be deprecated, and that you will take the necessary steps

to prevent a recurrence of what seems to be a deliberate attempt on

the part of the operators on board the Fall River steamers Rhode

Island and PrisciUa to interfere with the working of the government

wireless station at Newport.

3. The government wireless stations are at the disposal of the

public for the transmission and receipt of messages, free of charge,

to and from vessels at sea, and in the general interest there should be

harmony in the working of all stations.

Very respectfully, Wm. S. Cow'les,

Chief of Bureau of Equipment.

The President New England Navigation Co.,

Eall River, Mass.

New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad Co.,

Neiv Haven, Conn., September 9, 1907.

Mr. William S. Cowles,

Chief of Bureau of Equipment, Navy Department,

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: Further referring to your letter of September 5, and my

reply of September 9, in regard to interference by steamers Rhode

Island and Priscilla with wireless messages of the Navy Department:

I find on investigation that the wireless operator on steamer Pris-

cilla is a new employee, who did not appreciate the gravity of the

offense.
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The situation now being understood by him and all other wireless

.operators in our service, you may be assured there will be no repeti

tion of this trouble.

Yours, very truly, M. K. Dugan,

President's Secretary.

United States Navy-Yard,

Mare Island, Cal.,- November 4, 1907.

Sir: In reply to the complaint from the Navy Department of some

months ago that orders to the fleet, more or less confidential, and

which had been forwarded by wireless telegraph, had appeared in

the public press, the equipment officer had to state that it was quite

common with youths living in the bay cities to play with wireless

telegraphy, having aerials and receiving apparatus by which could

be read government wireless messages. Such aerials can be seen

in San Francisco. On a recent visit to Oakland and Berkeley quite

a number were observed, notably in Berkeley, some of the latter quite

pretentious and operated by students of the California University.

2. Notice of such an installation in Alameda has been had, and

there are inclosed a photograph of the homemade apparatus and a

clipping from the San Francisco Examiner of September 29, 1907,

giving an account of its working.

3. Although this newspaper account is exaggerated, there can be

no doubt of the facility with which government messages can be

intercepted, a condition that will always exist where messages are

not enciphered or in code.

Very respectfully, H. C. Gearing,

Equipment Officer.

The Commandant.

(Clipping from San Francisco Kxaminer of September 29, 1907, inclosed in report of H. C. Gearing, equip
ment officer ac Mare Island Navy-Yard, Cal., dated November 4, liK)7.|

ALAMEDA BOYS CONSTRUCT WIRELESS—INTERCEPT GOVERNMENT MESSAGES.

Wireless secrets of the United States Navy, from messages that pass between admi

rals when disquieting talk of war with Japan is in the air to confidential communica

tions that are sent by gallants of the quarterdeck to boudoirs ashore, are being daily

tapped by two boys in Alameda who are not yet out of their teens.

These boys, whose scientific precociousuess might any day involve the United

States in international complications, appear to be having a most diverting time of it

in acquainting themselves with the secrets of the country's sea fighters. They are

compiling a book of the choicest confidences they intercept, and it already contains

sufficient entries to precipitate domestic war in many quarters, if not a conflict of more

ominous and far-reaching import. The Examiner was given access last night to this

really remarkable book. It represents the joint work of Henry C. Heim, 15 years old,

of 142(5 Park street, and Alfred Wolf, 14 years old, of 2184 Clinton avenue, Alameda.

The fathers of the boys are partners in a candy-manufacturing plant in Alameda,

and both young Heim and Wolf have amassed all they know about wireless telegraphy

from library books.

The technical proficiency of both boys at sending and intercepting wireless messages

is second only to the ingenuity they have displayed in manufacturing the apparatus

for this purpose.

Each boy has built a wireless plant unaided, and each is able to send and receive

messages as far away as Acapulco, Bremerton, and the Farallones.

Heim, who appears to be the most adroit of the two, has built his station in the rear

of his father's place of business. In a rude shed this juvenile Marconi has installed
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sympathy cords, sounding coils, receiving indicators, and all the other paraphernalia

necessary to snatch secrets from the air. His four-wire aerial he has erected on top

of the Encinal Building near by, and so far he has been able to keep "in sympathy

with every naval station of importance on the Pacific seaboard.

Wolf's aerial is on top of a windmill in the yard of his home, the attic of which serves

as his wireless plant.

Calling each other by wireless signals which they have devised for themselves,

Wolf and Heim spend all their spare time jotting down and receiving messages, keep

ing in unison and comparing notes when they meet later.

Heim works behind the counter for his father, and has to do most of his wireless

work in the early morning and after working hours. For this reason he believes he

has missed tapping a lot of rare government secrets, but he says he hopes to have more

time to devote to his wireless work in the future and may have better luck.

Heim has been furnishing an evening newspaper in Alameda with some of the

secrets received at his wireless station, and the accuracy of his information has

frequently been verified by subsequent official announcements from Mare Island.

When two sailors were drowned from the cruiser St. Louis during an abandon drill

last Tuesday, for instance, Captain Usher flashed a wireless message to the commandant

at Mare Island to notify the police chiefs of San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, and

Alameda of the fact.

This was done, but Heim, who had transcribed this message at his station while it

was being sent out originally, was able to acquaint Chief of Police Conrad, of Alameda,

hours in advance, of the drowning of the sailors.

Here are a few wireless messages taken from the book, with names and other details

slightly changed for obvious reasons:

"Miss Brown, Oakland—Can't meet you to-night. No shore leave. Be good in the

meantime."

This was sent from "the captain of a cruiser now in the bay, and is only a few days

old." 'Another message interpreted reads:

"Mrs. Blank, Alameda—Will see you sure to-morrow night. Didn't like to take too

many chances yesterday. We must be discreet.

The Lieutenant."

Another of the officers addressed his inamorata at Mare Island like this:

"Honestly, could not show last night. Am arranging so I can see you oftener.

Will take you to dinner Wednesday afternoon.

Bluebeard."

A married woman on Mare Island addressed another woman's officer-husband in

this mysterious way:

"All lovely. Am sure you are mistaken. Call again. Your P. L."

Debutantes, it appears, use the wireless system of the navy to relieve their irksome

task of correspondence, for there are many fond messages in the book from evidently

ingenuous girls to midshipmen and other young officers.

The possibilities that might arise by giving publicity to some of the messages trans

cribed by the boys are too venturesome to think about. At least a third of the mes

sages belong to the class that can not be regarded in any light but confidential without

inverting all accepted canons of discretion. That, however, is only the social aspect

of the book.

Heims said he frequently uses the names of Fighting Bob Evans and other mighty

men of the sea when he is querying a war ship for information. Once, just for fun, as ho

expressed it, he ordered a cruiser about to sail to delay its departure. Something

wrong was evidently suspected, for the cruiser sailed and Heims was deprived of

experiencing how it felt to be an admiral.

To be the better prepared in their wireless research, Heims had made a special

study of the Continental code, leaving Morse messages mostly to Wolf. Both boys,

however, can take and receive messages in either code.

"I began studying wireless telegraphy about two years ago," explained Heims last

night. "Wolf and some more boys I went to school with started to study with me,

but he was the only one of them that stuck to it. The hardest thing at first was learn

ing the codes and how to read the regular telegraph messages. After we learned this,

things came easy. Baker's Telegraphing Through the Air was the book that gave

us the most help.

"Then we began to build our apparatus. At first none of the things would work,

but we kept at it, and finally it came little by little. We had great trouble getting the

aerials right, but found out our mistakes in the end. Now everything works pretty

well, but there's a lot more work-to be done.

"We can get messages from Acapulco, Bremerton, the Farallones, Mare Island, and

Yerba Bucna. What I'm working on now is to find out how to send a message which
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nobody can receive but the person it is intended for. It looks pretty hard, but I

think I can do it with a little more study.

" I remember when the talk of war with Japan was very strong some months ago that

I could take the messages that were exchanged by the officers on the ships. I don't

remember much of these, as I didn't take them down. Some of the officers appeared

to think that there was nothing in the talk, but more of them said you never could tell

what was to happen these days.

"Of course I would never think of repeating a message if I thought it was important

and should be kept secret. The messages I have written down so far I don't regard

as very important. I hope to get better ones later on. Most of my wireless work I

do in the morning and in the evening. I miss a lot of interesting stuff because of this.

"To-day we got the result of the Squires-Sullivan fight when it was flashed to the

fleet. It read: 'All vessels copy. Sullivan wins in the nineteenth.' "

Naval Torpedo Station,

Newport, R. I., February 18, 1909.

Sir: 1. As regards wireless communication between this station,

ships at sea, and other stations: For some time past I have been

investigating the question of wireless communication, because it

seemed to me that this station was not getting information and mes

sages that it should get, and by careful observation and questioning

I begin to believe that there was some cause for the statement of

the operators here that there was a great deal of unnecessary inter

ference; that is, that the operators of various stations and vessels in

the vicinity carry on unofficial and unimportant conversations by

means of the wireless. Therefore I caused the operators here to keep

a running log, and forwarded herewith is a record of all calls and mes

sages that this station observed beginning on Saturday, the 13th

instant, and extending up to Wednesday morning, the 17th instant.

This log is for each night from 6 o'clock in the evening until 6 o'clock

in the morning. There were other communications that the oper

ators could not get. The parts that are unintelligible are those where

two or more stations were sending at the same time, making it im

possible to read any message with any degree of accuracy.

2. Since February 13 the stations at Fire Island, Boston, Ports

mouth, New York, Cape Cod, Cape Ilenlopen, and Manhattan

Beach have been calling the ships of the Atlantic Fleet. V. hen one of

these stations finish calling, and before an answer could be received,

another station would call, and as all these stations are sending with a

very powerful spark and are nearly all tuned to the same wave length

as this station, they can not be tuned out without throwing the

receiver here out of tune with the wave length used by the Atlantic

Fleet and by other naval vessels.

3. The Fall River Line steamers commence sending at 8.30 p. m.

and send at intervals until 2.30 a. m., or if the steamer is late arriving

at Newport, up to the time that the eastbound steamer arrives at the

dock in Newport. These steamers communicate with the station at

Point Judith, which is very close to the station here. The steamers

call Point Judith on the hour and ask if there is anything doing.

Both westbound steamers call Point Judith and ask the same ques

tion, and after receiving an answer that there is "nothing doing," the

steamers call each other and perhaps hold a conversation of five or

ten minutes. This interchange of messages takes about twenty to

twenty-five minutes. On the next hour the same thing occurs again.
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This continues until about lIp. m., when the westbound steamers

are out of range, and the eastbound steamers then are in communi

cation with Point Judith, which carry out practically the same

routine. It is seldom that there are more than two or three legiti

mate messages sent from these steamers.

4. Nearly always there are some trans-Atlantic liners in communi

cation with the Marconi station at Siasconset, and as the wave lengths

of these steamers range from 300 to 400 meters, it is impossible to tune

them out without also tuning out the light-ship, whose wave length

is 425 meters.

5. It has just come to my attention that the wave length of the

light-ship is not the standard wave length of the navy, and I under

stand some time ago there was an order that the wave length of this

ship should be 425 meters. There is nothing on record here to show

the reason for this, and I request to be informed if this is desired.

6. It is seldom that a message can be received from the light-ship

between the hours of 8 p. m. and midnight on account of interference

from the Fall River Line steamers or the Atlantic steamers, and often

a message is repeated ten or twelve times without being understood,

owing to the more powerful spark of these steamers. The communi

cation between the Atlantic liners and Siasconset is also interrupted

by the sending of the light-ship to this station, and they also must

repeat their messages, which requires them to send longer than if they

had the exclusive use of the air for a given time. It will happen

"sometimes that while Siasconset is communicating with a steamer

some vessel will call this station. The call made by this vessel and our

acknowledgment has interrupted the messages between the liner and

Siasconset. By the time we are reading the message being sent to

this station the messages between Siasconset and the liner are being

repeated, and so there is a mutual interference.

7. Such messages will be repeated perhaps a dozen times before the

operators can pick out from the jumble or words and characters the

complete message.

8. It is seldom that a steamer having the Marconi wireless system

will stop sending when requested by us even long enough to enable us

to get a message from the light-ship or other stations. These steamers

simply ignore our calls and keep on sending until they have completed

their messages.

9. If this station were to wait until the other stations had finished,

it would be impossible to send any messages at all. By the time one

station in this vicinity has finished some other station will commence

sending. There are also some amateur stations in this vicinity who

at times carry on a conversation between one another by wireless for

thirty or forty minutes.

10. The following plan is suggested by Chief Electrician W. E.

Snyder, in charge of the station here. I submit this as a suggestion

only, because I believe this to be a very important question requiring

careful study and investigation to work out. Also it would only be

possible to arrange some scheme of this kind provided all the wireless

stations were under the control of the Government. Yet it would

seem to me that some improvement could be made by using wave

lengths in the navy that are different from those used by most com

mercial stations, viz, the interference between wireless stations can

be reduced to a minimum as follows: Have the coast divided into

29506—10- 8
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certain districts, and have one station in each district, or even two

stations. The first district to be tuned to send with 1,500-meter

wave length, the second district to have, say, 900 meters, while the

third district would use 400 meters. The fourth district again would

have 1,500 meters, the fifth 900, and so on. All ships to be furnished

with charts showing the call letters and wave lengths of the various

districts. When a ship is in any one district she must communicate

with the station in that district, and when passing from one district

to another she must stop communicating with the station in the dis

trict left and communicate with the station in the district in which

she arrives. In each district a certain wireless station would be des

ignated in charge, and direct the other stations in regard to sending

and receiving messages to avoid interference. In the case of two

ships at sea being in range with shore stations, they would avoid

interference either by having a different wave length from the shore

stations, this being different from each district so that ships could tune

to the required length, or by arranging for messages to be sent at

given times. If two stations in different districts desire to commu

nicate, or are required to communicate, the station calling would

change its wave length to correspond with that of the station it i8

desired to call.

11. Ships should be compelled to communicate with the wireless

station of the district in which they are, and not call distant stations

except in an emergency.

12. The change from one tune to another could be accomplished by

having a certain number of inductance coils of fixed value so arranged

that the operator could cut in or out as many coils as desired to adjust

the desired wave length.

13. I inclose herewith copy of a letter from Mr. Miller, vice-presi

dent of the New England Navigation Company. I respectfully sug

gest that a copy of the notes taken at this station showing the mes

sages from the various stations and the interference be sent to Mr.

Miller. The clipping referred to was one that appeared in the paper

quoting me as having stated that I had forwarded to the Navy Depart

ment facts about wireless interference.

14. Referring to the recent order of the Bureau of Equipment in

regard to sending messages between shore stations that are connected

by wireless, I would respectfully state that in my opinion and from

all the information I can gather the wireless interference does not

come from legitimate messages as much as it does come from unoffi

cial conversations between the various operators; and another thing

I find is that our own wireless operators are given to calling up each

other and asking questions in regard to the strength of their sending

and wave lengths being used. Such questions have a certain amount

of value, but I believe that at the present time it would lead to more

trouble from interference than anything else, and I recommend that

this unofficial communication between the wireless stations be for

bidden or properlv limited.

Respectfully, • Mark L. Bristol,

Lieutenant- Commander, U. S. Navy,

Inspector of Ordnance, in (liarge.

The Chief of the Bureau of Equipment,

Navy Department, Washington, D. C.

(Through Commandant, Naval Station, Narragansett Bay.)
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The New England Navigation Company,

Pier 19, North River,

New York, February 16, 1909.

Commander Mark L. Bristol, U. S. Navy,

Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, R. I.

My Dear Commander: Referring to the attached clipping, I am

ready to assist you in your efforts in any way which will lead to stop

ping gossip or any other unnecessary interference.

Would it not be a good idea to have your operators report to you

the exact messages which in any way interfered with your or the

navy's official work? Then I can get after my operators.

I hope that the present agitation may result in at least getting all

the land stations under the control of the Government.

Very truly, yours,

J. M. Miller, Vice-President.

Naval Torpedo Station,

Newport, R. I., May 6, 1909.

Sir : 1 . With reference to the wireless interference in this vicinity :

2. Some time ago I forwarded to the bureau a memorandum showing

the messages sent from the various stations in this vicinity and pointed

out the interference caused thereby. I respectfully forward herewith

another memorandum on the same subject, and would like to point

out what seems to me unnecessary use of the wireless by the Fall

River boats communicating with the station at Point Judith. It will

be noted that at very frequent intervals during the night the boats

call up the station and the station calls the boats when there is prac

tically no important communication to be sent. In my other report

I forwarded a copy of a letter received from the president of the New

England Navigation Company, stating that he was desirous of co

operating to prevent wireless interference. I would suggest that

this memorandum, or a copy of it, might be furnished him.

Respectfully,

Mark L. Bristol,

Lieutenant Commander, U. S. Navnj,

Inspector of Ordnance, in Charge.

The Chief of Bureau of Equipment,

Washington, D. C.

(Through Bureau of Ordnance.)

Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Equipment,

U. S. Wireless Telegraph Station, April 14, 1909.

8.00 p. m. to 8.25 p. m. La Lorraine sending messages to Siawonsett.

8.25 p. m. to 8.45 p. m. Various Marconi boats sending ( unintelligible).

8.45 to 9.00 p. m. Ship with signal letters "BI " (name not listed), sending messages

to Manhattan Beach.

9.00 to 9.15 p. m. Fall River boats Providence and Commonwealth and Point Judith

sending (unintelligible).

9.15 to 9.25 p. m. Fall River boat Commonwealth asked Point Judith if it was raining.

Point Judith said, "Yes; it was there, and also at other places, as New York and Boston."

9.25 to 9.40 p. m. Ship, SD (name not listed), sending messages to Manhattan Beach .
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9.40 to 10.00 p. m. Operator on Commonwealth asked operator at Point Judith to

give his "73s" to "Henry," and said that the fog was diminishing.

10.00 to 10.25 p. m. Ship " UD " (name not listed), sending messages to Manhattan

Beach.

10.25 to 10.40 p. m. Interference from Newport Amateur station signing " RV."

10.40 to 10.55 p. m. Operator on Commonwealth asked operator at Point Judith when

"Moore was expected back." Point Judith said that he did not know.

10.55 to 11.10 p. m. Providence calling Point Judith with messages.

11.10 to 11.25 p. m. North Star and Providence sending messages.

11.25 to 11.40 p. m. Ship "CV" (not listed) sending messages to Point Judith.

11.40 to 12.00 p. m. Amateur Station signing "RV," and steamer Providence

sending.

Wilson on watch.

U. S. Wireless Telegraph Station,

Newport, R. I., April 15, 1909.

1.20 a. m. to 1.35 a. m. Cunard liner Mauretania calling and telling Marconi

steamer Prim August Wilhelm to go ahead with messages.

1.25 a. m. to 1.30 a. m. Prim August Wilhelm sending to Mauretania static too

strong to read what was said.

1.30 a. m. to 1.38 a. m. Mauretania telling Prim August Wilhelm to send steady,

I get you very weak, send steady, go ahead with message address.

1.40 a. m. to 1.45 a. m. Point Judith calling S. S. Providence, telling her nothing

doing.

2 a. m. to 2.10 a. m. Point Judith and S. S. Providence telling one another nothing

doing.

2.30 a. m. to 5.30 a. m. Marconi boats sending messages to Siasconsett, Mass. They

come in too weak and static too strong to read what was sent.

5.45 a. m. to 6.04 a. m. Panama Railroad Company steamer Advance calling Atlantic

City with messages.

6.10 a. m. to 6.30 a. m. Advance calling Atlantic City and New York (N. Y.) with

messages.

7. a. m. to 7.10 a. m. Advance calling Galilee and Atlantic City with messages.

Gaffney on watch.

U. S. Wireless Telegraph Station,

Newport, R. I., April 15, 1909.

6.05 to 6.21 p. m. Cunard liner Campania (MCA) calling and sending messages to

Siasconsett (MSC).

6.30 to 7.20 p. m. French liner La Provence (MLP) calling and sending messages

to Siasconsett (MSC).

8.10 to 8.50 p. m. Scandinavian American liner Oscar II (SOR) sending messages

to Manhattan Beach (DF); messages addressed to A. E. Johnson, No. 1 Broadway,

New York.

8.30 to 8.42 p. m. Point Judith (PJ) calls S. S. Providence (PV) and sends weather

report and asks "Anything doing" (AD). (PV) answers "Nothing doing" (ND).

8.58 to 9.16 p. m. Point Judith calls S. S. Providence. S. S. Providence answers

and sends messages.

9.02 to 9.31 p. m. S. S. Oscar 77 calls Manhattan Beach and sends message. Man

hattan Beach said, "Interference," "Go ahead again," "Send Morse." S. S.

Oscar II repeats.

9.32 to 9.45 p. m. S. S. Providence calls Point Judith (ND).

9.45 to 9.50 p. m. S. S. Oscar 77 sends "Good night" (GN) to Manhattan Beach.

9.48 to 9.53 p. m. S. S. Boston (BN) calling Wilson Point (WN).

10.02 to 10.15 p. m. Manhattan Beach calling and sending messages and press

news to S. S. Tagus (NS).

10.10 to 10.19 p. m. S. S. Providence calls Point Judith, "Nothing doing."

10.20 to 10.45 p. m. S. S. Providence asking Wilson Point for weather report and

"Anything doing." Wilson Point sends weather report and "Nothing doing."

11.22 to 11.25 p. m. Point Judith calls S. S. Providence "Anything doing, " "Go

ahead," "Nothing doing," "Good-night."

11.30 to 11.37 p. m. New York Naval Station (PT) calling U. S. S. Celtic (CQ).

W. F. Reynolds on watch, electrician first class.
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Record of interference midnight until 6 a.m., April 16.

12.15 a. m. MR (not listed) calling Point Judith. "—coming out of—number of—

winds, clearing with—slight—."

12.16 a. m. New York calling U. S. S. Celtic.

12.36 a. m. MR (not listed) calling Point Judith.

1.02 a. m. Point Judith calling MR (not listed).

1.06 a. m. Point Judith calling MR (not listed): "How is weather? Go ahead, go

ahead AM."

1.10 a. m. MR (not listed) to Point Judith: "OK OK Good night."

2.00 a. m. Commonwealth to Point Judith: "Good morning 30.

2.02 a. m. Point Judith to Commonwealth: "Yes. To C. C. Gardner, Newport

agent Yes."

2.05 a. m. Commonwealth to Point Judith: "OK OK Good night."

2.07 a.m. Point Judith to Commonwealth: "OK OK OK Good night. No more.

Good night.

2.10 a. m. Point Judith to Commonwealth: "There is a schooner ashore 2 miles—

Point Judith to-night: Good night."

4.00 a. m. New York calling IT. S. S. Celtic. No answer.

Strong static from 12 to 3.45 a. m.

Sheply on watch.

U. S. Wireless Station,

Newport, R. I., April 16, 1909.

6 p. m. to 7 p. m. RV calling and talking with DK, both Newport boys.

7.30 p. m. to 7.45 p. m. Point Judith calling and talking with S. S. Commonwealth.

8 p. m. to 8.10 p. m. Fire Island calling^Brooklyn Navy-Yard station.

8.15 p. m. to 8.25 p. m. Boston calling Portsmouth.

8.30 p. m. to 8.35 p. m. Boston calling Cape Cod.

8.45 p. m. to 9.45 p. m. Marconi boats calling and talking with Siasconsett, Mass.

Static too strong to read what was sent.

10 p. m. to 10.10 p. m. Atlantic City calling Philadelphia Navy-Yard.

11.05 p. m. to 11.35 p. m. Point Judith calling Commonwealth telling her "Nothing

doing" and "Good night," also calling S.S.Providence and asking "Anything doing? "

12 midnight to 6 a. m. Static too strong to read any one more than 50 miles.

Gaffney and Bowker on watch.

Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Equipment,

Washington, D. C, May 19, 1909.

Gentlemen : 1 . Your attention is invited to the following gross

conduct of the wireless-telegraph operator on the steamship Bermu-

dian. It is suggested that if such occurrences are frequent it will

necessitate some drastic measures being taken to prevent them.

2. On May 1 the Fire Island wireless-telegraph station received

word, by telephone, from Moriches life-saving station to get the

Mohawk as soon as possible and to send the following message:

To Mohawk:

Schooner ashore at Moriches requests your immediate assistance. Crew in danger.

Life savers unable to do anything.

Opr. PR.

3. The Fire Island station called the Mohawk, Seneca, and Andros

coggin at 5.50 a. m., but, owing to continual interference from the

steamship Bermudian, was unable to hear whether or not she was

answered, as these revenue cutters do not come in very strong when

lying at Staten Island. Each call was started with the distress signal,

and after several attempts to get the right of way the Bermudian was

called, but did not answer. The following message was then sent out
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broadcast in the hope that the operator on the Bermudian would hear

it and allow this distress message to be sent through :

To Ba.:

Please keep out and give us a chance on this CQD. The lives of a schooner's

crew may depend on it.

PK.

4. This message did no good, so the navy-yard at Brooklyn was

called and the distress message sent to them, Deing repeated four or

five times on account of the Bermudian 's interference. It was then

transmitted from the navy-yard to the revenue cutter Mohawk. At

8.55 a. m. the following message was sent to the Mohawk, but on

account of the interference from the Bermudian it was not possible to

determine whether or not the Mohawk had received the message until

9.26 a. m.:

To Mohawk:

The schooner ashore at Moriches is the five-master William C. Carnegie. She lies

on the bar a quarter mile west of the station. The crew are in their yawl boat

anchored about one mile off shore. Weather thick, wind moderate, E. by S., heavy

surf.

Opr. PR.

5. After this message was sent through and acknowledged, the

operator at Fire Island listened in to find out what the Bermudian

desired to send that was so important as to cause its operator to

totally disregard all rules not only of wireless courtesy, but of human

ity, and it was learned that all that was desired was to get a report

to New York of that steamer passing the Hook. It is not possible

that the operator on the Bermudian did not hear the calls of the wire

less-telegraph station if he had on his receivers, as there is never any

trouble with any vessel at Sandy Hook hearing the Fire Island station.

6. You are requested to make a close investigation of this matter

and take such steps as you deem necessary to prevent its recurrence.

Very respectfully,

L. S. Thompson,

Acting Chief of Bureau of Equipment.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Department op the Navy,

Bureau op Equipment,

U. S. Wireless Telegraph Station,

Fire Island, N. Y., May It, 1909.

Sir: Your letter No. 9355-3 of May 10 with copy of bureau's letter No. 195763, of

May 7, received.

In reply I respectfully forward the following report:

On May 1 we received word by phone from Moriches Life-Saving Station to get the

Mohawk as soon as possible, and prepared the following message:

" To Mohawk:

" Schooner ashore at Moriches requests your immediate assistance crew in danger

life savers unable to do anything.

"OprPR."

We started calling the Mohawk, Seneca, and Androscoggin at 5.50 a. m.; but owing

to continual interference from steamship Bermudian, we were unable to hear whether

we were answered or not, as the cutters come in very weak at their best when lying

at Staten Island.
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We started each call with the "CQD" signal and after several failures to get the

right of way, we called the Bermudian, but they would not answer, so we took a chance

ofplaying on the sympathy of the operator by sending the following broadcast:

"ToBA:

"Please keep out and give us a chance on this CQD; the lives of a schooner's crew

may depend on it.

"PR."

This did no good, so we called the navy-yard at Brooklyn, N. Y., and after repeat

ing the above message four or five times, we managed to get it to the yard for trans

mission to the cutters.

At 8.55 a. m. we started the following message to the Mohawk, and although we raised

them almost at once, we were unable to get O. K. on message until 9.26 a. m. :

"To Mohawk:

"The schooner ashore at Moriches is the five-master William C. Carnegie. She lies

on the bar a quarter mile west of the station the crew are in their yawl boat anchored

about one mile offshore weather thick wind moderate E by S heavy surf.

"Opr. PR."

Each time we would stop sending, the Bermudian would start, although in this last

period we asked them several times to keep out, and finally their own station at

Galilee, N. J., gave them an order to keep quiet until we got through with our CQD

message.

We listened after getting our work off and found out that all the Bermudian wanted

to do was to get a report to New York of her passing the Hook.

The operator on this vessel has no excuse whatever, for any vessel at Sandy Hook

can not help but hear this station, as I have had several of them ask me to keep out

until they received their work, while off the Hook.

Very respectfully, J. W. Scanlin,

Chief Electrician, U. S. Navy.

The Cwef op Bureau, Bureau of Equipment,

(Through the Inspector of Equipment, and Commandant, Navy-Yard),

New York, N. Y.

Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Equipment.

Washington, D. C, June 8, 1909.

Sir: 1. Wireless stations under the control of the Navy Depart

ment are frequently subjected to malicious and intentional interfer

ence by irresponsible parties who set up stations in the vicinity,

with the result that public business is frequently seriously delayed

and the reception of important messages involving loss of life and

property at sea prevented. A case in point is shown in the report of

the naval authorities at the Boston Navy-Yard concerning the mali

cious interference with the operation of the wireless station at that

place by an amateur operator, by name R. A. Wood, who has

established himself at the Brenford Apartments, Cambridge, Mass.

2. The bureau is aware that there is no general law which would

place the control of private wireless stations in the hands of the

Government, but it would seem that there might be some statute

governing telegraphic communication which might render persons

criminally liable in cases such as this.

3. The following is an extract from the report of the naval author

ities of Boston above referred to:

R. A. Wood, Brenford Apartments, Cambridge, Mass., amateur wireless operator,

call letter (K), has been intentionally and maliciously interfering with official and

commercial business in Boston. This interference delayed and prevented the recep

tion of messages from the U. S. R. C. Grcsham. One message concerned the stranded

steamer Bay City, and in two other cases, when this station was sending messages to
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Newport, R. I., and the U. S. R. C. Gresham concerning collision of two schooners

and distress of another, this operator, by holding down his key, which continued for

twenty minutes in one instance, prevented the reception of Newport, R. I., and the

U. S. R. C. Gresham's reply, if messages were received. This operator also has sent

profane and insulting messages to the operators at this station and the commercial

station at Boston, adding that he would put us out of business if he could.

Very respectfully,

William S. Cowles,

Chief of Bureau of Equipment.

The Secretary of the Navy.

Department of the Navy,

Bureau of Equipment,

Washington, D. C, August 26, 1909.

Sir: 1. Referring to your indorsement of August 14 on letter of

commanding officer of the Yankton relative to interference with

wireless communication between that vessel and the fleet by com

mercial and ship stations:

2. The bureau deplores the chaotic condition of wireless communi

cation, but is powerless to prevent it without legislation. The ques

tion has been taken up with the commercial companies and steam

ship lines and they seem anxious to cooperate with the Government

to obtain harmony, but it is not possible to control individual oper

ators, as it is usually a case of one man's word against another's. The

bureau has made frequent efforts to have legislation enacted for the

control of wireless communication, but Congress has up to the pres

ent time failed to recognize its importance. Another effort will be

made in the coming session. In the meantime the bureau is develop

ing a new high-frequency, long-wave system that will do away with

interference by the ordinary commercial apparatus.

Very respectfully,

William S. Cowles,

Chief of Bureau of Equipment.

The Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet

(Through Bureau of Navigation).

U. S. S. Yankton,

Hampton Roads, Virginia, August 13, 1909.

Sir: I have to report that this vessel, with an expert operator at

the instrument, was unable to communicate with the U. S. S. Con

necticut between 9.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m., August 12, 1909, by

reason of interference. The principal offender was a station whose

call letter is "GR" (Standard Oil barge No. 93), and which called the

United Wireless Company's station in Norfolk almost continuously.

About 10 a. m. this vessel was endeavoring to send a message (to the

Connecticut), when "GR" sent: ''Damn it. give me the message and

I'll deliver it."

2. From 3.30 p. m. to 6.45 p. m., August 12, 1909, this vessel

endeavored to deliver telegrams to the Connecticut. Again station

"GR" interfered. Under the circumstances 1 felt justified in cutting
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off communication between stations in this vicinity, and should com

plaint be made I have the honor of stating that the station aboard

this vessel was b^eing operated under my personal supervision from

6.45 p. m. until 8.30 p. m., August 12, 1909.

3. There are numerous stations of small power in this vicinity

which call the United Wireless station, Norfolk, but send no mes

sages. Their almost constant "calling" is sufficient to interfere with

"listening in."

Very respectfully,

Chas. B. McVay, Jr.,

Lieutenant- Commander, U. S. Navy, Commanding.

The Commander in Chief, U. S. Atlantic Fleet.

U. S. S. Connecticut.

United States Atlantic Fleet,

U. S. S. Connecticut, Flagship,

Southern Drill Ground, December 8, 1909.

Sir : 1 . I am impelled to mention to you the following as of possible

interest :

At 12.20 p. m. on December 6, 1909, a wireless operator of the Connecticut inter

cepted the following message : One of those god dam battleships was in there too, 'd like

to choke the son-of-a-bitch—"B" ga nw GR- "KB"—at last OK "KB" bk- NH GR

ga wt u want u must hv abt a hundred msgs wid all the—I ansd several times last nite

until I got disgusted ga wt ugt NH GR? GR NH had a bum gud last night but get you

like a shot now. Take this for B No. 1 NH JO Dh NH-6 to CJP "B" ans ok what

arrangements have been made with Matson in regard to my wages. Does wireless pay

my salary until we reach Frisco?

Brownlie'.

2. The chief electrician of this ship, selected for the position on

account of his ability and discretion, has reason to believe that the

sender was the Tangier Island station; but the signature may or

may not locate him.

3. Last summer we were frequently interfered with by Tangier

Island. One day when a ship in Hampton Roads was trying to

make a report to this flagship, Tangier Island kept cutting in without

apparent object and finally said: "Oh, hell, give me your message

and I will send it." '

4. Apart from the ofl'ensiveness of the language, the message

appears to be unnecessary, to say the least, utilizing the air for the

period of time involved to the detriment of regular business. It

seems as if it should be the duty of all to reduce to a minimum the use

of the air. In order to show the attitude of t he fleet in the matter,

the following articles of the Fleet Regulations are quoted:

100. The use of wireless telegraphy is prohibited for private or personal messages.

101. There will be careful surveillance of the wireless operators and their methods.

Every word sent or received will be recorded, and all unconventional expre&sions to

other operators will be distinctly prohibited. The seriousness of these prohibitions

will be impressed upon all, and any violation will be promptly and severely dealt

with.

102. Flagships and, as far as possible, all other ships will keep a rough record of

all wireless work, including all calls or messages or parts of messages that can be inter

cepted, together with the exact time, remarks concerning the static conditions, if

pertinent, and any other information that may be of possible interest. These records

will be examined daily, and all irregularities discovered then or in any other way will
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be immediately investigated by the division commander if apparently occurring

within his division, or otherwise brought to the attention of the Commander-in-Chief.

103. The wireless will not be used between ships of the fleet within signalling dis

tance except under special compelling circumstances. If the Commander-in-Chief

issues a call by wireless for reports or information such reports will be made by indi

vidual ships ordinarily by signal.

104. When any ship is in the vicinity of shore wireless stations, the wireless appa

ratus on board ship will not be used, except in cases of the most urgent necessity, for a

period of five minutes beginning at 11.55 a. m., seventy-fifth meridian mean time,

Sundays excepted. During this time ships may expect to receive the noon-time signal

sent from the observatory at Washington.

105. In using the wireless, conciseness will be carefully observed and all minorwords

omitted where such omission can not cause uncertainty as to the meaning. The air is

getting too "busy" to admit of messages being expressed in a conversational way.

I am, sir, yours, respectfully,

Seaton Schroeder,

Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy,

Commander in Chief United States Atlantic Fleet.

United Wireless Company,

No. 42 Broadway, New York City.

United States Atlantic Fleet,

U. S. S . Connecticut, Flagship,

Southern Drill Ground, December 8, 1909.

Sir: 1. The commander in chief has the honor to inclose here

with a copy of a letter addressed to the United Wireless Company, of

New York, in regard to certain methods employed by the Tangier

Island wireless station.

2. Such incidents as these seem to add force to the rather general

demand that there be some governmental control over private wire

less stations.

Very respectfully,

Seaton Schroeder,

Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy,

Commander in Chief United States Atlantic Fleet.

The Secretary of the Navy,

Naxn/ Department, Washington, D. C.

Department of the Navy,

Washington, Jamumj 8, 1910.

My Dear Congressman : In reply to your letter of December 20,

1909, the department forwards herewith the records of several fla

grant cases of interference with wireless telegraph messages. Some

of these cases of interference have been by amateur wireless telegraph

operators, others by operating commercial companies, still others

show a general chaotic condition of wireless telegraph communication

along both coasts of the United States. The Bureau of Equipment

has in its records many more instances of reports of interference, dat

ing back to 1903 and 1904, when wireless telegraphy first came into

general use in the naval service and along the coast. If such records

are desired, the department will be pleased to forward them.
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The department requests that the papers forwarded herewith be

returned after they have served their purpose.

' Faithfully, yours,

G. v. L. Meyer,

Secretary of the Navy.

Hon. Ernest W. Roberts, M. C,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Case No. 1: This was reported by the wireless telegraph operator of the steamer

Bremen, of the North German Lloyd Steamship Company, to the Telefunken Wireless

Telegraph Company of America, and forwarded to this bureau, together with a news

paper clipping concerning the interference. In this case the operator on board the

Bremen called the Nantucket light-ship when the Bremen was at sea some 600 miles.

A wireless telegraph station signing itself as the Nantucket light-ship answered the

Bremen and gave that vessel false information concerning weather conditions on the

coast. When the Bremen passed Nantucket Shoals at 7 p. m. on December 18,

it was found that the light-ship was not in her position, and on further inquiry it was

learned that the ship had sunk on December 11. This information, purporting to

come from a light-ship that could not have been on its station at the time in question,

endangered the lives and property on board the Bremen, for had it not been that the

commanding officer of the vessel was sure of his position when the light-ship was not

found, it is probable that he would have considered his course very much out and

could therefore have made a fatal error in making his landfall.

Case No. 2: This is a report from Rear-Admiral R. D. Evans, commander in chief

of the United States Atlantic Fleet, dated October 9, 1906, from the U. S. flagship

Maine, wherein it is shown that during the passage of the President of the United

States to the target grounds on Cape Cod Bay, important messages forwarded to him

were interfered with by commercial stations to such an extent that the messages were

necessarily forwarded by wire to Provincetown and a vessel sent to Provincetown to

receive them, thus causing the messages to arrive on board the Mayflower about ten

hours after they should have been received. Accompanying this case is a copy of

a memorandum for the President from the commander in chief of the Atlantic Fleet,

and a copy of the information forwarded to the President concerning such memo

randum.

Case No. 3 is a report from the United States naval station, Key West, Fla., dated

January 28, 1907, in which the wireless-telegraph operator at that station finds the

operator of the De Forest station at La Brisa maliciously interfering with official work,

making it impossible for the naval station to carry on necessary business. The operator

in question was afterwards removed from the De Forest station, it apparently being

recognized by that company that the condition of affairs could be nothing but

detrimental to all parties concerned.

Case No. 4 is a letter from the Secretary of the Navy, dated June 4, 1907, to the

honorable the Attorney-General, inviting attention to a very aggravated case of in

terference by amateur operators in the city of Washington, in which the party in ques

tion not only persistently and intentionally interfered but made use of official calls

and signatures of vessels of the navy.

Case No. 5 is a letter from a commercial wireless-telegraph company, dated June 25,

1907, relative to interference between a government and a commercial station and

offering to enter into an agreement by which their commercial stations would be

closed along the coast and the government stations in the localities would handle the

entire wireless-telegraph business. The company was then informed that the govern

ment wireless stations were open to the public for use free of charge, and that they

might avail themselves of such stations as they saw fit.

Case No. 6 is a report from the head of department of equipment at the Washington

Navy-Yard, dated July 15, 1907, in which a lad located at 232 Twelfth street SE. sent

messages to several points and endeavored to cause the impression that they were from

official sources.

Case No. 7 is a report from the United States Naval Torpedo Station, dated Augusf

31, 1907, showing needless interference with official work by the Fall River line ot

Steamers, due probably to a new operator on one of the vessels in question, who did

not appreciate the gravity of the situation.

Case No. 8 is a report from the United States navy-yard, Mare Island, Cal., for

warding newspaper clippings showing that wireless telegraph messages sent from
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naval vessels in that vicinity were received by vicious amateurs and were given out

for publication in a sensational newspaper.

Case No. 9 is a report from the commandant, naval station, Newport, R. I., dated

February 6, 1909, on messages received at the naval wireless station showing a chaotic

condition of wireless communication in that vicinity.

Case No. 10 is a report from the commandant, navy-yard, Boston, Mass., dated March

6, 1909, stating that much apparatus of high power had been sold to amateurs in the

city of Boston, and in consequence much needless interference is encountered.

Case No. 11 is a report from the commandant, navy-yard, Mare Island, Cal., dated

April 19, 1909, inclosing reports from the various stations on the Pacific coast as to

the condition of interference in that vicinity.

Case No. 12 is a report from the commandant, naval station, Newport, R. I., dated

May 6, 1909, relative to unnecessary interference by Sound steamers.

Case No. 13 is a report from the Naval Wireless Telegraph Station at Fire Island,

N. Y., stating that the steamship Bermudian had interfered with messages on which

the lives of a schooner's crew depended.

Case No. 14 is a copy of a letter from the Bureau of Equipment to the Secretary of

the Navy, requesting that action be taken tending to the control of irresponsible

parties who interfere with wireless messages.

Case No. 15 is a report of the commanding officer of the U. S. S. Yankton on interfer

ence by a commercial vessel.

Case No. 16 is a report dated December 8, 1909, from the commander in chief of the

Atlantic Fleet, transmitting a copy of a letter to the United Wireless Telegraph Com

pany, inviting their attention to unseemly actions of one of their operators.

Department of the Navy,

Washington, January 11, 1910.

My Dear Congressman: By direction of the Secretary of the

Navy, I take pleasure in sending you herewith the copies of the docu

ments which you requested.

Very truly, yours, C. E. Taylor,

Private Secretary.

Hon. Ernest W. Roberts,

House of Representatives.

United States Navy-Yard,

Mare Island, Cal., April 19, 1909.

Sir: 1. On March 15, 1909, the inspector of equipment addressed a letter to the

various wireless stations on this coast requesting information as to the extent of inter

ference from commercial stations, with the view of giving the bureau some definite

information as to the extent of the interference in case it was intended at any time to

urge government supervision or regulation of all wireless work.

2. There is forwarded herewith copies of the replies received; also a copy of "Cir

cular for Wireless Telegraph Stations," dated January 11, 1908, which was sent at that

time to all navy wireless stations on this coast and to the commercial stations.

3. There is also forwarded herewith a set of "Rules to Govern the Use of the

Wireless Telegraph Stations and Apparatus on the Pacific Coast." These have not

been sent out to the stations yet, but are sent to the bureau for approval or modifica

tion, as may appear necessary.

Very respectfully, A. S. Halstead,

Inspector of Equipment.

Chief of Bureau of Equipment,

Navy Department, Washington, D. C.
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[Circular for wireless telegraph stations-]

United States Navy-Yard,

Mare Island, Cal., January 11, 1908.

With a view to preventing interference, which has been very troublesome in certain

cases, the following rules are established and will be strictly observed by all wireless

telegraph stations under the cognizance of this yard.

In general, interference can be obviated by sending only long-distance messages

at night; by collecting messages in the daytime for transmittal by one sender at

night; by cutting down of night conversation to a minimum; and by avoiding the

use of unnecessary energy for local work.

The commander in chief, Pacific Fleet, the owners of merchant vessels having

wireless outfits, and others concerned, have been requested to take certain steps

looking to a lessening of interference. So far as is consistent with work to be done,

station operators will show all possible consideration in this matter to commercial

and to other naval operators.

NIGHT WORK.

1. At night wireless stations will send and receive messages in a regular sequence as

indicated below. (See "Order of calls. ")

2. Mare Island will be considered as a central station, the Farallones as a secondary

central station.

3. In the case of extremely urgent messages, stations will make call letters, followed

by word "rush." Messages from commandants or fleet or Squadron commanders (if

urgent) will always be considered "rush " messages. Rush messages will be received

at once out of their turn.

4. No station will call any other distant station at night until the round of calls has

been made as below.

Mare Island will call stations and ships in turn, transmitting first and then receiving,

making N. B. if no messages are to be sent.

Operators at all stations will "listen in " until they have received either messages or

an N. B." from Mare Island.

5. Stations will avoid long calls—making the call letters three or four times, then

waiting for an answer.

6. Unnecessary energy must not be used for local work.

7. The figure 6" (- . . . .) will be used to indicate that calls are interfering with

a message already coming in.

8. So far as practicable naval wireless stations will work during first half of hours,

leaving last half for commercial ships and stations. This rule to hold provided other

party reciprocates. Calls must be made within the first five minutes of half hours,

otherwise, other party may proceed with work.

II. DAY WORK.

1. All stations will listen in during first five minutes of each daytime hour, with a

view to regular transmittal by relaying. In case no station is in range, a ship may be

calling.

2. Between 7 and 8 a. m. and 12 and 1 p. m. all other stations in range will yield

to those communicating with the Farallones.

3. Stations which can reach the Farallones in the daytime may send their messages

at the above-named hours for transmittal at night.

4. Operators will try to increase the proportion of day work.

ORDER OF CALLS BY MARE ISLAND.

(a) Farallones.

(6) Designated ships of squadron.

(c) Point Loma.

Id) Point Arguello.

(e) Puget Sound and Tatoosh (Sitka).

0 North Head.

(a) Cape Blanco.

Ik) Table Bluff.

(i) Yerba Buena.

Mare Island or Farallones will then communicate with transports (if any have

called) and Farallones with ships and stations not reached by Mare Island. Farallones

will ask transports when firet picked up to withhold all except "rush" business until
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evening routine has been carried out, this to prevent the heavy business of incoming

transports stopping other work for the evening.

Long-distance messages not to be received or transmitted by Mare Island .must be

held until the above round of calls has been completed.

Stations will exchange numbers of messages (day's work) with Mare Island when

communicating in turn and with other stations after round of calls by Mare Island.

(See rule 3, circular of December 27, 1907, which will be strictly observed.)

Rules to govern the use of the wireless telegraph stations and apparatus on the Pacific coast.

Rule I. The Continental telegraph code for both letters and figures will be used

exclusively.

Rule if. All stations will at all times use as small spark gap and as little energy as

possible to carry on business with accuracy and dispatch.

Rule III. Promiscuous sending and personal conversations between operators,

especially at night, is forbidden. The use of vulgar language is strictly prohibited.

Rule IV. All long-distance messages will be relayed during the day to the ship or

shore station that is to forward them to destination at night. Such messages will be

transmitted before 7 p. m. each day.

Rule V. All signaling to cease in the vicinity of San Francisco Harbor, except

in emergencies, between the hours of 7 and 7.30 a. m., 12 noon and 1 p. m., and 3

and 3.30 p. m. each day, to allow the Farallones Islands station to collect messages

from the south, and when possible from the north. Also signaling to cease along the

coast from 11.50 a. in. to 12 noon to allow the noontime signals to be sent to ships at

sea by the various stations.

Rule VI. In case of extremely urgent messages, stations will call the station

desired, following the call letters by the word "rush." This is to be done only in

emergencies or when the commanding officer has indorsed the word "rush" on a

message, except that urgent messages from the commandant of a naval station or

the commander of a fleet will always be considered "rush" messages. The above

indorsement will be used only in case of necessity, as badly-timed high energy work,

even between distant stations, will interfere with the schedule as indicated below.

Rule VII. A station hearing the signals B-K (-...,-.-) repeated several times after

having called a ship or station will take this signal to indicate that another station

is already sending or receiving, and will immediately cease transmitting until the

line is clear.

Rule VIII. Stations will forward without delay to the nearest government relay

station en route to destination all messages received for relay. The withholding of

messages for long-distance records is prohibited. This is not to be construed as

authorizing interference.

Rule IX. The originating point of all messages shall be spelled out in full to avoid

mistakes, owing to similarity of different call letters. The time a message was filed

at originating point shall be sent as a part of the message.

Rule X. Long calls for stations to be avoided, senders will call three or four times,

"sign off," and "listen in" for response.

Rule Xl. At stations where there are three or more operators, one man shall be

on duty at all times, with the receivers to his ears.

Rule XII. No private business shall be transmitted through any government wire

less station until all official business with which it might interfere or delay has been

forwarded .

Rule XIII. Naval stations will transmit their business only on the first half of

every hour, the last half of the hour to be left absolutely free for the use of commer

cial stations and vessels. Naval stations will not accept any commercial business

upon which there have been, or are to be, any tolls collected for wireless service.

This is not to prohibit the acceptance of wireless messages from vessels at sea con

taining weather information, notice of wrecks, or emergency messages. Messages

from commercial vessels upon which there are no wireless tolls may be accepted (on

the commercial half hour) and forwarded to destination via land telegraph lines. No

such messages will be relayed through government stations.

Rule XIV. Circulars issued from time to time for the government of wireless-tele

graph stations will not be construed as superseding any part of these rules, unless

specifically stated in the circular. Attention of the inspector of equipment will be

called to any violation of the above rules or any circulars issued or which may be

issued in the future.

Under these rules Mare Island will be considered as the central station, and will be

senior to all stations as regards the "use of the circuit." The Farallones Islands will

be the secondary station. When the fleet or the greater portion of it is at Magdalena

Bay or extreme southern waters, Point Loma will have first call for the "line.
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ORDER OF CALLS BY MARE ISLAND.

1. Farallones Islands.

2. Ship of senior officer present on Pacific coast .

3. Other vessels according to seniority.

4. Point Loma. (See memorandum above.)

5. Table Bluff.

6. North Head. (This station will clear with ships at Bremerton, Tatoosh, Sitka,

and Cordova.)

7. Cape Blanco.

8. Point Arguello.

9. Commercial vessels.

AH business from the north will be forwarded to Table Bluff during the day, unless

it is possible to work direct with the Farallone Islands during the day. Business from

the south will be forwarded to the Farallone Islands duriug the day as much as possible.

Calls to commence about 7 p. m. in the winter months and 8 p. m. in the summer

months. Stations will wait the call of Mare Island, Farrallones, or Point Loma, as the

case may be, before transmitting.

North Head,

Washington, March 22, 1909.

Sir: Replying to the inspector of equipment's memorandum of March 15, regarding

interference of commercial shore stations:

The interference is so great the majority of evenings from 7 p. m. to 1 a. m. that it

is almost impossible to work south, most of this coming from commercial ships at sea

who can not read signals at a great distance. For instance, there are ships between

Cape Blanco, Oregon, and Tatoosh Island; they will call the commercial stations

nearest them, not knowing that stations south are trying to work north, and vice

versa, and there being no schedule to work on a station wfll have a ship so close that

the operator can read the signals regardless of other stations working, and at same time

the sending ship or station will be interfering with some one who is trying to work at

a distance. This is a very common occurrence in this vicinity.

Of course it is up to an operator to get his business off, and if his ship or station he is

working with is so close that other sparks do not interfere, he will work regardless of

the interference his spark will cause. No doubt we all do this.

Find it impossible to do any distance work, there being so many stations in this

vicinity.

Very respectfully, J. II. McAfee, Operator in Charge.

Inspector of Equipment,

Navy- Yard. Mare Island, Cal.

Cape Blanco, Oregon, March 25, 1909.

Sir: Referring to your circular letter No. 3 of March 15, relative to interference

from commercial shore stations, in view of the fact that there are 19 commercial

stations in operation that I can hear during the night, I respectfully report that there

is no time during the night that commercial stations are not working, and it is only

the result of perfected tuning that enables this station to work any distance at all.

I respectfully suggest that all stations be tuned to 600 meters octave in transmission,

and where loop aerials are used a loading coil and variable condenser be put in one

leg of the aerial and a variable condenser alone be put in the other leg. This will

give a sharp tuning effect, and by increasing the wave length stations of shorter dura

tion can be cut entirely out.

I am enabled to do good work now merely because my spark is so strong it can be

read through any interference at a reasonable distance.

Very respectfully, G. C. Merritt,

Chief Electrician, U. S. Navy.

The Inspector of Equipment.
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United Wireless Telegraph Company,

112 Market Street,

San Francisco, Col., March 26, 1909.

A. S. Halstead,

Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy Equipment Officer,

Mare Island, Cal.

Sir: Referring to the circular letter in regard to the navy stations using the first

half of each hour and the commercial stations the last half, beg to say that these orders

do not seem to be observed.

I am taking this matter up by letter with Seattle for the purpose of arranging that

the northern stations of our company strictly observe this order of work.

We note that Point Loma is bothered exceedingly by interference, and we believe

that if this interference was cut out he would have ample opportunity to clear up

business of the fleet by using the first half of each hour.

The interference is what causes tie delay, and he sometimes is working all night

with the fleet endeavoring to clear them "up, thereby interrupting our work very

seriously.

We will do our best to have this matter thoroughly understood by our operators,

and I trust that you will also take the matter up and arrange schedules so that business

can be cleared up more rapidly.

Yours, very truly, Geo. Jessup.

Point Arguello, Cal., March 17, 1909.

Sir: Referring to Circular No. 3, commercial shore stations do not strictly adhere

to the half-hour rule, but upon our request they keep out until we finish our business.

Respectfully,

C. H. Hope,

Electrician, First Class, Operator in Charge.

The Inspector of Equipment,

Navy-Yard, Mare Island, Cal.

[Wireless message.]

Point Arguello, March 20, 1909.1

Referring your letter 18th about interference; send by mail full report, giving time,

extent of interference, and copies of messages delayed.

A. S. Halstead,

Inspector of Ec/uipment.

Point Arguello, Cal., March IS, 1909.

Sir: I wish to report that while working with Point Loma this morning three steam

ers near this station interfered so much that it was impossible to work with Point

Loma. On asking them to adhere to the half-hour rule, they paid no attention, and

kept on working. Owing to this interference, a message from the Tennessee, to the

commandant, Mare Island, was delayed about three hours.

The Col. E. L. Drake was one of the boats; the names of the other two are unknown,

their call letters being "G. H." and "G. M."

Respectfully, C. H. Hope,

Electrician, First Class, Operator in Charge.

Inspector of Equd?ment,

Navy-Yard, Mare Island, Cal.

("G. H.," Maverick; "G. M.,'' Ascension.)

Point Arguello, Cal., March 21, 1909.

Sir: 1. In compliance with your order contained in wireless message of March 20,

for full report on interference by commercial ships:

"2. MacDonald, electrician second class, started to work with Point Loma at 8

a. m. March 18. A long message was received, but interference was so bad it was

impossible to finish business. We stopped working at 8.30 a. m. and started again at
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9 a. m. Received one more message, but interference by ships 'B M' Rosccrans,

'G M' and 'G H' (last two names unknown) made it almost impossible to work.

Stopped working at 9.30 a. m. until 10 a. m., and received one more message from

Point Loma. Tried to call 'T H' (Farallones Islands) until 10.30 a. m. and also at

11 a. m., but constant interference so heavy could not hear them. We got the work

cleared between 12 and 12.30 p. m."

Copies of messages delayed inclosed.

Respectfully, C. H. Hope,

Electrician First Class, Operator in Charge.

Inspector op Equipment,

Navy- Yard, Mare Island, Cal.

copies op messages referred to above.

Point Arguello Station.

Received from "K Y" via "T M." Filed 9.12 p. m., March 17. Date March 18;

time, 10.05 a. m. Operator MK & Pr. Code Wireless the following message:

For Comdt. "TG:" Ships to "C Z " at earliest opportunity two cross heads for three

ton ice machine as per steam engineering blue print number 2534 to be made of com

position instead of cast iron. Requisition will follow.

(Sig.) Sebree.

Transmitted above message to "T H."

Date March 18 Time 12.10 p. m. Operator MK & W Code Wireless.

Point Arguello Station.

Received from "K N" via "T M"

Date March IS, Time 9.05 a. m. Operator MK & Pr Code Wireless the following

message:

For Miss Anna Andrews, fone Red. 1712 Vallejo, Cal. via "T G."

Arrived Magdalena Hospital for operation, nothing serious. Send one hundred at

once if not already done so. Answer wireless.

(Sig.) Fritz.

Transmitted above message to "T H"

Date March 18, Time 12:08 p. m. Operator MK & W Code Wireless.

Point Arguello Station.

Received from "KY" via "T M" Filed 11 p. m. March 17th.

Date March 18, Time 8:25 a. m. Operator MK & Pr Code Wireless, the following

message :

For Comdt. "T G":

Ship by first Government conveyance to Magdalena Bay for the Tennessee, 100

whisk brooms, 600 light drawers, 200 each size 30, 32, 34, 1000 yards bleached drill,

350 yards thin flannel, 600 white hats, 200 each sizes 7, 7j, 7J, 300 hack knives, 150

dungaree jumpers, 50 each, sizes 4, 5; 600 working jumpers, 150 each size 3, 5, 6, 7;

600 knife lanyards, 500 neckerchiefs, 500 overshirts size 6, 600 pair high shoes, 500

each sizes 5, 6, 8, 9, 100 size 7, 200 low shoes, 100 each sizes 6, 7, 10, gross sewing silk,

100 boxes s. w. soap, 3000 pairs cotton socks, 100 lbs. tobacco, 480 towels, 300 dungaree

trousers, 50 each 10, 12, 14 and assorted, 100 size 16 500 white trousers 100 each sizes

14, 16 and assorted, 200 size 17, 200 light undershirts, 100 each sizes 34, 40, 1000 cotton

undershirts, 200 each sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. Please send only sizes herein mentioned.

(Sig.) Sebree.

Transmitted above message to "T H"

Date March 18, Time 12:30 p. m. Operator MK & W Code Wireless

Point Loma, Cal., March 17, 1909.

Sir: I respectfully invite attention to your letter of January 6, 1909, No. 19 1/2 17,

TDP-K, regulating the working times of naval stations, merchant ships, etc. The

arrangement is entirely ignored by the United Wireless Company's station at San

Francisco. Call letters "P H," while we adhere to the prearranged plan of working

on the first half of the hour; the other ships and stations do not.

2. The transmission of messages to and from Magdalena Bay is delayed, owing to

the above reason. The naval wireless stations north of Point Arguello are no excep-

2956G—10 9
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tions, as they too transmit messages and hamper us while we are engaged in our work

with the Tennessee and Albany.

It is requested that out stations and those of the commercial companies give us as

much time as possible.

A certain station north recently compelled us to delay a message ten hours simply

because it wanted to exchange compliments with a station over a thousand miles

away.

Very respectfully, Alfred F. Peters,

(.'hief Electrician, U. S. Navy, Operator in (Charge.

The Inspector of Equipment.

Point Loma, Cal., March 19, 1909.

Sir: Complying with your letter of March 15, 1909, circular No. 3, I have to state

that the commercial stations north of Santa Barbara are a constant menace to commu

nication (at night) as far as we are concerned.

2. For example: On the 18th instant, during 8 p. m. to midnight and to 4 a. m.

watches, "P H," San Francisco, delayed business from Magdalena Bay to such an

extent as to cause comment from the Tennessee's operator, the operator of that ship

requesting "P II" several times to keep out. From the above a concise idea can be

formed as to the amount of interference obtaining nightly. "P H," San Francisco,

seems to be a central station for all commercial ships and stations at night. Probably

a signed agreement might bind the commercial companies to their work which is not

lived up to at present.

Very respectfully, Alfred F. Peters,

Chief Electrician, U. S. Navy, Operator in Charge.

The Inspector of Equipment.

Point Loma, Cal., March 21 , 1909.

Sir: In connection with communication, the following information is requested:

1. At 9 p. in., March 15, 1909, while the Tennessee was nearing Magdalena Bay, and

1,300 miles distant, another wireless outfit was calling (T M) Point Loma and signing

"P Q" asking if we got them, i.e., heard them. I replied "yes" but heard no more of

them. I can not find "P Q" in the list of call letters.

2. On March 18 * * *

3. It has recently come to my notice that several amateur stations are using navy

letters such as "S N, " "T G," etc. I consider such as being an outrage, as they even

answered us and listened to our messages and then said they were not Mare Island.

These "snide" stations are presumably at Los Angeles.

Very respectfully,

Alfred F. Peters,

Chief Electrician, U. S. Navy, Operator in Charge.

The Inspector of Equipment.

Table Bluff, Cal. (Loleta),

March 20, 1909.

Sir: 1. Replying to circular No. 3, dated March 15, 1909, this station has endeavored

to comply with the circular of January 11, 1908, as much as possible, but with only

partial success.

2. The location of this station—practically midway of the coast—places, it in the

center of the interference of the entire coast at night. During the daytime there is

no interference, except occasionally from some vessel, which is of no importance.

3. At night the main source of interference comes from the Friday Harbor station of

the United Wireless Company, the Russian Hill, San Francisco, station of the same

company, the naval stations at Point Loma and Tatoosh. It is almost impossible for

this station to copy any signals, unless very loud, while any one of these four stations

are sending, as they are all very strong sparks, and can not be tuned out without cut

ting out desired signals.

4. Next in importance comes the vessels equipped with the United Wireless Com

pany's apparatus, sent out in charge of incompetent operators, men who can not keep

their receiving apparatus in adjustment, who keep calling, but unable to hear or do
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not understand what ia meant when told to "keep out." Some of these vessels have

good operators, but they do not seem to know that they have strong sparks and inter

fere, though unintentional. The Standard and Associated Oil companies' vessels

come under this head.

5. There is practically no interference from the station in Eureka, and very little

from Cape Blanco and other stations along this part of the coast.

6. In the case of the Point Loma Navy Station, while the vessels are south it is

necessary for him to work almost continuously, which gives this station no chance to

clear with Mare Island or Farallones, as we can not read them while Point Loma is

sending.

7. If it were possible to arrange that Farallones or Mare Island clear with this sta

tion as soon after 6 p. m. as possible to work, then we would be able to relay on to Cape

Blanco, and this station would be able to keep out, and the same with Cape Blanco,

as soon as they had cleared, reducing the number of stations working in that way;

also discontinue "record seeking, " as Cape Blanco calling Sitka, Honolulu, etc., with

no possible chance for working even though they were heard.

8. Suggest amendment to bureau's circular 191731 dated February 15, 1909, permit

ting naval stations to relay messages, if by so doing the original sending station or

vessel; will "keep out," as for example, vesselsoff this station continue calling Rus

sian Hill (San Francisco) with no reply. This station is not permitted to take

his message, which, if allowed, would eliminate this vessel from the "line." These

messages are in nearly all cases simply "position reports" to agents or exchanges, and

are not sent via the land lines, so there is no competition involved.

9. With the present apparatus there is little tuning effected, and to reduce the inter

ference the number of working stations must be kept as low as possible; reduce the

sending power to that of the receiving radius in case of vessels. Divide time half

hour to naval and half hour to commercial stations, each to work in their own half hour,

with no five-minute stipulation, as variation of clocks, etc., throws that in confusion,

and if possible have commercial vessels work in the half hour allotted to the com

mercial stations.

10. It is also suggested that apparatus on Blunts Reef light-vessel would be of great

service, completing the line north from Farallones for day communication, reducing

the work necessary at night under the present conditions.

11. Suggestions have been included in this report for what they may be worth

toward the desired end, although not called for.

Respectfully, C. F. Dame.

Location Blunts Reef lightship.

Miles .

Table Bluff to Blunts Reef 96

Light-ship about 1} miles off Cape Mendocino. Blunts Reef to Farallones 177

Wireless Telegraph Station,

Mare Island, Cal., March S1, 1909.

Sir: In compliance with circular No. 3, 1 respectfully submit the following report

relative to interference:

From 7 p. m. March 19 to 4 a. m. March 31 a record was kept of the interference

between different stations as noticed from here and the following facts disclosed:

Amateur stations around San Francisco Bay monopolize the period between 7 p. m

and 8 p. m. It is impossible to get them to "keep out," as few of the people operating

these numerous stations can read telegraphic signals. On several occasions amateur

stations have answered the call of this station, and only the fact that a man is on watch

with the receivers to his ears at all times has saved the loss of messages.

From 8 p. m. to midnight, the greater part of the interference is due to naval stations

not observing the agreement with commercial stations relative to the division of time.

Commercial and naval operators will fight for the "circuit " and waste valuable time.

The commercial station at San Francisco, "P H, " has been of great assistance to this

station and the Farallones copying messages when "static" and "induction" pre

vented us from getting them direct. The men at " P II " station have shown a willing

ness to work on the last half of the hour only, but they want that period absolutely

free for their own business.

From midnight to 4 or 5 a. m. the interference is almost entirely from naval stations,

the poorest operators being on duty for this watch. Not being able to receive with

any degree of accuracy, they delay everything with requests for repetitions; cases

have been noted where poorer operatore have taken from two to three hours to receive
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two messages which ordinarily would take about ten minutes, there being no inter

ference of any kind.

If all the business from the north could be concentrated at Table Bluff during

the day, the Farallones could "clear" him by 7.30 p. m. This would leave the "line '

clear for Point Loma to work with the fleet at Magdalena Bay every half hour until

they were clear; then the business could be forwarded to the Farallones direct or

via Point Arguello. This would cut out the greater part of interference from naval

stations.

Very respectfully, A. J. Millison,

Chief Electrician, U. S. Navy, Operator in Charge.

The Inspector of Equipment.

Farallones Islands, California, April 10, 1909.

Sir: In reply to circular No. 3, dated March 15, 1909, requesting information as to

the extent of interference from commercial stations, this station has experienced very

little trouble from that source, as we have a mutual agreement with the only two

commercial stations that could greatly interfere with us, to the effect that while we

are in possession of the wire, they are to "keep out," even to the extent of not answer

ing calls. We have done the same by them, so that when either party has the wire,

they work unhindered.

Occasionally the commercial stations north "break in" on us, but a request to

"keep out " generally has the desired effect.

The same can not be said of commercial ship operators, however, as there seems to

be a tendency among them to "chat" for several minutes at a time when they are

within a few miles of each other. Even this would not greatly interfere, were it not

for the fact that most commercial ships are so installed that the operator can not reduce

the amount of current he is using, so that they send at the full limit of their power,

even when the distance is so slight that two or three amperes would suffice, which

would allow us to work "over their heads" without being bothered by them.

The only delay noticeable here that is directly traceable to interference from com

mercial shore stations is in sending to Point Arguello during the daytime.

Point Arguello has little or no trouble in getting his messages through to us, but we

often have to repeat messages to him five or six times before he can get them.

As an example, on April 2, we had a rather long message for him, which would

under ordinary circumstances have taken from three to five minutes to send, but on

this occasion it took from 11.20 a. m. to 12.20 p. m. to get it through, and we had five

other messages at the time also. This waste of time was owing to Point Arguello's

unavailing attempts to secure possession of the wire at his end.

We have tried, as far as possible, to preserve a half-hour schedule, but this often is

impracticable, as, for instance, when a distant station is "coming in good" it often

saves time to clear with him at that moment, rather than wait half an hour when he

may not "come in" so well, or when some one else will want the wire, so it frequently

happens that we run over onto the commercial half hour, and they do the same on ours,

although we have never had any disputes about the time used, whether it was our

half hour or not.

Very respectfully, F. E. Dunklee,

Electrician, First Class, U. S. Navy, Operator in Charge.

The Inspector of Equipment,

Navy-Yard, Mare Island, Cal.

INSTANCES OF INTERFERENCE FROM NAVY DEPARTMENT.

6.12 p. m., February 13; Saturday 6.12 p. m.

. 5.35 p. m. S. S. Larimer calling Fire Island: Onandaga passed PH 55 xxx XX

govt stn QI sland shre message mr anfar.

5.42 p. m. Grosser Kurfurst to Siasconset: To Herman New York—Expect to land

Sunday morning about eight oclock. To mr Montgomery xxx we passed x x ok

6.05 p. m. Same: To mr timinows 8 messages inmes 8 msgs.

6.10 p. m. Same: To Mr K Beneneluth Grosser Kurfurst tirr 227 Cornell Ave nh

camolle as x gine hp2 will pass war fleet xxxday next week XX To K B nine Grosser

Wilhelm to Mrs Attarr 544X Cornell xxx no sig

6.11 p. m. ??? to North Carolina. Is the Ol in PH x x nd. North Carolina to ??

(BI)?? I dont nog ge ge idont no xxx or Castine ge.
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6.18 p. m. ??????????? allotment indoor sports must be encouraged arrangement

for this evening . . xx wort classon xxx.

6.19 p. m. Called Light ship No. ans.

6.23 p.m. ???? hersom xx lowdf stredg vvvv poh clauson To mrs sohr Clauson 440

place xxx her swell xxx only cant xxx.

6.25 p. m. Grosser Kurfurst to siasconset: ntabave John Clauson S. S. Grosser

Kurfuret Twelfth to Blond machine co, Cincinnati . high fine cool xxxx we are xxx

well philabred to blew home. Leekin To Le Brond Machine Co, Cincinnati, xxxxxx

cool weather all well phi xx ib xx ge rotten telephone reekin/ all well philips dgerotten

telephone leekin/

6.32 p. m. Hr 5 Crosse kurfurst twelfth xxxxx 203 69 st new york xxx gruesse auf

itr feme send it xx mann blanker to ringen 203 East 99 St street new york heage h

gruesse x aus weiter feme send it nermann blanke

6.35 p. m. Six Grosser Kurfuret twelfth to spencer aldrech 29 bway new york,

enjoying ourselves all well fine weather Hallie.

6.37 p. m. ???????hr no 2 bath well heds six dott rn horace e smith to arrive xxx

ay beadx that winter 5 broadway.

6.42 p. m. ??? shnil xx timnowshil xx

6.49 p. m. Cape Cod : Got him sm : Cape cod sig R C Mohawk.

6.50 p. m. Siasconset ??? Do this ok ? dont send sgr . . . after mead for govt station

PR fire island PV afudun.

6.52 p. m. To Fire Island two str 95 an xx nsport nss 12th 45 of vea PR.

6.55 p. m. fire island to yankton. have story of trip for xxx xx will meet you mr

phinney fm -hyannisport mass 12th to E. H. Phinney U. S. S. Missouri Have story of

trip from Gibralter will meet you Mr. Phinney. ,

6.57 p. m. fire Island to yankton: repeated message.

6.59 p. m. ???? rd es thanks, es SS (RD) La Rapide. one traubstrus rib x

7.00 p. m. traubstrus veenua arrive xxxx traubstrus traubstrus

7.05 p. m. ????? ortrevor ic no 4486 and felix xxxx bolton chall dc arrive 3388 to st

sg van

Called Light ship: No ans . 7:06

7.12 p. m. (PS) Yes lustia mrs Jack xxx hello , seasick hope you have pleasant trip

see vou back xxxxxxxx

7.14 p. m. From league Island to ?????

7.18 p. m. Paid- and Paid from New York to Amber Smith S. S. Nonce Love and

kisses . Sig Dick.

7.16 p. m. ???? Ask if S. S. Barbarossa uredost wireless ask him to a ask SC or AX . .

7.19-7.24 p. m. Amber Smith.

7.30 p. m. ans SC george, ?? ad is that that in no 2 is eleven

7.33 p. in. ok nil sea ok ?? ?

7.47 p. m. La Rapide Calling Siasconset.

7.55 p. m. Fire Island from New York . OK Tune . Uow does this spark sound to

you? Sig Crame? PT

7.56 p. m. ???? Is a passenger on that ship?xxxx

8.00 p. m. Called Light Ship : No answer.

8.04 p. m. ??? Dh to wireless sat fm NY to B ucher Tampa Fla. Mike race d to your

xxx word is told xx yesterday, sig S. J. R. . nm

8.06 p. m. Point Judith by S. S. Providence: ok .

8.07 p. m. S S Providence from point Judith.: OK Ge hr wind S W heavy sea.

PJ PV.

8.08 p. m. Providence to Point Judith: OK ND OK GE .

8.09 p. m. ??? Ge old man xxx is SC o r RD xx if so where is it? Heard RD send

that today Paid.

8.14 p. m. Siasconset to St Paul: Press OK SP FM NY? To Capt SP xx x following

earthquake xxxx probably that ravaged Naplecolina volcano mexico in violent erup

tion stream way a m mile long down to sea in xx x no cause ccc

8.18 p. m. From Siasconset : OK Mountain side no casualties . Danger x Frederick

saxony severly injured fall x avery xxcastle . California assembly reconsiders aggre

gation measure finally votes it xx x t admit xxx could control.

8.23 p. m. Siasconset to Lusitania : OK Further public executions F France Wed

nesday xx x strong opposition such executionsxxx

8.30 p. m. ocurial prince, excurial prinsa destroyed fire the Kimsly ankha, kamil

pacha reforms turkish ministry.

8.34 p. m. Siasconset to ?? VVVVVVV Can you read him? SCVVV O.

8.36 p. m. Siasconset to MSS. ST Paul. OK OK.

8.38 p. m. Same Yes dirct to the magnetic. OKOK.
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8.40 p. m. Siasconset to Lusitania: OK: Fall stairway castle . . California assem

bly reconsiders segregation measure finally votes it down admits federal laws should

control.

8.45 p. m. Siasconset to (MOI)?? :nine so go nattallie xx took no sight day that

she xxx on x xx shore weather worrying well off behind hundred miles finally of

the xxx 540 xxx portes 100 holes xxx through prcmatxxx poseam sig thirty amp longes

distance on xxxx Loo miles from browland (MRA) 5XX Miles From Genoa over the

alpes France Switzerland and xxx x

8.58 p. m. To siasconset: Good work.

9.00 p. m. New york to Portsmouth N. H.

9.10 p. m. Siasconset calling S S Baltic. .

9.20 p. m. Boston to Cape Cod. How is this spark? How do you get it GA.

9.25 p. m. Called Boston. Came back: OK Say tune up so six hundred meters

9.30 p. m. Fm Boston to Cape Cod. Now getting about half power. BK

9.35 p. m. Fm Boston to R C Gresham Tuesday evening had xxxxxx weather

singxx x evening xx x it is OK no w but only half power. Look for us tomorrow

evening get t! amps in aerial now am going afte the fleet tonight.

9.40 p. m. Baltic to Amerika??

9.42 p. in. Point Judith calling MC MO

9.45 p. m. siasconset :Press :I)enver Colorado bank is looted xxxxx who is MAR?

Wellington new zeeland: Six bodies washed ashore pres port me risong tunere killed

xxx fielding xx candle of New York patient xxx escaped from asylum and in juresxxx

is caugh after

9.58 p. in. from New York to Portsmouth : Hope begin continuous service with you

soon Sg Crame ,

10.00 p. m. Called Light Ship No Answer.

10.05 p. m. circus XX Press From New Yorlr: xxfor wheat market lower xxbu

strong support from bulls cashed and balances Corn and oats xx staedy opened New

York. Loudon: xxx strong to reform xxx tru sting panic closes twentyone .

Firmlyxx

10-.}8p. m. press . Manville county: x xxxsonville mobs lynch girls assailants

fleasanxx wades colored fround hanging to treew and riddeled with bullets .

10.20 p. m. for general stringeneyxwhich caused tammany such distress to be

greatly strengthened.

disputes held which of xx philli hays sixty about thousand dollars Races at

tampa Fla. E Sheas won first prize, second to xx cepoca taligo won mercse . 5th

thanks OKOK. Am going xx reat xxmonth will sail Cortiss.

10.25 p. m. Press Too many to read, ten hurt in xxxxx ball hearty welcome will

you dine with us wednesdav or thursday x will answer

10.45. Press:? ? XX-

10.52. Abarenda calling Manhattan Beach.

To Connecticut from Fire Island. 10.53. Washington DC 12th; Report by wire

less fm r office publication names of officers fleet brig ad to parade inauguration and

and names ships sending detachments.

Sig Pillsbury

No. 2.

To Admiral Sperry. DC. Nayy league requests honor of your company flag

officers captains staffs and other officers of fleet at annual dinner of league at Hotel

Chamberlain. February twenty second eight oclock Horace Porter president. Gen

eral Porter also requests that admiral Sperry and two other officers shall speak at the

dinner and requests that I be notified and advised by wireless as soon as convenient

of the names of officers that will attend and if practicable of their names and of names

of speakers. Can conveniently entertain up to seventy-five officers Answer to

Henrv W Ward Washington.

11.08. No. 3 To E. H. Phinney U. S. S. Missouri. Have story of trip from Gibralter

will meet you

sig Mr Phinney.

11.10. Point Judith calling MC

11.15. To Amerika from Siasconset. xxxx truleswehter Papa wer sef hurt she

purls paula grechligh.

11.17. Called Light ship. No answer.

11 .25. press New york cotton xx eryster ged stock no market stop Sunday colder xxx

11.30. Norfolk calling Charleston SC.

11.32. Press:all registered mes one won der roily appeared in cab xxx while train

running forty miles an hour int hynn each han xx fireman stop train guard them

rivelege after perhaps fifty shots xxx automobile gone pursuit stop London big bemoti

tion arrived
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11.37. Horace porter president"—Fire I sland To Yankton

11.41. shall speak at the dinner etc etc

11.45. MC calling Point Judith.

12.00. Mid night. Boston calling Fire Island.

12.05. ????? calling New Hampshire

12.00. MC calling Point Judith

Sunday, 12.6 a. m.

Stations heard and signals received from 12.20 AM until 6 A. M. Feh. 14.

12.20. Fire Island to Yankton: xx- and practicable of their names and names of

speakers, can conveniently entertain up to seventy-five officers. Answer. sig.

Henry H. Ward Washington.

12.25. Hr No. 3- fm. hy phinney, Hyannis, Mass. To E. H. Phinney, uss. Mis

souri, via PR: Have story of trip from Gibraltar. Will meet you. sig. Mr. Phinnev.

12.35. Point Judith and Plymouth. PJ PJ PJ HY HY. Cm xxx ct n x le p rits

xxkarite — out for ascon these are the craft to look shy clr of PJ PJ.

12.45. Fire Island and New Hampshire: IL IJ IJ IJ IJ IJ IJ IJ PR PR PR IJ IJ

IJ IJ IJ IJ PR PR.

1. MLC MLC MLC MLC MLC MSC MSC MLC MLC MSC MSC. xxxxxxxxxxx—

1.10. xxxxx med u in as you got to course xxxxxx pis send v v vs for few seconds

then ga ga eight pm, v v vs spell it out, u come in weak ga ga nd FK FK A R.xxxxxx

to cancel sg sp sexxx

1.20. (much interference) xxxall ksom xxgn lc aloa xxx ga lieren xxon d

x un poor xx un saent — 1 lve — as I want to get EM aslxxxx yesterday

communication, rtxx ok ok mirsxxx happ xx ck dd pr pr fm b 12 to lc Id

ntRRCf Davis Davis UU SS SS GEORGIA GEORGIA: welcome welcome

are are all all well well ans ans sg sg C 0 CC Wanamaker

1.40. Wanamaker, Wanamaker, Phila Phila.

1.45. xxxxx PJ PJ xx kno — no — ntwant u have paid into 11 esp ok ok

now 2 kes wnbexx 23 all ok ok gm.

1.50. QL QL QL QL QL DA DF DF DF QL QL DF DF THE P has

an ofm for u ql QL DF DF.

1.55. xxxxxrd msg dnc pier at u sent to ma this pm will ok ap lom — aleok ok om

ad alt have ng n quite id — b x wn ga q me george courtena om fts.

2.00. xxxxxdl here here sig sig; woods woods nm nm ga ga QL FK.

2.04. FK FK FK QL QL OKOK OK Tnx tnx om om QL QL As xx sin - a using

up around ny ny on siloeon detectors what ressxxxx tuncexxx.

2.15. xxxxxxxand they co — ti — sensitivemch mot ones name ligk —

V - bell god habtin — xxxxxg — keem bet k get pace if u order to ho t xxxx

2.20. OK tnx gn.

2.30. CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ MLC MLC LC LC (SS La Champagne gen call)

2.47. PT PT PT PT PT PT PR PR PR PR PR AR. (Fire Is. Call'g Bklyn)

2.55. MLC MLC MLC MLC MLC PR PR PR gm gm say have u any news on the

American Fleet om MLC MLS PR PR PR AR. (Fire Island and SS La Champagne)

3.30. PR PRPR MLC MLC ok gm om no haventMLC.

3.05. MC MC MC MC PJ PJ MC MC blor for PJ No. 1 to hon awn - sane nsg

int tn xxxxx ga ga bo (Pi -Point Judith, MC unknown) MC MC MC PJ ok ok p

Plum Island 2:45 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

3.30. MK MK MK MK MK MK MK MK MK MK PR PR PR PR PR PR CAN NOT

read u can not read u pis give it to FK tell him to send it I get him fine MKMK PR PR

PR xxxxxxxxxxxxers can conveniently xxxxxxx of their xxxxxpractically of their

names and names of speakers can conveniently MK MK PR AR

4.35. to kxxxx to outwad hook sc sc msc

5.45. ok rd gs me now ur sigs be msc xxxxx q ok yes that sg dg dg mscgn gn msc

abed abed xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

6 to 12 PM Feb. 14th, Sunday.

Feb. 14, 1909.

6 PM. Many an uappy e u sorr the t day day s ana ana s essa ssdeoi d adad all all

wellwell mother o ho we you sea love a or awaw due urk tom ok n u Pg called Dc

6.35 PM. Br called by Nf ps e snow dr 1 ok ok wal h br and df PV PV PV imai pt

same wave length ah ewore tho terhe v t

7 PM. this sounds e sgcrame Pv Pv called by pt pt rd ps

7.15 PM nofce the number of officers rg p ad ha th so epptes

7.25 PM. sg mo bs d Pj u PJ pj ad hy hy o g ck g paid fm by I4 to Mrs. E. O. Ander

II Summerst port ty started be i got off will rea im orrow sg ed

7.40 PM hv hv hy and II summerston ok ok msg min min 30

7.50 PM. TJNiNtelligible stuff

S PM. DF Clg Bx ax gg to ha
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8.07 P.M. day niger nog df ns t theoldcer for per rtortsnow portsm mouth Portsmouth

via vi pv pv mk hu v ute yesterday ard b ys

8.20 PM. position for vou hu nvc ck 12 ck 12 via paid hu 14 to miss lillian i 23737

the 7 ehave frea capt in I is to n im e drill elr I df dht mrs h c lian s s denver all were

mother ok were cou sea love answer sig. a w burd

8.49 PM. m sg msg arthur d prime hr to get you one sg pullman c 260 260 so so ppg

any any thing new new young ac ac ac pi ex Hy to Pi any this doing ny news if he

ans or not will puwill e senu ur des viod in ae ac couple o

8.40 PM. 5 df. bx pique techca any uss georgia welcomeand congratulations all

well ans a c wenamoher nela press

1 no I hu 7 ck ck dh nv jm acac pv pv to capt capt Staples dk fs of icu e dr dr df

ha rg ok rn any no ny mo ha ax ok ine ax o

8.45 PM. df co dol you lo it me deary wh ell is the ow got got

8.45 PM. rdfd fa fd fd fd a fd fd fa fal st g uok hu hu hu he ft sc cs v pv pv pv pv

pv pv iga ima j op pt pt p u lh 55 ne

8.50 PM. alast time north east storm with rain here how does this come w sgcram pt

pt ps

8.55 PM. p Ok fine tonight better a 1 esd joen him bad that sallr uth tl ax y a 1543

ha ax get home to night hope sec you bri early

9.00 PM. sha sh esha al msg msg ha ha ha al msg s ha ha ha ha p hy sal a west 1 do

dr beau re hu hu hu sk re msg msg hu sk df df df sk sk sk df sk sk sk df

9.10 PM. da ni gl sedaus thou thenbut I hsa he gessi do s hew wa the her (this

came in very faint).

df df df df d c fd msk mas ing have go was summer u send that msg for cedric to

us pise

9.17 P. M. sd u the no the ra ra df ga ga rf t rg da da df da da al da ga gn umbd

bi i e i o istia esoo bystoe f h i ad s and inc int i will will give ok nc nc nc fk

9.30 PM. pj pj pj pj hy hy hy hy pj pj pj pj hy hy hy pj pj pj hy n mec mscmsc

msc st to mr g arid in rde ra i summer wea er g s love bo mo er i ury o c 114 ng 1 b pk

n well summer we mul love the rd i fu this mu ute ur tr mde V V V V V V V V V V

VV V V V V V

9.45 PM. sk df sk df df sk ur ok u sk sk df sk sk df sk sk df df ga ga ga df hy hy

hy hy pj pj hy nd saoin are dou in on b f hy m all sul wh sundaynnu mu pt pt uh

9.50 PM. sd ok ok is make les sw mso at va dc dc dc dc dc dc dc dc dc f a c dc fk so

so so rry sorry not able to work with you you fine fine but but soon soon fresh fresh gc

broke broke in on on f us to o too much much sta OFM UFM twe

9.54 i ad s and ino iut i will will give mk nc nc fk

10 PM. To mrs u o and wsnok ft so b doosechm pm az pm a t hy hy pj ok ok

10.15 PM. Wednesday Wednesday with out stopping her out sd el man hero dc nm

nm ds dc d hk pm ct sohk da d hk pm da cy da da 327327 si cj

10. 15 PM. ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ij ... df df ij da 327 bp bpu i 325 iv ml hy hy

hy pj pv pv pv pv ga ga pj

10.20 PM lo live r hu hu hu p wareless ive all w ma live ru m ma to d dieu huall

received all to live rim no ga ml

10.30 PM. pv pv pv pv pj ga ga nd nd nd ge e pt pj navagst numht north ny rth

longitude it ale fifty fifty eight eight thirty thirty west course one one five ive reea

degrees per per standard ard compas pmdc

10.45 pm. (Received same msg as came at 10.30 PM.)

11.00 I'M. all unintelligible stuff and strong static.

11.14 PM. fi se cd f da d ba david vie da vi diva vo encoy for yet xxxx

11.30 PM. pi mese gen com ga ba ba ga mahs ga

11.40 PM. pj to df (static very strong.)

12.05 PM. umb to boston h got could us ahy mu dy shf who books have some se

U. S. Wireless-Telegraph Station,

Boston, Mass., February 26, 1908.

Sir: In obedience to your order, I respectfully make the following

report in regard to interference with the reception of wireless signals

at this station :

1. Amateur, interference.—This is present at all times, or nearly so,

and ranges from weak signals, which in some cases can be tuned out,

providing the primary sending station's signals are strong or the sta

tion not over 30 miles away, to very strong signals, which cause

destruction to the electroletic points and drown out any other signals.
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These stations are very numerous and constantly increasing in num

ber and strength of signals, and operated almost entirely by people

who simply make it a pastime and delay and prolong far beyond the

necessary time needed for the reception of messages at this station,

and frequently prevent it entirely. Their apparatus is, to a great

extent, manufactured by the Stone Wireless Company, Acme Wire

less Company, Wireless Specialty Company, and other concerns who

make it a business of blinding high-tension apparatus, and are gen

erally tuned to send on or about the navy wave length by engineers

in the employ of some of the above-mentioned companies. Their

power is received from dry cells, storage batteries, and in the cases of

the strongest ones from the regular electric companies, and in the last

cases using the information obtained from several of them. The

power is stolen by the fact that most of them have wires connected

before the wattmeters, and when not sending disconnect the same to

prevent detection by the electric companies.

Since last June, 1908, when the Stone Wireless Company is sup

posed to have undergone some kind of a liquidation, a large amount

of their apparatus was sold at a very small cost by some of their

employees, and is still being sold to some extent, using the informa

tion obtained from J. A. Proctor, Revere Beach, Mass. He obtained

an oil condenser of large size, for transmitting purpose, at no cost at

all, while a large transmitting transformer, of about 3 kilowatts, was

obtained for the very small sum of $45, and was receipted for by the

president of the Stone Wireless Company. This apparatus is now a

source of very much interference, as is also the majority of the rest

that has found its way into the hands of amateur wireless operators.

Some of the amateurs when requested to stay out will do so, while

others will pay no attention at all, while a few will answer by directing

profane and insulting remarks to this station. To some of them it

is considered a lot of fun to annoy and interrupt this station's work,

and when told about it, reply with "Ha, ha." "Beat it, you stiffs,"

and other similar expressions. These amateurs are organized into a

society, and have been advised that there is no law covering their

operations and can not be stopped.

Since the newspapers have published some accounts of their doings,

getting their information mostly from the 88 Broad street, Boston,

Mass., commercial station, and several of their prominent members,

there has been noticed quite a change in some of their operations,

within the past several davs, but as there are a number of new ama

teur stations in course of construction, it will probably be only a

short time before the extreme difficulties will again have to be met.

Some of the amateur operators are exeommercial operators, and are

proficient in operating, while others scarcely know the code at all.

Some of the amateurs use the ofIicial message call (O. F. M.) when

calling each other for practice work. The international distress

call (C. Q. D.) has also been several times heard issued by amateur

stations. The following are the names of some of the most promi

nent amateur operators: J. A. Proctor, Revere Beach, Mass.; A.

Powers, Everett, Mass.; Van Xess and Cheetham, Somerville, Mass.;

J. Terrill, Cambridge, Mass.; Newell Thompson, Brookline, Mass.;

H. Hurd, Lynn, Mass.; Oswald, Hyde Park, Mass. Known experi

menting stations have as yet been no source of trouble, and nave

always remained out when requested.
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2. Interference with hng-di.itance communications with the U. S. 8.

Connecticut.—The principal stations who persisted in interference

during those communications which took place during February 16,

17, and 18, 1909, were Manhattan Beach, Long Island, steamship Ber-

mudian, and several local amateur stations. The interference from

Manhattan Beach, Long Island, was persistent and present during

all the time this station was in communication with the U. S. S.

Connecticut during Februarv 16, 1909. This station was delayed from

9 p. m. until 12 a. m. by Manhattan Beach, Long Island, and steam

ship Bermudian, who refused to stay out at all. When everything

appeared quiet this station would call the U. S. S. Connecticut and

ask the repeating of some of her messages. This was nearly always

followed by Manhattan Beach, Long Island, immediately starting to

call some of their stations, or by sending press news, which would

break up and delay the U. S. S. Connecticut's messages. Some of the

Connecticut's messages, which would ordinarily have taken from ten

to thirty minutes, took longer, and sometimes hours, by those

methods.

Very respectfully, W. V. Albert,

Chief Electrician, U. S. Navy,

In Charge of Station.

Commandant,

Navy- Yard, Boston, Mass.

[First watch, loth, Monday 6.12 p. m.]

7 p. m. about 6 going PG Boston calling Connecticut until 7.5 p. m.

7.5 p. m. All well DB and DF hr inp Ust Wednesday seven hr sg a to ("apt int

BD you can get us or me DF DF SC SC SC DR DR dh & dh ga ge

nd nd HU ga Be IP IP hr OFM HU HU HU Bound for Hampton

Roads DC DC HU HU GA Montana Sig HU

7.10-7.17 p. m. D C DC hr OFM To Snerry Connecticut Position of 3rd squadron 8

pm DF DF AC AO Maine New Hampshire M — ss BD

BDBI) DF DF DF Ga Ga DF.

7.18 p. m. Continual calling Kearsarge and Chester 7-20 pm

7.21 p. m. to 7.2r> p. m. Marsha 11 IP IPga ga BD BD DF DF DFDFDF BDBDBD

7.25 p. m. HU HUHUHU MX MX please answer wwev we diamond shoals

lightship.

7.30 p. m. PG Boston to fk Idaho until 7.35 pm.

7.37 p. m. hr DM calling listen for them most some one trying out there spark

about 3 going now will ask her to S S S S S red meters test test sig Cram

s s s s s New York.

7.40 p. m. BD to Manhattan beach continually.

7.53. OFM TO ( apt Stuart Manhattan beach again DF DF DF BD BD BD

one for montana expect to anchor between 7-8 am please have General — DF DF

DF BDHDBD sig, capt Marshall.

7.57 p. m. DF DF DF BD BDBD int

8 p. m. If you can get New again S S S S S S PT PTPTPT six hundred meters

V V V V V V V V V V and test at eight sig Cram.

PT PTPTPTPTPTPTPTPT

8.5 p. m. about 6 going nothing doing in the receiving line.

8 till 8.10 p. m. Fall River Boats PJ PJ PV BN PV Wind North East 4 fog Mod sea

PJ PV PV UN OK. DF DF Manhattan Beach again AX atlantic city

8.12 p. m. qp no he would not answer

QPQP

8.15 p. m. ND about 4 going NDND MX MX OFM ) )

) ) ) North Carolina number - - Int - - expectd to between seven

and eight am general about ndnd Manhattan Beach int hr No

1 DH DH To Mrs continual breaking in
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8.20—8.25 p. m. BD BDBDBDBD DF DFDF Manhattan beach

8.30 p. m. Portsmouth PCPCPCPC Have twice mentioned you here but said it

was Deforrest set well stone is still at work probably too much interference to hear

your answer Sig Cram New York, FT PTPTP

8.40 p. m. Atlantic City to Ca ('a Ca ('a.

8.45 p.m. IP IP IP And Manhattan Beach and Fire Island IP IP

8.50 to 9 p. m. Continual interference can make nothing out.

9. p. m. till 9.3 p. m. Too much interference MK MKMK Fire Island.

9.3 p. m. 9-5 p. m. Boston mass to Idaho continued calling.

9.5 p. m. Ga position hr No 2 Paid and Paid 15 to PJ PJ PJ PJ

Point Judith OK No MX from Fall river

boats to Point Judith How is the weather east west Point Judith PJ PJ PJ PJ BN

BN MD MDMDM DC DC DF DF DCDC CW CW Hr OFM To Sperry report by

Wireless for official public names of officers DCDC Parade int

continual breakingin PC Portsmouth 75 answer to Henry D Ward

Jam Annapolis To E II Phinney Miss-ouri have story of trip from GI meet you sig

Paine.

9.20 p. m.To Admiral Sperry Old New England extends over seas to you and the

men under your command do you hear the KG KG kearsarge home

would appreciate the B Boston Jour that will be Lat

Ga shore Hv HU GA GA MX

9.20 p. m.Iiu PR Fire Island calling Idaho Sc SCSCSC SKSK DF Manhattan

Beach Idaho please answer Fire Island

9.30 p. m. DR DR DR to SK SK

9.35 p. m. SGSC DR DR Fire Island calling Idaho please answer, hr No 1 pv

paid 50 & 30 Newport reading room? Have coopers coat will expect you send mine

New York Sig Benjamin.

9.45 p. m. Manhattan Beach calling DBDB, Yankton calling Connecticut, static

strong toMMaine Now edge received OK NI) PJ Carrying

out your orders continued interference Fog

10.5 p^m. - about 6 going HC HC HC DF DFD DF DF DF

PS PS PS Shi]) documents 8 parcels on your dispatches for

not on will first mail Chase.

10.15. PS PS DF DF DF

10.20 p. m. Ps Ps To DF Manhattan Beach DH DH NY 15 continued interference.

10.25 p. m. Continued jam Manhattan Beach and Philadelphia Pa., static strong

regular

10.35. OK OK OK OK SX SX SX DF Manhattan beach.

10.45 to 10.47 p. m. Nothing doing HR

10.47 to 11 P. m. Continued interference from Boston station New York and Fire

Island. S S Providence and PH PH Cape Cod

10.5 to 11.15 p. m. Navy Yard ships will send sail

S battle S to the Int Providence and Pv and HY Con

necticut Vermont Louisiana Wisconsin Illinois Kearsarge and Kentucky

make from ships only that may Da Da Da DA DF Man

hattan Beach FKFK Idaho repeat U NI) int ference

DF DF To fire island interference is fierce please repeat that again

11.22 p. m. Jm Hr No 6 ars-sar mea- - r - st NY DH & DH VVVVVVVV VVV

DX are AD AD DF DF interference DF DF DF BD BDBD

11.30 p. m. Pr To Idaho please repeat that again and dont send each word twice

DF DF AX AX the interference here is fierce, and static is bad. DF DF AX

AX gaga about 3 going now.

11.55 p. m. Pr to Idaho PGtoDC calling

interference about 6 going PR to FK continual interference.

[From 12 a. m. Monday until 6 a. m. February 15. O D on watch.]

From 12 a.m to 12.06 a.m. PR calling FK.

12.10 a.m., p pd ago cb dine th r sic all well ind aphy to gim 11 ge pt di wr phiowist

argart a ok ok ese po gg a pm povin frist rg have ying trir me ly fine weather to he

yours will berit wessi in nbos x rept pt ga (Static so strong it was impossible to get

any more)

12.30 a.m. until 12 -35 a.m. Pr calling 1J.

12.40 until 12.50. Marconi boat calling Msk and msc.

1 a.m. until 1.10 a. m. fk calling 1J.

1.10 a.m. 1.18 a.m. FK calling DC. OK OK OK GA GA GA OK OK ur posi

tion GA GA GA GA GA OK OK OK O?, DC DC DC FK FK FK.
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1.20 a.m. until 1.30 a.m. PJ calling PV an asking him adad ga.

1.37 a.m. FK calling dc, all okok but after eight eight PMPM eight GAGAGA

after eight eight PM PM, ga ga DC DC DC FK FK FK.

1.50 a.m. mk calling PC AND pr (could not make out what he said)

1.55 a.m. until 2-15 a.m. static too strong to get any thing.

2.35 a.m. Pr calling fk.

Static so strong could not read any thing.

3.45 a.m. M no no g ok rd rd time here fg press time here fc with time here fg press

mgg.

From 3.50 until 6 a.m. static too strong to read any one.

[Tuesday 12.6 a. m.]

Messages and signals intercepted on watch from 12 midnight to 6 am February 16

1909.

12 to 6. Heavy static interference, only strongest sparks distinguishable. Heard

following stations and ships during watch: Manhattan Beach (DF), Fire Island (PR),

Boston (PG), Norfolk (QL), Cape Henlopen (PX), Point Judith (PJ) Fall River Line,

Massie Station, Name unknown (MC). U. S. S. Maine (HC) U. S. S. Idaho (FK),

U. S. S. Yankton (MK), U. S. S. Chester (CV), U. S. S. Salem (KG), S. S. Providence

(PV), S. S. Plymouth (HY), S. S. Amerika (DDR), Siasconsett (MSC).

12.10. FK to PR: xx The following ships will send battallions to attend

inauguration parade March 4th: Connecticut, Vermont, Georgia, Louisiana, Wis

consin, Illinois, Kearsage, Connecticutxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxexenoxxid godiaxxxx

tom — ia — oral haskxxxl —1 — Illinois Kearsage and Kentucky dela—

xxtail made made made from to dm— eight eight ships ships only only

in in order order that order xxxxthe remainder remainder may may proceed proceed

with inspection inspectionxxxxxmorxxraryitinerary for for fleet between

March fifteenth fifteenth and September September first first andxxxxxxxxincluding

including xxxx x tactics tactics xx r-c-is es xxllers isco- -and copt om plit of

xxoom xxrec xxbattle date le x manget har get brae ces practices target practices

have been prepared, sig. Sperry Sperry.

1.05. PV PV PV PV PJ PJ PJ PJ ND ND AD AD GAGA PJ. PJ PJ PJ PV PV

OK OK ND ND.

1.10. Solid interference by static and several stations sending at once, nothing dis

tinguishable for half hour.

1.40. FK FK FK FK FK FK PR PR PR YES YES YES OK OKOK YES YES

YES ALL OK OK WILL WILL SL XXX OK onp xx f xxf pos nf ok. PR PR PR

PR FK FK OK OK OK TNX TNX p xxg north 484 FK PR.

1.50. xxxxxxxxyep ok yes xxxxx ug h nd stand by PR DC DC DC DC DC DC DC

FK KK FK YOUR msg dot to xxxxx FK now vou can xxxxx achank e on that ons

one h xxxxxxxxx MC MC MC MC PJ PJ MC MC MC PJ PJ PJ ord xx nt 11 cd NY

NY NY NY NY DF DF DF.

2. msg mag xxxxx pe it5 xxxhm to DF DF DF DA DA GA call xxxxxxxxx

DA xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

2.15. xxxxxxx received following xxxx r g h mm culgoa on 15th instant 15th

instant at noon position xxxx 433 wnorth 433 north 6(il3 west arrive xxxport nxxw

wdng b norhing sig ned xxxball also r xxxx twed wollxxxing Irs mosag near g y to mon

15 noto asema marags erri sr ive dond u wednesday p sag bethmada daark to nf au

present wp ssl at xxxxxxxx o 5 west xxxxxx 10 s first key comxxx g d gad pis nm

at mc.

2.25. QU QU QU QU QU QU QU QU QU QU QUXOFM OFM OFM OFM OEM

MK MK MK MK QU QU QU QU QU NK MK MK MK OFM OFM OEM MK MK

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

2.30. KG KG KG KG KG KG KG FK FK FK say om I think your gap is too high

close it a little more and use some more juice your spark is very ragged and you come

in strong some times and die out at others xxxxxxxxx y got scratches of it after words

here and there pis send heavy so it wont die out ga try agn KG FK.grme ad fd pt

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

2.40. PR PR PR gm urnte if ha that xxxxxx k and positions of of fleet and

u p c oqu to the nov atoin ofm dc that the dept was dxxxxx g abt the arad pt kaxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx KG KG KG KG KG FK FK FK C lose it a little more pis ehn xxx

xxxxxxPR PR PR HC nC HC HC sav om gon xxx did u g it o off then ga pr he

2.45. KG KG KG KG KG FK FK FK I dont think the trouble is with gap put it

back same place and try to raise your voltage pis dont understand what it is bk bk

rec min HC HC HC HC he he he he he fk fk fk ofm ofm ho he he he fk fk fk fk fk

2.55. KG KG KG KG KG PR PR PR KG KG KG PR PR C js js wdods you get

ga ga js js js KG KG KG
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2.58. DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC GA GA G A PG PG

PGBPG PG

3. MC MC MC MC MC PJ PJ PJ PJ MC MC MC MC MC PJ PJ PJ PJ PV PV

PV PV PV PVPVPV PV PY PJ PJ PJ PJ PV PV PV PV PJ PJ.

3.05. CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ DDR DDR DDR DDR QCQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ

DDR DDR DDR DDR CQ CQ CQ CQ CQ CQCDR DDR DDR DDR DDR.

MC MC MC MC MC MC PJ PJ PJ PJ MCAgain and ga cxxx nj? msg msg idc xxxxxx

xxxxxFK MSK MSE MSE MSE MSE DDR DDR DDR MC MC MC MC PG GA

MINT MINT GK PJ PJ PJ 236 xxxxxxxx did u get position of u oe the xxxxoxxxx

xxxxxxxpg did u getol d k he hope df sk2 KG is talking with wi xx (Static static)

xxxxx g sk sk df df he he he he df df ofm ofm ofm to Maine HC will will you you

kindly keep xxxxxxgive it us your ubon did xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

3.16. HC HC HC HC HC HC HC HC HC HC FK FK FK FK XXXXXXXXXXX

XXXX an answer to that mge that I sent you B. . HC HC HC HC HC HC HC HC HC

FK FK FK FK HC HC have vou an answer to that my msg

3.20. DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC FK FK FK FK FK FK je je sorry sorry missed

you static static so strong I cant read you axxxxx k xxxxxxak away d here adm xxxx

those xxx will you try agn pis send repeat each word a few times pis DC DC DC DC

DC DC DC FK FK FK FK B

3.25. DC DC DC DC DC FK FK FK that is fine if it only xxxxxe ans ron xxxx

that way send f xxxxxxxxxxxxx get it 1 xxxx ga FK

3.35. DC DC DC DC DC DC DC FK FK FK FK FK DC DC DC DC DC DC DC

FK Je je je juru xx ble v we must try p stunt send the words three an xxxx saves msg

one send it again three times DC DC DC FK FK FK B

DC DC DC DC DC FK FK FK Static bad again it it thoxxxx ga xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxx

3.50. GD GD GD GD GD GD GD GDMK MK MK MK IF u ga with it MK MK

MK. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxSTATIC STATIC XXXXXXXXXXXX

4. DC DC DC zxxxxxxxont aware hoc xx and rc static too strong xxxxxxxx

4.05. hr xxxx df ofm to xxxxxxunere xxxxxxxdc clear and pleasant gettle nwly

xxxxxbreeze sea smooth barometer 3066 and and steady thermometer 62 sg Helm.

DC DC DC FK FK FK.

4.20. xxxxxxxxxxxx yes ncokv ths bf dr do send any tonight or else r him i didnt

get any tug ht HC HC HC HC FK FK FK FK FK MIN min DC DC DC DC DC FK

FK XXxxx what did u say gagaga DC DC DC FK FK FK give stwn PJ PJ PJ PJ

PJ PJ PJ PJ PJ PJ that I am working xxxxxDC up to

4.30. DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC DC PG PG PG PG PG PG

ga |ga ga 'ga ga dc dc dc dc dc dc pg pg pg pg pg dc dc pg pg

DC DC DC DC DC DC DC QL QL QL QL QL QL QL DC DC DC OFM OFaM

4.35. MC MC MO MC MC MC MC PJ PJ PJ PJ PJ xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

4. 40. fk fk fk fk pg pg pg pgpg pg gq ga ga fk fk fk pg pg

4.55. dc dc dc dc dc dc pr pr pr pr pr msg msg msg comdr comdr DC DC DC PR

PR PR PR ARXXXXXXXXXMC MC MC MC MC PJ

5.20. xxxxxstaticxxxxxdg dg r pr pr ur spk dies out and loots xxxx didnt get u dg

dg dg.

5.40. HY HY HY HY HY HY HY HY HY IIY HY PJ dg dg dg dg dg pr pr pr ur

spark dies out xxxxxxxxow pv pc pv pv SW

[6.12 p. m., Tuesday, February 16.]

6.50 p. m. AD AD GA GA MK PXPXPX 30 KHS MLLMS NOONML MOON

THMXX UORT XXSEVENTEEN MAC XXSLS T H TRUL SLEED THM SEVEN

TEEN O SLEED.

7. CAPE HENLOPEN CALLING YANKTON

7.03. CALLED LIGHT SHIP WHO ANSWERED NOTHING DOING.

7.10. MHA CALLING MSC (SIASCONSET). MSC MHA NO 1SNELLING

AND CO. ORPORAN XXXX OUS AVE XXXX MY LIFEXXX TO GEORGE

J ROBERTS XXXXXXX SEA CORPORATION XXXXXSK OK SSN A VEL 330

TO CHAS W. WELSH XXX CH TNOT XXX GOD BLESS XXXXX LOU TILL

XXX BEAUTY GRAPES WINE FLOW FREELYXXXX ALL LOVELY B

XXX TO GLASS XXX GO CHASE XX SELF SHU 550TST NEW YORK ROBERT

GEORGE XXX ASS XXX OKE SSN OTA ABOMS OBTS BRADDY.

7.15. 11COLLECT BOSTON MASS FOGGY AND RAIN EXPECT TO DOCK

TOMORROW BOSTON THURSDAY XXXXXXBRADLEYXXXXX FINE

WEATHER DONT THINK LOVE TO AL GRECE.

7.25. MDK CALLING MSC (SIASCONSET). TIME REPEAT YOUR NO

FIVE DK MSC MSC TIME OK SIX MSG
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7.30. MSC OK OK RD RD AD XXX SCF SHNA J ME AIKEN SE XX MRS

VANDERXX ON SOE AGE MANY HAPPY RETURNS OF THE DAY

STEEVENS 30

7.33. FD AND MANY HAPPY RETURNS OK THE DAY XXX DOWN OUNE

STORM HAVE NO ADVANCING WE HAVE ARK MURPHY AAN GUGGEN-

HEIMER MRE MARY H CARPENTER

7.35. XXXXX ADVISE WHEN WE HEARD ANY XXXX FD FD MSC MSC

XXX ORK T MR XXX TICE T T GEN HOPE THAT YOU HAD A PLEASANT

JOURNEY.

7.40. MSC(SIASCONSET) FD (MANHATTAN BEACH)AND PJ (POINT

JUDITH) ALL SENDING NOTHING DISTINGUISHABLE.

7.45. MLL CALLING MSC MSG MSG MSG NO 3 RUBENSTEIN XXX THIRD

AVE NEW YORK AUF DEM SCHIFFE M1TTWOCHXXX UIER ZU KOMMEN.

TYE TYE TYE DF DF DF DF DF P R PR PR NAVE AND GET YOU FINE

TAKE IT SLOWER

7.50. NOTHING DISTINGUISHABLE.

7.55. SU IF YOU REQUIRE TS I'M MK MK MK PR PR TY XXX DIED NO

XXXXAT ECXXX ARGE PD PUNDNF MA OK OK OK

8.00. XXX FIRE ISLAND CALLING MANHATTAN BEACH

8.05. CULGOA CALLING LIGHT SHIP NAVY XXXX MATEONXXXX

NAVY DEPT. MU XXXXXl ULGOA WHIT XXXXAL NEW PORT XXXORT

MORNING SIG XXXX ATT G NM NM GD GD Gl) 30.

8.07. NEW YORK CALLING MANHATTAN BEACH.

8.10. MF XXX IT IS NEWPORT NEWS NOT NEWPORT XXX GA PT XXX

MAL MAL OK OK MAL KING XX LLUDED TO RECENE XXX ALFONSO

XXXX WAS G F FUND XXXX WAS GF PX PD NM TWENTY FIVE DOLLARS

EACH XXX MANUAL.

8.15 to 8.25. UNABLE TO DISTINGUISH ANY THING.

8.25. OBSTRUCTION IN THE CHANNEL BUOY TO HA XXX SIG XXX DI

DUN T WE ALL GOT TO BE MLL CALLING MSK.

8.30. MSK MSK OK NINE MSG GD BIV DY A SNE SNE SNE MSK MSK FD

FD FD Pr (FIRE ISLAND) CALLING GD (CULGOA) XXXX I THINK TO

MORROW. HY (PLYMOUTH) CALLING PJ (POINT JUDITH) ASK IF ANY

THING DOING ND ND ND WIND NORTH EAST AND MISTING.

8.30 to 8.45. VERY STRONG STATIC DISTURBANCE COULD NOT READ

ANY THING.

8.45. XXX MAXIMUM 38 Bar 29.3 XXXXXX

8.53. MHA CALLING MSC MSG MSG XXXX GEO. E. W1LKS 128 BROADWAY

NEW YORK PLEASE MEET US AT DOCK ALL WELL AND HAPPY. SIG

GEORGE NM NM MHA.XXXXX NEXT TIME YOU SEND THAT GET AN AX

AND BUST ITXXXXX GTH U HAMXXXX HELLO POLLY HOW ARE YOU-

KOT XXXX DONT GET YOU PLEASE REPEAT

8.55. XXXXXXA CHANGE ME ONE THERE XXXXACH SNOW HAVE ME

GOOD AND APL XXX GOOD LUCK ML ML ML ML OK OK OK TELL HIM

NOT TO WORRY. XXXXX

9.00. US ESS SENT IT TO NY COULD U GET IT FROM HIMXXXX MSC

HOW DO U GET ME

9.02. CALLE LIGHT SHIP NO ANSWER XXXXXFIRST BATTALION

CONNECTICUT XXXX

9.05. STRONG STATIC IIY CALLING PJ GA GA GA XXX MAY SEND IT TO

MSC XXX AND SOME WAY OR OTHER GN NE TELL US THE WEATHER

XXXX NAVY MEN MAKING TOO MUCH NOISE CANT READ U RPT

9.10. STRONG STATIC DISTURBANCE

9.18. TO SEND ONY XXX TRY AND GET IT TO HIM XXXX NY NY NY

PU PU PL EE SS BD W'EST BD WEST

9.20. STATIC DISTURBANCE

9.30. PP IG XXXX BUT YOU COME IN WEAK LET A LITTLE IN.XXXXHY

CALLING PJ.

9.35. SRE ARTEEN XXXXLI LI LI LI PR PR PR PR LI PI

9.40 to 9.50. MLL CALLING MSC

9.55. TE MNS MRS PLEAT XXX MRS PLEAT XXX SIG NINK SEND XX

MAPLE XXX BOY UD NOWXXX FD FD FD FD FD FD FD PR PR PR PR.

10.00. CALLED LIGHT SniP DID NOT ANSWER.

10.00. NA GA AS ARLE DECOMD A ML ML ML AND URTEDEEF BING GA

WORD AFTER XXX WORD AFTER MAN XXXX

10.05. CALLED LIGHT SHIP AGAIN THEY ANSWERED BUT COULD

NOT READ THEM EVERYBODY GOING
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10.05 to 10.15. STRONG STATIC

10.20. RCU CALLING PR WHAO ANSWER NOTHING DOINGXXXX

WALLING XXXX WALLING WILL BE RELIEVED OF HIS COMMAND ON

ACCOUNT OF XXXX

10.30. IIY (PLYMOUTH) CALLING I S ANSWERED THEM BUT COULD

NOT READ ACCOUNT OF XXXXXSENT STORM WARNING BROAD CAST.

10.35. IIY CALLED AGAIN BUT COULD NOT GET THEM GOOD

LEAGUE ISLAND CALLS CAPE IIENLOPEN AND ASKS ANY THING

DOING

10.38 to 10.47. ADJUSTING DETECTOR.

10.49. BG CALLING MSC.

10.52. BOSTON CALLING 1SAXXXXXXX WILL BE HERE UNTIL TOMOR

ROW NIGHT CAN U COME ALWAYS GLAD TO SEE U

11.00. CALLED LIGHT SHIP BUT COULD NOT GET THEM BY CALLING

PJ.XXX BY AND BY NY WILL TAKE IT XXX PD AND PD TY TO XXXX

TOMORROW

11.05. PJ CALLED IIY

11.07. PR CALLING YANKTON OFM .

11.12. MHA CALLING MSC XXX MAIL XX DO U GET THIS GOOD XXX

GET IT.

11.15 to 11.20. STRONG STATIC DISTURBANCE

11.20 OK OK Ok TIRED OUT GN GN GN XXXX

PR CALLING YANKTON OFM OFM UNTIL 11.30

11.30. PX CALLING CONNECTICUT UNTIL 11.40

11.40. AX (ATLANTIC CITY) CALLING US ANSWERED THEM NOTHING

DOING DID YOU PICK UP THE FLEET YET. Answered them no tooo much

BUTTING IN

11.50. TO Midnight strong static disturbance.

[Wednesday, 12 to 6 a. ra. watch. Feb. 17. 1909.]

12.09 am. Boston calling New Y'ork; this evening got you fine PG PG PTPT - -

12.15 am. #2 get int yes everything ok here int enjoying yourself love sig duckee

12.20 am. To U. S. S" Culgoa fm Wash, via New York, ofm ofm fm QI via PT int int

deliver intint cushion confirm, isg Mc Lein Hrvsti fm QI via Pt to int int baltimore

improving slowly three int underway sig J J Lipp ga more

12.25 am. To Boston fm Connecticut. Hr Ofm int third battalion th stop comdr

eath int ? ga company comdrs stop int int safe and well int

12.30 am. Sn ? fm PD. S S Sarnia from PD(?) yes safe and well dinner a great

success SN PD bo

12.33 am. S S Prince Albert to (HJ) int today fine biz tonight with PD best regards,

sg Murphy

12.35 am. To S S Hamburg fm RN int int to Harrv C Daniels, int int int

12.35 a. m. SM SM SM PD PD PD several going at once.

12.40 a. m. int int full full of int int camp elliott panama int seventy district-one

sargeant and four privates for Portsmouth int int ijt intint

12.43 a. m. hamburg from Sarnia. To Mrs C. L. Blair Children arrived at school.

12.45. As above to 0 C G NY Ok dh rm SN PD. Brazos will leave noon tomorrow.

Sg Opr.

12.50. Amerika fm PD. good int stop were answer

12.58. To PD from I)K: your msgs not finish ga ga Stop omitted

12.59. DF from PD Ships documents and parcels omitted int int

1.03. Connecticut called Boston.

1.12. Sarnia calling siasconset:

1.18. Sarnia calling Kaiserin Augusta Victoria:

1.30. PD calling Sakaponac. To E G Bruckman: Close m223.6 531.8 WH Pds.

up 105.8

1.36. Boston to Connecticut: Ok all but one word in the third battalion Georgia

word after adjutant ga ga word after adjutant Georgia.

1.37. boston from Connecticut: ok hr is wd, ad] ecgy ecgy ecgy battalion georgia

comdr ecgy eomassary , surgeon-further

1.40. Conn from boston: Ok hr ofm to int assoc. Press.

1.46. boston from Connecticut : Hr 24.49 west 122o miles from Cape Henry smooth

sea fine weather all well sup- int int

1.50. df calling da:

1.52. PD to DF : int int #229 int intAve New Orleans/La. .

2.05. Atlantic City to Sagaponak:

2.14. PD to Sagaponak ok ok.
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2.18. DF to Pd : calling

2.22. Dka.to Sagaponak: #11 West 113 at: All well int itu Much love . .

2.25. DKA To MSC: Calling and communicating .

2.35. From Ba Sc : Hearty welcome home Hope you have much joy at old point

Comfort. Answer.

2.37. BN calling Point Judith.

2.45. DA to PD : ? Did not get it. Ga agn pis.

3.00. Amerika to Siasconset: Name of men to fight. Will open at boston. Arrive

in Boston all well. DKA.

3.0!). Same. To mre. ???? big 1133 Broadway NY CTY. int Boston will see yo

Thursday all well. Donegan. DKA. to MSC.

3.11. OFM TO Maine: Request that searchlight be flashed westward occasionally.

Sg Wilson. CHESTER.

3.45. ?? ? Where are you now: From Culgoa to N. Carolina.

3.47. N. Carolina to Culgoa: We are in roads and been hearing . . . int int

3.49. Culgoa to X. Carolina: OKOK We are out at sea somewheres wait a minute

and I will lind out where from the Capt.

3.52. To yankton from N. Carolina. Well will be on the job in a minute.

3.57. Siasconset from RD: calling

4.20. Wn BN. ok tnx, this is the puritan and-int

4.35. Wn df tnx. calling

4.37. Boston calling Connecticut. .

4.45. Boston calling Connecticut.

4.50. ? ? ofm to Yankton fm? Rough sea speed about 5 knots about 4 am int

weather improving.

4.57. Amerika calling Siasconset: OK thanks about mail. DKA

5.13. Connecticut calling Boston: AD AD.?

5.23. HM calling New York (Com Sta)

5.43. HM calling New York (Com Sta)

5.46. Caronia calling Siasconset.

6.00. Hamburg calling general call.

6.05. HM to New York (Com Sta) int int i dont know when int int.

6.06. Hamburg calling Siasconset.

6.30. 1. Light ship S85 German tank str. bd west at 11.30 pm.

2. To C E Jones, Principal, Brockton business school, Brockton mass. Will

meet payments next month. Sg. W. F. Reynolds

3. To Mrs. L. C. Nickerson, #916 Broadway Denver Colo. . Reed ur postal

Am well Is there any chance of ur getting this far east? I shall probably

not get ashore until March 6

Sig Billy

Treasury Department,

Office of the Secretary,

Washington, December SI, 1909.

Hon. Ernest W. Roberts,

House of Representatives, Washington , D. C.

Sir: Replying to your letter of the 20th instant, there is forwarded

herewith excerpts from the wireless logs of revenue cutters showing

cases of interference in the transmission of wireless messages.

Respectfully,

Charles D. Norton,

Acting Secretary.

EXCERPTS FROM THE "WIRELESS LOOS-' OK REVENUE CUTTERS RELATIVE TO INTER

FERENCE IN THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES BY AMATEURS AND OTHERS.

Log of the Androscoggin.

Feb. 20,1909. "Lots of interference in talk to Gresham."

Mar. 26, 1909. "Interference too much to get weather report."

Apr. 14,1909. "No time signals account of interference.

Apr. 17,1909. "Hear amateur signing BI. Considerable interference all day."

Apr. 19, 1909. "Hear two amateurs signing J and WN; make plenty of interference."
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Apr. 22, 1909. "Amateur stations heard all day, signing BI, J, ISF, and WN; create

considerable interference."

Apr. 25, 1909. "Amateur sians BI, calling Androscoggin coming into Portland, sig

naling OFM (official message). After answering him he asks oui

previous whereabouts and for general information concerning the

trip, but I refused answer."

May 10, 1909. "Was unable to copy message on account of strong interference from

amateurs signing JF and JO."

June 14,1909. "Unable to copy weather forecast on account of interference from

amateurs signing BI and JC."

July 20,1909. "Unable to copy weather forecast on account of interference from

amateur station at naval reserves."

Aug. 25, 1909. "Time signals not received OK on account interference from two

amateur stations."

Sept. 19,1909. "Hear amateur signing WH calling BM; considerable interference;

was unable to hear regular signals."

Log of the Gresham.

Jan. 26,1909. "Charleston and Portsmouth stations said they heard Gresham send

ing while assisting steamer Republic and that they were interfered

with by the amateurs of Boston, lleard some of the amateurs going

during the evening."

Feb. 3,1909. "Tried to get Portsmouth and Charlestown, but was too much inter

ference."

Feb. 4,1909. "Tried to get Portsmouth and Charlestown, but was too much inter

ference."

Feb. 9, 1909. "Tried to get Portsmouth to inquire about the Androscoggin, but

there was interference during the entire evening."

Feb. 14,1909. "Much interference by amateurs."

Feb. 15,1909. "So much interference it was impossible to get a whole message

from anyone."

Feb. 25,1909. "So much interference that communication during the evening was

prevented."

Mar. 13, 1909. "Called Cape Ood and Androscoggin several times, but so many were

sending could get neither of them."

Mar. 28,1909. "Some of Boston amateurs sending various times during forenoon."

Mar. 29, 1909. "Heard lots of amateurs going all day."

Mar. 30, 1909. "Heard nothing but amateurs who were going all day."

Mar. 31,1909. "Several amateurs during the evening. "

Apr. 1, 1909. "Much interference from amateurs, who are becoming numerous. "

Apr. 2, 1909. "Heard some few amateurs. "

Apr. 3,1909. " Heard various amateurs all the forenoon. "

Apr. 7,1909. "Considerable interference by amateurs. "

Apr. 25, 1909. "Several wireless amateurs working during the forenoon. "

May 2,1909. "Heard several amateurs sending during the day. "

May 4, 1909. "A number of wireless amateurs sending during evening. "

May 5, 1909. "Heard several wireless amateurs during day. '

May 6, 1909. "Considerable interference from amateurs during evening. "

May 7, 1909. "Heard a number of wireless amateurs during the day. "

May 8, 1909. "Considerable interference from amateurs. "

May 9.1909. "Heard a number of amateurs during the day. "

May 30, 1909. "Heard a number of wireless amateurs sending during the forenoon. "

June 1, 1909. "Considerable interference from wireless amateurs."

June 6, 1909. " Interference from amateurs. "

Nov. 13, 1909. "Heard a number of wireless amateurs during the day. "

Nov. 14, 1909. "Heard a number of wireleas amateurs during the day. "

Nov. 26, 1909. "Amateur interference very bad during the eveniug. "

Nov. 27,1909. "Interference from amateurs very bad. "

Nov. 28, 1909. "Interference from amateurs very bad during afternoon and evening. "

Nov. 29, 1909. "Interference from amateurs during afternoon very bad. "

Ix>g of the Itasca.

Apr. 16,1909. "Weather report busted to-day. Somebody's spark being tested

while QI (Washington) was sending it."

20560—10 10
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Log of the McCulloch. ,

Mar. 12, 1909. "Could hear PM (Eureka) sending, but local stations drowned him

out."

May 14, 1909. ''Amateur station using call letters TM at Santa Barbara called us.

We started ship's generator at 2 p. m. ; called TM (Point Loma Naval

Station). They answered us at 2.10 p. m.; said they didn't call

us; requested amateur station to use different call letters."

May 21, 1909. "Called SF, PH and TH. Every time 1 listened for response local

amateur stations began sending. Amateur station using call letters

DM at San Pedro sending articles on Boer war from magazine from

8 to 9.45 p. in. Unable to test out on account of interference

caused by amateur stations practicing."

Nov. 4, 1909. "3.20 p. m. called Tl, sent him an official message; when I listened

in for acknowledgment or OK for our message, CH (United Wireless

Telegraph Co.'s San Francisco station) operator CX, maliciously

broke in on us and said 'We will show RCH (McCulloch) that our

spark is stronger than his and drown him out.' 3.35 p. m. told CH

to please keep out, as our message was a rush government message.

He said, 'You needn't think vou are so damned much; wait until

4 p. m.' His station being the stronger TI received our message

at 4.10 p. m."

Log of the Onondaga.

Apr. 26,1909. "Trying to work with QK but N breaks me intentionally. Have had

this trouble with him before with official work."

Apr. ,.27, 1909. "Experienced great difficulty iu getting message through as N inter

feres intentionally."

Apr. 28,1909. "N is doing unnecessary work using ship's name."

May 9, 1909. "N is interfering with mv official business."

May 18,1909. "N is continually interfering and telling everybody that he will fix

me."

May 19, 1909. "N interferes intentionally so that I can not work."

May 21, 1909. "N interfering intentionally."

May 26,1909. "Doing work with great difficulty as N is interfering intentionally."

Log of the Yamacratp.

May 18, 1909. "Amateurs in."

May 20, 1909. "Amateurs in."

May 21, 1909. "WD and AW in all day, holding down key; impossible to read any

one."

May 22,1909. "WD holding key down."

June 3,1909. "Someone in with a hissing spark holding key down. P by QI

impossible to work."

June 6,1909. "At 12 noon hear MA calling CQD. Answer him and ask him for

his position and trouble. He says, 'Gee, did some one finally

answer.' Says he is OK, no trouble, and his position is at noon

242 south of the Hook. Ask him why he used CQD; says 'for fun,'

so some one would answer him."

Sept. 6, 1909. "Amateur busting me up. Ask him to please keep out a minute.

Cusses me out. Amateur GW."

Oct. 18,1909. "FA lost propeller blades; call for her correct position, but QL and

FO will still persist in breaking me up. Finally, after eight trials,

get position. During the CQD signals, QL, JR, and FO broke up

everything."
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United Wireless Telegraph Company,

Boston, May 27, 1909.

Mr. H. J. Hughes,

Superintendent United Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir: Lately we have been exercising so much difficulty

getting our messages through account amateur interference due to a

few who absolutely refuse to give way to the commercial stations, I

have -copied the following conversations, etc., which I respectfully

submit for your information: Amateur station "K," owned by Mr.

Wood, which is located on the Brenford Apartments, Cambridge,

Mass., having a capacity of about one kilowatt, is continually call

ing ships, commercial and navy stations. When any of the above

come in on him he will use language which is not fit to print, and if

he continues to persist in calling names to operators, as ne has done

heretofore, I would not be surprised if one of them settled this matter

with him personally. .On May 26 he sent the following to "VD,"

another amateur station:

Say what is your chemistry recitation on this p. m. "VD" 3 A. Wait a minute

and I will see. Chemistry on Boron thro iodine. I did'nt get all you said. I will

listen some night and see who butts in lint. It is either "UN" or "PG", I can't

tell which so 1 will have to lay for them. I think it is that little cuss at "BN " that

makes the most trouble; someone butts in any way and as for holding up messages

let them wait, I do. "R" 3. Well I will see you about it later, I must go to lunch so

GB. "VD"3.

May 17th: 8.00 p. m. to 9.40 p. m. "DK" and "HE" two station of over one K. "

talkingabout variousthingthat did not amount to anything. Just before they stopped

one said to the other "Weil old man we have had the air all night." They both

thought it was a pretty good joke.

9.40 to 9.50 p. m. Clapp and Eastham were testing transformers. The S. S. Oscar

2nd was calling this station from 2.00 p. m. till 8.00 p. m. Ilis signals were coming

in here verv loud but could not work him on account this interference.

Mav lOlh: 7.30 p. "DK" calling "HE"

8.00 p. "SK" and "\VH " working.

8.15 p. "SK" and "SW" working.

9.15 p. "AR" calling "SK"

9.30 p. "R" and "RE" working.

9.40 p. "BC" "AY" "WH" "SW" "OS" "US" "DK" all in till 10/15 p.

10.15 p. "BC"and"WH" Get you fine old man. W ould you buy a pair of gold

diaphrams if you could get them cheap. Whois"SW" "Hill of Arlington." "flow

do you like my new spark." "Get you fine." "How do you get me now." "Get

you like a ton of bricks." "Say old man what is Duchanne doing now. Give him

my best regards if you see him." "Duchanre is quite fine. Send a little slower, I

did not get all you "said . "OK. OK. What is he doing now davs? " "He is going

to college." Who is "SK." "He is Crocker of Sommerville." "He has a fine

spark. Well I will have to say good-night as I need some sleep."

10.35 p. " R " calls "CQD " several times, says that's the time I fooled you English

its only me "R" He stayed in till 11 p. calling various amateurs but none of them

answered him.

May. 23: An amateur was sending distance reports from the New York Herald for

over two hours.

I have copied their stuff for several nights but this will give you an idea of what

we have to contend with here. If there is any way to close the station "R" I think

it would be a good idea to get rid of him.

Yours truly, W. P. English Jr.
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United Wireless Telegraph Company,

Boston, Mass., February 16, 1909.

Mr. H. J. Hughes,

Superintendant, United Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir: Below is an itemized log for this station from 7.00 p. to 12.00 m. for

to-day:

7.00 p. PG calling fleet VVs called Hs for 15 mins, says sorry could'nt see you

last night old man, see you to-morrow night - Hs says OK will see you to-morrow

night will have to go now Pg is trying to work with the fleet.

7.15 p. Amateurs still in Pg gives up trving to get fleet, Dc calling Pg for

Ofm.

7.20 p. Amateurs still in Pg asks them to please keep out till he gets mag.

from Dc.

7.25 p. Ce calls Ay 2 mins; Pg asks them both to keep out.

7.30 p. Df send msg. to Capt, SP., Your msg. notified Kingston, etc.

7.40 p. Df calling Sn Pg calling fleet again.

7.45 p. Dc sending to Pg - amateurs in.

7.50 p. He calls Os 5 mins without break Pg gives up the fleet - Dc still

after Pg, tells him to wait till Df and amateurs get out.

8.00 p. Dc still sending to Pg, most amateurs out - .- - Df and Sn in. Df sent

following: To Thos. Ford, SK., Regret your complaint which will receive attention

on arrival, sig. Boaz. To Lieut. R. C. Davis, Welcome and are

all well. sig. C. C. Wanamaker. No. 9 df d 8 pd and pd N. Y. 16th to

Capt. Edward F. Ouatrough, SS Georgia. Mrs. Ouatrough arrived safely and is in

Washington, sig. R. P. Schwerin. Sn and Df.

8.25 p. Df and Sn still in Pg asks amateurs to keep out, Ofm.

8.30 p. Sn and Df - No. 7 df d dh N. Y. 16th- to Butcher, HD. Make rate referred

to your letter tenth, three cents per word, settlement daily, sig. H. J. H.

P. G. Boston navy yard Ofm. official message.

8.35 p. Ba calling Df, says has impt. mags, did you get my distance- Ba and Sn

Pg asks amateurs to keep out, tells Dc to go- ahead again.

8.40 p. Ph and Pg all the amateurs come in again- Pg tells Dc to wait.

8.50 p. Df and Fh Pg tells Dc to send little faster and tey it again..

8.55 p. Df and Ha Amateurs all in- p? says he wished they were all in He—

9.00 p. Da calling Df Dc sending to Pg, too many amateurs to get msgs.

9.30 p. Ob and Df Df and Ny Df and Fh-m*g from Fh to MUs L. C.

Anderson, Care Mrs. M. Mooney, 256 Fourth Ave., N. Y. Off Atlantic City see

you best regards, sig. Wm. J. Sampson.

9.35 p. Df and Sp Dc still sending to Pg, amateurs in, pg gives up working

with Dc till Df stops.

9.40 p. Dc still sending to Pg, amateurs in.

l0.00p. Ba and Df in till 11.30 p. sent following to Df: to C. C. G., N. Y. Every

thing OK so far, better than expected sig. Ellis.

11.10 p. Nk calling Df and Bj Ba and Df still in.

11.30 p. Pg (Boston Navy) gives up trying to work with fleet, can't work them

through Df and Ba.

12.00 p. Dc gives up trying to work with Pg. static comes in.

From the above you will see we could do good work here, if it was not for the inter

ference.

Perfect signals were received to-night from the Connecticut, Bermudian, City of

Savannah, Clyde, Philadelphia, Charleston and Manhattan Beach.

Yours truly,

W. P. English, Jr.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

Boslqn, Mass., November 29, 09 . 5.05 p.

Copy to all amateurs, professionals and wireless operators in general. This is the

once famed R R R R R R and I want to state that the so called station NAD NAD

NAD station never did put me out of business and never will. Get that agaiu, NAD

NAD stands for nasty assed dub, nasty assed dub, the that navy yard, nasty assed dub.

Yes you Albert, if it was you who said you would put me out of business. I don't

happen to be sending now but you just waite until I do get agoing. Get that you

fart of a horse marine, BS BS BS, that is you. Well I'll tnink up some more later.
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Get that. I have been doing business under the call I have not time to

exchange polite remarks.

Dear Alberts: Copied this when sent. Thought you might want to use it so made

you a copy.

"English."

The above was sent by Mr. W oods, of Brenford Apartments, Cambridge, and refere

to the chief operator of the Charlestown navy station.

Copy of a "fake" message given the Boston American, which caused the revenue

cutter Oresham to leave her mooring and go in search for this vessel during a storm

December 25, 1909.

"Steamer Victorian is reported in collision somewhere off Cape Cod. Help is

wanted at once, ten are reported drowned and many injured."

This message was a "fake."

lielow is a copy of a conversation between Mr. Wolverton, of Harvard University,

and Mr. Wood, Brenford Apartments, Cambridge, Mass.

"Say what is your chemistry recitation on this p. m. 'VD' Wait a minute and

I will see. Chemistry on Boron thro idine. I didn't get all you said. I will listen

some nicht and see who butts in first. It is either 'BN' or 'PG,' I can't tell which

so I will have to lay for them. I think it is that little cuss in 'BN ' that makes most

of the trouble; some one butts in anyway and as for holding up messages let them

wait.Ido. 'R' Well I will see you about it later; 1 must go to lunch, so GB. 'VD'"

This man Mr. Woods is of the opinion that it is impossible to regulate amateur

stations, claiming that the air is the property of all.

Seattle, Wash., AugvM 14, 1909.

Mr. Cloyd Marshall,

Secretary United Wireless Telegraph Company,

43 Broadway, New York City.

Dear Mr. Marshall: Please note the attached from our operator at Port Townsond.

For your information would state that this station is right beside the line of Fort

Worden. They have a small set at Fort Worden, and they apparently pay no atten

tion to ths understanding we have had in regard to working, which was that we were

to take the second half of the hour. You will note what the operator says. Please

take this matter up with authorities at Washington and have this understood.

We woidd call your attention to the interference we are having from the cruisers

and battle ships which are anchored at the Bremerton Navy-Yard. Yesterday the

operator on the U. S. S. cruiser Albany was heard to tell the operator at Bremerton

that "he would send messages as long as he pleased, regardless of any order," and for

three solid hours yesterday morning they kept sending Vs and Ds and a lot of gush

that was entirely unnecessary. We could not get our business through, and the

steamship companies were howling here. The writer sent one message to the com

mandant over there, which was O. K'd, but don't know whether it got any further to

the commandant than the operator. The second message was sent the commandant,

but the operator at Bremerton refused to receive it, telling us to use the land wires if

we wanted to send anything like that.

Now, we have always gotten along heretofore with these operators, helping them

out with their business when requested, treated them nicely when they have called

here, but yesterday was just the limit, and we want to ask you to enter a vigorous

complaint regarding the interference from this station, and particularly vessels lyirjg

in the yard. We are to use the last half hour with both the army and navy stations

here.

Asking that you give this your early attention, we are,

Very truly, yours,

United Wireless Telegraph Co.

R. H. Armstrong, Manager.
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Port Townseno. Wash., August It, 1909.

Mr. R. H. Armstrong,

Superintendent United Wireless Telegraph Company, Seattle, Wash.

Dear Sir: Owing to the army being engaged in artillery practice, their wireless

system practically monopolizes the local circuit during the middle of the day. Up

until yc-terday this office under.-tood the government stations were to use the first

half and the commercial companies the second half of each hour.

Attention is called to yesterday's log sheet from 2 p. m. until 3.30 p. m., or about

that time.

The manager of this office, in a polite and busiueislike manner, called Col. G. N.

Whistler on the phone and asked him if he would have his men stop long enough for

Us to clear. Mr. Whistler immediately became very arrogant in his speech; his words

were to this effect: "Our men are now engaged m artillery drill; the government

business has the right over any and all busine's; you will have to tike the matter up

with Washington; meanwhile, whatever you do, this artillery drill will go on."

It will be impossible for our station to do business with promptness if the army per

sists in bucking us.
Yours, very truly, • C. 0. Baker,

Manager, Port Town.it: nd. Wash.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

Boston, January 5, 1910.

Mr. H. J. Hughes,

Superintendent United Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir : During the past month we have experienced so much trouble from amateur

interference I have been constrained to write you again about this unpleasant matter.

Amateur stations are growing very rapidly in this vicinity; it is estimated that there

are 150 sending stations in Boston, and this number is gradually increasing. One

Boston manufacturer (there are many) informed me his monthly output was 30 com

plete sets, ranging from one-quarter to 3 kilowatts, many of which are operated by

men who are unable to read wireless signals, in consequence of which they are con

tinually interfering with commercial business. The smaller station can be cut out

to an appreciable degree, but the high-power stations can not be turned out on account

of their strong signals and undampened waves. These high-power stations seem to

think they should be recognized by the commercial operators, and are continually

calling them, which is very annoying. The opinion has been entertained that these

men might experiment and lead to new inventions and help develop the art, but the

majority of these sets are only for personal entertainment and operated by men totally

lacking judgment. It is true there are amateurs who recognize that the commercial

stations stand for the cause of humanity and commerce and are willing to give way

temporarily while important messages are being transmitted, but these stations, I am

sorry to say, are in the minority.

I have been in a position to size up this situation, and have many times had my

equanimity broken by this annoying influence while trying to receive important

messages, and would most urgently recommend that this matter be referred to the

federal authorities for regulation.

Amateur interference is a serious business, and the callow operators who have

thought it "funny" t) "butt in" have brought upon themselves unfriendly relations

with commercial operators, and should experience governmental authority. There

may be some legal particulars to be considered in formulating a system of government

jurisdiction; but the old-time notion that the air is free and its privilege the property

of all persons must be abandoned.

Unless private individuals are prevented from erecting and operating wireless

stations without the Government's permission the legitimate stations can never
realize their greatest edicieney.

With wireless telegraphy and telephony the only practical means of communica

ting with ships in distress, it does not require argument, nor the straining of the much-

abused constitutional clause, to recognize in the Federal Government authority over

tiut?rstite commerce and iu routes full authority to regulate air traffic and communi

cation.

f am attaching hereto copies of conversation, etc., sent and received from amateur

stations which show their attitude, and also the great harm which comes out of their

existence. I particularly call your attention to the supposed message of distress

given to the Boston American by a Brockton, Mass., amateur, which caused the

U. S. revenue cutter Gresham to leave her mooring and search for this vessel sup

posed to be in distress. This message was afterwards found to be without foundation.
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If those wireless amateurs would be content to sit down and listen to what they

might pick up, until they were efficient operators, all this interference might be done

away with and the service would be of greater value. The instance of the Grcshom

getting under way to start out to look for a wreck during a storm in response to a "fake'

message is a type of the hardships and damage that can be created, and in such emer

gencies amateur stations should keep quiet and allow those experienced and capable

of conducting the system care for their work properly.

Trusting that you may be able to use this information, 1 am,

Yours, truly,

W. P. English, Jr.

War Department,

Washington, January 8, 1910.

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of

December 20 inclosing a copy of a bill providing for the regulation of

wveless telegraphy, and asking to be advised concerning interruptions

to the wireless service of the War Department.

It reply I beg to inform you that as most of the wireless stations of

the War Department are in Alaska, but few interruptions occur from

outsde sources. However, early in June, at the opening of navigation,

whei vessels are coming into Nome, they are held up by the ice; there

is reported to be a great number of interruptions by these vessels,

practcally all of which have wireless outfits installed.

''here also have been interruptions from time to time at Fort

Woiden, Wash., which is a. station open to the public service, from

commercial stations in that vicinity. The wireless station at Fort

Wooc Xew York Harbor, can be operated at rare intervals only, on

aceouit, of the high-power stations in the vicinity of New York City.

Tnei have also been frequent interruptions to the wireless stations

on the tigs which are used in connection with target practice of the

coast artilery.

^ fcy respectfully, Robert Shaw Oliver,

Acting Secretary of War.

Hon. Erest w. Roberts, M. C,

Hous 0f Representatives, Washington, D. C.

War Department,

Washington, February 8, 1910.

Sir : In reply » vour letter of February 7 making inquiry con

cerning interfereix 'with the wireless telegraphy of this department,

in connection withjouse joint resolution No. 95, I have the honor

to inform you that ve (]ates of specific instances of interference have

not been made a m»er c)f record. The following is a general state

ment concerning int-Uptions of the wireless service of the depart

ment :

As most of the wn,ss stations of the War Department are in

Alaska, but few interrujons occur from outside sources. IIoweAer,

early in June, at the ojving of navigation, when vessels are coming

into Nome, they are helc.p ov tjie jCC, anj there is reported to be a

great number of interryons Dy these vessels, practically all of

which have wireless outncnstalied
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There also have been interruptions from t;me to t'me at Fort Wor-

den, Wash., which is a station open to public service, from com

mercial stations in that vicinity. The wireless stat;on at Fort Wood,

New York Harbor, can be operated at rare intervals only on account

of the high-power stat'ons in the vicinity of New York City.

There have also been frequent interruptions to the wireless stations

on the tugs which are used in connection with target practice of the

coast art:llery.

Very respectfully, J. M. Dickinson,

Secretary of War.

Hon. George Edmund Foss, M. C,

Chairman Committee on Naval Affairs,

House of Representatives.

[Boston Transcript, January 29, 1910.]

WIRELESS FAKES INTERFERED—FALSE REPORTS OF SHIPS IN DISTRESS SENT OUT IT

AMATEURS SUNDAY CAUSED MUCH ANNOYANCE.

The storm again demonstrated the value of wireless in such an emergency. Sunlay

afternoon, when eastern New England was a blank as far as ordinary lines were :on-

eerned, the wireless removed the anxiety regarding the situation on dreaded ('ape

Cod, where the storm was more severe than in any other part of New England and

where wrecks have been frequent under such conditions. Wireless also chared

matters on Nantucket, Newport, and at Portsmouth. But amateur electrciaas

caused lots of bother Sunday by sending out "fake" reports of vessels in distres,

and for several hours Sunday there was much anxiety regarding a couple of stealers

known to be off the coast, and from which, it was said, came calls for help, fne

revenue cutter Gresham started out of Boston Harbor in response to one of these "ike"

calls, while there was a vast amount of amateur interference all day Sunday.

[The Aerogram, Christmas number. 1309.]

NEED OF WIRELESS LAWS.

I.aws governing the use of wireless telegraphy are long overdue, iryiew of the

mischievous interference with commercial systems by amateurs. 'non a code

signal upon which lives and property depend is exposed to abuse, thnoed ror gov"

ernment interference becomes apparent. These rerrarks are aprop<.01 the recent

accident to the steamship Puritan on Lake Michigan, when the b)l'ner broke her

rudder and her captain had to send out a wireless call for help to s*e his ship from

being blown on a lee shore. Several ( hicago amateurs "broke in arjd their calls of

"0. Q. D.," accompanied by alleged hurrorous remarks, both'*.d the operators,

who were trying to learn the Puritan's position quickly, so ths*1d could be sent

immediately.

Wc, the Intermountain Wireless Association, do hereby prot* a?ainst the adoption

of the resolution of Representative Boberts, of Massachueettrf)rovld,ng for the crea

tion of a National Wireless Telegraph Board, for the followir'easons:

First. That a board of such nature would undoubtedl'tnafe recommendations

against the amateur and in favor of the big wireless intere' anc1 woulo make condi

tions favorable for the formation of a wireless trust. An exrM',eof this may be found

in England, where a law against amateurs has been passe, ln tne Marconi Company,

which not only has antiquated instruments, but also eh/63 exorbitant rates for the

transmission of messages. /.
Secondly. That if the work of the amateurs in the Ur*" states were placed under

censorship, the progress of the art would be greatly h/erf"- There are at present

some 60,000 enthusiasts whose efforts all tend to pef' th.e F«ence, whose useful

ness has been demonstrated by the rapid strides tar ln tllP last «w years toward

/
'

/
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the perfection of wireless communication. If these recommendations were against

the amateur, the work of this 60,000 would be practically stopped. Again referring

to England, the science there is almost unknown.

Thirdly. As to the many protests against the "amateur interference," in the majority

of cases, if this so-called "interference " was to be traced back to its source, it would

probably be found to have originated in some rival commercial interest. Also, the

majority of the amateurs have a very email sending radius, usually not more than 10

miles. To talk of these weak instruments interfering with a government or commercial

station of, say, five kilowatts, i3 absurd. Then, interference with modern instruments,

such as variable condensers, loose-coupled tuners, etc., is impossible unless the two

stations are very close.

The Intermountain Wireless Association.

Damon Adams, Secretary.

Wayne, Pa., February 15, 1910.

To the Committee on Naval Affairs,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen: In regard to House joint resolution No. 95, to regulate and control

the use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony, which is now before your com

mittee for consideration, on behalf of myself, of Messrs. R. L. Hart, W. Moseley

Swain, and E. J. Wendell, residing in the vicinity of Philadelphia, I desire to state

as follows:

That we have been practicing the art of wireless telegraphy and conducting a series

of experiments therein for upward of a year and a half, and wish to continue such

experiments without the imposition of unreasonable or burdensome restrictions.

That we recognize that it doubtless would be beneficial to the art of wireless teleg

raphy that some reasonable rules should be adopted to control the use of such means

of communication, although not admitting that any rules that might be adopted by

such a commH.4on as is contemplated by this resolution could be enforced constitu

tionally.

That we believe that when we come to a consideration of the government wireless

interests along with those of the commercial companies as against the individual

interests, at once a constitutional question of grave importance arises which can not

be gently set aside, and we are so advised by what we consider competent legal

opinion from several sources.

That we desire to protest against the adoption of the resolution in its present form

for several reasons, and respectfully urge that your committee consider the amend

ment of such resolution, provided it is considered wise to report same back to the

House, so that such resolution shall provide for a greater number of members, and for

a considerably greater representation from the various departments of the Govern

ment interested. We believe that such a commission should not consist of less than,

say thirteen members, and favor an amendment of said resolution so that the com

mission shall be constituted substantially as follows: Two members each from the

Navy and War departments; one member each from the Department of Commerce

and Labor, Department of Agriculture, Department of Justice, and Treasury Depart

ment; two representing the commercial wireless telegraph interests; two represent

ing the experimental interests which include the wireless telephone interests; and

one scientist well versed in the art of electric-wave telegraphy and telephony.

That it is our belief that at the present time no commercial wireless telephone interests

exist except experimentally, and we believe that the experience of the navy has been

that the wireless telephones installed on the battle-ship fleet did not prove successful

in operation, nor do we believe that any company is prepared at the present time to

handle a commercial wireless telephone business.

That we think that in view of the fact that the wireless art is still in its infancy, so to

speak, that a proper chance should be afforded the experimenter that the art may be

developed to its fullest extent.

That we are also of the belief that a longer time should be afforded the proposed

commission in which to make a report, and that an ample appropriation should be

made to defray the expenses of the commission, to the end that a thoughtful and intel

ligent solution of the question may be arrived at.

Respectfully submitted.

Chas. H. Stewart.
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The following resolutions were adopted by the New England Wireless Society, of

Boston, Mass., at its thirteenth regular meeting, held on Friday evening, February 4,

1910, at Young's Hotel, Boston, Mass.:

Whereas there is now before Congress H. J. resolution 95, introduced by Represent

ative Roberts, of Massachusetts, asking for the appointment of a commission of seven

Members by the President to prescribe rules and regulations for the use of wireless

apparatus; and

Whereas this society has always been and is now in favor of progressive and intelli

gent regulation of wireless telegraphy and telephony, it desired, however, to protest

against the make-up of the proposed commission for the reason that the interests of the

experimenter and the manufacturer are without representation. Now, in view of the

fact that these interests have been largely instrumental in bringing wireless in the

United States up to its present high standard of efficiency, it is, in our opinion, unjust

not to have these interests properly represented on the proposed board : Therefore, be it

Resoled, That this society protest against legislation looking toward the appoint

ment of said commission unless the resolution be so amended that the interests referred

to be accorded proper representation; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the President of the United States,

to Representatives and Senators of the New England States, to the several wireless

societies in other parts of the country, and to the wireless periodicals.

Boston, Mass., February 14, 1910.

W. H. Sbabury, Esq.,

60 Stile street, Boston.

Dear Sik: I beg to submit herewith an opinion on the situation which at present

exists, which has brought about contemplated action by Congress to appoint a com-

mittea consisting of three Represantatives of the United States Government, three

representatives of the commercial wireless companies, and one expert, to regulate the

art of win-less telegraphy.

This bill is presumably caused by agitation on the part of the United States Gov

ernment and the United Wireless Telegraph Company, who, between them, handle

practically all wireless messages. Transmission of messages has from time to time

been interfered with by experimental stations and the presumable reason for regula

tion is to minimize this difficulty.

I have a more or l»ss intimate knowledge of the situation, as. I was for three years

connected with the Stone Telephone and Telegraph Company as superintendent, dur

ing which time 1 was in charge of numerous installations for the Navy Department and

furnished them with demonstrations of the possibihties of eliminating interference

made under actual conditions at the navy-yards of Portsmouth, Charlcstown, Brook

lyn, League Island, Annapolis, Washington, Pensacola, and New Orleans.

The electrical conditions causing interference, assuming that the stations are

equipped with mnder. tela up-to-date apparatus a-e, when a near-by experimental

station is einitt ing a wave length within about lill per cent of the wave length that the

government or cnmme.vi.:] -tat ion is tr.ing to receive from a long distance. If there

is a difference of two to one or grc.iter in ratio of wave lengths, and if the station is

properly screened by iiclosiug the receiving appa-atus in grounded metal netting,

even the niosl severe interference which arises under a"tua] conditions may be elim

inated.

The percentage of difference in wave lengths necessary to give immunity from

interference increases as the distance decreases between the interfering station and

the receiving -tation. It also increases with the power of the interfering station.

It is general!/ conceded by those versed in the : 't at the present tine, that any wave

length between rough 1 a 300 and 3.000 meters may be used to giv e good prart ica! results.

The efficiency of the longer waves is j.-eneraJly conceded to be best for practical pur

poses to-dav.

The experiment d stations use almost entirely waves between L'00 and 400 meters.

The government and commercial stations use almost entirely waxes between 400 and

800 meters.

In my opinion, interference would practically cease if the Government would

lengthen the wave length they use to a minimum of 800 meters, which may be easily

done on existing apparatus by simply introducing extra turns of wire, and furthermore

screcu such receiving apparatus as is not already screened. This would overcome the

difficulty without resorting to legislation.

From the point of view of experimenters, which class includes the manufacturers of

wireless telegraph apparatus and those seeking to perfect the art, no reasonable objec
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tion to my mind could be made to licensing;. Perhaps the most effective manner

might be to issue the license only after the transmitting apparatus had been so adjusted

aa not to interfere with government and commercial stations. To put through any

scheme of this sort, however, in fairness to all parties, would necessitate the govern

ment and commercial stations equipping themselves with efficient and up-to-date

selective apparatus, which is far from the state of affairs at present existing.

Newspaper articles are often appearing making the statement that amateur inter

ference prevented a government station transmitting orders to a ship at sea. Anyone

who understands the problem of interference will recognize that this is impossible, as

in no manner could an amateur station on shore prevent the reception on the ship of

the message from the higher power shore stition. This class of reports emanate when

the phore operator endeavors to shift the blame for failure to get the message from the

shoulders of the ship operator, who is often his friend, to the amateur who is not amena

ble to the authority of his superior officer.

There is a radical objection in my mind to the make up of the committee provided

1 for in the House bill in question. Having three representatives of the commercial

wireless companies would allow the commercial companies to practically control the

regulation of the art. Their interests are in the handling of the traffic and to control

any improvements that are made, and which may serve to establish a commercial

monopoly. The manufacturers and experimenters, who have made the art what it

is to-day, seem to be in danger of action being taken which will be extremely preju

dicial to their interests if the bill should pass leaving the committee composed as

outlined.

Yours, truly, Sewall Cabot,

Electrical Engineer.

IIill Publishing Company,
Aret» York, February S, 1910.

Representative Roberts.

Dear Sir: Sorry to trouble you, but can't resist the temptation any longer to have

a word in this controversy over regulation of wireless telegraphy.

Young Francis Nesbitt, who wrote you recently, was right in two things: The

government operators are, as a rule, the extreme of inefficiency, as he said. So are those

of the Revenue-! utter Service. It isalmost painful, sometimes, tolisten to them trying

to work. As a rule, they seem to lack the intelligence necessary in a good operator.

Tirr.es without number I have heard the government stations break in on the com

mercial stations when the latter were working, when the f irmer had nothing more

important than to ask some other station if there was "anything doing." This is

almost an everyday occurrence. Ask any commercial wireless man.

Young Nosbitt did not go finite far enough in another matter. He needs aerial

wires in the attic or a metal bed to receive on. I don't. ( )uc wire from my receiving

set to a gas or water fixture in my house is enough for me to hear any ship or shore

station within a radirs of 25 miles of Xew York.

There are six "bad " amateurs around Xew York and (?,000 "good" ones, who never

bother anybody. They arc a detriment to the extent of 10 per cent and the other 90

per cent is divide.! between inetliciency on the part of the government operators and

rag-chewing fussing tactics on the part of the commercial operators.

Have been an operator for the past fifteen years and have one of the largest amateur

wireless plants in this part of the country. Iiut I'm a "good" amateur, and every

operator of the wireless in this vicinity is a good friend of mine.

You can shut me off if you want to. but if vou do, in view of the fact that the ground

of my property is mine to the "bottom" of the earth and the air over it is mine to

the "skv,"I will send a bill for the use of it to the Government and other stations

that shall send o cillations across my vard! (Joke.)

Thanking you for your perusal, believe me,

Respectfully, J. O. Smith.

Daltimore, Mn., January IS, 1910.

My Dear Mr. Roberts: I understand from various notices in the technical and

daily press, that you have in hand the introduction of a bill providing for the licensing

of wireless telegraph stations throughout the United State*. V. hi'.e this is a highly

laudable undertaking, and, in view of the extreme interference with wireless trans

mission existing at present, from amateurs and various other unauthorized persons,

the bill is a very nece«ary one, I beg to present to your consideration a few modifica
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tions, which, it occurs to me, should be made in justice to the bona fide experimenter

in radio telegraphy and telephony and for the be4 intere-iU of the art.

If you have made any technical study of the subject you are probably aware that

the field in which most remains to be accomplished is that of the development of

apparatus for the reception of the radio-telegraphic signals. While apparatus for the

production of the oscillatory waves used in the transmission of signals has been brought

to a high state of perfection, much remains to be done in the development of appa

ratus for the reception of the waves and the conversion of them into intelligible

signals. You will find upon investigation that the apparatus used to-day for the

production and transmission of the waves is practically the same as that used by

Marconi and other early investigators at the inception of the art, while the improve

ments in receiving apparatus have been revolutionary, and that the apparatus has

not yet been perfected is evidenced by the difficulty of operators so "tuning" their

apparatus as to exclude signals from stations which may be transmitting at the time,

and with which communication is not desired, and also by the unreliability of various

substances used as detectors, which difficulties go to show that much remains to be

done in this branch of the wireless art. By the creation of a high license for receiving

stations, the rate of which would be prohibitive to the majority of investigators,

whose means are generally limited, and who, working without compensation in the

interest of science, are surely entitled to all the assistance possible, you would be

excluding from the field of invention along this line many individuals of undoubted

ability and placing in the hands of the chosen few able to pay the license the power

to control the field, thus forming in effect a monopoly detrimental to the advancement

of this branch of electrical engineering.

Concretely, my suggestion is as follows: Impose upon the operators of transmitting

stations a license commensurate with the value of the privilege to the corporation or

individual obtaining the concession, and provide for the confiscation by the Gov

ernment of any apparatus maintained without the federal license, thus excluding

from the field all persons maintaining transmitting stations intended solely for their

own amusement, thus freeing the navy and commercial stations from a great deal of

annoyance which can not be abated in any other reasonable way. For receiving

stations I would suggest a nominal license covering only the cost of issuance, say the

sum of 50 cents or $1. Such receiving stations would in no way detract from the

efficiency of the navy or commercial transmitting station, and, concerning the dis

closure of any message overheard by the operator of such a station, a provision could

be incorporated in the bill declaring such disclosure a misdemeanor and prescribing

a penalty therefor. Laws of a similar nature, in regard to the disclosure by disinter

ested parties of any telephone conversations overheard, are in force in at least one of

our States, and are, I understand, considered constitutional. In these days of efficient

telegraph codes and cipher systems there is little probability of any important com

munications being apprehended by unauthorized persons. While thus abolishing

interference, thereby accomplishing the primary purpose of your bill, you will not

hinder anyone who may undertake investigations having for their object the discovery

of improved methods of tuning, the introduction of new and improved materials for the

detection of the electro-magnetic waves or other improvements tending to place the

art of wireless signaling upon a more substantial basis.

Trusting that the arguments which I have presented will receive vour careful

consideration, and will result in the safeguarding of the interests of the bona fide

experimenter, I am,

E. Frank Short,

218 W. Hoffman Street. Baltimore, Md.

Baltimore, Md., February 14, 1910.

Hon. Ernest W. Roberts, M. C,

Chairman Committee on Naval Affairs, Washington, D. C.

My Dear Mr. Roberts: I am in receipt of your communication of the 12th instant

relative to the proposed bill for the regulation of wireless-telegraph stations, of which

you are the author, and I desire to express my thanks for the courtesy you have shown

me in this matter.

I inclose herewith a statement of my views in the matter, which I desire you to

place before the committee having the hearing in charge, in accordance with the

offer expressed in your letter of the 12th instant.

Again thanking you for the interest which you have taken, I am,

Very truly, yours,

E. Frank Short,

218 West Uoffman Street, Baltimore, Md.
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Baltimore, Md., February 14, 1910.

The Committee on Naval Affairs,

Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen: Through the courtesy of the Hon. Ernest W. Roberts, Representative

from Massachusetts, I have the honor of placing before you some suggestions relative

to the proposed legislation providing for the federal regulation and control of wireless-

telegraph stations.

The object of this bill, I understand, is to provide for the appointment of a board

of experts in wireless telegraphy who shall formulate rules for the government of

wireless stations throughout the United States, fix the cost of the federal license

necessary to the maintenance of a wireless station, and in general make such rec

ommendations for the regulation of tb.3se stations as they shall see fit.

On investigation it will be found that the art of wireless signaling is in a very un

settled condition. Although much has been already done to place the industry on

a substantial basis, much remains to be done, and there is at the present time a host

of investigators engaged in experiments, having for their object the discovery and

development of improvements on the present methods, which are, to say the least,

most unsatisfactory. By the creation of a high license, prohibitive to the majority

of those experimenters who, working without compensation in the interest of science,

are surely entitled to all the assistance possible, they would be compelled to dis

continue their investigations, thus possibly causing by such exclusion irreparable

loss to the art.

The study of wireless telegraphy has had a great influence for good with the "Young

America" of to-day, giving them an insight into the fundamental principles and

practice of electricity which can not help but benefit many of them and may be the

.means of developing any latent genius possessed by any of them which may have

at a later date some influence on the general field of electrical engineering. Quite a

great sum of money has been expended on the purchase of electrical apparatus by

those interested in the development of "wireless," and it would surely be imposirg

a hardship on these persons to compel them to abandon the use of this apparatus,

thus rendering useless an equipment on which much money has been spent.

The average experimenter possesses apparatus of very low power, incapable of oper

ating over a distance of more than a mile or two. and 1 have been personally informed

by several commercial and navy operators that these stations can, in the majority of

cases, be entirely prevented from interfering. In a great many installations the fault

is that the apparatus in use is obsolete and not capable of performing the service of the

later patterns, and the amateur is in many cases blamed for trouble which could be

obviated by the use of improved equipment. Correspondence with the manufac

turers of improved apparatus will prove this fact to the satisfaction of the committee.

Concretely, my suggestions are as follows: Have the board provide for the enactment

of legislation making it an offense punishable by fine or imprisonment for anyone to

disclose to another having no legal interest in the matter any message overheard by

the operator of a wireless station, and also providing suitable penalties for anyone

who shall send false messages to any station. Create a license proportionate to the

power of the equipment for the operation of a transmission station, for it would be

obviously unfair to compel the operators of a station of low power, handling a small

amount of business, to pay the same rate as their more powerful competitors, who

by reason of their greater facilities would receive the bulk of the business. Impose

no license, or at most a nominal one covering only the cost of issuance for receiving

stations, for these can in no way detract from the successful operation of navy and

commercial stations.

Hoping that these suggestions will meet with the approval of both the committee

and the proposed board, and that no action will be taken which will exclude from the

field the bona fide experimenter and small operator, thereby placing in the hands of

the companies able to pay a high license the power to control the field, and forming

in effect a monopoly detrimental to the advancement of the art and contrary to the

expressed policy of the administration, I am,

Very truly, yours, E. Frank Short,

218 West Hoffman street, Baltimore, Md.
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Somerville, January SI .

Hon. E. W. Roberts, .

Washington, D. C.

My Dear Sir: 1 am sorry to read your resolution regarding a wireless commission

of seven members. It will certainly do more to retard the growth and development

of wireless telephone and telegraph than anything else possibly could do. The Gov

ernment should use a noninterlering system such as is used on the Metropolitan tower,

New York City. You must know that the days of interference systems is passing

and that noninterference is bound to come. We do not need a commission. People

swear and use all kinds of language over the wire telephone and telegraph and break

in and interfere with one another, and still they succeed and do business.

The nation needs every boy and every man to keep right on in the experimental

line in order for further development. Good work will never progress if you stop

and tie the hands of the young experimenter and inventor. First-class operators

are now very scarce, for all the fact that we have wireless schools. It is a well-known

fact that the Government is not using up-to-date equipment, and that they use too

many systems, mighty poor ones, some of them. I fesl that the Government i3 spend

ing too much money, trying too many systems. If Congress ever does pass a law to

license or to form a national wireless Doard it will certainly bring chaos and a worse

state of affairs than at present exists in regard to the meat trust.

Whatever is done in this matter I hope will benefit all instead of the few, and I trust

you will think good and hard before you try to force the bill through.

Most respectfully, yours,

II. W. Walton,

267 Medford street, Somtrnlle, Mass.

A wireless board would make so many petty technical rules and laws that every

wireless concern would be in distress.
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Committee on toe Merchant

%. Marine and Fisheries,

,: "House of Representatives.

Washington, D. C, Thursday, March 3, 1910.

The committee met this day at 10.30 o'clock a. m., Hon. William

S. Greene (chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. If there is no objection, we will proceed with the

hearing. This is a continued hearing on the bill, II. R. 19560, intro

duced by Mr. Burke, of Pennsylvania. There is a report at each

member's place of the last hearing. .

Mr. Hayden, how much time do you want ?

Mr. James H. Hayden. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, at the for

mer hearing the general purpose of the Burke bill was explained to

the committee. To-day Prof. Reginald A. Fessenden, of the National

Electric Signaling Company, is present, and would like an opportunity

to discuss the regulations contained in the bill from the point of view

of their necessity, their reasonableness, and their adequacy to meet

all requirements of the business, in so far as they can be made at

this time. I should say that Professor Fessenden would consume

an hour in his discussion.

The Chairman. We could not allow an hour. Considering the time

you occupied, Mr. Hayden, at the last meeting, there would be no

opportunity afforded for anybody else. He will have to make his

remarks shorter than an hour. You have had a large amount of

time, it seems to me, and he would have to shorten his remarks.

Mr. Hayden. I suggest that' he be as brief as he can.

The Chairman. I think he ought to be able to say all he wants to

say in thirty minutes. We will allow him thirty minutes.

* Professor, give your name, occupation, and whom you represent to

the stenographer.

STATEMENT OF PROF. REGINALD A. FESSENDEN, ENGINEER,

WITH THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC SIGNALING COMPANY, OF

PITTSBURG, PA.

Professor Fessenden. My name is R. A. Fessenden, engineer,

National Electric Signaling Company.

The Chairman. Now, if you will kindly make your remarks as

brief as you can, we would be glad. If you have anything to state

outside of your remarks, you can submit it.

Professor Fessenden. I will try to do so.

Gentlemen, the Berlin convention was formed by the governments

of Europe at a time when the wireless work was just commencing,

and when the methods of receiving and sending messages were very

crude. This convention consisted entirely of government repre-

28657—10 1 159
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sentatives; men who were entirely ignorant of what work was going

on. I say entirely ignorant, and by that I mean they were entirely

ignorant of the later developments, and no one of the wireless com

panies was represented on the board, with the single exception of one

business man connected with the Marconi company, who obtained

access to the convention as the representative of the Bulgarian or

some other small government.

This convention started out on false assumptions—for example,

assuming that interferences could not be kept out—and they made a

set of regulations which have practically killed the art in Europe.

At that time Europe was very far ahead of the United States. At

the present time, and for the last three or four years, the develop

ments have proceeded entirely from the United States, simply owing

to the fact that here the art was not hampered.

In this Berlin convention a number 01 the regulations were such

as first of all to call for the suppression of the telephone. A second

mistake made in this convention was a regulation which prevented

the only method known of transmitting messages for any distance in

daylight. As you know, a fire on shipboard is just as apt to occur

during daylight as in the night time, or approximately so, and this

prohibition I speak of was a very serious matter.

A third mistake made by the convention was that it forbade one

of the only methods of operating commercially without interference;

and a fourth mistake was that it put all communications on a single

party line. In other words, the Berlin convention provided what

would have been in effect the making of a regulation here in Wash

ington that all subscribers should be on the same party line, and that

no one subscriber could talk while another subscriber was talking.

This part of the convention, or this action, was that regulation which

required all messages to be transmitted on a single wave length.

That, of course, put an end to all commercial working.

Take, for instance, the case of New York Harbor. If we assume

that there are only ten ships in New York Harbor and eacli ship has

only ten messages—both the number of ships and the number of

messages, it will be agreed, being very considerably underestimated—

and assuming that each ship, after fulfilling the rules of the Berlin

Convention and sending its latitude and longitude and all that detail

that was required, only took five minutes, that means that the last

of those ten ships would succeed in getting its messages in seven hours

after its arrival in the harbor. In practical working it would un

doubtedly be found that the actual number of the ships in New York

Harbor and the actual number of messages those ships handle was

very much greater, and consequently the situation would be very

much worse.

One of the chief reasons why the wireless telegraphy has developed

in the United States is that Congress, the House and Senate, have

kept their hands off when it was urged upon them to approve that

convention. That action of Congress has done more to develop wire

less telegraphy and to assure safety to passengers at sea, and to assure

cheap telegraphic communication in the future, than anything else.

Now, it is proposed to repeat here, after this experience, that same

mistake, and have practically another convention.

Our company is not opposed to regulation. At the time when it

was first proposed to start regulations we went to the administration,
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to President Roosevelt, and asked, before the government committee

was formed, to be allowed to submit certain considerations. We

were told that no information was desired on the matter, and the

committee made and passed a set of regulations without hearing us.

We have always been in favor of some regulation, and are simply

anxious to avoid making the same mistakes which were made before.

There are two things that the Government has a right to make

regulations in regard to. On? is the safety of the public, which

must be looked after, and the second class of regulations is those

which shall secure to the military forces of the Government, the

army and navy, the ability and. facility to do their work, the work

necessary to the defense of the country. Outside of that, nothing

more is necessary.

The wireless companies are in business, and they can look after

themselves. Now, for this reason this bill which is being proposed

covers only those two points—first, the safety of the public, and,

secondly, the convenience and facility of the Government, of the

array and navy. In order to explain just how this is accomplished,

I will take up the different propositions. The first proposition is the

one that all ships shall call on one wave length.

Mr. Spigiit. What page is that ?

Professor Fessenden. That is page No. 3.

The Chairman. What section ?

Professor Fessenden. Section 2. It provides —

For the purpose of uttering or acknowledging the receipt of any call to establish

communication between two or more shipboard stations, or between a shipboard

station and one or more shore stations, or between a shore and one or more shipboard

stations, there shall be used a wave length of 800 meters.

The exact length of the wave is not material. Six hundred was

chosen by the Berlin convention, and to make it 800 merely means

about 5 feet of wire, to change the wave lengths from 600 to 800.

The Chairman. It is described in this bill a.s a length of 800 meters (

Professor Fessenden. Yes: I said that the exact wave length is

not material. Six hundred meters was chosen by the Berlin con

ference. Eight hundred meters has been mentioned here, but after

a discussion with the navy experts and a number of others it has

been thought advisable to slightly lengthen it. There are certain

advantages to the average wireless station having a slightly longer

wave length.

Mr. Alexander. Please explain what that means. Please define

these.terms. Remember, you are talking to nonexperts.

Professor Fessenden. The ether that is set in vibration oscillates

at a certain definite frequency, as a tuning fork does, and the wave

length is got by dividing the total distance traveled in a second, which

is about 186,000 miles, by the number of oscillations. Now, 800

meters would correspond to an oscillation frequency of something

like 1,200,000, I think. I^t me see; yes, we will say 1,200,000. It

is immaterial to have the exact figures. You get it by multiplying

the number of meters by 186,000. Eight hundred meters is the

length of the wave. That is the distance between crest and crest of

this wave. That distance is changed by adding inductions to the

capacity, the same as you would add weight to the tuning fork and

make it vibrate more slowly. That is a wave length which the navy

has found to be convenient, and one that the various companies have
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found to be approximately a verv convenient length to use, and one

that can be used readily on shipboard. It is possible to get practi

cally any wave length on the ship. It can vary from 200 meters,

which have been used, to 4,000 on the scout cruisers, and any wave

length between those two extremes can be used. Eight hundred is

a very convenient one.

Mr. Sturgiss. That is the distance traveled by a sound wave in a

single oscillation ?

Professor Fessenden. Yes; between crest and crest. That is the

difference between crest and crest.

Now, the reason why one wave length was chosen for calling and

communication was forbidden on it, is this: That in the old Berlin

convention the same wave length was used for calling as was used for

talking, with the result that if people were talking on that wave length

a man who was in distress and was calling up could not be heard on

account of the interference. By this method there is one calling tune,

and everyone is listening in this particular wave length. Then if any

body signals that he is in distress evervone in reach will hear him on

that wave length, but those people will not establish communication

on that wave length. They simply call up on that wave note, and

simply use a party line for calling up. This avoids the possibility of

a ship being in distress and calling up and not being able to make

itself heard oecause two ships in the neighborhood are talking on that

same tune. A second part of that regulation is that (line 8, page 3) :

No station, except as hereinafter authorized, shall continue any such call or acknowl

edgment of a call for more than fifteen consecutive seconds or shall repeat such call or

acknowledgment at intervals of less than five minutes.

That was put in to guard against the practice of some operators of

sitting down at a key and simply keeping the call going for two or

three hours, while in the meantime no other ship could talk while

they were doing it, unless they were provided with some way of

cutting out interference or talking on a different wave length. If no

one acknowledges this man who is calling, there is no reason why he

should continue to call for several hours. He could call for a few

seconds and then wait for five minutes. After another five minutes

had elapsed he could call again for a short time, and then do that

instead of calling continuously and interfering with other people."

That overcomes a second objection. The only case in which a

station or ship is allowed to call continuously on that wave length is

when the ship is in distress, and then it can call until it is heard.

The second feature of this bill is contained in section 4, on page 4.

In that section the character of the wave trains is specified. It is a

great deal easier to tune with a regular note, like the note of a tuning

fork, for example, than it is to tune to an abrupt noise, like the

striking of a tat)le. Now, there is no reason for it or excuse for it,

but a good manv stations emit waves that are highly damped; that

is, they are simply an abrupt noise. An additional expense or invest

ment of only a couple of dollars would be all that is necessary to make

the waves of this character, and, in fact, almost all the stations at

present, or a majority of them, are of tlns character already. This

defines and states that the waves sent out by the station must not be

noiseless, but must be, so to speak, musical notes. They must be a

train or succession of waves.
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The next section is No. 5, on page 4. It provides a penalty for

sending fraudulent messages. In a number of cases false messages

have been sent purporting to come from ships in distress, and this

section inflicts a penalty for that.

The sixth section, on page 5, sets apart certain wave lengths for

the navy for governmental purposes. Here, again, the exact wave

length is not material. If the navy or army wishes a different set of

wave lengths, it could be arranged. They are merely suggested as

being wave lengths which experience has shown to be suitable.

As regards the range of 10 per cent in the wave length, it has been

found by governmental tests and our own tests that 10 per cent is

sufficient. I will read from a government report, a departmental

report, by Admiral Manney, dated April 7, 1905, from the Bureau of

Equipment, in which he states here:

A variation of 10 per cent in wave length has been found sufficient to cut out waves

so strong that they could not be received direct either on the electrolytic or coherer

receivers, while at the same time a weak wave which the coherer would just record

was plainly received on the telephone. With waves of more nearly equal intensity

a variation of 3 per cent in length is ample.

Now 10 per cent is really not necessary. Three per cent, as is

stated here, is ample. But 10 per cent was taken because it could be

supported by actual governmental tests, and because it would not,

even allotting that range of 10 per cent, inflict any great hardship on

the commercial companies.

Mr. IIobson. Do I understand you to say that the navy is actually

using the 200-meter length ?

Professor Fessenden. Two hundred and twenty, I think, it is using

on some of the ships at the present time, and on others it uses 550, I

think, and on still others I tnink it is 900. They use quite a variety.

On the scout cruisers, for instance, they use 4,000 meters, but I think

220 on some ships and 450 and 900 on others are the ones they use

mostly. If the navy would prefer any other wave length, why the

bill could be changed in that way, because the exact wave length is

not material, the sole point being to set apart one wave length for the

protection of life and property at sea, and to set apart, secondly, another

set of wave lengths for the convenience and use of the Government.

Mr. Hobson. Has the Government been consulted as to its choice

of wave lengths?

Mr. Fessenden. Yes. The Government has been consulted in this

way, that it has been asked what wave lengths it preferred, and the

matter of wave lengths has been discussed, and the government

oflicials—some of them, at least—have stated that they were in favor

of using a longer wave length than they were using at present on the

ships, and to that extent and in that sense they have been consulted ;

not to any further extent.

Mr. Hobson. Did you submit to them before the drafting of this

bill the question of limiting the mat ter of wave lengths to one of 200

and one of 1,000?

Mr. Hayden. I understand that the clerk of this committee has

sent to both the War Department and the Navv Department and the

Commissioner of Navigation a copy of this bill, and has asked them

to attend these hearings. They know of the bill. Of that I am

certain.
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Professor Fessenden. I spoke to some of the officers of the Bureau

of Equipment and told them we would notify them as to the character

of the bill, and that it would call for two wave lengths, and I informed

them that one of 800 or 900 meters would be established, and in some

places they have already begun to use the longer wave lengths.

Mr. Hardy. Is the longer wave length more difficult to use than

the short one (

Professor Fessenden. No, sir; and it has some advantages, in so

far as it goes a longer distance during daylight, and it is also easier

to use a long wave in connection with the other part of the regula

tions for producing trains of waves that shall not be noiseless, so to

speak. The shorter the length the sharper it is.

Mr. Hobson. Do you think that any party that uses this science

regularly should be limited to the use of wave lengths of a thousand

and below (

Professor Fessenden. No. That was one of the troubles of the

Berlin convention. You have to take two cases, in the case of the

Government they have their long-distance stations, which will prob

ably use a very long wave length, and then for ordinary fleet work,

up to, say, 500 or 1,000 miles, they would probably use a wave length

of 1,000 meters. But to forbid entirely the use of wave lengths above

or below a certain frequency, I do not think that would be a good

thing. All I think should be done would be to have certain wave

lengths to be set apart for certain exclusive work, and outside of

that they could work as they choose. The range that was chosen,

of 1,000 miles, was chosen as one that had been found to be entirely

satisfactory for all ordinary work.

The Chairman. Mr. Humphrey desires to ask you a question.

Mr. Humphrey. Professor, I wanted to ask you this question:

What would be the objection to striking out of this bill, say, sections

second, third, fourth, and sixth, and leaving the rest of the bill sub

stantially as it is, with an addition giving the Secretary of the Depart

ment of Commerce and Labor or the Secretary of the Navy, or both,

the authority to regulate the use of wireless? That would give

positive legislation in regard to the sending of fraudulent messages,

and would give the President in case of war the power to suspend all

private use of it if he saw fit. In other words, that would leave the

subject on which we could legislate positively, without going into

any of these technical matters. Why would it not be a good plan to

enact that portion of the proposed legislation, and then leave the rest

of it to one or two departments to regulate it together^

Professor Fessenden. I think that there may possibly be an objec

tion to going too much into technical matters, out there is this point :

To give any department the right to regulate these matters is going

to make more trouble. We have to be guided by experience in this,

and our last experience was a very unfortunate one. It will be

remembered that the commission which was appointed by the Presi

dent recommended that wireless telegraphy be made a government

monopoly, and that the wireless telegraph companies should not be

allowed to handle commercial messages at all. The recommenda

tions of that committee—the interdepartmental board of wireless

telegraphy, I think, was the name of the board—were that only one

station should be allowed for handling government messages at

every seaport, or every important port—I have forgotten the exact
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terminology of the phrase—every seaport where there was any con

siderable amount- of shipping to speak of, and the second paragraph

of that report recommended that that port should be a government

station. In other words, that board recommended that the wireless

telegraphy be made a government monopoly and should be taken

out of the hands of the companies that had expended their money,

several million dollars, in developing it. Now we are afraid of the

same thing happening again.

Mr. Humphrey. Don't you tlunk it is a considerably dangerous

proposition to ask Congress to legislate upon a matter so technical,

and one upon which we know so little ? Would it not be better to

leave it with a department where, if a mistake should be made, a rule

could be made to correct it without legislative action ?

Professor Fessenden. My experience with Congress is more favor

able than with the technical board, for the reason that the best judge

in a patent case, as has been said, you know, is a judge who does not

know physics. I think this point might possibly be considered, and

that is, if you will leave these sections as they are and instead of

specifying the wave length here leave it to be settled by the Depart

ment of Commerce and Labor and by the army and navy, not inter

ested parties, but by the Secretarv of Commerce and Labor

Mr. Hobson. Right there, Professor, in connection with that sug

gestion and in connection with paragraph 6, do you not think it

would be preferable to allow the army and navy to determine their

own wave lengths, and have three instead of two—one at the bottom,

one at the middle, and one for the upper?

Professor Fessenden. I think there would be no objection to that.

I think that probably would be a good idea.

Mr. Hobson And let them give due notice of the wave lengths

they choose?

Professor Fessenden. I think it would be better for them to have

three wave lengths, but I think it would be better for them to go to

the Department of Commerce and Labor and have that department

act as an arbitrator. Suppose thev said "We want between 2,000

and 8,000, and between 500 and 800, and between 300 and 400."

That would leave very little for us.

Mr. Hobson. They could not ask for more than 10 per cent margin.

Professor Fessenden. If that were incorporated in the bill 1 think

that would be a good way of doing it.

Mr. Hardy. If you had it in the law, that would have the advan

tage of saving the trouble of sending out notices?

Professor Fessenden. Yes. But the tendency is at the same

time to give the army and navy everything they want.

Mr. Hobson. Don't you expect, Professor, the science or art to be

further developed, particularly along the larger lengths, and conse

quently, don't you think the Government ought naturally to have

the power to take advantage of the development of the science

Professor Fessenden. I think so, and the only point I would

make is that it should not be made to arbitrarily go in and cease the

use of certain lengths, but that they should have to go before some

body like the Secretary of Commerce and Labor and have a hearing

between the two parties.

Mr. Hobson. If they choose any length arbitrarily and ask for

only 10 per cent margin, would that be much of a hardship upon the

commercial companies ?
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Professor Fessenden. No, sir. It would be no particular hard

ship if they limited themselves to 10 per cent. While that would cut

into the wireless field, yet it would allow sufficient for the remainder.

Mr. Hardv. Why should there he three instead of two sets of

wave lengths (

Professor Fessenden. There is really no reason for that, but they

might ask for it and consider that they do need it.

Mr. Hobson. Are they not continually experimenting with the

longer lengths, and are there not certain advantages in long-distance

messages (

Professor Fessenden. Yes, sir; there are.

Mr. Hobson. This limits them to 1,000 meters as the highest

length, and already they are experimenting, as you state, with 4,000

Professor Fessenden. This was not meant to he a definitely fixed

thing. But if they wanted to take 500 instead of 200, and take

3,000 instead of 1,000, there would be no special objection.

Mr. Hobson. Well, 1,000 might be a very useful operative length.

They might for particular purposes frequently want to use a longer

length, and for fleet purposes the lower length.

Professor Fessenden. 1 think they would prefer to have three

different lengths.

The Chairman. The time allowed to the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Humphrey. Has this been submitted to the navy?

Professor Fessenden. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Mr. Marshall, give your name and occupation, and

whom you represent, to the stenographer. -

STATEMENT OF MR. CLOYD MARSHALL, OF NEW YORK, SECRE

TARY AND PURCHASING AGENT OF THE UNITED WIRELESS

TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

Mr. Marshall. Mr. Chairman, I am secretary of the United

Wireless. Our company is opposed to this bill as it stands, because

it would work a very serious detriment to its interests, and in fact

would almost annihilate our business if these passages regarding

wave lengths were incorporated.

Now, what this means I can show you best . perhaps, by a list of

our stations and steamers. We have over 100 land stations covering

the North American continent. We have 260 steamers equipped.

We have the Mallory Line of boats, and we have the Red 1) Line,

and the Southern Pacific, the Old Dominion, and the Pacific Mail.

In fact, that boat that is shown there [exhibiting booklet containing

illustrations], the Korea, has the longest wireless record in the world,

a record of 4,720 miles; and also that little boat there [indicating],

the Relief; that is equipped with our system.

Now, it is impossible for our system to use a wave length of 800

meters on a boat of that kind. We can not get enough aerial force to

send out such a wave length. Not a single one of these steamers that

you see pictured here [indicating] has a wave length in excess of 520

meters. The Korea is the longest. Not only that, but also in the

government service; as for example, the Revenue-Cutter Service—

and Lieutenant Walton will bear me out in saying that—450 meters

is approximately the longest wave length that is emanated by the

Revenue-Cutter Service, and they have done a great service.
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Now, I have here a few of the curves which we take. On the

Finance the natural period of that aerial is 230 meters. On the

steamer Ponce, on the Porto Rico line, a natural period of 360, and

for the Momus the natural period is 300. And here is one for the

Androscoggin, a revenue cutter, where the natural period is 265.

Now, we can raise those wave lengths to some extent, but not to

exceed 50 per cent.

Now, you see the technical provisions of this hill would wipe out

immediately the practical operation of wireless in connection with all

these steamers. Our company is the company that is doing the

wireless business for the American shipping interests, and we are the

one that should be heard on these technical matters, and that is the

reason why we feel so strongly about this. As Mr. Humphrey said

a moment ago, our attitude is this: We need general legislation right

away, but we do not want technical legislation.

Professor Fessenden has been frankly inconsistent, I think, inas

much as he said that the Berlin conference has had certain provisions

in it that worked to the detriment of the wireless art, while now he

is sponsor of this bill which will work infinitely greater detriment

than anything contained in the regulations of the Berlin conference.

That is the reason why we are opposed to it as it stands.

Now, let me give you just a rough analogy of what this means. It

is hard for laymen to understand about wave lengths and other things

of that sort, but we will say, for illustration, that I have a natural

stride of 3 feet. Another man is shorter, and he has a stride of 2 J

feet. But you proceed to legislate and say that I must walk down

Pennsylvania avenue and take steps 6 feet long. That is what this

means, to put it in common language. Some of them will say, "We

can put up bigger aerials, and others "

Mr. McKinlay. What do you mean by "aerials (" Bigger

masts (

Mr. Marshall. Those are wires extending between the masts.

Some of those are wooden masts, and we have to put up a small

aerial on those masts. We can not put up heavy supporters to get a

long natural period. For that reason we think that all these tech

nical matters can best be taken up in regulations, which can be

changed from time to time.

Professor Fessenden has told you that the art is advancing rapidly.

He can not tell, nor can we, what will come next year. Therefore do

not handicap us, gentlemen, in our development. Leave these tech

nical matters so that they can be changed by regulations. It is a

very difficult thing to get a bill passed through Congress, and if you

pass this bill and we find we could not operate under it. consider what

a condition we would be in. We would have to get another enact

ment. That is entirely wrong.

Now, after we have eliminated the technical matters, we find some

statements in the bill with reference to false calls, and interference,

and such things as that

Mr. Humphrey. Have you a copy of the bill there before you (

Mr. Marshall. Yes.

Mr. Humphrey. Will you take it up by sections ( It is not very

long. Tell us the sections to which you do not have any objections.

Mr. Marshall. You eliminated. Mr. Humphrey, the very sections

which I had marked here. There was no collusion in the matter
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between us, but it is the second, third, fourth, and sixth sections that

we object to.

Mr. Humphrey. I did it hastily. I looked through the bill rapidly.

Mr. Marshall. Now let me tell you something about these inter

ferences. Perhaps, as most of you have read the Washington Post this

morning, you will have seen there a case where the Royal Mail steamer

Tagus collided with the schooner Republic

Mr. Sturgiss. Let me ask you about that. I usually do not take

much stock in newspaper reports.

Mi-. Marshall. I was within 50 feet of the station. There was a

log taken at 42 Broadway, and that log will tell you what was done

at that time when they were endeavoring to keep in communication

with the Tagus.

Mr. Sturgiss. I would like to have that inserted in the record.

The newspaper article this morning is one of those that may be [des

ignated as '"interesting, if true."

Mr. Marshall. We have a station at 42 Broadway that handles

a great deal of our marine business. There are fully 200 steamers

that come into New York harbor equipped with wireless, so that

the New York stations are very busy. They are open twenty-four

hours a day. We got the news of this collision. Of course we at once

sent it to the steamship company, and then we sought further infor

mation. About that time there was a station on top of 1 1 1 Broadway,

built by a foreign company, which started in, and from 10.45 until

11.05 a. m. they held down the key continuously. Now, inas

much as this station was onlv one block away from our station, it was

impossible for us to cut out the interference. If we had been 50 or 100

miles away, or even less, we could have been able to do so with our

tuners, but not at that short distance. It is like this: If some man

would come right here into this office building or into the Capitol

building and put in a steam siren and keep it going continuously,

vou would have a condition similar to what confronted us yesterday

by the interference of this plant at 111 Broadway.

Now, this station on top of 111 Broadway is not there for any

commercial purpose. It is put there by a foreign corporation. The

apparatus itself was all made in Germany. They have no steamers

equipped with which they communicate. They have no other sta

tions in this country equipped with whom they can communicate

with a New York station, and yet this station continuously from

10.45 a. m. until 3.30 p. m. yesterday kept up such a jamming that

it was impossible for us to get news.

Mr. McKinlay. For what object did they do that ?

Mr. Marshall. Interfering with our service.

Mr. Sturgiss. To discredit you ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes.

Mr. McKinlay. They are an opposition company?

Mr. Marshall. The Tclefunken Company is not an opposition

company. It is a manufacturing company. It is not a company

that competes with ours in operation.

Mr. Alexander. Do you manufacture ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes. We have two factories, one at Jersey City

and one at Seattle.

Mr. Alexander. This is a manufacturing company?

Mr. Marshall. Yes. It operates its factory in Berlin. Xow this

company wants to put up a station on Long Island. For what pur
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fiose? Only for such a purpose as was illustrated yesterday—inter-

erence.

Mr. McKinlay. Would that interfere with sending relief to ships

in collision and disseminating information necessary to send relief,

and so fourth?

Mr. Marshall. Well, you see we got the news that there was a

collision, and then we got nothing further, and as our station could

not hear, on account of this one

Mr. McKinlay. Could you not send any messages to ships in

their probable vicinity ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes. The way we did handle that was to tele

graph to Atlantic City and send messages out from Atlantic City. I

think it was the boat that is pictured right there [exhibiting picture],

the Relief, that went down to the vessel. You see we have our sta

tions so strewn along the Atlantic seaboard that if one station is

interfered with we send a telegram down to the next one, and then

we get a contact with the vessel. But this is as good an illustration

as I know of to show you the necessity of passing some legislation

that will take care of these pirates.

Mr. Humphrey. Do you think that interference was done pur

posely ?

Mr. Marshall. Of course that would be a serious charge for me

to make, but the man was there : he has his telephone there. If he

would listen for a moment he would know that he was interfering

with the other stations, because he could hear them, and in New York

Harbor, mind you, it is just like blocking up the central of the tele

phone company where there is so much business. lIe could not help

but know that he was interfering.

Mr. Humphrey. Was he sending out dispatches himself?

Mr. Marshall. No, sir. He was simply holding down the key, like

that [demonstrating].

Mr. Sturgiss. Was he making a continuous noise (

Mr. Marshall. Yes, sir.

Mr. Humphrey. What benefit could it have been for him to do

this if it was not interference ?

Mr. Marshall. Absolutely none, except malicious interference.

Mr. Sturgiss. If there is any possibility of bringing before the

committee the agent of that company who was the cause of the

interference I think we ought to have him brought here and hear

him, in justice to him. If these charges are true it is very apparent

that there is some necessity for some sort of restrictive legislation,

and I believe it is inherent in the power of Congress to protect itself

in this matter, as in the case of the protection of our revenue. Here-

it is a case of protection of human life.

Mr. Marshall. The chairman of this committee has a copy of a

hearing taken before the Naval Committee, in which the representa

tive of this same company appeared and argued at length against

any legislation, because he said it was unnecessary to have any legis

lation against interference.

Mr. Hardy. I understand you to be thoroughly in favor of strong

legislation against this interference ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes; and against false calls.

Mr. Hardy. Like a false fire alarm, and things of that kind

Mr. Marshall. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Humphrey. Do you see any objection to placing the technical

part of this subject under the Department of Commerce and Labor ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes. That is where this bill is wrong. I think

the technical part of this bill should be entirely eliminated, and then

you would have a bill of merit. I think 1 have shown you conclu

sively that the technical part of the bill does not apply to the con

ditions now existing, in commerce especially.

Mr. Humphrey. You have examined this bill more closely than I.

Is there anything in here that would reach the difficulty you are com

plaining about, when this company interfered?

Mr. Marshall. Yes. That is taken up under the head of inter

ference.

Mr. Sturgiss. That is taken up in the fifth paragraph ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes; the fifth paragraph. No; that is for fraudu

lent calls.

Mr. Humphrey. There ought to be something in here to cover that

particular point.

Mr. Hayden. I can answer that, Mr Humphrey. The prevention

of interference was designed to be accomplished by establishing wave

lengths for certain purposes.

Mr. Humphrey. Why could you not reach that in cases of this

kind by simply saying, "Any person who maliciously interferes," etc. ?

Mr. Alexander. How would you do that unless you had some

rule !

Mr. Humphrey. If you would place the power in the hands of the

Secretary to make regulations, he could draw a regulation prohibiting

interference.

Mr. Hayden. Would it not be very difficult to prove malicious

interference in a matter of this sort 3

Mr. Humphrey. It would not be so difficult to do it by regulations

that the department might make as by legislation that we would

enact. If we pass general legislation and let the department fill out

the regulations, it would be more practicable.

Mr. Hayden. Our idea was that the Government should have a

monopoly in certain wave lengths. I jet distress calls, where human

life is in peril, be protected within certain limits.

Mr. Humphrey. Don't you think, even if that is true, the depart

ment should decide on what particular wave they should monopolize?

Mr. Hayden. We would be glad to come to an adjustment in

regard to distress calls, but by making that protection definite we

make its enforcement possible, and I am afraid we could not do it

by such a general provision as you have suggested. We have con

sidered that it would be a very difficult thing to convict a man before

a jury of malicious interference.

Mr. Marshall. That is true of nearly all crimes. It is difficult to

convict a moonshiner of making whisky in the mountains, but they

all do it, and convictions are made.

Mr. Alexander. I do not think the gentleman undei'stands the

significance of your statement, Mr. Humplirev. As I understand Mr.

Humphrey's statement, it is to the effect that instead of Congress

undertaking to determine the length of these wave lengths, the

power shall be lodged in the Department of Commerce and Labor to

take up this subject and regulate this subject, and then if they find
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certain wave lengths work a hardship to commerce or the navy,

they can be readjusted from time to time.

Mr. Humphrey. Yes; and we can pass such legislation as may be

necessary to enforce it.

Mr. Alexander. And if anybody violates the law by interference,

it is interference with the length of wave as denned by the depart

ment.

Mr. McKinlay. If we had a section in here which provided that

the violation of the provisions of the Department of Commerce and

Labor as to wave lengths is made a misdemeanor, or felony, or what

ever you want to make it, that would be all right ?

Mr. Alexander. Yes. It is like enacting rates on a railroad.

We can not do that. We can not go into that detail. .

Mr. Hobson. It would be giving the regulations of the department

the authority and binding character of law ?

Mr. McKinlay. Yes.

Mr. Humphrey. It seems to me it would be utterly absurd for us

to attempt to enact in detail what wave lengths should be used by

certain companies.

The Chairman. It would be impossible to get the bill through the

House with those propositions in it, even if we reported it favorably.

Professor Fessenden. Mr. Chairman, may*I make one statement

in regard to this? As regards the particular wave lengths suggested,

there is no hardship about that. The statement that the wave

lengths on a ship can only be increased 50 per cent is not correct.

Mr. Marshall's company recently put in bids for work for the Govern

ment with a provision for change of 5,000 per cent, not 50 per cent.

Now the ships of the United Fruit Company, which are practically

identical with those equipped by Mr. Marshall's company, the United

Wireless Telegraph Company, work up to wave lengths of 3,000

meters without any difficulty, and Mr. Marshall's ships also work up

to that, and there is no particular hardship about that. But I think

it would be better if this bill were modified to this extent, with the

idea of keeping separate the wave lengths that should be maintained.

It is a great deal easier to say that carriages shall go on the street and

pedestrians shall confine themselves to the sidewalk and that auto

mobiles driving on the sidewalk shall be prohibited than it is to let

both pedestrians and automobiles go on the same street, and then

say to the automobile chauffeurs or owners: "'If you run down a

foot passenger, and so on, you will be fined." It is easier to keep

them separate.

If the bill were not modified, the objections that the chairman has

made would certainly hold. I doubt if a bill could be passed with

any specific wave lengths, but if the bill were modified in this way

it might be passed : Striking out the specific wave lengths mentioned

and stating, instead of a wave length of 800 meters, " the wave length

to be fixed by the Department of Commerce and Labor," and then

instead of saying a wave length of less than 800 or exceeding 900

meters, say "a wave differing more than 10 per cent of the wave

length fixed by the Department of Commerce and Labor." If

these changes were made throughout this bill and the Department

of Commerce and Labor were further given authority to change

those wave lengths from time to time, as might be considered

advisable, that, I think, would fulfill the objects of the bill and be
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much better than the bill as it stands at present, with the definite

range of wave lengths particularized-

The Chairman. That will be considered.

Now, Mr. Marshall.

Mr. Marshall. Of course that would not be acceptable to us,

because when we hear a call we want to have the man using this

tuner have it remain just where it is and hear the remainder of the

message. If you have to change the wave length, it will involve a

change of apparatus. Our men receive so many messages that they

have no time to make that adjustment. They are too busy in New

York for that. The case that Professor Fessenden speaks about,

where we offered to supply the Government with a station with a

wave length of from 200 to 1,000 meters—that is, upon navy specifica

tions—at different aerials from what we now have on these boats, is

not applicable or pertinent here, because both section 4 and the other

one 1 refer to are not applicable to the commercial steamers that we

equip. Therefore we are opposed to the technical part of this bill.

The rest of it we are in favor of.

Mr. Humphrey. I want to ask you one question. Suppose that

in the first section, line 1, page 2, there should be an amendment in

serted to the effect that they should obey all the rules and regulations

and requirements hereafter made by the Department of Commerce

and Labor, not perhaps in that particular wording, but with that

idea; would that meet all the requirements?

Mr. Marshall. That would be acceptable to us.

Mr. Humphrey. And then put the rest of the general legislation in

the bill ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes.

Mr. Clarh. You speak of section 4 as being insidious in some

respects.

Mr. Marshall. It applies more to the Fessenden system than to

our own. That is not applicable to our system.

(The following letter was filed by Mr. Marshall :)

Unitkd Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York, March 2, 1910.

Mr. H. J. Hughes, Superintendent, office.

Dear Mr. Hughes: The following is a report on interference which this office had

to contend with to-day, March 2, from 10.45 a. m. up until the present time, 3.30

p. m., while trying to clear the steamship Tagus, and ascertain the situation at Bame-

gat where this steamer collided with the schooner Republic in the dense fog.

I personally was in the operating room during this time and noted this interference

myself.

10.45 until 11.05 a. m. Telefunken holding key down.

11.07 until 11.12 a. m. Telefunken holding key down.

11.25 until 11.40 a. m. Telefunken holding key down.

2.37 p. m. Telefunken jamming.

2.40 p. m. Telefunken jamming.

3 to 3.30 p. m. Telefunken jamming at frequent intervals.

You can readily see that the time between 10.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. was practically

taken up by an experimental station interfering. If the situation at Uarnegat had

been ever so serious and life depending upon intercommunication from this office and

Tagvs, we could not have done more than we did .

Very truly, yours, J. B. Duffy, Chief Operator.

The Chairman. Lieutenant Walton, representing the Revenue-

Cutter Service, will be heard next. Give your name and position

to the stenographer.
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STATEMENT OF LIEUT. JOHN Q. WALTON, CONSTRUCTOR,

REVENUE-CUTTER SERVICE.

Lieutenant Walton. My name is John Q. Walton; constructor in

the Revenue-Cutter Service.

We do not think this bill is fair, as drawn, because if it should

pass every one of our vessels would be put out of commission. There

is not one of them that could fulfill the requirements of this bill.

We would have to change every piece of apparatus, not only the

machines, but the aerial, and everything connected with it. The

shortest wave length we have on our ships is 240 meters, and we

range from that to 260, 280, .300, and clear up to 500 meters. That

is the longest wave length we have on any of our vessels, and for

that reason it would mean that we would have to change every one

of our ships, and change the apparatus with it.

Professor Fessenden. Would you mind informing the chairman

how much change that would make or would require (

Lieutenant Walton. Well, to change it properly, you know the

aerial ought to be changed with it, with the inductments. To make

it better the aerial should be changed somewhat. The changes

should not all be put in the inductments. It would be better to

have it in the aerial than to have it wound up in the inductments

in the room. For that reason, I think it would be better to leave

out the provision as to the wave lengths, and not mention the wave

lengths in the bill at all. The regulation seems to be all right so

far as that goes, but when it comes to the technical part, it seems

to me, that ought to be left out.

Mr. McKinlay. Do you think that ought to be left with the Depart

ment of Commerce and Labor to decide ? You heard what was said

here ? That would be agreeable to the department ?

Lieutenant Walton, Yes, sir. That would be agreeable. They

could fix some regulations and establish such wave lengths as would

be best. We can not confine ourselves to two wave lengths. Our

vessels are small, and we could not get aerial enough to do a great

amount of work with long wave lengths.

Mr. Hayden. May I ask you a question, Lieutenant Walton?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hayden. Your idea is that the business intrusted to the

Department of Commerce and Labor should be confined to the

establishment of wave lengths, for instance, for exclusive government

use, and say another range for distress calls, or matters of that kind ?

You would not turn the whole business over to the Department of

Commerce and Labor ?

Mr. McKinlay. I meant by my question only the technical part

that should be referred to the Department of Commerce and Lahor.

Mr. Humphrey. W hat would be the objection to turning the whole

wireless system over to the Department of Commerce and Labor

with the exception of this general legislation ?

Lieutenant Walton. I do not see any objection to that. I do

not see why there should be any fixed wave lengths, confining the

government work to one fixed wave length.

Mr. Humphrey. Do you see any reason why wireless telegraphy

should not be regulated by a department any more than shipping

and railroads should object to being regulated by a department ?
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Lieutenant Walton. I do not. The Government is not going to

take all the wave lengths. It only wants enough to operate the ships

and get the messages off, and there would be lots of room for the com

mercial companies outside of that. The Government does not want

to monopolize it. As the situation is to-day, they are all mixed up.

There are all kinds of wave lengths. Of course, there ought to be

some kind of legislation that would regulate that.

Mr. McKinlay. You mean some system ?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes.

Mr. Alexander. Would it be possible to regulate the matter of

interference unless the power were lodged somewhere to regulate the

wave lengths ?

Lieutenant Walton. It would have to be lodged somewhere.

Mr. Alexander. It would either have to be written in the law or

lodged with some department?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes; to prescribe regulations as the necessity

for them arose.

Mr. Hardy. And then a provision should at least be enacted into

law authorizing the Government to use certain wave lengths and

allowing others to use the remainder?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes; but I do not think it should be clearly

defined, because in a short time the Government might need a

higher wave length.

Mr. Hardy. If you could give the Government the power to make

regulations, it could exercise that power?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes; and if something came up they could

change the regulation and adopt a better one.

Mr. Hardy. That would be in accordance with your idea of what

the law should be ?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hardy. Then, I also understand, you favor the features of this

bill which prescribe a penalty for interference and fraudulent mes

sages—for instance, like false fire cries?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes. We have frequently had false reports

and have gone out to sea to no purpose, and people say, "Your oper

ators should be able to tell a spark from an amateur station from that

emanating from a ship at sea." But according to the logs coming in

it is shown that the stations conducted by amateurs are sometimes

equipped with as much as 5 kilowatts, whereas I do not think the

average commercial station would have more than 1 kilowatt, so that

an amateur has gotten beyond the stage of the induction coil or auto

mobile coil to as great an extent almost as the big power stations.

Mr. Hardy. What do you think of the section that no operator

should continue longer than five minutes at a call?

Lieutenant Walton. I think that is all right, except in cases of

distress. There is no reason why a man should keep continually

calling just because he does not get an answer.

Mr. Hardy. You think the law should forbid him, and you think

that section should be enacted ?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes, sir. There are times when the operator

keeps calling and calling and gets no answer, even when he knows they

are in range and when he knows that if there is an operator at the other

end he would answer.
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Mr. Hardy. You think there should be a general regulation, and

then the details should be developed later?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes, sir.

Professor Fessenden. Could not the objection to fixing the wave

lengths be removed if they were fixed by the Department of Com

merce and Labor?

Lieutenant Walton. You do not want to fix it right down to one

wave length so that it could not be changed.

Professor Fessexden. You would give to the Department of Com

merce and Labor the discretion and right to change from time to time,

and under that system would it not meet your views if the bill stated

that the wave lengths should be fixed by the Department of Commerce

and Labor from time to time, as the exigencies of the service and

experience warranted the change (

Lieutenant Walton. And have regular wave lengths for certain

things (

Professor Fessenden. Yes; in the same way as you have the side

walks for foot passengers and the streets for vehicles ?

Lieutenant Walton. Yes; but in such a case as that which the

gentleman read out of the paper, no mutter what the wave length

was, they would interfere.

Professor Fessenden. It was so close that it burned out the

coherer.

Lieutenant Walton. You could not cut out a big station like that

a block away.

Professor Fessenden. If you once get a certain wave length or

distress signal which no other station was allowed to use. then you

can separate the interference; otherwise you can not.

The Chairman. Is that all, Lieutenant Walton / If so, I wdl call

upon Commander Davis of the navy.

Commander, please take your station at the foot of the table and

give your name and position to the stenographer.

STATEMENT OF LIEUT. COMMANDER CLELAND DAVIS, TJ. S.

NAVY, BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Commander Davis. I am Lieut. Commander Cleland Davis, U. S.

Navy.

The Chairman. We are having a hearing on the bill II. K. 19500.

The committee would be glad to have any information you can furnish

with regard to the bill.

Commander Davis. Of course we all recognize (he necessity of some

legislation to regulate the use of wireless. We have given a great

deal of thought to it in the Navy Department, and we came to the

conclusion that at the present time it would be very unwise to attempt

to regulate it by any technical provision; for example, by separating

wave lengths or by other technical means.

We think that a simple bill which licenses operators and licenses

the stations would be quite sufficient: the rules and regulutions to be

drawn up, perhaps, by the Department of Commerce and Labor.

Mr. Humphrey. Do you see any objections to the Department of

Commerce and Labor having jurisdiction over wireless telegraphy ?

Commander Davis. No, sir. I think it would be very desirable.
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Mr. Humphrey. Your idea, then, would be a little general legis

lation, such as is suggested in portions of this bill, and then give the

authority to the Department of Commerce and Labor to enact such

rules as it thought necessary?

Commander Davis. Yes, as may be necessary to cover it. You

see the art is changing very rapidly, so rapidly that technical legis

lation might have to oe changed within a year, and any technical

limitations that might be efficient to-day might not be applicable at

all within a month or a year.

Mr. Humphrey. In other words, you think Congress could hardly

keep up in its legislation with the progress of the science?

Commander Davis. I think it would be impossible.

The Chairman'. Does any one desire to ask any questions of

Commander Davis ?

Mr. Hardy. Do you think it would be wise for Congress to provide

penalties for wilful interference ?

Commander Davis. Yes, sir; I think it is really necessary.

Mr. Hardy. So that the general penalties provided for violation of

either law or regulation ought to be fixed by Congress?

Commander Davis. Yes, sir.

Mr. Hardy. But the details, you think, ought to be left to the

current administration ?

Commander Davis. Yes; to the current administration.

Professor Fessenden. May I ask a question?

The Chairman. Yes.

Professor Fessenden. We are agreed as to the inadvisability of

enactments on the.technic.iil points, and I wanted to ask Commander

Davis as regards the first point. Do you consider it advisable to

fix a wave length for calling distress signals, or are you opposed to

that section ?

Commander Davis. 1 think the wave lengths at the present state

of the ait ought to be fixed, but not by legislation.

Professor Fessenden. You would have no objection to the De

partment of Commerce and Labor fixing it, after consultation with

the navy?

Commander Davis. None whatever. I think that is what should

be done.

Professor Fessenden. Are you also of the opinion that a man

should not be allowed to call on that wave length, say, for sixteen

seconds or so forth; that he should not be allowed to continue monop

olizing that wave length ?

Mr. McKinlay. The distress wave length, you mean?

Professor Fessenden. Yes; the distress wave length.

Commander Davis. I think that is a detail that could be worked

out by the authorities in time to come.

Professor Fessenden. You are in favor of having a penalty for

false messages, are you not ?

Commander Davis. I am in favor of having a very heavy penalty

imposed.

Professor Fessenden. What is your opinion as to whether the

navy would be satisfied or not if certain wave lengths were set apart

for its use. That you regard as necessary, do you not ?

Commander Davis. That would be a question of arrangement

between the branches of the Government.
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Mr. Hobson. How many wave lengths do you think for working

purposes the navy ought to have exclusive control of ?

Commander Davis. There are so many now that it would be a

matter that would be difficult of arrangement. It depends on the

kind of apparatus that would be likely to interfere. In certain

localities

Mr. Hobson. I notice this bill limits the Government to two wave

lengths. Do you think the principle of two wave lengths is admissible ?

Commander Davis. No, sir; neither two, nor ten, nor fifty.

Professor Fessenden. If you had fifty wave lengths you do not

mean they should be separated by a band of 10 per cent?

Commander Davis. I would have within the whole arrangement,

say, from 200 to 4,000, certain numbers, certain groups, set aside for

the use of the navy.

Mr. Hobson. Where would you locate these groups in the present

state of the art ?

Commander Davis. They would be at different places, depending

on the power of the apparatus and the distances you wanted to trans

mit over.

Mr. Hobson. I notice this bill limits it to 1,000 meters and below.

Commander Davis. Of course that would never do.

Professor Fessenden. There is one condition that would come up.

Mr. Davis wants 50 tunes and a difference of 10 per cent.

Commander Davis. No; I did not mean that. If you have wave

lengths from 200 to 4,000, you can really get any number of tunes

you want.

Professor Fessenden. In this range of 10 per cent the navy would

be able to get a number of tunes between that? That is one point

that we are a little bit afraid of.

Mr. Sturgiss. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Commander Davis

one question. What is the carrying distance of these wave lengths ?

Does the carrying power increase with the frequency or the length of

the wave length ?

Commander Davis. The question of the length of the waves has

not been entirely settled yet; I mean very long waves. Up to a cer

tain extent it might be said that the carrying power increases directly

with the length of the wave, perhaps up to 1,500 or 2,000 meters,

and beyond that there is not very much information on the subject.

Mr. Sturgiss. Comparing the matter with the tuning fork, the

lower notes are made by the heavier fork and the lowest vibration,

and the highest by the smaller tuning fork and the more frequent

vibration. That makes the difference between the high notes and

the low notes. Is that correct?

Commander Davis. Yes. That is a good analogy.

Mr. Sturgiss. We do not know as much about this as musicians

do about notes and wave lengths and musical forms.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions to be asked of Com

mander Davis? If not, that is all, Commander.

STATEMENT OF MR. EDWIN H. DUFF, OF WASHINGTON, D. C,

REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN STEAMSHIP ASSOCIATION.

Mr. Duff. Mr. Chairman, I have had no instructions either to

advocate or to attempt to raise any objections in connection with

this proposed bill, but from what I have heard it would seem to me
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that all of the vessels that are already equipped with the wireless

apparatus would have to change what they now have. I may he

mistaken ahout that, hut it seems to mo if that is the case, until the

art is so perfected that we can establish some permanent basis to

operate upon, we should not be put in a position where we will be

continually changing the equipment. 1 would like to ask some of

these wireless gentlemen here whether 1 am correct in that assump

tion.

Mr. McKinlay. You represent some of the steamship companies?

Mr. Duff. Yes, sir; the coastwise lines.

Mr. Humphrey. They testified here that that would be the case.

Mr. Swasey. How many of your ships are equipped with wireless?

Mr. Duff. I should say 75 per cent, the largest, and orders are

placed with the wireless companies, I believe, and they can not supply

the instruments as rapidly as the steamship companies are willing to

put them on.

Mr. Swasey. How many do you represent t

Mr. Duff. 1 represent all the coastwise lines, the 23 lines, the prin

cipal lines on the Atlantic coast.

Mr. Sturgiss. How many vessels?

Mr. Duff. It would be a sort of guess now. There are 23 lines. I

should say over 100 vessels.

Mr. Marshall. We are shipping out eleven this week from our

Jersey City factory, and v e are sending them out at the rate of one

a day right along, so that we are taking care of them pretty well.

Mr. Duff. They recognize the commercial necessity of installing

apparatus. They are putting them on.

Mr. Hobson. What would be the percentage of original cost, the

percentage of expense, due to a change to meet a reasonable variation

of wave lengths that might be prescribed by some authority?

Mr. Duff. Captain, I do not believe I can answer that question.

The wireless people can answer that better than I.

Mr. Hobson. You were referring to the cost or the expense that

might be incurred upon your line. I supposed you nad some

estimates.

Mr. Duff. I have come to the conclusion that it would probably

involve a change of apparatus that we have already installed. If it

is definitely determined that we can nut on apparatus now that will

be satisfactory for a reasonable length of time, it might be all right.

But if it is not satisfactorily determined, then it seems to me we should

get the wireless apparatus perfected a little better before we make

any serious changes.

Mr. Hobson. Can Professor Fessenden tell us briefly what would

be the approximate percentage of cost due to a change in the curve

prescribed ?

Professor Fessenden. It would cost possibly from 50 cents to a

couple of dollars. I will ask Mr. Davis here that same question,

inasmuch as some one may say we are interested in the changes made

and that this bill was drawn up by our company. Mr. Marshall

has stated that with the ships which were equipped up to about

500 meters it is impossible to change them to 800 without making a

great hardship. I will call attention to the fact that Mr. Marshall's

company is bidding in connection with the Navy Department on

equipping ships from 800 meters to 2,000.
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I would ask you, Mr. Marshall, what difficulties or serious expense

would be caused by changing the wave lengths on the average const-

wise steamer from 550 meters up to 2,000 meters ?

Commander Davis. Of course, I am not familiar with all those

ships, but I should say that if the apparatus in the navy were changed

to that extent, the cost Would be considerable.

Professor Fessenden. A few feet of wire coiled in the antennas

and a couple of feet coiled in the tank and local circuit. That would

be about all.

Mr. Marshall. Lieutenant Walton can testify to that. We raised

his wave length from 450 to 700, and he understands the expense.

The Chairman. That is a matter of no material value. The com

mittee will now go into executive session.

(Thereupon, at 11.55 o'clock a. m., the hearing was terminated, and

the committee went into executive session.)
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y Merchant Marine and Fisheries,

House or Representatives,

Monday, March 7, 1910.

The subcommittee having under consideration the hill H. R. 19560,

met at 10.W o'clock a. m.

The bill under consideration is as follows:

A BILL To regulate and control the use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony.

Whereas the unrestricted use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony has

reached such a state that the transmission uf public and private messages, including

calls from vessels in distress, have been interfered with to the detriment of public

and private interests; and

Whereas it is deemed necessary to prescribe certain regulations for the transaction

of such business within the United States and the possessions thereof, including public

and private vessels of the United States: Therefore

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howie of Re/iresenlalives of the United States of America

in Congress assembled. That all persons and corporations owning or operating apparatus

for the transmission of messages by wireless telegraphy or wireless telephony within

the jurisdiction of the United States shall, on and after the passage hereof, observe and

obey all the regulations and requirements hereinafter set forth, or for failure to do so

shall for each and every such failure be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon

conviction thereof shall be subject to the punishments, penalties, and forfeitures

hereinafter prescribed .

First. Every station within the jurisdiction of the United Stales, including all

such as are or may be installed on vessels of the United States, before engaging in

business or uttering or transmitting any signal or message, shall file with the Secretary

of Commerce and Labor a sworn statement, describing its ownership, location, and

construction. The said Secretary shall preserve a record of all such stations, and upon

the filing of any such statement shall issue to the owner or owners thereof a certificate

containing a designation or number by which such station shall be known and which

it shall always use and employ when uttering signals or calls and when acknowledging

the receipt of the same. For violation of this regulation the penalty shall be a fine

of not more than one hundred dollars or imprisonment for not more than three months,

or both, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense, and the

owner or owners of any such station shall furthermore forfeit the right to register or

operate the same for a period of six months after conviction of any such failure to

register.

Second. For the purpose of uttering or acknowledging the receipt of any call to

establish communication between two or more shipboard stations, or between a ship

board station and one or more shore stations, or between a shore and one or more

shipboard stations, there shall be used a wave length of eight hundred meters, and

the same shall not be used otherwise or for any other purpose, and no station, except

as hereinafter authorized, shall continue any such call or acknowledgment of a call

for more than fifteen consecutive seconds or shall repeat such call or acknowledgment

at intervals of less than five minutes. And in transmitting all messages or communi

cations, made or exchanged by or between any such station or stations, subsequent to

the preliminary call and acknowledgment aforesaid, it or they shall, except as here

inafter provided, use a wave length of less than seven hundred meters, or exceeding
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nine hundred meters. The penalty fur violation of this regulation shall be a fine of

two hundred and fifty dollars, or imprisonment for not more than three months, or

both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every

such offense.

Third. A shipboard station on a vessel in peril may utter a distress signal or call

and continue the same as long as the peril remains imminent, using a wave length

of eight hundred meters, and during the continuance of any such call or distress

signal no other station or stations within range thereof shall transmit any call or signal

using a wave length between seven hundred and seventy-five and eight hundred and

twenty-five meters, except for the purpose of answering such distress signal or call.

The penalty for violation of this regulation or any provision thereof shall be a line of

not to exceed one thousand dollars, or imprisonment for not more than one year, or

both, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense.

Fourth. The waves used by any station in signaling shall be so generated that

successive waves in the train shall not differ by more than twenty per centum in

amplitude. The penalty for violation of this regulation shall be a line of not more

than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not more than one month, or both,

in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense.

Fifth. No station or person or corporation within the jurisdiction of the United

States, including shipboard stations on vessels of the United States and persons thereon,

shall knowingly utter or transmit, or cause to be uttered or transmitted, any false or

fraudulent distress signal or call or message of any kind. The penalty for so uttering

or transmitting a false or fraudulent distress signal or call shall be a fine of not more

than two thousand five hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not more than five years,

or both, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense, and the

penalty for so uttering or transmitting, or causing to be uttered or transmitted, any-

other false or fraudulent signal, call, or message, shall be a line of not more than one

thousand dollars, or imprisonment for not more than two years, or both, in the discre

tion of the trial court, for each and every such offense.

Sixth, for the purpose of the transaction of any and all business of the United States

or any department or agency thereof, stations owned or operated by or on behalf of the

United States are hereby given the exclusive use, and may at all times employ and

use, in uttering, acknowledging, or transmitting any and all calls, signals, acknowl

edgments, or messages, the following wave lengths: First, one thousand meters: second,

two hundred meters. All other stations within the jurisdiction of the United

States are hereby forbidden to use, for any purpose whatsoever, wave lengths: First,

between one hundred and seventy-five meters and two hundred and twenty-five

meters; second, between nine hundred meters and one thousand one hundred meters.

The penalty for violation of this regulation shall be a fine of five hundred dollars, or

imprisonment for not more than one year, or both, in the discretion of the trial court,

for each and every such offense.

Seventh. Any messages received by a station other than the one to which they are

directed shall not be divulged. The penalty for a violation of this regulation shall

be a fine of five hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not to exceed one year, or both,

in the discretion of the trial court.

Eighth. In time of war or public danger the President shall have authority to sus

pend the operation of any or all wireless stations within the jurisdiction of the United

States.

The Chairman. This is a meeting of the subcommittee having under

consideration this bill, H. R. 19560. The purpose of this hearing is

to endeavor to get what would be a proper bill to finally submit to

the full committee and see if we can get it adopted for report. I

will first call on General Allen, Chief Signal Officer of the army, to

kindly give us, if he will, some information that will be useful to us

in regard to the proper preparation of the bill, and any criticism that

he may have to make of the bill.

STATEMENT OF BRIG. GEN. JAMES ALLEN, CHIEF SIGNAL OFFI

CER, U. S. ARMY.

General Allen. Mr. Chairman, I have read this bill over carefully

a number of times and have also discussed it with other people, and

1 understand that a hearing has been had before, and there have been

a good many objections made.
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The Chairman. Yes.

Genera! Allen. This question of wireless telegraphy is an ex

tremely broad one. It is not merely local but it is interstate and

national and international, and it has. been the hope of the War

Department that whatever was passed would be so broad that we

could in due time cooperate with other nations of the world. This

bill simply regulates the local arrangements. I have no particular

objection to any particular article in it, except that it does not seem

to cover the whole ground, or to be quite broad enough; and I do

not know that any one person—I myself could not do it—could

write a bill that would be satisfactory to all the different interests

concerned, and I think the only way to do is to let everybody have

his say, and then perhaps take it up categorically and discuss it in

that way. There are certain principles that I, have always wanted

interpolated in any bill, however, among which are the following:

That all wireless stations, whether on shipboard or on shore, should be required

to communicate with each other without regard to systems.

That all working wireless stations shall be organized as far as possible so as not to

disturb the service of other wireless stations.

Wireless telegraph stations are bound to give absolute priority to calls of distress

from ships, to similarly answer such calls, and to take such action with regard thereto

as may be required.

Those principles are principles that are adopted by a good many

nations of the world that are doing wireless-telegraph business under

an international treaty. They comprise the principal nations of the

world, and if we can conform to those principles we are on the way to

cooperate with other people. Of course, in this country we can not

make strict regulations such as have been made abroad, because

in most of those countries the telegraph systems are owned

entirely by the Government; but in order to cooperate with other

people we are not required to do that, we are only required to use our

best offices with other companies, and so forth, to do it. That is

all on the general principles. Of course, in this bill there are so

many things that I would like to interpolate and that other people

might interpolate that unless I should undertake to write out a bill

as a whole it would be useless for me to go over the items of this bill.

I do not know that I can say anything else.

The Chairman. Does any member of the committee desire to ask

General Allen any questions ?

Mr. Hobson. Does the General care to give us his idea of the

various features of this bill ?

General Allen. My idea of the legislation is that you should

enunciate certain principles of it and let regulations be made not by

law, but be made under the general law, because they will have to

change from time to time. I do not think it will be possible to make

regulations that will be good for any great length of time, without

change. If you can declare some principles and then let the Secretary

of some department, or some one, make the regulations, that will be

the practical way. For instance, I have here the regulations of the

British post-office department. They are made under the general

laws of England, and they convey the general ideas I have just given

you, of what shall be done in each case. They issue to their people

there a license, which is as large as that [indicating license]. There

is a copy of the license, issued.
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Mr. Hobson. In other words, us I understand, you would not

recommend the enactment into law of the sections of this bill which

deal with wave lengths and other technical matters?

General Allen. No, sir;. not fixing wave lengths; but in the bill

as recast I understand it does not do that, except in a very limited

way. May I ask, Mr. Chairman, whether there is a revised copy of

this bill; whether the bill has been rewritten in any way ?

The Chairman. It has not. There have been other suggestions

from other parties, but not from these parties who presented this bill.

Mr. Hobson. General, am I correct in saying that the War Depart

ment and the Navy Department are substantially in accord on the

question of the wireless?

General Allen. I think so. So far as I know we work together in

every possible way,, and there is not the slightest feeling except an

inclination to help each other in every possible way. The navy has

a very important effect in this matter, and it is much more interested

in the work than the army.

Mr. Hobson. They are in active cooperation in practice, now ?

General Allen. Yes; and always have been. All the departments

of the Government, so far as I know, are in accord in helping each

other.

The Chairman. You desire a broad bill?

General Allen. A very broad bill.

The Chairman. Not confined within narrow limits?

General Allen. No, sir.

Mr. Hobson. Do you" think the Department of Commerce and

Labor is t he department of the Government which is best adapted

for the control of this matter?

General Allen. Yes, sir; I do not see why they should not take

charge of it over the country. The first attempt to regulate wireless

telegraphy was by a department board called by the President, and

they had several departments represented on that board, and they

divided up who should take the wireless stations—the navy certain

stations, and the army certain stations, and the commercial stations

were all to be turned over to the Secretary of Commerce and Labor to

regulate them; but there being no law we have no power, and so far

as I know no regulation was ever made. Then, following that, the

next step was the international convention in 1908, at which there

were 31 nations represented, in which America took a very active part

and insisted on interpolating certain of these principles which I have

just enunciated, and they were carried. As a result of that conven

tion the following nations are working under that treaty: Germany,

Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil. Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain, Great

Britain, Japan, Mexico, Norway, the Netherlands, Persia, Portugal,

Roumania, Russia, Sweden, and Turkey.

The Chairman. And the United States?

General Allen. No, sir; the treaty was not confirmed by our

Senate. As the result, we have no standing in wireless telegraphy

anywhere, and when we sent a transport around the world last year

to Manila, nobody would speak to it. As soon as we called up thev

said, "Well, it is an American vessel," and they did not respond;

that was because they had no way of dealing with us. If they took

the message, they had no possible way of getting pay for it, and it

was only occasionally, as a matter of accommodation or courtesy,
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that we could communicate with others. That is the unfortunate

part of having it only national instead of international. We can

make these regulations and they will all he very well for a local con

trol, but my idea is that the United States should cooperate in some

way with all the nations of the world, because our ships go abroad,

and it is a great disadvantage not to be able to communicate. The

manufacturers of wireless apparatus put them on our ships, and they

are very well on our coasts, but unless those companies make some

arrangements with the companies abroad when they get over there,

nobody will communicate with them.

Mr. Hobson. That would require treaty action, would it not,

General ?

General Allen. Yes; and there would be no way of doing it now.

The next conference will be about a year from now, in 191 1, and they

very likely will change the regulations, I think, because there has

been tremendous progress made; but the principles will not be

changed, the principles of international cooperation will remain the

same. But the regulations will be undoubtedly changed.

Mr. Hobson. In connection with the regulations for the United

States, do you think that the army and navy should be regulated in

their use of the wireless through another department of the Govern

ment, especially in time of war ?

General Allen. Not in time of war or any other time; but we pre

sume that one department would make proper regulations. Anyway,

I think that all of those regulations by a cabinet officer are really the

acts of the President. I am not certain about that.

Mr. Hobson. Would you recommend, therefore, that the bill

specify the President instead of a department of the Government (

General Allen. Yes; I think that will be better. I do not know

why this thing should not be run by the Government the same as the

matter of light-houses, and so forth, is run by the Light-House Board.

Put it all under one department, say the Department of Commerce

and Labor or any other department they choose, with a cabinet ofiicer

at the head.

Mr. Hobson. I have in mind the conditions that might arise if the

law specified one department of the Government to make regulations.

While in war time that would be under the direction of the President,

there might be friction and inconvenience entailed upon the army and

navy if they had to receive their instructions from another depart

ment of the Government.

General Allen. The first board turning the matter over to the

Department of Commerce and Labor, it was only intended that they

should take charge of the commercial stations, and have no power

over the stations of the army and navy.

Mr. Chamberlain. That is all that is propos?d here.

Mr. Hobson. Would you recommend that this bill should give

control over the army and navy use of the wireless telegraphy '.

General Allen. To a cabinet officer of some other department

Mr. Hobson. Yes.

General Allen. No, sir.

Mr. Hobson. The bill as drafted, as I first saw it, limited the use

by the Government to certain wave lengths: and instead of that it

was recommended by some witnesses, as I understood, that the
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Department of Commerce and Labor should be vested with general

authority.

General Allen. With general authority; issuing licenses, and so

forth.

Mr. Hobson. And that it could then specify wava lengths to be

used by the Government and for distress calls, and so -on.

Mr. Chamberlain. If I may be permitted, I will say that the pur

pose of that was to exclude commercial ships and stations from cer

tain wave lengths that the army and navy desired for their use. It

was to shut others out, and not to prescribe those wave lengths for

the army and navy. It was to put a prohibition on the use of those

wave lengths by commercial ships and commercial stations. That

was the idea, as I understand it.

Mr. Hobson. But it still limited the army and navy to the monop

oly of those particular ones.

Mr. Chamberlain. The idea was that the army and navy would

ask what they wanted, and the Secretary of Commerce and Labor

would say to the commercial stations and ships, "These lengths you

can not use; they are reserved,'' The idea was not regulation of the

army and navy, but they were to ask for what they wanted and that

would be given them. The Secretary of Commerce and Labor would

prohibit commercial stations from using the army and navy lengths,

whatever they might be; that is the idea.

Mr. Humphrey. In other words, the purpose is to prohibit private

companies from using what the Government wants?

Mr. Chamberlain. That is the idea.

Mr. Hobson. Without specifying what that is ?

Mr. Humphrey. Yes.

General Allen. In the international agreement there are reserved

the wave lengths from 600 to 1,000. The Governments may author

ize anyone to use up to 600 for commercial purposes, but if they want

to use anything over 600 t hey must go above 1,000, and between 600

and 1,000 is reserved for the government lengths. Then, of course,

the Governments can use these other lengths for communicating with

ships.

Mr.' Hobson. I understand that by all the treaties from 1,000 to

1 ,600 are reserved for government purposes.

General Allen. Yes, sir; and if one of these companies wants to

use a long wave length the Government would let them use any wave

length over 1 ,600 or below 600. They are ample for both people.

The Government may use over 1,000 and they may authorize their

citizens to use over 1,000. The ordinary length is 450, and they can

go up to 600, but if they want to go above 600 they have got to jump

over 1,600 for long distances.

Mr. Hobson. Would you think it advisable for the Government

to enter into the treaty that now exists?

General Allen. It would be, from a government standpoint.

Whether there has been objection by the commercial companies or

not I do not know. They seemed to think they had been restricted,

but I think largely under a misapprehension of what the Government

wanted. The only objection they made was that it fixed certain

rates which they said were not only unreasonable but unconstitu

tional. That may be. It is very doubtful. They fixed a certain
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maximum rate that those people could charge, but I think it is higher

than what they charge now. It is very liberal.

Mr. Sturgiss. Within what limits would messages received by,

say, 200 to 1 ,000 meter wave lengths be secret and incapable of being

interpreted by any other instrument 1

General Allen. My idea is that anybody that wanted to adjust

their instrument could pick up any message sent with any wave

length. There is, so far as I know, no attempt at secrecy, because,

as I understand, anyone can tune his instrument to any wave length.

Commander Davis. That is right.

Mr. Sturgiss. My idea of this machinery was that within certain

limits certain instruments could not be attuned to pick up messages

sent with certain other wave lengths. They speak of a certain

variation.

General Allen. The object of that is to get a set of waves that

other people can tune to. If you send an ordinary wave, anybody

can come in and send on that same wave and drown you out. It is

like a boy beating a tin pan; they can keep it up and entirely prevent

you from sending or hearing anything.

Mr. Sturgiss. Then, there is no method of tuning by which you

can send a message so that it can be kept secret : so that others can

not pick it up ?

General Allen. No; and that has never been the object. And

there are no penalties for interference. Anybody can pick up mes

sages anywhere. I have an antenna in the laboratory, and we pick

up messages from all along the coast and everywhere. They come

from all over the ocean.

Mr. Stcrgiss. What is the wave length that is most used now?

General Allen. On the ship I think it is about 400 meters.

Commander Davis. We expect to increase that up to about 1,000.

General Allen. Yes.

Mr. Sturgiss. Would it be practicable to use 1,600 meters in the

present state of the art ?

General Allen. Oh, yes; if you can get proper antenna'. It is

pretty hard to get 1,600 on board a ship.

Commander Davis. Yes; at the present time. The tendency is

toward the longer wave.

General Allen. The longer wave. It reaches a little farther.

Mr. Sturgiss. Does it give you the power of transmitting messages

farther if the waves are longer?

General Allen. As a rule we use a long-wave length.

Mr. Sturgiss. That is accomplished by keying up and increasing

the number of vibrations per second ?

General Allen. No; decreasing the number. The wave length and

the number of vibrations are reciprocal to each other.

Mr. Sturgiss. Does the frecmency of vibration increase or decrease

the length between the crests of the waves I

General Allen. It decreases it. It is the same with regard to

light waves. The rate of vibration in these electric lights that you

see here is up in the billions, and the waves are very short.

Mr. Sturgiss. What we want to do if possible is to give the greatest

efficiency in the use of the wireless, and at the same time to give the

greatest freedom to amateur and experimental operations, so as not

to interfere with the progress of the art. Much has been done by
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amateurs and others who have been making a special study of it'

and we would like not to interfere with them.

General Allen. There has never been any desire on the part of the

government officials to restrict the investigator of wireless teleg

raphy, but he should be regulated the same as the man in the big

station. lIe should be regulated as far as is necessary and no more.

But the instruments used by these people are as amateurish as the

operators, and it is just like a boy beating a tin pan out in the street.

If he would beat it low and soft, nobody would object: but the trouble

is he does not , and he interferes with everything else that is going on.

Mr. Sturgiss. Their performance, I suppose, is just like that of a

beginner on the piano.

General Allen. Yes; he does not play a tune. The idea is to get

some regulation so that we will be free from interruption on certain

wave lengths. These waves are constantly in movement everywhere.

1 have no doubt that this room is full of waves, now, going all over.

Mr. Sturgiss. That is the theory ?

General Allen. That is the theory. We do not know much about

it, but I suppose we have to accept the theory until we find one more

plausible. Mr. Woods has one of these instruments here, and he gets

messages from all over the country.

Mr. Sturgiss. Would it be convenient for the members of this

subcommittee to inspect one of these stations in the city here?

General Allen. Yes; we would be glad to see you all, any time. I

hope within a month 1 will be able to let you see a wave length; that

is, you send it into the instrument and you can see it right there; it is

lighted up.

Mr. Sturgiss. What is the height of the largest tower station here ?

General Allen. The largest ?

Mr. Sturgiss. Yes.

General Allen. I do not know. We are putting up one now for

experimental purposes that is ISO feet high.

Commander Davis. There is one in the navy-yard which is 180

feet high.

General Allen. One hundred and eighty feet: that is about what

we put up.

Mr. Sturgiss. Have you yet readied such a stage in the art

that you can transmit messages across the Atlantic to our vessels

on the other side (

General Allen. Not with certainty. We have a record on a

transport of 3,500 miles. I believe in the navy they have had a

man-of-war send 4,500 miles. But what we have on board the

transports are comparatively small instruments; they are only 3

kilowatts, and of course they are not very strong. We are con

stantly increasing the power and general efficiency as we go along.

Mr. Humphrey. If these regulations are made, do you not think

they should also be extended to Alaska and our island possessions?

General Allen. Of course I think any law would cover those.

Mr. Humphrey. I do not think any of these bills provide for that,

but it seems to me important that they should be included.

Mr. Sturgiss. Thev are within the jurisdiction of the United

States.

General Allen. 1 would like to call your attention to one more

point. As I remember, there was no regulation for foreign ships.
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There should be some arrangement when a foreign ship conies inside

of the harbor for telling them what the regulations arc and what

they have to do.

Mr. Stitrgiss. Yes: they will be controlled by these regulations the

moment they enter the jurisdiction of the United States. It is

pretty broadly put. The language is:

That all persons and corporations owning or operating apparatus for the transmission

of messages by wireless telegraphy or wireless telephony within the jurisdiction of the

United States, etc.

General Allen. Yes; but it is questionable whether you want to

ask them to certify to their plants, and all that sort of thing.

The Chairman. Mr. Harden, do you desire to say anything

STATEMENT OF MR. JAMES H. HAYDEN.

Mr. Hayden. Mr. Chairman, the regulations provided for in this

bill should apply to foreign vessels when within the waters of the

United States; that is, when within the jurisdiction of the United

States. Of course outside of that we can not control.

At the close of the last meeting it was suggested, to us that it would

be very desirable to endeavor to have the different interests agree on

a modification of this bill. That we have endeavored to do, but we

have not been altogether successful. I have here some modifications

of the Burke bill, based on some things that were agreed to at the

last hearing before this committee. I understand that there are

features of it that are not yet acceptable to some of the dilferent

government interests, and verbals not to the private interests with

which I have not been able to confer; but I should like to submit

this to the committee. It has this feature which 1 think was gen

erally agreed to, that instead of fixing definite wave lengths, the

adjustment of that matter should be left to the Secretary of Commerce

and Labor, and the wave lengths should be apportioned for the ex

clusive use of the Government or for the exclusive use of vessels using

maritime calls; that should be fixed by the Secretary of Commerce

and Labor from time to time, depending unon the state of the art and

the convenience of all parties concerned. In conferring with one

gentleman, who is an expert, he suggested that in the very near

Future it may be that the wave length will be eliminated, that that

will not be a determining factor in the character of the transmission.

It might be that without suggesting anything of that sort the Secretary

of Commerce and Labor should be empowered from time to time to

allot the reservation or reservations for the exclusive use of the Gov

ernment without defining them as wave lengths, and a certain other

reservation for distress calls, or all maritime calls.

Mr. Sturgiss. Now, you are going into something that is entirely

new. How can we legislate if we are going to substitute something

else than the Hertzian waves as the means of transmitting sound?

Mr. Hvyden. Because, sir, we are dealing with a great art and a

natural force that is not fully known to-day.

Mr. Sturgiss. I agree with you about that, and my difficulty is that

you seem to suggest that we describe the unknown in these rules and

regulations. As I understand the art now is limited entirely to the

transmission of energy in the form of these waves. Now, if that was

the end of the discovery and of the invention of the art we might
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robably legislate in a general law on that phase of it; but if you

ave something else in your mind that is not yet reduced to an art

I do not see how we can legislate in regard to it.

Mr. Hayden. I think that could only be done, sir, by empowering

the Secretarv of Commerce and Labor from time to time, as progress

is made in the art, to adapt his regulations for radio-communication

or wireless signaling to the art as it exists.

Mr. Humphrey. Would not that be accomplished by simply giv

ing the Secretary of Commerce and Labor the general power to regu

late wireless tefegraphy, without attempting to make any specific

legislation with regard to wave lengths or any other technical part of

the system (

Mr. Hayden. Would not that be placing a tremendous power in

the hands of an executive officer ( We do not know what its extent

would be.

Mr. Humphrey. It would be, but-

Mr. Hayden. Our suggestion here is that the matter be placed in

the hands of the Secretary of the Department of Commerce and Labor

within certain limitations—to set apart for the use of the Government

such reservations as are necessary to protect it; and for distress calls

and for anything demanding special protection for humanitarian

reasons, that he set apart another reservation; and also that the

utterance of what are known to-day as "fake messages" should be

prohibited.

Mr. Humphrey. I think that would be placing a very great power

in the hands of the Secretary, but I do not think that there would be

anything dangerous about it, because we could \evy easily take it

away from him at any time that the art should so develop that it

would give him too much power.

Mr. Hayden. Is it not a difficult thing to withdraw a power once

given '.

Mr. Humphrey. No; we have not found it so. I do not think it

is difficult to legislate to take away from a department certain powers

granted heretofore. It is done frequently.

Mr. Sturgiss. The difficulty suggested by Mr. Hobson about war

messages would be obviated by giving the President the power to

suspend all these regulations.

Mr. Humphrey. I think that is done in the bill itself.

Mr. Hayden. Yes.

Mr. Humphrey. 1 think that difficulty is theoretical more than

actual, anyway, because we know as a matter of fact that no cabinet

ofhcei- makes rules and regulations without consulting with other

members of the Cabinet. It is practically a rule of the administra

tion, after all.

Mr. Hayden. Of course, as we look at it the question is, would he

not consider the interests of the Government, perhaps to the exclu

sion of commercial interests ? That , of course, would be undesirable,

because if progress is to occur in this art, the Government must '

cooperate with the citizens of the country in the development.

Mr. Humphrey. No; I do not agree with you. I do not believe

that the Secretary of the Department of Commerce and Labor is

going to do that thing. If he does, he is not fit for the job.

Mr. Alexander. Should not the interest of the Government be

paramount
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Mr. Humphrey. In one way I think the interest of the Government

should be paramount.

Mr. Hayden. And in that way it would have facilities for the trans

action of its business.

Mr. Humphrey". If you will pardon me, I see no more reason to

think that the Department of Commerce and Labor would make rules

and regulations in this matter detrimental to private interests than

to think that it would make rules and regulations detrimental to

private interests in the regulation of shipping.

Mr. Hayden. Except that navigation is a much older art than that

of wireless telegraphy, which is progressing along lines that are not

known to all. We underst and, for instance, from the Commissioner of

Patents that he has pending in his office 800 applications for patents

for improvements in wireless telegraphy. What those are we can not

tell, and he can not, without betraying the confidence reposed in him,

tell us.

Mr. Humphrey. But is not that a very strong argument for making

this legislation only general ? Is not the very statement that you have

just made one of the strongest arguments that can be made in favor

of this legislation being made only general, and of this power being left

with the department , rather than for Congress to attempt to make any

specific recommendations or enactments?

Mr. Sturgiss. With a large discretion on the part of the depart

ment ?

Mr. Humphrey. I think it is one of the very strongest arguments

why we should leave some discretion with the department, where the

rules and regulations can be changed to-day, and again to-morrow,

if the circumstances warrant.

Mr. Hayden. With that we thoroughly agree, but we do think this

in addition, that no official of the Government could know the lines

of investigation that are being conducted by individuals, and the

regulations that he might make, like some of those contained in the

Berlin convention, if adopted would interfere seriously with discov

eries in the advance of the art. It is for that reason that we suggest

that the Secretary of Commerce and Labor be given very broad

authority, but along certain definite lines designed to protect, we will

say, distress calls and maritime calls, and to protect the public inter

ests, the rights of the Government, not to attempt to control com

mercial work or investigation beyond saying that the utterance of

what are spoken of as fake messages for purely malicious interference

should be prevented. Also, that there should be a system of regis

tration for stations, and also for operators. That is a suggestion that

was made by Commander Davis, Ithink, the other day.

Mr. Sturgiss. I like that suggestion very much.

Mr. Hayden. That has been suggested. I want to submit this

draft of a bill, not as representing an agreement of the various inter

ests, but as something which seems to me to cover matters that

we agreed upon at our last hearing, and which is the best attempt

we have been able to make at coming together.

(The bill referred to will be found appended to this hearing.)

The Chairman. Commander Davis, we will he glad to hear from

you.
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STATEMENT OF LIEUT. COMMANDER CIELAND DAVIS, U. S.

NAVY, BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Commander Davis. I think, Mr. Chairman, that the intent of

this bill is a very good one, but the manner in which it attempts to

accomplish the purpose sought is too narrow, I think, to really be of

any great advantage.

Mr. Humphrey. You refer to Mr. Burke's bill ?

Commander Davis. Mr. Burke's bill, yes, sir. The state of the

art now is such that it would be of very little advantage to attempt

to restrict by legislation the use of the so-called " Hertzian waves " by

designating them as certain wave lengths. It seems to me, as has

been suggested, that it is absolutely necessary, if there is to be any

government control at all, that the very widest latitude should be

allowed to the oflicer of the Government who has it in charge. It is

true that the art is changing every day, but the fundamental prin

ciples of the art remain the same; that is to say, the method of

agitating the ether so as to transmit signals from one place to another.

Now, the designation of these waves by wave lengths is a purely

arbitrary one, and it was adopted because it was the only way in

which they could recognize differences. It Is quite possible that the

result of the agitation is made up of a great many components which

it is impossible to discern; just, for example, as light is made up of

numerous vibrations—white light -and it may be resolved into

different components to produce colors. If you were legislating, or

if you were attempting, to restrict communication by means of light

to a certain color, it would be comparable to restricting the Hertzian

waves by wave lengths. Of course, we do not know yet just exactly

what these waves are made up of, but it Ls very probable that in the

future it will be found that there are a great number of components,

of vibrations, just as there are in light.

Mr. Stukgiss. You speak of that as an arbitrary arrangement. I

can understand that. Let me ask you, is it an accurate arrangement ?

Commander Davis. Yes, it is accurate.

Mr. Sturgiss. Is there any such definite knowledge ( I know you

are dealing with things which are infinitesimally small.

Commander Davis. Yes.

Mr. Sturgiss. Two hundred and eighty million vibrations per sec

ond: inconceivable to a layman.

Commander Davis. Yes.

Mr. Sturgiss. Is there such accuracy in this adjustment to 200 or

400 or 1 ,000 meters per second ?

Commander Davis. Yes; it is quite accurate enough for all prac

tical purposes. Mr. Marsh will bear me out in that. The question of

designating and measuring wave lengths is quite accurate enough for

all practical purposes.

Mr. Marsh. Yes; we can measure them very closely.

Commander Davis. But there may be some better way. . We do

know that there is an electrical effect which is quite different from the

waves as measured and designated by meters.

Mr. Sturgiss. Some other element (

Commander Davis. Some other element. I think legislation, of

course, is absolutely necessary now. Evervthing is in a state of chaos,

and the business of the Government is being constantly interrupted;
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and it is getting worse and worse every day. I think that legislation

on broad lines could be readily passed that would not affect any com

mercial interests or affect the Government, but it is necessary for that

to be controlled just as rules are made for the running of street cars

and regulations are made for highways.

Mr. Alexander. In undertaking to control it is there not danger

that we will interfere with the development of t he art by amateurs?

They are the ones who have done much toward the development of

the art ?

Commander Davis. No, sir; I do not know of a single case where

an amateur has ever made a single improvement.

Mr. Sturgiss. If he made one he would cease to be an amateur;

when he had reached a point where Ids invention was practical?

Commander Davis. By 'amateurs" we mean irresponsible per

sons who at a very small cost can erect an antenna and put in a

coil and send out these signals broadcast. They do it in a spirit of

mischief, largely. There is very little trouble from the earnest

experimenters, but they are very few.

Mr. Alexander. But what would be the effect on those who are

recognized experimenters who are investigating?

Commander Davis. There would be no effect at all. They would

not be limited to anything that would restrict them at all. But

that could be easily determined, by the Secretary of Commerce and

Labor or whoever had it in charge establishing a system of prece

dence. For instance, in a community where there was interference,

he could, very possibly, prevent stations from interfering with one

another by assigning to each a certain wave length. If there is an

amateur station in the vicinity, that man will be under license also,

but it is not important for him to operate his apparatus at any and

all times, as it is for the Government or for a commercial station

sending bona fide messages, so that he could be allotted a wave

length which would be approved by t he authorities and which would

not interfere with the others, or he would be permitted to use any

kind of apparatus or any wave length he pleased when the others

were not in operation. It would not have the slightest effect on the

development of the art.

Mr. Sturgiss. There must be some regulation, that is apparent.

If we were all talking at once here in this room we could not under

stand each other, and no one could understand anything that was

said. Some one must have a right to the floor, and the chairman

decides who that some one shall be, and designates the witnesses,

and so on, one at a time. If some unruly person should come into

the room and talk loudly, or beat a tin pan, he would spoil the whole

business. I think it is a question how this shall be regulated. We

over in the House have a good deal of trouble about our rules, and

we have not made them perfect ; and I do not think we can make

this perfect, but I think there ought to be some regulation. As to

how far that ought to go, that is a question.

Commander Davis. My idea would be to lay down certain prin

ciples; first, that all stations should be licensed, and under the

supervision of the Government. All operators should be licensed,

and there should be a penalty, of course, for not taking out those

licenses. Then the regulations for the operation of all these stations

which are under license should be made by the Government, and the
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authority for that government oflicer should be very broad; but

there should be, in my opinion, certain features incorporated in the

law providing penalties, so that wilful and malicious persons who

disobeyed the rules could be punished.

Mr. Humphrey. That is, you want a penalty prescribed for viola

tion of rules and regulations that the department should make ?

Commander Davis. Yes, I think so; but also there should be pen

alties imposed for certain particular offenses which are against the

interests of the community. I mean there should be a very heavy

penalty for fraudulent calls.

Mr. Humphrey. 1 believe that is specified.

Commander Davis. That is specified in there.

Mr. Humphrey. Yes.

Commander Davis. There should be a penalty for failure to respond

to distress calls. That, of course, is very hard to regulate. Never

theless, it would act of itself, I think, if it were in the law. Then there

should be a penalty for any two operators who persist in sending

superfluous messages when they are interfering with a bona fide mes

sage. That can be readily recognized.

Mr. Sturgiss. One other inquiry, Mr. Chairman, right here.

How far can Congress delegate to a department officer, an executive

officer, the functions of legislation in prescribing rules and regulations,

with penalties of fine and imprisonment ? Mr. Chamberlain is very

familiar with that question, and it has been decided and I have no

doubt it is thoroughly well settled. I only suggest that inquiry.

Mr. Chamberlain. There have been a great many decisions as to

fines, but none as to imprisonment; but I do not think that the

Secretary of Commerce and Labor can make regulations for a viola

tion for which imprisonment is provided: but money fines are pro

vided, and the most conspicuous instance of that is in the steam

boat regulations. Those have been brought into court a number of

times, and the Supreme Court has affirmed the validity of the regula

tions and the penalties imposed thereunder, but not as to imprison

ment.

Mr. Sturgiss. I do not understand the practical reason for that

discrimination. The case of imprisonment may never have arisen.

Mr. Chamberlain. That may be true.

Mr. Humphrey. That question has been frequently decided by

the courts.

The Chairman. Have you finished, Commander Davis?

Commander Davis. That is about all 1 have to say, except that if

you attempt to go into details of this art by legislation, it will make

a very bad situation, in my opinion, and repeal of those features will

probably be required very shortly.

Mr. Alexander. What we want is not to legislate at all unless we

can improve conditions.

Commander Davis. Yes.

Mr. Alexander. And at the same time not interfere with the

development of the art.

Commander Davis. Yes.

Mr. Alexander. Mr. Elliott Woods, Superintendent of the Capitol

Building and Grounds, has a wireless station here and operates it

regularly, and has given encouragement to amateurs about town.

Does he interfere with the government work?
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Commander Davis. Not the slightest bit. He always keeps out

whenever the station at the navy-yard is operating:. It is perfectly

well understood, and he has ample time to do all the work he wants

to do, because these stations are not sending continuously, and that,

notwithstanding the apparatus both at the navy-yard and here are

now practically out of date. Improvements have been made whereby

there would be no interference at all, and they could both work at one

time.

Mr. Alexander. 1 noticed the other day it was stated that two

young men of Oklahoma had perfected some sort of apparatus by

which these messages can be sent and concentrated to avoid this

interference, largely. Of course I am not familiar enough with the

art to know just what the merit of it is, but they are at work all over

the country, in every city and town, and I think there ought to be

regulation, but at the same time I do not want to discourage discov

eries.

Commander Davis. 1 think, as a matter of fact, if they were under

government supervision, it would be an advantage to that phase of

the development. Thev would take out licenses and they would

get the benefit of all discoveries and improvements that have been

made by the Government. They would be in touch with the Gov

ernment all the time, and the Government would give them the

reasons why such and such things should be so and why they should

be restricted, perhaps.

Mr. Humphrey. Would it to a certain extent protect the real

investigator from interference ?

Commander Davis. Very largely. It is only the real investigator

that ought to be allowed to use the air at all. 1 think for an irre

sponsible boy to put up an antenna and plug away and keep govern

ment business from going on it goes the limit, and they do that

everywhere.

Mr. Sturgiss. It becomes a nuisance, as though you were beating

a tin pan in the back alley ?

Commander Davis. Yes ; or firing '.i revolver outside of this window.

Mr. Spigut. T understand you to advocate a system of licensing of

all stations and conferring upon this department of the Government

the right to determine whether a station should be licensed or not?

Commander Davis. Yes.

Mr. Spight. You would make that apply to amateur stations as

well as to others ?

Commander Davis. Yes.

Mr. Spigiit. Would you advocate an arbitrary power conferred

upon the department of the Government to determine whether they

should be licensed (

Commander Davis. Yes, sir; or rather, not to determine whether

thev should be licensed; I think any citizen should take out a license

and should be allowed a license, but under proper rules and restric

tions.

Mr. Humphrey. Would not one of the purposes of the license be

very largely to keep a record, so that you would know who had sta

tions and what was going on (

Commander Davis. Precisely; so that you could find out; and

then a penalty in order to prevent its recurrence, if the law was

violated.
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Mr. Humphrey. You would not think, however, that the au

thority to issue a license ought to he given so that they could refuse

to issue a license to any man who wanted it *

Commander Davis. No, sir; hut they should prescribe the rules

and regulations under which the stations should be operated. For

instance, now the Government may be sending a message from the

navy-yard, an official message to the fleet, and one of these irrespon

sible amateurs here in town, who is not an investigator at all, but

who merely puts together instruments which are furnished by some

company, will start up and keep pounding away at his key and

send insulting messages, and that sometimes keeps that official mes

sage from going for hours. That happens all the time.

Mr. Alexander. Of course, light and air have been regarded as

free. If a telegraph line was between two stations wholly within a

State, then the Government would have no right to legislate with

reference to it; but the Government could legislate with respect to

any interest in the District of Columbia or in one of the Territories.

But can we regulate wireless telegraphy otherwise than under the

interstate-commerce clause of the Constitution ?

Commander Davis. Of course, that is a legal question: but I think

that would be comparable to light-houses along the coast.

Mr. Sturgiss. It would depend on how high up the jurisdiction

of the Constitution went (

Mr. Alexander. A man's ownership of his land is from the center

of the earth to the third heaven, you know.

Mr. Sturgiss. That is the theory, but 1 have never seen it enforced

by the courts.

Mr. Alexander. They enforce it as much as they can. I think

the law is full of cases where things of that sort have been considered.

Of course, I do not mean in the federal courts.

Mr. Sturgiss. We will say here is an orchestra, discoursing sweet

music, and along comes a boy, and he says, ''My voice is my own

and the air is free, and it is a beautiful day, and 1 am going to beat my

tin pan if I want to," and then he starts up, and the music is ruined.

Mr. Alexander. There is no question but that under the inter

state commerce clause Congress can deal only with interstate commu

nications; but those are fundamental questions that we do not need

to discuss now, it seems to me. We want to learn from these gentle

men learned in the art all that they know, and we will be glad to have

any of the other gentlemen here give us the advantage of any liter

ature they have on the subject or give us references to the rec

ognized authorities in the art. There are so many claims made that

are fake claims, and people have been imposed upon, and the public

has been imposed upon, that we want to get at the facts, and then

enact just so much legislation as is necessary for the protection of the

public, and no more, just so much as the public interests and the

present condition of the art seem to warrant. That is mv conception

of it.

The Chairman. Mr. Chamberlain, do you desire to be lieard now?
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STATEMENT OF MR. EUGENE TYLER CHAMBERLAIN, COMMIS

SIONER OF NAVIGATION, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND

LABOR.

Mr. Chamberlain. I would like to be heard for just a few moments,

Mr. Chairman. Two phases of wireless communication, radio-

communication, it seems to me ought to be covered by legislation

at the present session of Congress. The first is the requirement for

wireless apparatus on passenger ships. This committee took the lead

in that matter last year and passed a bill, and a bill is pending in

the committee now, and of course that is a separate proposition, but

it is a part of the same subject, and I sincerely trust that it will be

possible for the committee to take that up so that it can be passed

at this session of Congress.

Mr. Humphrey. You would not think it possible to put it in this

bill i

Mr. Chamberlain. They are quite distinct propositions. The ship

proposition should also deal with the matter of interchangeability,

and I think some of the bills pending do provide for that.

The second question is the matter of interference with messages

of two classes, those that pertain to the business of the Government

and those that pertain to the safety of life at sea; in other words, the

messages that would be covered by the shipping bill of which I was

speaking. Action on those matters should follow as soon as prac

ticable. The shipping bill would be of very limited value unless

there were legislation on the subject of interference. I think that

that is quite obvious. The need of prohibition of interference in

the matter of government business has been demonstrated so many

times that instances have no more meaning to you. You can have

hundreds of them by asking for them. The method by which this

prohibition of interference is to be reached is a matter of some doubt.

The comprehensive method, of course, the most desirable way, to

my way of thinking, in many ways to meet this general situation

would be for the United States to become a party to the Berlin con

vention, as all other nations have done; if not a party to the con

vention in its present shape, with such modifications as may be

necessary. But that is very difficult, for this reason: In all the

European continental countries the telegraph system is part of the

post-oflice system. The wireless is part of the telegraph system, and

it naturally is a government institution and it is relatively easy to

regulate it. Very different questions are raised in the United States

over the ratification of that treaty from the questions which are

raised in England or Germany or France, or any of those countries

where the telegraph is a government institution, and I say for that

reason 1 think it is very doubtful whether much progress is going to

be made with that convention in the Senate committee.

The second way to meet this question would be by the very broad

and comprehensive bill that was introduced (S. 5949) in the Sixtieth

Congress by Senator Hale on March 6, 1900.

I may say, what probably the committee already knows, that since

1903 the Navy Department or the War Department and the Depart

ment of Commerce and Labor had been in substantial accord, and

have been actively at work on different phases of this general subject ,

28557—10 2
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and that bill, Senate hill 5949, was .substantially the measure con

sidered. No: I must qualify that. The War Department for some

reason was not represented at that time; 1 do not remember why. I

was thinking that it was, but that bill was the result of two months'

investigation, at which a number of wireless companies were repre

sented. It involves, however, some new propositions in government,

and some of them are quite extreme. I judge by some of the ques

tions asked by the gentlemen here to-day that some of them would

be regarded as extreme. If that proposition is too broad, then all

that remains is to pass a bill, a limited bill, to prevent interference

with government messages and to prevent interference with messages

relating to safety at sea.

Mr. Humphrey. Is it possible that you could also with propriety

include a clause prohibiting interference with commercial messages

where the interference was malicious?

Mr. Chamberlain. That brings in an entirely new question of

government. I have been trying to confine the proposition, just for

the present, as something that ought to go through at this session;

not something that would be desirable if you were going to deal with

the whole field of regulation, but as something which ought to go

through at this session and for which there is ample precedent

throughout our legislation—namely, interference with government

messages, and, second, interference with messages which affect security

of life. In going that far every member of the committee knows that

you are on perfectly firm foundations. What 1 am urging just now

is what I think should be done at this session without fail. Beyond

that I think it would be very desirable to regulate commercial mes

sages and commercial business, but that introduces new questions,

questions on which I can well understand there would be the widest

difference of opinion in the House of Representatives, and doubtless

right here in this committee.

Mr. Alexander. You. should not understand me as not being

in accord. The only question is how to frame legislation to do that

and to meet all these objections that will be coming up.

Mr. Chamberlain. There are new questions even m this commercial

matter, to say nothing of the scientific phases.

The Chairman. Would not most of the amateur work be done by

parties who lived in the State of Pennsylvania or in the State of

New York, for instance, and then would any legislation that we might

enact here affect them personally so far as thev operated in their own

States ?

Mr. Chamberlain. If their messages did not go outside of the

state lines, of course any legislation by Congress on the subject,

though it appeared to regulate that, would not do so; but I take it

that it is not necessary to put that in the bill. It will be understood

that when you talk about the regulation and control of wireless

telegraphy, and so forth, that means wireless telegraphy in so far

as it is within the power of Congress to regulate it.

The Chairman. As to interstate matters.

Mr. Chamberlain. Yes. I suspect in most cases, however, the

messages will cross state lines. Of course, along the seaboard they

go beyond the jurisdiction, and along the seaboard most of the large

cities come in.
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Mr. Alexander. I think there is no doubt about that. I have

been thinking about that since I spoke a moment ago. You may

have a receiving station in the State of Pennsylvania, and yet the

disturbance would affect interstate-commerce messages and inter

state communications, and it would certainly be within the juris

diction of the United States to prohibit that interference as one of

the inherent things that must be taken for granted in order to con

serve the interstate phase of it.

Commander Davis. I might say in that connection that it will

probably undoubtedly be admitted by all scientists and all those

who are conversant with the subject that in every city of the Union,

no matter in what State it might be situated, a station that is capable

of interfering to any appreciable extent with a station in the vicinity

would undoubtedly send out these waves far beyond the confines of

the State, and it would be merely a question of being able to detect

these waves.

Mr. Sturgiss. I can suppose even a stronger case, where it would

only be confined to the transmitting. If there was such an inter

ference around that station as to prevent the sending of messages,

that would be an interference with interstate commerce.

Mr. Alexander. I would like all these gentlemen to understand

that we would be glad to have them leave anything with us in the

way of literature on this subject, or anything they may have in their

possession in the way of arguments.

STATEMENT OF MR. JOHN Q. WALTON, CONSTRUCTOR, UNITED

STATES REVENUE-CUTTER SERVICE.

Mr. Walton. I feel that it is time for legislation upon this wireless

question, but I think it should be broad. For instance, the appa

ratus is being improved all the time. Two years ago there were not

so many stations. There was but little interference. Now there are

many stations, and the apparatus has improved, but the number of

stations and the number or ships being fitted with apparatus has far

exceeded the improvement, so far as interference is concerned; so

that, going along at the rate we are going at now, if there is no legis

lation taken up and every ship is fitted with wireless, I think the

wireless would simply drop out and be of no use at all, because it

will be absolutely impossible, I think, to get any work through when

every ship is fitted with wireless. Although the apparatus is being

improved all the time, the advancement is not as fast as the advance

ment of the number of stations.

Mr. Humphrey. So that you think we will have to have some

legislation if all vessels are going to be equipped ?

Mr. Walton. Yes, sir; because the stations are increasing so

rapidly in numbers—far in excess of th<. advancement of the art,

and in advance of improvements for cutting out interference and

tuning it up.

Mr. Humphrey. This is not germane to this particular bill, as

Mr. Chamberlain mentioned. I would like to ask you what you

think of the advisability of compelling all vessels to carry wireless?

Mr. Walton. Well, 1 would think that, anyhow, vessels carrying

passengers should carry wireless, because it is a life-saving apparatus

in a way, and I would think that a vessel carrying passengers would
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have an advantage". If a person wants to travel on a ship, he goes to

buy a ticket ; and he docs not know, but he t hinks that ship is equipped

with the latest modern improvements for the saving of Life, and I

should think < verything for the protection of life and property at

sea should be on a ship win n it is carrying passengers.

Mr. Humphrey. One point I had in mind, however, was this.

In the present condition of things, if you compelled every vessel to

carry a wireless outfit, as I understand from you, that would have a

tendency to interfere with the business generally?

Mr. Walton. Yes.

Mr. Humphrey. That was the idea that 1 had in mind, as to whether

or not under present conditions you would think it advisable to com

pel that to be done.

Mr. Walton. I was just saving, it is coming to that more and more.

And suppose, for instance, all vessels were required to have it; then

I would say that the wireless would not be very good, because there

would be very little work go through.

Mr. Humphrey. One idea that I had in mind in asking that ques

tion was not as to the advisability or the desirability of it, but rather

as to the question of the time, as to whether now under present con

ditions it would be advisable to require all ships to be equipped, be

cause I understood you to say that unless we had some legislation

regulating it, it would be rather a detriment than an advantage to

require this to be done.

Mr. Walton. If we were to allow or require all vessels to be equipped

with wireless without any regulation in the operation of the- wireless

apparatus, I think we would be worse off than we are now.

Mr. Humphrey. That is the point I was trying to get at.

Mr. Sturgiss. When people try to talk at the same time, there is

more or less confusion and interference.

Mr. Walton. Yes. You can listen on the wireless on board ship—

I have listened several times on ours—and you hear nothing but a

roar, just as if you were in a room and there were 50 people or 20

people talking and howling around in your ear.

Mr. Humphrey. What I was thinking was this: Unless we pass

this legislation or something of the character now before us, the

idea is that it would be unwise to pass the other.

Mr. Alexander. Is it not true that the ships now are becoming

very rapidly equipped with wireless, without any legislation ?

Mr. Walton. Yes; that is what I say, this is going on now, and

when they all do get equipped, if there are not some regulations

there will be a very poor wireless service.

Mr. Alexander. Is it very important really at this time to have

legislation requiring all ships to be equipped with wireless, in view of

the rapidity with which they are equipping vessels now ?

Mr. Walton. Well, I could not answer that, because I think it is

the, intention of every steamship company to put wireless on its

vessels.

Mr. Humphrey. Do you not think, as a matter of fact, if we pass

this legislation regulating the use of wireless, that the use of it by the

vessels will regulate itself ( Do you not think that the vessels are

going to equip themselves without any act of Congress just as rapidly

as conditions will justify it ?
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Mr. Walton. It looks that way to me. 1 think every company is

installing wireless. I think, as a matter of fact, that one company

forces another to equip in the passenger-carrying service. I know

that I have heard several people say: "We will not go on that ship,

because it is not fitted with wireless."

The Chairman. As I understand you, you think some regulation

is necessary ?

Mr. Walton. Yes.

The Chairman. Not so much to compel vessels to use it as to regu

late the vessels ?

Mr. Walton. Yes. I do not think this would affect the amateur in

any way, because I think an amateur, if he is interested, would study

it up, and he would be required to pass some sort of slight examina

tion; and if ahoy was interested enough to study and pass the examina

tion the Government would give him a license, and then he would be

given the regulations and taught how he could work that station, and

he would be interested and better pleased, I should think, and it

would help him along rather t han hold him back.

As to fake calls or false distress calls, I think they ought to be

severely dealt with. Such a case would be parallel with the case of a

false alarm sent in from a fire-alarm box on the street. Anyone going

along the street can go up to one of these boxes and send in a distress

call, and there is a severe penalty for it. I think the Government

should punish severely the sending of fake calls; and I do not see that

there is any difference in that from going out to sea on a ship, or send

ing out a call from shore, taking a ship's call, and saying, "There is a

vessel out here sinking," so that the government vessels go out to take

care of them and bring them in, and they find that it is a fake call.

As it is now, that person would go without any punishment.

Mr. Humphrey. There is no way to punish him ?

Mr. Walton". No, sir. I feel that there ought to be at times some

regulation, but I do not think it ought to be narrow. I think it ought

to be broad and cover the ground fully, and the question of wave

lengths 1 do not think ought to come into it.

Mr. Spiuht. Do you think it would be wise legislation to enact any

law that would have a tendency to prevent amateurs from experi

menting where they were not willfully interfering with some other

service (

Mr. Walton. No, sir. I am speaking for the amateur there.

Mr. Spight. Is it a fact that all developments along this line have

been the result of amateur experiments in the beginning?

Mr. Walton. Well, I do not think that is true.

Mr. Spight. The first developments along this line were the result

of amateur experiments, were they not ?

Mr. Walton. No, sir; I think not.

Mr. Sturgiss. You could hardly have called Marconi an amateur

when he began this work.

Mr. Spight. He must have been an amateur in the beginning,

because he was going out into an unsurveyed field.

Mr. Walton. But he had a foundation for that work. He is a

professor and a man of great learning. Doctor Hertz discovered the

Hertzian waves. You would hardly call men like those amateurs,

I think. But I say the amateur ought to have a chance. If he

studies it up, when he thinks he can pass an examination, which
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should be made by the Government not too rigid, he should be allowed

to go up and try to pass the examination, but until he passes the

examination that the Government may require him to pass he should

not have an antenna. If he passes this examination, then they

should give him a license, and then, after studying the regulations,

he knows what to do, and he will feel a pride in having a license and

in having passed the examination, and I think everybody would be

better pleased. It gives him just as good a chance, and things are

arranged so that what he does will not interfere with other work.

He can be given time in which to work, or wave lengths, you might

say, so that it will not interfere with others.

Mr. Spight. I am in favor of wise legislation, but I do not want

to do anything that will interfere with the development of the art.

STATEMENT OF MR. CLOYD MARSHALL, OF NEW YORK, SECRE

TARY AND PURCHASING AGENT OF THE UNITED WIRELESS

TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

Mr. Marshall. We have taken the liberty of altering the bill,

which was presented by Mr. Burke, and eliminating the technical

features of it, and we have submitted to the chairman a copy of this

bill in its altered state. There are, I think, two slight alterations.

One specifies the distress signal. If you gentlemen established this

distress signal you could not very well punish anyone for uttering a

so-called distress signal, so that in this bill we have inserted a pro

vision that three dashes and three dots, which is the international

call for distress and is recognized by the countries General Allen

mentioned as ratifying the Berlin treaty, shall be the distress call.

There is one other point. In the fifth paragraph it says that any

message received bv a station other than the one to which it is

directed shall not be divulged. Now, gentlemen, suppose a boat

was off the Jersey coast and sent a message to the New \ ork station,

and the New York station being busy did not get that message,

but it was received at Atlantic City and the Atlantic City station

should relay it by telegraph; in doing that the Atlantic City station

would apparently violate this section. We have altered that so as

to provide that any company shall have a right to relay or transmit

to any other of its stations any message so received.

Mr. Humphrey. Ought there not to be an exception in the case

of an emergency message, anyway ? Suppose some ship was in dis

tress, ought there not to be an exception as to distress calls ? Ought

not any company, no matter whom the message was intended for, to

be permitted to immediately transmit it ?

Mr. Marshall. Yes; unless some provision of that kind was

inserted there, that would be against the law.

Mr. Hayden. A distress call would go out generally to all stations.

Mr. Marshall. We have no objection to any alterations. The

wording of this was put in here with the idea that if a second station

should receive a message for the first, that station would not be per

mitted to send the message to its destination.

Mr. Sturgiss. The distress call is to all parties who may receive it.

Mr. Makshall. Yes; to all parties who may receive it.

Mr. Sturgiss. It is like a person hollering "murder." It is a call

for help.
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Mr. Marshall. Yes, a call for help; that is all. Now I would like

to hand you Semite Document No. 452, which relates to the ratifica

tion of the Berlin treaty. That will show you that our company, at

least, was in favor of ratifying that treaty.

With reference to the compelling of all wireless stations to inter

change messages, I want to point out the distinction. If the United

States ratifies this treaty, which requires the stations to interchange

messages, then we will he on an equal footing with all foreign com

panies, like the Marconi Company in Canada. But in case you com

pel us to interchange with other stations we will have to take their

messages and they would not take ours so long as they were outside

of the 3-mile limit. That would work a hardship on us.

Mr. Humphrey. I do not quite understand that.

Mr. Walton. The point is this. By ratifying the Berlin treaty,

which requires all stations to interchange messages, we would then

interchange messages with the Marconi Company, with their boats,

and their stations in Canada. The United States Senate has not rati

fied that treaty, so that they do not interchange messages with us.

Mr. Humphrey. The United States?

Mr. Walton. No, sir. Now, if you pass a bill requiring us to inter

change messages with all other companies, all companies in the United

States would be compelled to receive messages from foreign steamers

and foreign stations, and they on their side would not be compelled

to receive our messages.

Mr. Humphrey. I do not think it is the intention of the bill to com

pel you to accept messages from foreign companies unless this treaty

is ratified. I supposed that that meant to interchange messages

among the companies in the United States.

General Allen. Mr. Humphrey is quite right. If this law passed,

all the vessels licensed by the United States would interchange with

each other. It is not the idea to compel one company to take mes

sages from another under any circumstances, but the idea is that they

should not refuse to take a message simply because it is from another

company which has a different apparatus.

Mr. Walton. Our company is on record in favor of interchanging

messages.

Mr. Humphrey. I do not think Congress would pass a law com

pelling American companies to take messages from foreign companies

unless there was some provision by treaty.

Commander Davis. Unless they took out a license ; that is, unless

the foreign vessels took out a license.

Mr. Walton. Foreign ships coming to this country would be com

pelled to take out licenses under this Government. We are com

pelled to take out licenses in England and Germany and other foreign

countries. ,

Mr. Humphrey. They could be compelled to do that?

Mr. Walton. Yes sir. Now, take the question about granting

licenses to all stations asking for them. In case you did that I fear

that it would work very great confusion. For example, what system

of call letters could you arrange that would t ake in all the licensed sta

tions? That would present a serious problem to the department and

to the shipping. We have two or three hundred stations now, and

with thousands of them, see what complications would arise.

Mr. Humphrey. Could you not call them by number ?
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Mr. Walton. I think, from a telegraphic standpoint, that is

objectionable. That is not the practice in foreign countries. It is

impossible for us to get a license in England—we have been trying for

years to do so—or on the Continent of Europe. It would help our

service verv greatly if we could get just one or two stations in foreign

countries, but they will not grant us the licenses. The same thing

applies in Canada. I was in Canada last week trying to get a license

for a station on the Atlantic seaboard.

Mr. Humphrey. Do we permit foreigners to come here and estab

lish stations ?

Mr. Walton. Yes; any man, whether he is a citizen or a foreigner,

can erect a station anywhere in this country, as he chooses.

Mr. Sturgiss. Has a German company in New York interrupted

you ?

Mr. Walton. Yes.

Mr. Humphrey. It does not seem to me we ought to allow citizens

of foreurn countries to erect stations here.

Mr. Walton. Yes; and not only that, but you do not know what

stations they may have. The German Government could come here

and through a private individual erect a station on the territory of

the United States.

Mr. Sturgiss. What reason have they given for not allowing you

licenses (

The Chairman. Why do they refuse you in Canada (

Mr. Walton. We have been unable to get any reason.

Mr. Humphrey. Do they refuse it to all American citizens ?

Mr. Walton. Yes.

Mr. Humphrey. The fact that you are an American citizen is suf

ficient ?

Mr. Walton. Yes, sir. I do not know that they even give them

to Canadian citizens.

Mr. Alexander. The government has a monopoly, has it not, in

Europe ?

Mr. Walton. Yes, sir. We have two stations in Canada that were

erected before the system

Mr. Alexander. As I understand, in Canada the government

will not grant a license to an individual or a commercial company for

a wireless station ?

Mr. Walton. No, sir.

The Chairman. You mean they would not grant a license even to

a Canadian company; that no one except the government can erect

a station there ?

Mr. Walton. No, sir; I think not. I will tell you why. Certain

Canadian railroad companies have wanted stations on the Great

Lakes, say at Port Arthur, for their boats, and they have tried to get

a license there so that a station could be established, but that has not

been granted. I do not mean to say, therefore, that they discriminate

against us.

Mr. Humphrey. I thought you said they would not grant a license

to a man because he was an American citizen.

Mr. Walton. No, sir; I did not say that.

Mr. Sturgiss. I understand it is a government monopoly in Canada.

Mr. Walton. Yes, sir.

Mr. Sturgiss. We may have to come to that in this country yet.
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Mr. Walton. Possibly. Also in Bermuda they will not grant a

license. Our bouts going there are equipped with wireless, but they

are not allowed to work in the harbor at Bermuda. Our boats are

able to keep in communication all (he way from New York over to

Bermuda, but they are not allowed to work there.

Mr. Stirgiss. That is on shipboard ?

Mr. Walton. Yes. We have applied time and again for a land

station, and we can not get one.

The Chairman. Is there anybody else who wishes to be heard ?

We will be glad to have any information from anybody who has testi

fied here, or from anyone connected with the Government, that will

help us in the preparation of the legislation that we wovdd like" to

submit.

Mr. Hayden. When the ratification of the Berlin convention was

under consideration before the Senate committee two years or three

years ago, we presented a brief and an argument in opposition to its

adoption. I would like to send a copy of that to this committee.

The Chairman. We would be glad to have it.

Mr. Stirgiss. 1 suppose we could get that in the Senate document,

whatever it is.

Mr. Hayden. It was never printed as a government document.

The Chairman. We would be glad to have that.

(The brief referred to will be found appended to this hearing.)

(At 12 o'clock m. the committee adjourned.)

The following communication from James II. Hayden, esq., re

ferring to the "Berlin Convention," is self-explanatory:

Washington, D. C., March 7, 1910.

My Dkak Sir: Pursuant to leave granted by your committee at its meeting this

morning. I hand you herewith a copy of my brief on behalf of the National Electric

Signaling Company, submitted January 18. 1908. to (he Senate Committee on For

eign Relations (fi0th Cong., 1st sess.). in opposition to the ratification of the wireless

telegraph convention signed at Merlin. November 3, 1 906. Hon. John W. Griggs,

appearing as counsel for the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America, made

an argument and filed a brief in opposition to the ratification of the convention at

the same time. My object in bringing these to the attention of the committee at this

time is to emphasize our objection to the enactment of anv comprehensive scheme

of regulations for wireless telegraphy, or a law which would confer authority upon

any executive officer of the Government to make and enforce such regulations. We

believe that, without detriment to the progress of the art, the Secretary of Commerce

and Labor could be authorized to set apart reservations for the exclusive use of the

Government, for the exclusive use of stations uttering or answering maritime calls,

and to prevent the utterance of fraudulent messages or malicious interference, but

to confer upon the secretary an indefinite power would, in our judgment, be unwise,

as calculated to prevent investigation and the discovery Of improvements. It can

not be successfully denied that, in countries where the Merlin convention is in force,

wireless communication has not made, and is not making, the rapid advances which

have been and are being made in this country.

Very truly, yours,

James 11. Hayiien.

Hon. William S. Greene.

Chairman Committee on the Mcrehani Marine and Fisheries,

lleiuae of Heprexenlatiecx.
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[Sixtieth Congress, first session.]

Before the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate of the United

States.

brief in opposition to the ratification of the international wireless tele

graph convention. signed at berlin on november 3. 1900.

The National Electric Signaling Company of Pittsburg believing that this con

vention if ratified would be repugnant to the organic law of this country and contrary

to the policy of this Government, and that the enforcement of its provisions would

bring ruin to those who have made the w ireless telegraph what it is and prove detri

mental to the ultimaie welfare of the public, begs to submit reasons why it should not

be ratified by the Senate. These will be presented under the following titles:

h The convention would be repugnant to the Constitution of the 1'nited States

(amendments. Article V) in that the restrictions imposed upon the construction of

apparatus for wireless signaling and its use would deprive certain persons of their

property without due process of law and without compensation.

2. There is no necessity anii would be no justification for the regulation of the

business of wireless telegraphy by state or federal authority.

3. Wireless telegraphy could not be or become a commercial success if the practice

of the art were subjected to the restrictions contained in the convention.

4. The restrictions imposed would prevent development of the art of wireless teleg

raphy and would prevent the use of a number of the most important improvements.

5. The state of the art considered, regulations of the kind contemplated by the

convention would be premature.

I. The convention would be repugnant to the Constitution of the United States

(amendments, Article V) in that the restrictions imposed upon the construction of

apparatus for wireless signaling and its use would deprive certain persons of their

property without due prtx-ess of law and without compensation.

Several million dollars have been expended by the companies engaged in the wire

less telegraph business in the development of their systems and the establishment of

their plants. The National Electric Signaling Company has made an outlay of nearlv

$800,000 for apparatus and equipment, for experiments which have been made with

a view to the improvement of the art, and for fees and expenses incident to the securing

and protection of patent rights. The properties thus acquired are essentially private.

The wireless telegraph companies have not asked for or received legislative aid of any

kind, and their properties are held subject to none of the restrictions as to use of con

struction which commonly accompany the grant of powers, usually reserved to the

public.

The convention contemplates federal control anii regulation of the business of

wireless telegraphy and the construction and operation of all appliances used therein

in such a way that it would render useless or impair the utility of apparatus now owned

by individuals, and therefore deprive them of their property (United States v. Lynah,

188 U. S., 445, 450. 468-471; Chicago, etc.. R. Co. v. Minnesota. 134 U. 8., 418, 457-458).

I refer especially to the following portions of the instrument: Article 3 and supple

mentary article 1, by which stations of private ownership would be obligated to

exchange messages with stations operated bv other persons, including infringers of

patent rights; article 8, which would bind the Federal Government to regulate the

working of all wireless stations: articles 10 and 14 and Service Regulations XII and

XIV, by which the owners of stations would be deprived of the right to fix their own

rates of charge for the transmission and receipt of wireless messages, and articles 11

and 21, Article IV (Protocol), and Service Regulations II, III, VI, VIII, XV, XVIII,

and XXX II I. which would govern the construction and use of wireless stations and

prohibit the use of appliances not so constructed and operated.

Furthermore, these restrictions would on the one hand curtail and even prevent

the use of inventions which individuals have produced at great expenditure of time

and money; and on the other hand it would throw open to the public the use of some

inventions. For these inventions individuals have obtained letters patent, and

thereby acquired proprietary rights that are exclusive, even as against the United

States." (United States)'. Palmer, 128 U. S.. 262, 269-271; Solomons v. United States,

137 U. S., 342, 346; McKeever r. United States, 14 Ct. Cls., 396, affirmed by Supreme

Court, 18 C. Cls., 745.)

A treaty or convention, like an act of Congress, derives its efficiency from the Con

stitution, wherefore if it contain clauses which are repugnant to the Constitution it is

pro tanto invalid. The enforcement of the regulations contemplated by the conven

tion would be an arbitrary exercise of the powers of government. The taking of private
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property incident thereto would be without due process of law and contrary to the

prohibition contained in Article V of the amendments to the Constitution. (Chicago,

etc., Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S., 418, 457-458; Union Pacific R. Co. v. United

States. 9!» U. S., 700, 718; Pumpelly v. Green Bay, etc., Canal Co., 13 Wall., 166.)

As the convention is written the taking of private property contemplated could not

be justified on the ground that it was for public use. No provision is made, expressly

or by implication, for the compensation of persons who would be divested of their

property, hence it is repugnant to the last clause of Article V of the amendments to

the Constitution. (United States v. Lvnah. 188 U. S., 445, 471 ; Scranton v. Wheeler,

179 U. S., 141, 153; Monongahela Na'v. Co. v. United States, 148 U.- S., 312, 336;

Cherokee Nation r. Kansas R. Co., 135 U. S., (>59; United States r. Jones, 109 U. S.,

513.)

2. There is no necessity and would be no justification for the regulation of wireless

telegraphy by state or federal authority.

Practically every wireless telegraph station is located on ground which is owned or

controlled by the proprietor of the station. Wireless apparatus and its operation are

innocuous and can not produce conditions constituting a nuisance to adjoining pro

prietors. Even as between wireless stations operating in close proximity to one

another there need be no conflict or interruption of business. It is notable that none

of the proprietors of wireless telegraph systems has applied for governmental regulation

of the business. While messages can be exchanged between any two places in this

country, and even between points on opposite sides of the Atlantic, no tangible con

nection exists between the appliances that transmit and receive them, nor are the

messages transmitted along fixed lines. No element is employed which is less free

to all mankind than the air or sunshine. Communication is accomplished by the

creation and transmission of waves in a medium which forms no permanent part of

this universe. There has been and can be no concession of public right to individuals

engaged in wireless telegraphy. In time of war occasions may arise when the right*

of wireless telegraph companies, like the property rights of other individuals, will have

to be restricted or ignored, but in time of peace there can be no necessity or excuse for

any governmental regulation of their work or their property.

3. Wireless telegraphy could not be or become a commercial success if the practice

of the art were subjected to the restrictions contained in the convention.

A service regulation incorporated in the convention (II, p. 19) provides that all

"coastal" wireless telegraph stations shall use one of two wave lengths, and that all

stations on shipboard shall be so constructed that they can use one wave length, but

ishall be permitted to use others within a narrow limitation. The enforced adoption

of a uniform wave length would make it impossible for two stations to operate within,

say, 200 miles of one another without interference. The result of this would be that

any vessel seeking to communicate with shore would be obliged to give notice and

then, no matter what the urgency of her message might be, await her turn. Consider

the condition of things near a large port: By the time one vessel had complied with

Regulations NIX to XXIV, both inclusive (pp. 25-27)—that is to say, had called

the coastwise station—had been assigned a number, had informed the coast station

(1) of her distance from it in nautical miles, (2) of her true bearing in degrees, (3) of

her true course in degrees, (4) of her speed in nautical miles, and (5) of the

number of words she has to transmit, and her message had been sent and ac

knowledged, at least five minutes of the shore station's time would have been

consumed. Assume that but ten ships within a radius of, say, 250 miles wish to

communicate with one coast station, and that each ship has only ten messages to

transmit. The time occupied in transmitting these messages would be five hundred

minutes, or more than eight hours. The last vessel would have to wait for more

than seven hours before she could transmit her messages, and might in that time cover

a distance of 140 miles. Again, take a case likely to arise near a large port. Assume

that 100 ships are within range, and each has 100 messages to transmit. The time

required to transact this business with the shore station operating incessantly day

and night would be eight hundred hours, or nearlv five w-eeks. It is evident that

such a system would be utterly impracticable. Even in the first case assumed,

with but 10 ships wishing to send 10 messages each, the delay of eight hours would

render the wireless telegraph worthless for commercial work. An arbitrary regula

tion which would compel a passenger to wait half a day for his turn to send a telegram,

and possibly another half day to receive a reply, would certainly destroy the business

of wireless telegraphy. The amount of traffic would be so small that the stations,

could not earn their running expenses.
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The whole convention seems to have been drawn up on the assumption that inter

ference between neighboring stations can not be eliminated, an assumption which

is untrue in fact. With some of the more modern apparatus in use it is impossible

for a receiving station to tell whether another station a few hundred yards away is

operating or not unless the former deliberately changes the adjustment of its appa

ratus to conform to those of the latter. The prevention of interference Ls accomplished

mainly by the adoption of different wave lengths in the various systems or stations

engaged in transmitting wireless messages. For purposes of signals of distress and

messages of the like urgency, which for humanitarian reasons should be and are given

precedence over other business, a record showing the adjustment of the apparatus

in each station can be collected and preserved in precisely the same manner as records

of the signals displayed by various light-houses. Using- devices for the prevention

of interference and without restriction in the matter of wave lengths, one vessel

equipped with one set of wireless apparatus can receive or transmit several messages

at the same time. Likewise, two or more instruments, ranged side by side, on shore

can contemporaneously receive or transmit any number of messages. The advantage

of this from a commercial, a humanitarian, and even a governmental standpoint must

be appreciated.

Regulation VI, 3 (p. 21), provides that the service of stations on shipboard shall be

conducted by a telegraph operator holding a license from the Government. Inquiries

made from time to time during the last five years among shipowners have developed

the fact that but few of them could afford to employ skilled telegraphers and that it

would not be practicable for masters or mates to act in that capacity. Without the

restriction contemplated by this regulation many vessels will soon install wireless

telephones, for the reason that their use requires no expert knowledge.

Regulation XXXIII (p. 23), which would forbid the transmission of telegrams call

ing for a repetition of the message, or for the acknowledgment of its receipt, or tele

grams to be forwarded if the addressee can not be found at the address given, or mes

sages to be delivered by expres-" or mail, would prove a serious detriment to the busi

ness. How great it would be can easily be estimated by considering the effect of a

governmental regulation forbidding the transmission of such messages over ordinary

telegraph or telephone lines.

4. The restrictions imposed would prevent the development of the art of wireless

telegraphy, and would prevent the use of a number of the most important improve

ments.

If any art can be said to be in its infancy it is wireless telegraphy, and for this

reason it should be allowed the greatest freedom for development. Mention has been

made of devices for the prevention of interference between stations. These would

be rendered useless if the rule providing for the adoption of a uniform wave length

were enforced.

Regulation III (p. 19) provides that shipboard stations must not use wave lengths

exceeding (i00 meters. The effect of that would be to prevent distant vessels from

keeping in communication with shore by daylight, because the action of sunlight

produces large masses of ionized air in the upper atmosphere, which are practically

opaque to waves having a length of 000 meters or less, allowing the passage of less than

one-thousandth of their total energy, while longer waves are not materially obstructed.

The transmission of messages for 100 miles or less is not affected to any considerable

extent since they do not pass through the upper atmosphere, but the exchange of

signals at great distances by daylight is impossible unless long waves are used. In

case of an explosion or fire on shipboard during daylight the vessel could not summon

assistance unless by some fortunate chance another vessel happened to be within

short range.

Regulation Y 1 , paragraph 3 ( p. 21 ). provides that the system employed must be syn

tonized (or tuned I. This would exclude the use of the Heterodyne and other systems

which are not syntonized. Their exclusion would seriously impair the efficiency of the

wirless telegraph, for the reason that the Heterodyne system is not affected by atmos

pheric disturbances, produces a signal by a simple mechanical action, makes duplex

and multiplex working possible, has a much longer range than syntonized systems,

is entirely free from interference, and bv means of a simple attachment its messages

can not be read by other stations. It is not all improbable that syntonized stations

will be entirely abandoned within a few years.

The regulations contained on pages 25, 26, and 27 would forbid duplex and multi

plex working, by means of which any number of ships can now communicate with the

same coastal station simultaneously. The rules require that messages be taken one

after another.
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The above are only a few of the many ways in which the convention would impair

the present efficiency of the wireless telegraph and needlessly hamper its improve

ment.

5. The state of the art considered, the adoption of such a convention would be pre

mature.

It may be that in future the welfare of the public will render desirable some measure

of regulation for wireless telegraphy, but the time for it has not arrived. At present

so little is known of the lines along which future development will proceed that it

would not be possible to draw up a detailed code of rules without making blunders

which would retard or prevent progress and result in ultimate harm. Illustrations

have been given of known serious defects in the convention, notably the regulations

which would forbid the use of long-wave lengths by shipboard stations and prohibit

anywhere the use of nonsyntonic systems. Among those who participated in the

Berlin convention there was not a representative of an important wireless telegraph

company. Necessarily it is defective and ill-advised. It is submitted that, for

the present at least, the wisest course will be to commit the whole matter to those

upon whom the country will have to rely for the improvement of the art. Progress

can be made only by exhaustive study and extensive experiments. We can not

expect these things at the hands of this or any government. The expenditure of

time and money will come, if it comes at all, from individuals, and individuals will

not devote their lives or fortunes to the work if they are deprived of the possibility

of substantial rewards.

James H. Hayden,

Attorney for the National Electric Signaling Company.

The following bill was submitted by the United Wireless Company

as a substitute for H. R. 19560, Sixty-first Congress, second session:

A BILL To regulate and control the use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony.

Whereas, the unrestricted use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony has

reached such a state that the transmission of public and private messages, including

calls from vessels in distress, have been interfered with, to the detriment of public

and private interests; and

Whereas it is deemed necessary to prescribe certain regulations for the transaction

of such business within the United States and the possessions thereof, including pub

lic and private vessels of the United States: Therefore

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative* of the United States of America

in Congress assembled. That all persons and corporations owning or operating appa

ratus for the transmission of messages by wireless telegraphy or wireless telephony

within the jurisdiction of the United States shall, on and after the passage hereof,

observe and obey all the regulations and requirements hereinafter set forth, or for

failure to do so shall for each and every such failure be deemed guilty of a misde

meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be subject to the punishments, penalties,

and forfeitures hereinafter prescribed.

First. Every station within the jurisdiction of the United States, including all

such as are or may be installed on vessels of the United States, before engaging in

business or uttering or transmitting any signal or message, shall file with the Secre

tary of Commerce and Labor a sworn statement, describing its ownership, location,

and construction. The said Secretary shall preserve a record of all such stations,

and upon the filing of any such statement shall issue to the owner or owners thereof

a certificate, provided such a station is necessary for public or government service.

The certificate shall contain a designation or call letters by which such station shall be

known and which it shall always use and employ when uttering signals or calls and when

acknowledging the receipt of the same. Tor violation of this regulation the penalty

shall be a fine of not more than one hundred dollars or imprisonment for not more

than three months, or both, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every

offense, and the owner or owners of any such station shall furthermore forfeit the

right to register or operate the same for a period of six months after conviction of any

such failure to register.

Second. N'o station, except as hereinafter authorized, shall continue any call or

acknowledgment of a call for more than fifteen consecutive seconds, or shall repeat

such call or acknowledgment at intervals of less than five minutes. The penalty for

violation of this regulation shall be a tine of not to exceed fifty dollars, or imprison

ment for not more than three months, or both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion

of the trial court, for each and every such offense.
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Third. A chipboard station on a vessel in |>eril may utter a distress signal or call and

continue the same as long as the peril remains imminent. The official signal of dis

tress shall Ik? three dots, three dashes, and three dots

(...--— — . . .1

During the continuance of any such call <>r distress signal no other station or stations

within range thereof shall transmit any call or signal except for the purpose of answer

ing such distress signal or" call. The penalty for violation of this regulation or any

provision thereof shall be a fine of not to exceed one thousand dollars, or imprisonment

for not more than one year, or both, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and

every such offense.

Fourth. No station or person within the jurisdiction of the United States, including

shipboard stations on vessels of the United States and persons thereon, shall know

ingly utter or transmit, or cause to be uttered or transmitted, any false or fraudulent

distress signal or call or message of any kind. The penalty for so uttering or trans

mitting a false or fraudulent distress signal or call shall be a fine of not more than two

thousand five hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not more than five years, or both,

in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense, and the penalty

for so uttering or transmitting, or causing to be uttered or transmitted, any other false

or fraudulent signal, call, or message, shall be a fine of not more than one thousand

dollars, or imprisonment for not more than two years, or both, in the discretion of the

trial court, for each and every such offense.

Fifth. Any messages received by a station other than the one to which they are

directed shall not be divulged: Provided. That any company shall have the right to

relay or transmit from one station to another of its stations any message. The penalty

for a violation of this regulation shall be a fine of five hundred dollars, or imprisonment

for not to exceed one year, or both, in the discretion of the trial court.

Sixth. In time of war or public danger the President shall have authority to suspend

operation of any or all wireless stations within the jurisdiction of the United States.

The following bill was submitted bv .lames 11. Harden, esq., as a

substitute for II. R. 19560:

A BILL To regulate and control I he use of wireless telegraphy »n<l wireless telephony.

Whereas the unrestricted use of wireless telegraphy and wireless telephony has

reached such a state that the transmission of public and private messages, including

calls from vessels in distress, have been interfered with to the detriment of public and

private interests; and

Whereas it is deemed necessary to prescribe certain regulations for the transaction

of such business within the United States and the possessions thereof, including pub

lic and private vessels of the United States: Therefore

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America

in Congress assembled, That all persons and corporations owning or operating appa

ratus for the transmission or receipt of signals or messages by wireless telegraphy or

wireless telephony within the jurisdiction of the United States shall, on and after the

passage hereof, observe and obey all of the regulations and requirements hereinafter

set forth, or for failure to do so shall for each and every such failure be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be subject to the punishments,

penalties, and forfeitures hereinafter prescribed.

I.

The owner or owner* of every station deigned for the transmission or receipt of

signals or me wages by wireless telegraphy or wireless telephony within the jurisdiction

of the United States, including all such as are or may be installed on vessels of the

United States, before engaging in business or uttering or transmitting any signal or

message, shall file with the Secretary of Commerce and Labor a sworn statement,

showing its ownership, location, and construe I ion. The said Secretary shall preserve

a record of all such stations, and upon the tiling of any such statement shall issue to

the owner or owners of the station described therein a certificate containing a desig

nation or number by which such station shall be known and which it shall always use

and employ when uttering signals or calls and when acknowledging the receipt of the

same. And every such station shall, at all times while authorized to operate or engage

in business as aforesaid, be in charge or under the supervision of a person or persons

licensed for that purpose by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor. For violation of

this regulation the penalty shall be a fine of not more than one hundred dollars or
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imprisonment lor not more than three months, or both, in the discretion of the trial

court, for each and every such offense, and the owner or owners of any station failing

to observe and obey this regulation shall forfeit the right to register or operate the same

for a period of six months after conviction of any such failure, and any person who

shall operate any such station without being licensed as aforesaid shall be liable to a

fine of not more than fifty dollars, or imprisonment for not more than two months, or

both a fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the trial court. Every person so

licensed who, in the operation of any wireless station or stations, shall fail to observe

and obey the regulations hereinafter set forth, or any one of them, shall, in addition

to the punishments and penalties hereinafter prescribed, suffer the suspension of his

said license and the same shall not be renewed for a period of one year Irom and after

the date of his conviction of any such failure.

II.

For the purpose of uttering or acknowledging the receipt of any call for the purpose

of establishing communication by wireless signals between two or more shipboard sta

tions, or between a shipboard stal ion and one or more shore stations, or between a shore

and one or more shipboard stations, there shall be used a wave length to be designated

for that purpose, from time to time, by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, and the

wave length so designated shall not be used otherwise or for any other purpose, and

no station, except as hereinafter authorized, shall continue any such call or acknowl

edgment of a call for more than fifteen consecutive seconds or repeat such call or

acknowledgment at intervals of less than five minutes. In transmitting all messages

or communications, made or exchanged by or between any such station or stations,

subsequent to the preliminary call and acknowledgment aforesaid, it or they, except

as hereinafter provided, shall not use a wave length having a variation from ihe wave

length designated by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, as aforesaid, of less amount

than the said Secretary shall prescribe from time to time. The penalty imposed upon

the owners or operator of any wireless, station for violation of this regulation shall be

a fine of two hundred and fifty dollars, or imprisonment for not more than three months,

or both fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every

such offense,

III.

A shipboard station on a vessel in peril may utter a distress signal or call and con

tinue the same as long as the peril remains imminent , using the wave length designated

by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor, as provided bv regulation second. During

the continuance of any such call or distress signal no otner station or stations within

range thereof shall transmit any call or signal except for the purpose of answering

such distress signal or call, using a wave length having a variation from that of the

distress signal or call of less amount than the Secretary of Commerce and Labor shall

from time to time prescribe. The penalty imposed upon the owner or operator of

any wireless station for violation of this regulation shall be a fine of not to exceed

one thousand dollars, or imprisonment for not more than one year, or both, in the

discretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense.

IV.

The waves used by any station in signaling shall be so generated that the dampening

of the wave train shall not exceed the amount prescribed from time to time by the

Secretary of Commerce and Labor. The penalty for violation of this regulation shall

be a fine of not more than one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not more than one

month, or both, in the discretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense.

V.

Fifth. No station or person or corporation within the jurisdiction of the United

States, including persons owning or engaged in operating shipboard stations on ves

sels of the United States, shall knowingly utter or transmit, or cause to be uttered or

transmitted, any false or fraudulent distress signal or call, or a false or fraudulent signal,

call, or message of any kind. The penalty for so uttering or transmitting a false or

fraudulent distress signal or call shall be a fine of not more than two thousand five

hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not more than five years, or both, in the dis

cretion of the trial court, for each and every such offense, and the penalty for so

uttering or transmitting, or causing to be uttered or transmitted, any other false or
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fraudulent signal, call, or message, shall be a line of not more than one thousand dol

lars, or imprisonment for not more than two years, or both, in the discretion of the

trial court, for each and every such offense.

VI.

l-"or the purpose of the transaction of any and all business of the United States or

any department or agency thereof, stations owned or operated by or on behalf of the

United Stales shall have the exclusive use. and may at all times employ and use,

in uttering, acknowledging, or transmitting any and all calls, signals, acknowledg

ments, or messages, such wave lengths as the Secretary of Commerce and Labor shall,

from time to time, designate for that purpose. All other stations within the jurisdic

tion of the United States are hereby forbidden to use, for any purpose whatsoever,

except distress calls or acknowledgments thereof, wave lengths having a variation

from the wave lengths so designated for the exclusive use of the United Slates, or its

departments or agencies, less in amount than the said Secretary shall from time to

time prescribe. The penalty for violation of this regulation shall be a line of live

hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not more than one year, or both, in the discretion

of the trial court, for each and every such offense.

VII.

Any messages received by a station other than the one to which they are directed

shall not be divulged. The penalty for a violation of this regulation shall be a fine of

five hundred dollars, or imprisonment for not to exceed one year, or both, in the dis

cretion of the trial court.

VIII,

In time of war or public danger the President shall have authority to suspend the

operation of any or all wireless stations within the jurisdiction of the United States.
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^saj* Committee on the

i- , - Merchant Marine and Fisheries,

House of Representatives,

Thursday, March 10, 1910.

The committee met at 12.30 o'clock p. m., Hon. William S. Greene

(chairman) presiding.

The Chairman. At a meeting a week ago there was a statement

made that the business of the United Wireless Company had been

interfered with by a station of the Telefunken Company at 111

Broadway, New York. You will find it on page 168 of the printed

hearings; and it was asked if it was possible to have the agent of

the Telefunken Company brought here to explain it. The gentleman

is present. HLs name is Kichard Pfund, engineer of the Telefunken

Wireless Telegraph Company.

STATEMENT OF EICHARD PFUND, 111 BROADWAY, NEW YOEK,

ENGINEER OF THE TELEFUNKEN WIRELESS TELEGRAPH

COMPANY OF THE UNITED STATES.

r? ' The Chairman. Have you seen this report of the hearing?

Mr. Pfund. I have, yes, sir.

The Chairman. What have you to say in regard to it?

Mr. Pfund. Mr. Chairman, I would like permission to ask Lieut.

Commander Davis a question before going any further.

The Chairman. Very well; I know he will submit to a question.

Mr. Pfund. 1 have here an advertisement from the New York

Herald of the United Wireless Telegraph Company, that is, their sell

ing agent, which states, '.Approximately 90 per cent of the ships and

stations of the United States Navy are fitted with United Wireless

instruments." Is that true?

Lieut. Commander Davis. That is incorrect.

Mr. Pfund. I thank you. 1 want to say that that statement of

interference is also absolutely untrue, and it is intentionally untrue

in order to influence this committee. On that day we had a test in

the afternoon. First, to begin with, in the Evening Telegram of that

day there is an interview with Mr. S. S. Bogart.

The Chairman. What date, March 2 %

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir. He says the interference started at 9 o'clock

and was continued for one hour. Mr. Marshall says it started at 10.45

and kept up, off and on, until 3.30. Whom we are to believe, Mr.

Bogart or Mr. Marshall ? Mr. Marshall, by the way, says he was

within 50 feet of the station, but he hides behind the operator's state

ment, iie makes no statement. He was within 50 feet of the sta

tion, but he can not sav of his own personal knowledge if there was

interference or not. There was no interference. We did no sending

until about 3.15. We did, for about three minutes, hold down the
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key at a quarter to 3, in order to adjust our instrument, but three min

utes does not constitute interference. At 3.15 Lieutenant Sweet

came in and asked us to send certain messages, and we did until 4.45,

off and on, probably a total time of thirty minutes, and I think Lieu

tenant Sweet will bear me out that that was not interference. We

did not do any sending at all in the morning.

Furthermore, the Marconi Company had the Mauretania anchored

off the Statue of Liberty, and they were in communication with her

all morning, and the same article that accuses us of interference states

that the Mauretania was given the distress signal, and was told to go

ahead in case it was a case of saving life. If the Mauretania, which

was within a quarter of a mile of us, could communicate with the

Marconi station at Seagate, I fail to understand why the United Wire

less Company could not communicate, too.

I can say that at least 90 per cent of the United Wireless Telegraph

Company's stations are simply decoy stations, that is, decoy stations

to catch unwary investors and sell them stock, worthless stock,through

the New York selling agency [laughter]. That is an absolute fact.

I have here a four column advertisement in which, among other

things, they say that 90 per cent of the naval stations are equipped

with their apparatus.

Mr. Goulden. What is that in, and what date %

Mr. Pfund. The New York Herald, January 23. They also say in

that advertisement that, "the House of Representatives, by a good

majority, passed a bill compelling ships carrying passengers to be

equipped with wireless." I understand that bill was passed last

session, and died in committee. On January 23 that bill was dead.

Still they put that out as being an actual fact.

Mr. Sturgiss. That was an actual fact ?

Mr. Pfund. It was an actual fact at that time.

Mr. Sturgiss. It simply recites the fact that it passed this House,

but it had not passed the Senate.

Mr. Pfund. It was dead at the time that advertisement was

printed. It was simply a misleading statement, like some others here.

They say :

A two-wire telegraph line from New York to Philadelphia, including poles, wires,

cables, franchises, rights of way, etc., cost nearly $200,(X)0, and $15,000 annually for

taxes, maintenance, and repairs.

I do not doubt that statement; but then they say:

Twenty-nine times as much as the United service now in daily operation—no

repairs, franchises, rights of way, or taxes on line.

If they only ran one line between New York and Philadelphia, that

wire could be quadruplexed. It could send, with ordinary hand

transmission, at least 40 words a minute, two men sending at each

end. I would like to see the United or any other wireless company

send 40 words a minute even one way. They are not doing it to-day.

They have a station here on the V illard

Mr. Sturgiss. I suggest that the speaker confine lumself to the

question for which he was brought here—that is, to make a statement

whether these allegations were true or not—and I want to ask him

whether he knows, of his own personal knowledge—were you in the

operating station at 111 Broadway? Did you put your finger on the

key? Did you keep the buzzer down? How do you know about it

personally ?
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Mr. Pfund. I was right there all day.

Mr. Sturgiss. On page 172 purports to be the official statement of

Mr. Duffy, the chief operator, giving the times, from 10.45 on until

3.30, in which it is stated specifically by that operator that during

that period of time your company was holding the key down. Again,

for another period of time you were "jamming," whatever that

means.

Mr. Pfund. That is a technical term. I say that is absolutely

untrue as far as my company is concerned, and why did not Mr. Mar

shall, if he was within 50 feet of that station, satisfy himself per

sonally. Those other statements I make are made simply to show

that their statements are not to be depended upon. They come here

and make definite statements accusing us of a serious, you might

say, crime. The statement is absolutely untrue, and I want to say

that that company is not in the habit of telling the truth in many

other directions.

Mr. Sturgiss. We do not want to try any other issue here now.

Mr. Humphrey. I am not so sure it is not competent to go into

the reliability of a witness.

Mr. Sturgiss. But we very seldom allow the party who is accused

to set up those facts. It was at my instance, Professor

Mr. Pfund. I am not a professor.

Mr. Sturgiss. What shall we call you ?

Mr. Pfund. Flain "Mr. Pfund."

Mr. Sturgiss. There was a specific charge that I thought was unfair

to be left on the record without giving you an opportunity to answer

that particular thing. I want you to answer that specifically. On

page 172 is what purports to be the official report of the operator,

very specific, very definite, giving hours and minutes, even, and accus

ing your company by name of holding down the key and "jamming,"

whatever that may mean. You deny all that, do you ?

Mr. Pfund. I absolutely deny it. I say it is absolutely untrue,

and I want to be permitted to submit evidence to this committee

showing how unreliable that company is in all its statements, in all

its transactions, and I think I am entitled to that.

The Chairman. What can you bring to prove to this committee

that you did not do it ?

Mr. Pfund. I can not bring anything else to prove except that

we were not sending.

The Chairman. Is there nobody in your employ who can verify

what you say ?

Mr. Pfund. Nobody; because I was there all the time, and I

know who is using that apparatus. I can hear all over the place.

Mr. Foulkrod. Did I understand you to say that no one was using

the apparatus at that time ?

Mr. Pfund. No, sir; absolutely nobody.

Mr. Foulkrod. You were there in charge ?

Mr. Pfund. I was in charge all day.

Mr. Foulkrod. And that this statement made by this other

company

Mr. Pfund. Is absolutely untrue, and I am sure they made that

statement to influence this committee.

Mr. Kronmiller. You used it for three minutes at one time?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; at 2.45, or something like that; just before

Mr. Sweet came.
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Mr. Simmons. What do you think they expected to accomplish

by coming here with that proposition ?

Mr. Pfund. Prove that interference, intentional or otherwise,

actually exists. Interference exists, but it is due to their own decoy

stations. They have a multiplicity of stations all over this country,

and they are for no useful purpose; that is, they are not there to earn

money for the stockholders, but they are simply there to make a

demonstration and impress inexperienced investors. They have a

station, for instance—there is an article in this month's World's

Work that covers their case exactly, even mentions the United Wire

less as an example of that sort of company and in last week's Colliers

there is an article in reference to the Salem, Qreg., station, which

takes in only $5 a month, as proven in court. Why is that station

there? To impress the farmers in that neighborhood, and sell them

this worthless stock.

Mr. Simmons. A great many of these stations were built by the

de Forest company, were they not ?

Mr. Pfund. They were originally built—they are simply continu

ing them. The same old crowd that was in the de Forest company

is in the new company.

Mr. Simmons. Is it the same crowd ?

Mr. Pfund. There are certain people in the present company, in

the New York selling agency, and in the United Wireless Company;

there were people who were in the old de Forest company, and every

body knows what the old de Forest company was.

The Chairman. Do you consider there is any necessity for the

legislation that is called for in the bill presented here ?

Mr. Pfund. Only so far as to make it a penal offense to send out

a false signal or to interfere with a distress call.

Mr. George W. Allen. Mr. Pfund, did you not make the state

ment, in the presence of Lieutenant Walton and General Allen, at a

hearing before the Committee on Naval Affairs, that had before it the

Roberts resolution, that there was no necessity at this time for any

legislation at all on this subject?

Mr. Pfund. That legislation referred to technical legislation.

Mr. Allen. Was not the question put as to whether there was any

necessity for any regulation at this time, and did you not tell the

chairman of the committee, Mr. Roberts, that, in j our opinion, there

was no necessity for any regulation at this time?

Mr. Pfund. That regulation referred to an entirely different matter.

It referred to technical legislation, in reference to the Berlin conference,

that you suggested yourself.

Mr. Allen. Were not the two propositions presented by General

Allen and Lieutenant Walton and the others the question of false calls

and the question of interference; were not those the only two ques

tions that were the subject of discussion ?

Mr. Pfund. We stated we do not oppose legislation that will make

false calls and interference with distress calls a penal offense, but we

object to any technical legislation, and particularly legislation based

upon the statements of those people, who are simply maintaining

these decoy stations, not to give wireless service and to save lives,

which is merely an incident, but the main thing is to operate those

stations as demonstration stations to promote the sale of stock.
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Mr. Allen. Is not this a correct statement of what was asked you ?

The Chairman. And you would allow the present difficulties under which the Gov

ernment and commercial companies and amateurs and experimenters are all operating

to continue without any regulation whatever?

And you answered:

Yes, sir; for the present, because I think those problems will be solved by inventors.

Mr. Pfund. I meant interference due to inferior apparatus; that is

what I meant. I did not want any legislation, nor does anybody else

who is in legitimate business want any legislation that would restrict

the development of the art, and any regulation to-day based upon the

statements of those people would restrict the art, because their sj'stem

does not represent progress. It is simply a means to an end. They

are operating their decoy stations; they are nothing else but decoy

stations. The fact that a station does give so-called service, acts as

a life saver, etc., is merely an incident; it is not the real object of that

concern.

Mr. Goulden. Could vou mention some of the locations of those

decoy stations on the Atlantic ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; I say 90 per cent of their stations are decoys.

Mr. Goulden. Will you mention some of them on the Atlantic ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; there are

Mr. Goulden. Name them.

Mr. Pfund. On the Atlantic coast, for instance, in New York

City, the Waldorf-Astoria and 42 Broadway. What is the use of having

high-power stations like that within a few miles of each other? They

have another at Manhattan Beach. Why is that station on the

Waldorf ? Why is that station on the Bellevue-Stratford in Phila

delphia? Simply as an adjunct to some stock seller in that town.

Here are some of the statements of their official agents. Here is one

from M. K. Harr, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Goulden. What paper?

Mr. Pfund. A paper they publish themselves.

Mr. Goulden. What date (

Mr. Pfund. November, 1909. I understand they maintain a

regular staff of press agents, who exaggerate everything in wireless

and have it published in certain papers. Then they reprint those

articles in this paper of their own in order to give those statements

some color, and mail this paper to anybody who answers their mis

leading advertisements. On their ships they publish a little pamphlet

called the "Aerogram." They sell it for 10 cents, and it has an adver

tisement of theirs in it, referring people to the United Wireless, and,

of course, praising wireless for no other purpose than to mislead

those people and to induce them to write to them for information;

and, of course, the information they get is as to the value of United

Wireless stock as an investment. Here is a little pamphlet they pub

lish called "The Growth of Wireless."

Mr. Sturgiss. Let me ask you a question. You are complaining

now because they are good advertisers. What are you doing in the

way of advertising?

Mr. Pfund. We allow our apparatus to advertise us: that is,

when we put our apparatus in it operates so well we can sell some more

of it.

Mr. Sturgiss. You do not tell anybody about it at all?
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Mr. Pfund. It is not necessary. For instance, a short time ago

Mr. Allen. How many ships have you equipped?

Mr. Pfund. One, and I will tell you why we can not equip any

more. Mr. C. K. G. Billings, when he built his new yacht, Vanadis,

asked for bids for installing a wireless apparatus, and we gave him a

bid of $3,000, which is a fair price for a first-class wireless outfit.

The United Wireless Company offered to install apparatus for $100.

Mr. Allen. Sell it to him?

Mr. Pfund. No; they claimed they would rent it to him and put

an operator on for $50 or $60 a month, something like that, and they

would use the ship as another advertisement and another argument

in their literature to induce people to buy that stock. But Mr. Bil

lings was not going to allow his yacht to be used for that purpose,

and he bought our set for $3,000.

Mr. Marshall says himself, on one page, that they are in favor of

interchanging messages. They have done everything possible to

obstruct the use of our apparatus by refusing to work; that is, not

every operator. Some operators will; but as soon as headquarters

hears or it an order is issued, and they refuse. Still, Mr. Marshall,

on one of these pages, has the cheek to say that his company is in

favor of interchanging messages, but they do not do it. The reason

we can not equip ships is because we can not compete with that sort

of dishonest competition that gets its returns not from legitimate

business, but from the sale of stock through an auxiliary selling com

pany, and I think what Congress ought to do is to make an investiga

tion of these concerns. The reason those people can not get a license

in Canada probably is that Canada has had experience with the De

Forest, ami they know very well what the present company is. They

can not get licenses on the other side, because they do not 'do business

on the other side as they do here.

Mr. Alexander. Is your company a stock-selling company ?

Mr. Pfund. No, sir. By the way, here is another untrue state

ment in Mr. Marshall's testimony, lIe says we are a foreign corpora

tion. We were incorporated in Pennsylvania, in H)04 or 1905, I

forget which, at $25,000. It is all our own money. We did not ask

any outsider to put in a cent. We are the American licensees for the

Telefunken patents. That is just the same as the Crocker-Wheeler

Company, who are the American licensees for Brown, Boveri & Cie., of

Switzerland. That does not make them a foreign corporation. We,

of course, are in business to make money. We have to buy apparatus

in the cheapest market. If we only get an order now and then, we

can not afford to set up a factory and manufacture every piece of

apparatus. We have to import it because it is cheaper, but every

possible piece of apparatus we can we have made on this side. For

instance, here is a letter from the Crocker-Wheeler Company about

some apparatus they are making for us on this account. But we can

not set up a factory like these people, because we have no income

from worthless stock. We are simply in business to make money

honestly, and in no other way. I know what I have said, and they

may think they can sue me for libel or something else, but I do not

think that in this American country of ours anybody would find me

guilty for telling the truth, and what I have said is only half of the

entire truth. There is a great deal more.
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Here is another article the United Wireless sent out from Phila

delphia. They start out:

Pacific coast ships equipped by the United Wireless Telegraph Company.

They then simply continue on the next page and say, " United States

government wireless." That is intentionally misleading. They

want you to believe that those are also United Wireless. There are

some here which are Fessenden, for instance, on Diamond Shoals

light-ship; there are some here that are Stone's; some ours; but they

claim them all. They also claim they have very valuable patents,

among others the Dolbear patent, which is dead six years.

Mr. Sturgiss. We do not care anything about the Dolbear patent;

that has no relation to the discussion here. What is the purpose of

your corporation ? You are not an operating corporation, are you ?

Mr. Pfund. We simply are not an operating company because we

can not compete with that sort of dishonest

Mr. Sturgiss. You are going on to an explanation; I want an

answer. You are not an operating company ?

Mr. Pfund. No.

Mr. Sturgiss. You are simply importers and sellers ?

Mr. Pfund. No, sir. We import, as I say, certain apparatus that

it pays us to import; that we can not manufacture over here at a

profit, and, of course, that is perfectly legitimate.

Mr. Sturgiss. I am not complaining of that. I wanted to get at

the facts. You seem to be apprehensive that we are after some

thing.

Mr. Pfund. No; I will give you all the information I possibly can.

Mr. Sturgiss. I understand you are largely engaged in importing

and selling apparatus ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; and selling it almost exclusively to the Gov^

ernment, because we can not compete with those people, when they

offer a man a set for 8100, when the motor generator on that set

alone costs us over $200; but still they put in a set, and call it rented.

I know that a set of wireless depreciates very rapidly, and so in a few

years that set would be fit for the junk heap and nothing else; but

they put it in for $100, and then furnish an operator for $40 or $50,

or whatever it is a month, and probably pay the bulk of the money

to the operator, so that their earnings are nothing. They have put

in a set that costs them a good deal more than $100, because the

motor generator alone of a set of that kind costs them over $200.

Mr. Sturgiss. Do you think there ought to be legislation to compel

the United and all other companies to exchange messages ?

Mr. Pfund. Certainly; we would be perfectly willing.

Mr. Sturgiss. I am asking you if you do not think there ought to

be some legislation to compel that to be done ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; we would be willing to do it ourselves.

Mr. Foulkrod. You made the statement a little while ago that

you were there in charge of that office at the time this statement

refers to.

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir.

Mr. Foulkrod. I heard you say something about the Government.

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir.

Mr. Foulkeod. Is there anyone connected with the Government

who knew your apparatus was not in service at that time?
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Mr. Pfund. No, sir; Lieutenant Sweet did not come until ubout

3 or 3.15, and he was there while we were sending until about 4.45,

during a total period of around thirty minutes.

Mr. Foulkkod. Was the time that Lieutenant Sweet was with

you any of the time when it is claimed you were interfering?

Mr. Pfund. Xo, sir. Another thing, the article in the Telegram

says the accident happened at 6.30. One of their men claims that

we interfered from 9 to 10 o'clock, and another from 10.45 to some

thing around 3.30. May I ask what they were doing between 6.30

and, for instance, 9 o'clock? It certainly did not take them that

long to transmit a distress call, and there was no interference at that

time. The earliest interference, they say, was at 9 o'clock, and the

accident happened at 6.30.

Mr. Simmons. You knew the accident had happened, did you not ?

Mr. Pfund. I read it in the paper in the evening, the Evening Sun.

It did not have anything about this "siren" spark, but when I got

home a gentleman called me up and asked me if I had seen the

Tel gram. I had not seen it, but I sent out for it.

Mr. Simmons. You were operating your machine in the afternoon

of that day ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes.

Mr. Simmons. You knew at that time that the accident had hap

pened ?

Mr. Pfund. No. I had not seen an afternoon paper at 3 o'clock

in the afternoon. I usually buy a paper on my way home.

Mr. Simmons. The operation of your station was merely an experi

ment ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; an experiment for the Government, and

before making any experiment we always listen in, of course, and

there is no use waiting if they are simply transmitting these demon

stration messages, messages between Manhattan Beach and 42

Broadway and the Waldorf. Then there is no use of waiting, because

they are at it all day long and all night long. There is no use waiting

for a time when there is nothing going on. They do not wait for us

and do not wait for anybody. They simply jump in when they want

to send or receive anything. They even interfere with themselves.

I have a receiver at home, and I often hear 42 Broadway talking

with Manhattan Beach, and the Waldorf will jump in and interfere

with their own stations. That is due to poor management and lack

of discipline. These fellows interfere with themselves. [Laughter.]

They can not have good disci] line, because the people who are

working for them know exactlv the business they are engaged in.

Mr. Hardy. In other words, you mean they call themselves?

[Laughter.]

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; and they do it simply because there is no

discipline in that concern, and because they have so many stations

that they can not help interfering with each other.

Mr. Goulden. I would like to ask you, are you an operator?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir.

Mr. Goulden. Who did the operation work from 2.45 until 3.30?

Mr. Pfund. I did.

Mr. Goulden. Have you no operator present during the night ?

Mr. Pfund. No, sir; we are not open at night.

Mr. Goulden. This was from 3.30 in the afternoon ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir: 3.15 we started.
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Mr. Goulden. 3.15 to 4.30, was it, about?

Mr. Pfund. 4.45.

Mr. Goulden. They complain you. interfered when ?

Mr. Pfund. One statement is between 9 and 10, from Mr. Bogart,

in the Evening Telegram. The other statement, of Mr. Marshall—

that is, through his operator; he was within 50 feet of the station,

but he either can not recognize interference, or wants to hide behind

his operator's statement—-he says, I believe, from 10.45 on.

Mr. Goulden'. \\ ho else w as in the office with you ?

Mr. Pfund. Two other employees.

Mr. Goulden. They could certify to the fact, could they not ?

Mr. Pfund. They could; yes, sir.

Mr. Goulden. If it was necessary to have their affidavits, we

could get them?

Mr. Pfund. I will bring them right here before you for cross-

examination. Anybody on that floor and the two floors below

can hear us when we are working.

Mr. Foulkrod. I understood you to say, in answer to my ques

tion, that you were there all the time this interference was claimed

to be going on?

Mr. Pfund. I was.

Mr. Foulkrod. And your apparatus was not in service any part

of that time ?

Mr. Pfund. Yes, sir; except, as I said, about three minutes, from

2.45 o'clock on, in that neighborhood, and that was only a test of the

apparatus to make ready for Mr. Sweet, who was expected around

3 o'clock.

Mr. Foulkrod. What time did the navy officer get there ?

Mr. Pfund. Between 3 and 3.15; I think; and he asked us to make

a test. We had word he was coming that day around 3 o'clock, and

that is why I tested it for three minutes around 2.45, simply to find

out if the apparatus was in good shape, and it only takes a minute to

do it, to put down your key.

STATEMENT OF DB. ALFRED J. OSTHEIMER, SECRETARY AND

TREASURER OF THE TELEFUNKEN WIRELESS TELEGRAPH

COMPANY OF THE UNITED STATES.

Doctor Ostheimer. All 1 want to say, gentlemen, is that 1 would

like to ask permission to give a written absolute denial of the charges

that have been made against us, a further statement that will be

official and from the company. I would like to have permission to

have this written further statement go in as a part of the hearing.

The Chairman. How long a time do you want to submit that ?

Doctor Ostheimer. I will have it here to-morrow or the next day.

The Chairman. Very well; if it comes within five days we will

admit it.

Doctor Ostheimer. All I need to say is that the statements are

false, absolutely. As far as the foreign corporation business is con

cerned, we are not a foreign corporation; we are an American corpo

ration with an American capital, the American licensees of the

Telefunken patents. I would also like to have these various exhibits

which our engineer has referred to entered as a part of this hearing,

as they are a very important part, and I think they ought to be

admitted as a part of the hearing.
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Mr. Goulden. I would like to ask the secretary of the company to

include the names of those two men who were in the office during the

time that is now in dispute.

Doctor Ostheimer. We would be pleased to include the names of

the two employees who were at 111 Broadway.

Mr. Goulden. And who were perfectly cognizant of the whole

matter?

Doctor Ostheimer. And who were perfectly cognizant of the whole

matter.

Mr. Foulkrod. Would it not also be well for them to make a

statement ?

Doctor Ostheimer. If you please, we will have them make an

affidavit, sworn to.

Mr. Goulden. I will include that in my request.

The Chairman. What does your company know of the interference

of other companies ? Do you suffer much from it, or not ?

Doctor Ostheimer. That is a technical matter which I will leave

to our engineer. I am an executive officer of the company, and do

not enter into the technical matters of the business.

The Chairman. What we want to find out is the necessity for

legislation to prevent interference. If there is not any interference,

there is no need of any legislation.

Doctor Ostheimer. We believe certain legislation is necessary, but

it is only of the simplest, at the present time. That interference can

be remedied by superior and good apparatus, largely.

Mr. Pfund. The reduction of those decoy stations would cut out

much of that interference, and I also want to say that only recently

the navy has purchased several, or obtained several, sets of Fessenden

apparatus of the latest type. They have also purchased two of our

latest type. The Signal Corps has also purchased two of our latest,

and from the latest reports we have obtained from the West they are

obtaining remarkable results from tuning, and I think all this legis

lation, this technical legislation, should be cut out for the present.

It is not necessary, because in a very short time the navy and the

army and every other legitimate user of wireless apparatus will know

that the regulations made to-day would, if allowed to stand, curtail

advance very much, and all I think the committee should enact is a

law or something to fine or imprison anybody sending out a false

call or interfering with a distress call. They should make such a

law, but nothing further at the present time, because all this inter

ference will correct itself, and I think really Congress should take

up an investigation of these companies, the way they are doing busi

ness, and the way they are really carrying on a swindle. That is

more important to-day than regulation of wireless. [Laughter. |

Mr. Humphrey. I want to say I received a letter from a gentleman

whose name I do not recall at present, but I think I had better state

it now. He said he was an English subject, and in this letter which

he wrote me he said that the statement of the United Wireless that

they were not permitted to establish their stations in Canada and

England was due to the fact of their bad reputation, on account of

their speculative character. That was the substance of it, and I

not gone into the wastebasket, I will file it. I do not recall the

gentleman's name.

 

If I can find it later, if it has
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. ALLEN, ESQ., OF AUSTIN, TEX.,

COUNSEL FOR THE UNITED WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COM

PANY.

Mr. Allen. I, of course, only know one of the members of this

committee, the gentleman from Texas. I suppose most of the Texas

delegation know me, and I natter myself by saying that most of them

will vouch for a statement I make as being true where I state

it upon my own information. I wish to submit, not read, statements

from the superintendent of the United t ireless, the chief operator,

and the operator who was in charge at the time when this interference

took place, and also another operator.

The Chairman. Haven't we that already?

Mr. Allen. No, sir; this is supplemental. You have simply the

statement of the chief operator, which does not not give the log or

anything of that sort. This is much more in detail, and if the com

mittee desires, we will have all four of those statements sworn to.

They were not sworn to simply because it was not deemed necessary,

but each of these gentlemen will swear to his statement.

This is the proposition: Of course it is a question of veracity

between the gentleman who makes this statement here, who does not

submit any statement of the operators who were in charge; whether

that statement comes or not I do not care. There are four statements

here, and it makes no difference, so far as that is concerned, whether

this particular instance be true or not, there is continuous interference.

Of course when the question was suggested to the gentleman when

he was on the floor as to whether or not his station had been inter

fered with, he could very readily say they had not been, because they

only have one station, that talks no place; they come from no place,

so far as this country is concerned; they want no regulations, but

you may take the report of the Bureau of Equipment and Supplies

of the Navy, and you will see a list of stations that are operated

by the Government in Germany where the parent company, the

Telefunken Company, is incorporated. You will not see a single

station other than the Telefunken system, because the Telefunken

system is a German corporation subsidized by the German Govern

ment. They do not have to raise money by selling the stock, as

enterprises in this country do. Of course they have organized as a

blind in the United States a little company with §25,000 capital stock,

and yet they have bids in one department of t he Government to-day

for $200,000 worth of apparatus, bids upon which awards have not

been made. And talk about the money they are putting up. How

far would §25,000 go toward completing $200,000 worth of apparatus

that had to be furnished within two or three months? I call on

Commander Davis to verify that statement—that they have bids in

now, if any gentleman doubts it, to the Navy Department. Their

bid amounts to practically §200,000.

Mr. Pfund. We have to give bond to cover that.

Mr. Allen. So do we; and even- time the award has been made it

has been complied with.

Mr. Humphrey. You are not arguing that the capital stock of a

corporation necessarily shows its ability to take contracts, are you ?

Mr. Allen. No; but what I do purport to say is that when they

say they are an American company, that is more misleading than any

statement he made, assuming they are absolutely false.
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Mr. Pfund. We are incorporated under the laws of the State of

Pennsylvania.

Mr. Allen. Certainly; I do not doubt that; that is the very

reason they do that, so that they can bring in their foreign-made

apparatus, subsidized by a foreign government, and put up their

apparatus in the Navy Department and the other government

departments in this country, a system that is, as I say, subsidized by

the German Government; and in case of war with Germany, whose

apparatus would you have ? Exactly the same apparatus. So far as

we know they have not gotten enough to pay the salaries of the

gentlemen in this country up to the present time. They may be

subsidized agents of the German Government, simply having a

station, that they get all the messages of the Navy Department that

come within a radius of that sort.

Mr. Foulkrod. Do I understand you to say that the Navy Depart

ment is working in connection with some inferior instrument, buying

an inferior instrument ?

Mr. Allen. No; I do not make that statement; but I can make

it—not that they do it designedly, of course. The gentleman said a

while ago that there was some inferior apparatus in the Navy Depart

ment. That is true; they have some of the Telefunken apparatus in

the navy.

Mr. Foulkrod. The object of my question was, I understood from

your remarks that the navy was in colleague with some one here who

was not giving the best.

Mr. Allen. Oh, no; that is the difference between ourselves and

the German or the British Governments.

Mr. Foulkrod. That is referring only to the Navy Department.

Mr. Allen. I say, our Navy Department has all the systems. You

will see in the list of stations, both ship and shore, they have prac

tically all the known systems, with the possible exception or the

Japanese. They have stations of the different types. Most of the

stations that they have, ship and shore, are American-made appa

ratus. They have some of the Marconi; they have some of the

Telefunken, because they have experimented with them all and tried

to get the best. But what I was saying was this, that, so far as

their claim to be an American company was concerned, that is a

subterfuge. They are not. They have no manufacturing establish

ment in this country. They are simply the licensees of the Telefunken

system, which is a German concern, subsidized by the German Gov

ernment, and all the German equipment, ship and shore—that is, the

navy of Germany—is of the Telefunken system.

In response to the suggestion of Congressman Humphrey, that the

reason we could not get licenses in Canada and Great Britain was

because of our standing, 1 think his informant, of course, did not

know the facts, for the reason that the British Government, as most

of you gentlemen know, own their own telegraph system, usually

both at home and in their colonial possessions. To-day they operate

in Great Britain the wireless svstem entirely, except two high-power

stations that are supposed to be operated by other interests. They

were put up originally under the license which permitted them to

take them over, and which last year did take them over. The

German Government gives no license to anybody because it operates

itself. In Canada we have now pending, Congressman Humphrey,
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applications on behalf of the Grand Trunk Railroad Company and

the city of Port Arthur, which is a Canadian town—applications to

the Canadian Government for licenses to put in stations. The

Grand Trunk Railroad Company, and the city of Port Arthur itself,

a municipal subdivision of the Dominion of Canada, were refused

those licenses. I have the original correspondence that I can send

you in regard to it to verify that statement.

Mr. Pfund. Will the committee request him to send the corre

spondence ?

The Chairman. As I understand, you are willing to send that

correspondence ?

Mr. Allen. Yes, sir.

Mr. Humphrey. I am very sorry I did not think to bring that

letter over, and I stated it so that you might have some idea as to

what it contained, because I want to file it, if I can find it. You will

admit that your company does do advertising, will you not?

Mr. Allen. No, sir; not the company. We do not do very much

advertising. That is answering the question categorically.

Mr. Humphrey. I mean you sell your stock ?

Mr. Allen. Answering that question categorically, I will say no;

then I will make this explanation, that the company sells its stock,

has a contract with two fiscal agencies, and they sell the stock of

the company, and have been doing it for the past two and a half

years.

Mr. Humphrey. In those advertisements do you not guarantee a

return of 7 per cent on the stock ?

Mr. Allen. The United Company makes no advertisements, and

I have never seen an advertisement by a fiscal agent which did that.

If so, it would be repudiated immediately.

Mr. Pfund. You nave a fine chance to do that right now. Here

is the advertisement in the New York Herald.

Mr. Allen. Let us see it. 1 am willing to discuss that with the

Congressmen, because I want to be perfectly fair with you.

Mr. Humphrey. I want to ask you another question also. If the

United Wireless did not advertise the fact that the House of Repre

sentatives had passed legislation -requiring wireless equipment on

vessels ?

Mr. Allen. The stock-selling agencies advertised that fact, yes.

That is true. I have seen such an advertisement as that.

Mr. Humphrey. Who was the president of vour company in Feb

ruary, 1909?

Mr. Allen. C. C. Wilson.

Mr. Humphrey. I will ask you if Mr. C. C. Wilson did not send out

dispatches, as the president of the company, in regard to this legisla

tion, saying that that ought to advance the price of the stock ?

Mr. Allen. I am not sure whether he did or not, but I take it for

granted he did. But wasn't that legitimate ? Suppose, now, we di

gress from the question that is before us now. Do not Roebling &

Sons do that every day? Ihey get big pictures of the battle ships

showing their wares and say that the United States Government is one

of their best customers. Do not the brokers who sell the stocks of

the railroad companies of America to-day put in as the earning capac

ity the amount that the United States Government pays on account

of the contracts for carrying the mails? Does not every single cor
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poration that has dealings with the United States Government to-day,

in advertising its wares, or in advertising its stock, advertise the fact

that the Government is one of its customers ? As a matter of fact,

while we may differ as to whether it is proper and legitimate to do that,

it is recognized that every corporation in this country does do that.

Mr. Humphrey. There is no question about that. The only ques

tion is sometimes with the relation in which it is used. Let me ask you

a little further. I hold here in my hand an advertisement that is

taken from the programme of one of the theaters in the city of Seattle.

Mr. Allen. Who is that signed by, may I ask?

Mr. Humphrey. By "George H. Parker, manager, moved to 430,

431, 432 Peoples Bank Building, Seattle, Wash."

Mr. Allen. He was a stock-selling agent of the company in Seattle ?

Mr. Humphrey. Here is the way it reads :

George H. Parker,

%0t Arcade Building, Seattle, Wash.:

The House committee agreed unanimously to report the bill making it compulsory

for all ships, foreign or domestic, before clearing to be equipped with wireless. Presi

dent Roosevelt also sent it special message urging its passage. On its passage our stock

should advance to double its present price.

All these steamship lines have come to the United Wireless Telegraph Company,

the system which controls the wireless situation of America, having secured by pur

chase all wireless telegraph companies which they considered were any competition.

They have a line of stations on the Pacific coast from San Diego, Cal., through to

Cordova, Alaska, doing daily commercial business. There are two stations in opera

tion in Seattle, one at the university grounds, the other at the Perry Hotel, both of

these stations taking messages for all the principal towns on the Pacific coast.

The United Wireless Telegraph Company, since the first of the year, has placed an

order with their factories for 425 complete sets of wireless instruments to be installed

in as many different cities in the United States. It is the intention of the company

to have these stations all in and working before the end of the year, in addition to the

equipment of steamships and private enterprises.

The company is selling only the preferred stock, which guarantees 7 per cent annual

dividend before the common stock shares in dividends.

Mr. Allen. May I call you attention to the fact that you are mis

taken about that, Congressman, that it does not say they guarantee

a 7 per cent dividend; it guarantees 7 per cent before there is any divi-

which has a preference over the other. They are only selling the

preferred stock, not the common, which has a preference of that sort.

Mr. Humphrey. I have been practicing law for twenty-five years,

and since your explanation I understand it.

Mr. Allen. I thought you perhaps understood it.

Now, I will tell you, if the United States Government will subsidize

one of the systems, as the British Government did the Marconi, and

as the German Government did the Telefunken, it will not be neces

sary, perhaps, to sell stock.

Mr. Pfund. That is absolutely untrue, that the Telefunken Com

pany of Germany is subsidized by the German Government. The

Telefunken Company of Germany is owned by the Siemens & Halske

and Siemens-Schuckert Company, and the larger company is about

as large as the Westinghouse and the General Electric. The Govern

ment hasn't anything to do with the company; it is not subsidized

in any way, manner, or form; that is absolutely untrue. And I do

not believe the English Government subsidizes the Marconi, either.

Mr. Allen. They split halves. They go and buy the apparatus

C. C. Wilson.

 

It is selling preferred stock,
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without any competition, and pay them about ten times what they

are offering to sell it to the United States Government for, and pay

them an annual rental on the apparatus, and that is not a subsidy.

Mr. Pfund. That is also untrue, Mr. Chairman. There is no sub

sidy, no rental, or anything of the kind. The Government buys the

apparatus outright, and buys it from the people who can furnish the

best apparatus.

Mr. Allen. Will you furnish a quotation of prices to the German

Government to Commander Davis, and let him see the prices you

offer to sell it to those people for ?

Mr. Pfund. Certainly. In this country the prices are naturally

higher, with the apparatus we have to import, because we can not

make it here, and because we have to pay 45 per cent duty on it.

The apparatus in Germany is, of course, cheaper, because the German

company does not have to pay the 45 per cent. Everything we can

afford to make we make on this side. This is simply an American

company. We are no part of the German company.

Mr. Clarh. Let me ask you a question. What percentage of your

stuff do you make in this country ?

Mr. Pfund. That is very hard to answer.

Mr. Clarh. You can tell us approximately, can you not ?

Mr. Pfund. At the present time, of the installation, probably 20

per cent. This is not exactly correct.

Mr. Goulden. Where do you make it?

Mr. Pfund. We do not make it ourselves, except certain parts,

but have it made. To make the motor generators, for instance,

would require an immense I hint.

Mr. Allen. We buy our motor generators. He is getting off the

question. That is not wireless apparatus. But we are talking about

strictly wireless apparatus now. They haven't got a factory; they

do not manufacture any of that stuff, and they can not show where

they do, except a little repair shop. How many sets of apparatus

have you manufactured in this country?

Mr. Pfund. We can not compete with a concern that will give a set

away for $1 00, when the smallest part, as he says, the motor generator,

costs over S200. They are willing to practically sell that set to a ship,

and in a few years it is fit for junk heap; they are willing to give it

for SI 00 simply for the advertisement, and then get their money back

by selling this worthless stock.

Mr. Fairchild. Mr. Chairman, I would like to know what all this

has to do with the question we are here to consider.

Mr. Allen. He has gotten entirely away, and that is the purpose

of his discussion.

Mr. Humphrey. 1 think it would be well to get back to the question.

Mr. Allen. That is exactly the point, and will the Congressman

pardon me for suggesting that some of these t hings I have been stating

were in justice to our company, because of suggestions made by Con

gressman Humphrey ?

Mr. Humphrey. The question as to your not being able to get into

foreign countries because of your methods of advertisement is an

issue, because that question was brought out by Mr. Marshall in

reply to questions I asked him.

Mr. Allen. We are going into foreign countries, not Germany

and England.
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Mr. Humphrey. Hp made the statement that you could not get

into foreign countries, and I asked him if it was on account of the

company being American, and at least my recollection is that he

answered—or at least he left that impression with me—that this

was the reason, and that is a thing of some importance.

Mr. Allen. Mr. Marshall did not intend, of course, to leave that

impression upon any member of the committee, that simply because

we were Americans they would not give us licenses to operate,

because that, of course, is not correct. I was taking up a lot of

time" unnecessarily by just simply reviewing the issue.

To go back to the question here, we simply were asked as to whether

or not our company favored the passage of a law that would prevent

false calls, that would punish for malicious interference with distress

calls or urgent matters. We said that we were, and we gave as our

reasons some of the instances, just as the Navy Department and

the Revenue Cutter Service gave their reasons, specific instances

where there had been interference. The gentleman comes here and

undertakes to becloud the issue by saying that we are a stock jobbing

concern, and that we interfere with ourselves. Is it not peculiar,

gentlemen, that if we have all these decoy stations that are spoken

of, all over this country, we are in favor of a license system, having

one of the departments of the Government issue a license and pass

on whether that station is necessary for the public, or government

service? If they are simply decoy stations, would it seem reasonable

that we would be here advocating a measure, and expressing our

selves in favor of a measure, that would decapitate all the stations

we had ? He talked about when a station is necessary and when it

is not necessary, and he spoke about one station that only took in

$5 a month. The most important wireless telegraph station in the

world to-day—and I do not except any—did not take in $1 of revenue

for the past year. It was the Manhattan Beach station of the United

Wireless Telegraph Company, which sent and received more messages

than any other station in the world, without any exception, I do

not care where it was, in America or anywhere else, simply because

it is a long distance station, and every message is relayed to ship or

shore stations, to 42 Broadway or the Waldorf Astoria Hotel.

Mr. Humphrey. Was that station, you say, run without recom

pense in any way ?

Mr. Allen. Because every message that it handled was a relay mes

sage. No message originated or terminated there.

Mr. Humphrey. You had to have it, though ?

Mr. Allen. The gentleman spoke about the station onlv taking in

$5 ?

Mr. Ppund. .Salem, Oreg., is not a relay station.

Mr. Allen. It is.

Mr. Pfund. Oh, no.

Mr. Allen. I say that the gentleman absolutely and intentionally

falsifies, because we know our own business; but here we are getting

away from the point. Let us not indulge in that discussion. That

is the purpose; they are trying to get away from it. We are in favor

of this proposition as outlined by the department. We are in favor

of the proposition of this Congress passing a law that will prevent a

false call and will prevent malicious interference. Incidental to that,

there is proposed, and we have gone on record as favoring, a license
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being issued by the Department of Commerce and Labor—whoever

passes on it, whether he be the Secretary of Commerce and Labor or

some subordinate, shall have the power to say whether it is for the

good of the public or the Government that the station shall be

licensed. That is the attitude we assume. If they want to cut off a

lot of these stations that are mere decoy stations, it is all right with

us. If we can not show them they are necessary for the public use,

off they will go, and nobody will be gladder to do it than the United

Wireless Telegraph Company. Does it not seem peculiar to you,

gentlemen, that we would be here advocating a measure of that sort

if we had all these decoy stations interfering with ourselves? Tbe

answer, as I say, is contained in this statement.

I want to present to the committee and have incorporated in the

record a folder that is gotten out as advertising matter by the United

Wireless Company. It is not advertising stock sales. It is for steam

ship people, and it is circulated among steamship people. That gives

the location of every station in this country that we own or that we

have working agreements with, and also the South American stations

with which we have working agreements, or the West Indian stations.

The Chairman. I will state that circular has been submitted once

before to the Printing Office, and they can not furnish it without the

House authorizing its being printed, on account of the maps.

Mr. Allen. The map can be detached, then. But I would like to

file it as a part of the record. It need not be a part of the report, but

I would like to have the Congressmen see it and examine it.

The Chairman. If you can furnish each Member with a copy

Mr. Allen. Yes; I can do that, and I will do it. for this reason:

The statement is made, and some credence is given it, evidently, by

one of the members of the committee, that this is a stock-jobbing

proposition pure and simple, and talking about the rights wc get,

when the gentleman stated that there was another intentional mis

leading statement, when he said we proposed to Mr. Billings to equip

his yacht for $100, that covered the installation charge, and we offered

to charge him $150 a month rental for the apparatus. You have the

lists of steamship companies here, and you are at liberty to write to

the steamship companies or verify that in any way. We have on this

folder a list of 260 boats that are equipped. Not a single one of those

ships is equipped free; that is, the equipment is put on free, without

any rental charge, and we have more merchant-marine boats equipped

than all the wireless telegraph companies in the world.

Mr. Sturgiss. What is the average cost to these ship companies

for this apparatus ?

Mr. Allen. That varies on the different boats; it varies with the

character of the shin, and it varies with the kind of ship. Take a lot

of companies like tne Standard Oil Company and these ore-carrying

boats on the Great Lakes, they are freighters solely. We simply

charge them a rental, ranging from $40 upward.

Mr. Foclkrod. Forty dollars a year ?

Mr. Allen. Forty dollars a month.

Mr. Pfund. Who pays the operator?

Mr. Allen. They pay the operator. We have nothing to do with

that. But there are no commercial messsages, of course, sent or

received. On all the passenger steamers we charge them an instal

lation charge, averaging $100, which covers the cost of the work of

28557—10 2
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installing it, putting it in. Then we charge a monthly rental to the

boats, so much per month, and we furnish the operator on all the

passenger boats, and we take all the telegraph tolls. Those prices

are low, it is true; that is, they are not commensurate with the

service; but wireless is in its infancy, and it had to be demonstrated.

It was a hard fight to get the shipowners to realize that, but they

are coming to it now, and we are equipping them just about as fast

as we can manufacture the apparatus.

Mr. Foulkrod. Do these low rates show profit to you?

Mr. Allen. Yes, sir; that is, so far as the ship equipment and

operation is concerned, they do, but we have had to install these land

stations to accommodate those boats. For instance, it has gotten

in and around New York so that we have to maintain in close prox

imity to New York five or six stations, whereas we ought not to have

but one, for the reason that we have coming into New York about 125

boats equipped with our apparatus, going in and out of New York

Harbor. The Marconi people have about 60 boats going in and out

of New York Harbor equipped with their apparatus. The navy

have a great number of boats; the Revenue-Cutter Service have

17 or 18.

Mr. Pfund. Not all into New York?

Mr. Allen. They do come into New York occasionally. I am

not going to argue this question with the gentleman. I am making

a statement to the Congressman over there [Mr. Humphrey], and

these matters can be verified. Here is Commander Davis, and here

is Lieutenant Walton, who know something about these matters,

and you can verify these statements as to whether or not they are

correct. I do not ask you to take my word for it. Mr. Hardy, I

suppose, will, because if he does not know me personally he knows

of me, but I do not have to ask you to take my word against a for

eigner whom nobody vouches for.

Mr. Pfund. Pardon me, Mr. Chairman; I am not a foreigner.

Mr. Allen. Then you ought to change your name. [Laughter.]

Here are Lieutenant Walton and Commander Davis, who do know

that these facts I state are true, and it can be very easily ascertained

whether or not we have the contracts with these steamship com

panies, with the Mallory Line for their passenger boats, with Lloyds,

the Clyde Line, the Old Dominion Line, and all of these others,

and I say that is one of the reasons we have to maintain these sta

tions that are needless to these other gentlemen. Of course they

are needless to them, because they have no boats to communicate

with. Then we have to take care of just such cases as this, where

irresponsible people come in and jam the service, as was done in this

ease. Then, if it had not been for Atlantic City, which we had, not

very far away, that took care of this case, perhaps some lives would

have been lost.

Of course, gentlemen, we have sold the stock, but I state to the

Congressman, upon my word as a gentleman, that the United Wire

less Telegraph Company has spent more money that it received from

operations and from government contracts in the building and equip

ment of stations than it has from the stock sales; that the amount

of money received from the steamship people—whenever they go

to place an order for equipment they do not consider any other com

pany, because nobody else is in a position to serve them in this
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country but the United. We have competitors, so called, like these

gentlemen on the Great Lakes, who go up there and offer, and

within the last ninety days they have made overtures, and you can

get them from the steamship people, and the Lake Carriers' Asso

ciation will furnish them to you. They have offered to equip free—

free of installation charges—but yet they have taken our apparatus

and paid us an installation charge.

Doctor Ostheimer. To what company do you refer ?

Mr. Allen. I said the companies like the Telefunken, that had no

business in this country.

Mr. Pfund, We made no such proposition. That is another one

of his misleading statements.

Mr. Allen. I never said the Telefunken; I said so-called com

petitors like the Telefunken, because they are not prepared to do

that. And that is what makes me suspicious of them. They are

not bidding on anything except government business—government

contracts—to amount to anything.

Doctor Ostheimer. I want to say right now it is our intention to

increase our business in this country, commercially and otherwise,

as much as we can. We have not up to date because we have not

been able to on account of this competition. But it is our intention

to go right straight ahead and create a legitimate wireless business.

Mr. Allen. I have taken up too much of the time, gentlemen, be

cause I wanted to make this personal statement.

Mr. Goulden. You consider the Marconi Company a competitor?

Mr. Allen. Yes, sir.

Mr. Goulden. How many stations do they maintain in New York

City?

Mr. Allen. One.

Mr. Goulden. Where is that located?

Mr. Allen. At Seagate. They have four stations in America; the

Marconi Company has four stations in America.

Mr. Goulden. Where are they located?

Mr. Allen. One at Seagate, one at Siasconet, one at Wellsfleet,

and one at Sagaponack.

Mr. Kronmiller. How much does it cost to maintain your station

at the Waldorf ?

Mr. Allen. Yearly?

Mr. Kronmiller. Yes.

Mr. Allen. We have two operators there. It would cost, I should

say, between fifteen hundred and two thousand dollars a year.

AIr. Kronmiller. What does it cost to rig up the necessary appa

ratus ?

Mr. Allen. The original cost?

Mr. Kronmiller, Whatever is necessary.

Mr. Allen. You mean the manufacture ?

Mr. Kronmiller. The instrument and plant at the Waldorf.

Mr. Allen. Including the original cost of the apparatus?

Mr. Kronmiller. Yes.

Mr. Allen. I would hate to make that statement here in the

presence of the gentlemen to whom we are submitting our bids for the

sale of apparatus.

Mr. Kronmiller. There was something said about fake stations.

I was wondering whether the cost was very great.
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Mr. Allen. The cost of the Waldorf you might go and ask those

gentlemen about. The Bellevue-Stratford and the Waldorf are the

two hotels owned by the same management. They furnish us board

and lodging for the operators; they furnish us light and power. We

get all the tolls up to a certain sum, and then divide the tolls with

them thereafter, because the cost of maintaining it is nothing like

maintaining it in an ordinary office building; and we transmit their

business between New York and Philadelphia as a part of that service.

Mr. GotTLDEn. You stated you had a monthly rental from many of

the steamship companies at least, on which your machinery was

installed, and you also secure in addition thereto all tolls?

Mr. Allen. Yes, sir; for commercial business. The steamship

companies pay us an installation charge; that is, the cost of installing

the apparatus. We own the apparatus. Then they pay us a monthly

rental and board the operator, in and out of port. We have contracts

with them, and those contracts could be submitted to any of you

gentlemen for verification, or you can talk to these steamship people.

One word more and I am through. I would not have taken as

much time as I have, except for these statements. It is true, as I

have said, that this company has sold stock. It is true that in the

past the stock-selling agents were not as careful as they should have

been in their statements, just like every other seller of stock. But

1 will tell you that they are just as accurate and reliable as the

statements of any stock brokers, by whom all the stocks in this

country have been sold. And another thing, so far as the United

States is concerned, as I stated awhile ago, and I emphasize it, we

have not spent very much more in cash than the United States

Government has spent. Perhaps there is not $100,000 difference in

what the United States Government has spent in the equipment

and maintenance of wireless stations and what we have spent.

We have 260 boats, as against about 130 in the United States service.

We have 102 stations against 53 maintained by all the departments

of the Government. Those are a few facts, and in addition to that

we have factories; we have real estate; we have a large pay roll

in these manufacturing enterprises, and I say to the gentlemen, to

the members of the committee, that, as a fact—and the books will

verify that, the audits of Haskins and Sells, the most responsible

auditors in this country, will verify that—that the biggest part of

the money, over 60 per cent of the money we have taken in that

has been used—and all of it has been used by us—has come from

operations, and not from stock sales.

Mr. Goulden. Can you tell me right here what your capital

stock is ?

Mr. Allen. Twenty million dollars.

Mr. Goulden. How much paid in?

Mr. Allen. I will make that statement; I am glad you called my

attention to it. The old American De Forest Wireless Telegraph Com

pany, the promoters and organizers of the De Forest Company, organ

ized this company. Colonel Wilson, who is the president of the com

pany now, coming in two or three months after its organization, came

in when the others went out because they had made a failure, and he

had some money invested in it, and had friends and clients who had

money invested in it. Previous to his assuming control and manage

ment of the corporation the old company had made an agreement to
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exchange its stock for the stock of all other wireless telegraph com

panies in this country, including the American De Forest, on a basis

promulgated. That was very unfortunate, in one sense; in another .

sense it was all right, because it is taking care of, and they believe

they will be taken care of, those stockholders. A great deaf of stock

was exchanged. The treasury stock in this company was exchanged

for stock in the other companies, the American De Forest, some of the

American Marconi, some of the International Telegraph Construction

Company, and the great majority of the stock that has been issued—

of course that has ceased now long since, but those arrangements

were made before the present management got in charge. Thev are

loaded, therefore, with twelve or thirteen millions of dollars. They

simply got what is known as the old De Forest system, and patents

that were issued to the system that was in operation. There is prac

tically a quarter of the stock in the treasury. They have been selling

it directly from the treasury, and are to-day, and they are not expend

ing from the money that is received from these stockholders, and, of

course, as I say, they are selling it out. It is not a stock that can be

listed, because, like all stocks of that kind, it is impossible to list, and

they are selling it out through the country by agents, and perhaps

some of the statements of these agents are misleading; perhaps they

are overzealous, but they are not any more misleading than the state

ments of brokers who are selling, not the treasury stock, but are sell

ing their own individual stock or selling the stock of somebody else

that the company reaps no benefit from.

Mr. Goulden. Still you would not justify these false statements

and misrepresentations ?

Mr. Allen. Certainly not, and every time they are called to our

attention the management of the United Wireless Telegraph Com

pany immediately repudiates them. Of course, gentlemen, I am

sorry to have trespassed upon your time, but we are a legitimate

concern, and I think the steamship people, who are our customers,

will bear that out. You take a few weeks ago, the New York Times,

a Marconi organ, had 14 notable instances in which lives and property

had been saved within the last eighteen months, in which were saved

over 5,000 lives and millions of dollars worth of property. There were

two of those instances where the apparatus was Marconi, and all the

others, where the boats went to the rescue, they were equipped with

the United.

Mr. Sturgiss. There is one question I want to ask you, and that

is as to the installation service that you render to the ocean-going

passenger vessels, like the Cunarders, and so forth. What amount of

compensation do you get from them; what do you charge them?

Mr. Allen. Our rates are $2 for messages of ten words or less,

whereas the Marconi charges range from $3 to $5.

Mr. Sturgiss. The company furnishes the room, the space occupied

by your operator ?

Mr. Allen. Yes, sir.

Mr. Sturgiss. And boards him?

Mr. Allen. Furnishes power and light, the electric power.

Mr. Sturgiss. That is all that the boat furnishes; the rest you

furnish, the operators and the apparatus, and yon take all the tolls?

Mr. Allen. And they pay us a monthly rental. They pay us an

installation charge, averaging about $100, the cost of installation;
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then they pay us a monthly rental, for which we handle business

reports and steamship business for nothing; all the steamship

business.

Mr. Goulden. And then, in addition to that, you have the tolls?

Mr. Allen. Oh, yes; we take all the tolls from commercial

business.

Mr. Goulden. I would like to have Mr. Pfund, if he wants to

deny the fact that he is a foreigner, have an opportunity to make a

statement in regard to that.

Mr. Pfund. My name is "Pfund," which means in German

"pound." Some of what may be distant relatives of mine in New

York have changed their name to "Pound." But I simply wanted

to keep my father's name, Pfund. My father was a Forty-niner;

he walked from the Atlantic to the Pacific. He was a citizen at

that time, and I think I am a citizen.

Mr. Goulden. Where were you born?

Mr. Pfund. I was born on the other side, during a visit of my

mother to the other side. I have not changed my name, because I

think my father's name is good enough for me.

Mr. Goulden. The mayor of New York City was born on the

other side.

STATEMENT OF MR. CLOYD MARSHALL, 42 BROADWAY, NEW

YORK, SECRETARY AND PURCHASING AGENT OF THE UNITED

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

Mr. Marshall. Before these naval men and others get away from

here, let me say this. Here are the signed letters of the operators.

They have not been read to you, and my time is so brief I am afraid

they can not be, but here is a letter that tells you how and why we

can not identify the Telefunken spark. All our evidence is directly

contrary to the Telefunken's. If you are really and vitally interested

in the thing, could you not investigate through the government de

partments? Let Lieutenant Sweet, through his stations, and Lieu

tenant Walton, through the revenue cutters, investigate. Some of

them heard them, I don't know whether they put that in their logs or

not, maybe they have not, but they could investigate this point and

could ascertain whether or not this interference occurred. Then it

would take all this discussion out. You would not be bothered with

all this contradiction back and forth.

Mr. Pfund. Lieutenant Sweet listened in about 3.30, and he heard

a similar spark to ours holding down the key.

STATEMENT OF LIEUT. G. C. SWEET, UNITED STATES NAVY.

Lieutenant Sweet. I was in the Telefunken office about 3.30 or 4

o'clock in the afternoon in question, and we were sending messages to

Washington of an official character, and were interfered with several

times by a very loud whistling spark, which I could recognize, from my

previous experience, as the Metropolitan tower, which is the Radio-

Telcgraph Company's station there. That I know happened in the

afternoon; there was strong interference from the Metropolitan

tower. We also heard a similar spark from the Bellevue-Stratford—

I believe that is the Radio Company's station. It was a high-pitched

spark.
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Mr. Allen. The Bellevue-Stratford station is ours. They have one

there in Philadelphia; but the Bellevue-Stratford is ours.

Lieutenant Sweet. They were high-pitched sparks. Every one of

them might have been taken for the one in question, probably the

same spark.

The Chairman. I think what the committee ought to do is to hold

an executive session and have the Government representatives here

and try to draw from them all the information we can get.

Mr. Allen. Along that line, may I suggest, of course, we could not

get the log of the government station, which is right across in Brook

lyn. You can get that log, I suppose, and it will show the facts, if

there was any jamming, and all that sort of thing.

(Thereupon, at 2 o'clock p. m., the committee adjourned.)

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

General Offices,

42 Broadway, New York, March 9, 1910.

Mr. Cloyd Marshall,

Secretary, 42 Broadway, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Marshall: Answering your inquiry for more specific information, in

regard to the so-called "siren" spark of the Telefunken system, and how it is dis

tinguishable from other sparks receptional on our tuners.

The spark of all stations in this vicinity vary greatly. An operator soon becomes

accustomed to that of any particular system, which is as variable as the sound of the

letters made by different hands on the transmitting key, and from which an operator

.readily knows, after becoming accustomed to it, the individual who is transmitting,

and it is as easily of discernment as individual handwriting.

In this instance my long connection with the work of different stations enables my

self or the operator to tell who is working. Here is a fair description:

The navy is a long-drawn, close-tuned, sluggish-breaking spark. The Marconi, a

weaker, clear make and break. The Radio, a singing, elongated, semimusical. The

Fessenden, a whir that resembles a musical tone, and penetrating. In other words,

the dots and dashes are heard while the whir is always apparent.

The Telefunken sounds like a sharp siren whistle, and emits its siren call when the

key is closed. In the siren sound the telegraph characters are formed. It is impossi

ble to tune over or under it, and carry on other business while it has the air.

Very truly, yours,

H. J. IIughes, Superintendent.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York, March t, 1910.

Mr. II. J. Hughes.

Superintendent, Office.

Dear Sir: On March 2, 1910, at 9 a. m., I received word from our Manhattan

Beach station that the steamship Tagus had been in collision with the schooner

Republic off Barnegat in the dense fog which had hung over the coast for two days.

Immediately after receiving this information, which was very meager, I notified

J. B. Duffy, chief operator, and Mcrritt & Chapman Wrecking Company; then, with

Manhattan Heach, tried to reach the Ttigus and get more information as to conditions

and position of both ship and schooner.

At 10.30 a. m. the Telefunken station on top of 111 Broadway started in to test.

I reported same to chief operator, who came into operating room and listened in

with me.

We have been repeatedly "jammed out" by the above station, and our many

requests for him to stand by had been of no avail. They held key down from 10.30

until 11.05 a. m., and paid no attention to our request to stand by—ship in distress."

At the time we had very little information as to the condition of the Tagus. When

Telefunken is working, it is impossible for this station to read a thing through it.

From 10.45 a. m. till 11.07, holding key down.
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From 11.07 a. m. till 11.12 a. m., holding key down.

From 11.25 a. m. till 11.40 a. in., holding key down.

2.37 p. m., jamming.

2.40 p. m., jamming.

From 3 p. m. till 3.30 p. m., jamming.

Which caused a suspension of all wireless communication with this station. We

tried our best to get under or above his tune, so as to establish communication with

the ships outside the Hook, but found it impossible. When the Telefunken station

is in, we can draw an one-eighth inch spark off our aerial switch.

At intervals this station was able to hear our ships outside trying to get the report

from the Tagus into New York, but would no sooner get them started than we would

be jammed out by Telefunken.

You can see from the above that an "S. O. S." signal would practically be of no

use around New York under these circumstances. Stations who will show no regard

whatever for such a signal of distress ought to be disciplined.

Yours, with respect,

M. H. Payne,

First Trick Operator.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York. March >, 1910.

Mr. H. J. Hughes, Superintendent, Office.

Dear Mr. Huohes: Attached to my statement, noting interference caused by

the Telefunken station. Ill Broadway, New York, between the hours of 10.45 a. m

and 3.30 p. m.. are copies of the messages received from the steamship Tagus.

Very truly, yours,

J. B. Dufpy, Chief Operator.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

General Offices,

42 Broadway. Ai » York, March 2, 1910.

Mr. H. J. Hughes, Superintendent, Office.

Dear Mr. Hughes: The following is a report on interference which this office

had to contend with to-day, March 2, from 10.45 a. m. up until the present time,

3.30 p. m., while trying to clear the steamship Tagus and ascertain the situation at

Barnegat, where this steamer collided with the schooner Republic in the dense fog.

I personally was in the operating room during this time and noted this interfer

ence myself.

10.45 until 11.05 a. m., Telefunken holding key down.

11.07 until 11.12 a. m., Telefunken holding key down.

11.25 until 11.40 a. m.. Telefunken holding key down.

2.37 p. m., Telefunken jamming.

2.40 p. m., Telefunken jamming.

3 to 3.30 p. m., Telefunken jammimg at frequent intervals.

You can readily see that the time between 10.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. was practi

cally taken up by an experimental station interfering. If the situation at Barnegat

had been ever so serious and life depending upon intercommunication from this

office and Tagus. we could not have done more than we did.

Very truly, yours,

J. B. Duffy, Chief Operator .

Steamship Tagus, March 2, 1910—l.S.tp. m.

United News Service, New York:

6.30 a. m.~ Tagus going slow in fog suddenly heard two short blasts on a fog horn

dead ahead and not far away, the bridge rang full speed astern; hardly had they rung

up from below when the schooner Republic from Porto Rico loomed out and Tagus

struck her slightly on starboard quarter. Her captain asked us to stand by it until

assistance arrived . No damage to the Tagus. Weather clearing now.

Meredith, Operator.
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Steamship Taous, March 2, 1910—12.26 p. m.

Captain Foster,

Steamship Tug Relief:

Approximate position, 20 or 25 miles S. 28. True off Barnegat; 17 fathoms water;

schooner slightly damaged on starboard quarter; carpenter and chief officer and boat

crew on board patching damageH to prevent any water entering. No immediate

danger unless bad weather.

Captain Mason.

"WA" Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, March 8, 1910.

Mr. H.J. HuciHEs,

Superintendent United Wireless Telegraph Company,

42 Broadway, New York City.

Dear Sir: On March 2, when the steamship Tagus was in distress, trying to get a.

message into New York telling of her plight, the Telefunken spark was interfering

with DF-NY and VVA, and making it impossible to get a message from either the

Tagus or the tug Relief, which was trying to locate the Tagus. The interference

made by the Telefunken spark seemed to me a clear case of malicious interference,

and was all unnecessary.

On the night of March 2 I met the Telefunken operator and asked him why he

caused so much interference during the day while a ship was in distress, and he

replied that he was unaware his spark interfered with anybody, but that the steam

ship Tagus should have detoured his distress message, sending it via Atlantic City

thence land wire to New York. Whv any ship should be compelled to detour a dis

tress message, making it subject to delays by the numerous relays which would be

necessary over the land wires, simply because some rival company or private indi

vidual has a spark that can cause such interference, is more than 1 can understand.

The Telefunken spark interfered with the Tagus distress messages from 9.45 a. m.

until 3.30 p. m. continually. This for your information.

Yours, truly,

E. N. PlCKERILL.

United Wireless Telegraph Company,

Manhattan Beach. N. Y. March 2, 1910.

Mr. H. J. Hughes, Superintendent.

Dear Mr. Hughes: While the steamer Tagus met with an accident this morning off

Barnegat and was asking me to get the assistance of a tug to the damaged schooner and

also was sending his and the schooner's positions and the details of the accident, when

at 8.10 a. m. the following steamships ''DKB," "Waa," and Sea Gate station were

interfering badlv. I asked them politely to please stand bv for a few minutes till I

clear Tagus up, but they positively paid no attention to me, but went right on break

ing up the messages which caused the big delay in getting the report of the accident

and sending assistance to the schooner.

Yours, very truly, S. Gaskey,

Sd trick opr., "DF," Manhattan Beach.

This means duty ended at 9 a. m.

II. J. Hughes, Superintendent.

Telefunken Wirelf.ss Teleghaph Company, of the Cnited States,

New York Office (Tower), 111 Broadwau, March U. 1910.

Hon. Wm. S. Greene.

Chairman of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries.

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir: In connection with my remarks before the committee on Thursday the

10th instant I beg to hand you herewith the articles and advertisements referred to

by me and respectfully request that they be incorporated with the printed report

of that meeting, as follows:

1. Advertisement from New York Herald for January 23, 1910, of the New York

selling agency, 18 Broadway, New York. This advertisement contains, among other

misleading statements, the one that approximately 90 per cent of the United States

navy stations are equipped with Cnited Wireless apparatus, which Commander
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Davis stated, was not correct. Also the statement that a certain bill had passed the

House, etc., all referred to in my remarks. This advertisement was handed to

the official stenographer by the writer at the close of the meeting.

2. Article from Collier's Weekly for March 5, 1910, re the Salem (Oreg.) station,

referred to in my remarks. Inclosed.

3. Article from World's Work for March, 1910, containing the article "Sign posts

on the road to ruin," also referred to in my remarks. At least that portion on page

12655. marked in blue, should be incorporated. Inclosed.

4. Sample letter from New York selling agency re United Wireless stock as sent

in reply to inquiries in connection with their advertisements. This letter is dated

November 23, 1909. Various literature, too voluminous to be reprinted in the report,

accompanies and follows such letters. "Wireless," the paper referred to, is one

issued by themselves, and contains various exaggerated articles from various news

papers which were very probably originally written by their own, i. e., the New York

selling agency's and the United Wireless Company's press agents.

I am also inclosing for the information of the committee two copies of "Wireless"

and a folder entitled "The wonderful wireless."

Very respectfully, yours,

Richard Pfond,

Engineer, Teltfunkcn Wireless Telegraph Co.

[New York Herald, Sunday, January 23, 1910.]

In justice to yourself and those who depend upon you, read carefully all that follows:

Wireless telegraphy is a human necessity, rapidly superseding all other methods at

less cost to public and to company.

.

FACTS REGARDING THE UNITED WIRELESS TEI.EORAPH COMPANY.
f

In less than eighteen months it has equipped nearly four hundred ships and stations.

Has practically 85 per cent of all the world's wireless business.

Has more orders for equipment than three factories can supply. Is building another

large one.

Income close to $1,000,000 for 1909—and its first year of commercial work.

Has the only wireless instruments that can and nave transmitted a message 4,720

miles direct.

With two stations costing less than $5,000 is supplanting a cable that cost $800,000

to lay.

Contemplates establishing within five months permanent international communi

cation on a successful commercial basis at less than half the present message rates.

A cable between America and Europe costs in the neighborhood of $20,000,000.

Four United Wireless stations will be built immediately for European business.

The cost of same will not exceed $200,000.

The United Wireless telegraph service between Honolulu and San Francisco, 2,900

miles apart , is handling commercial business.

The United Wireless telegraph stations in New York are transmitting commercial

business constantly. Chicago and Galveston, 1,200 miles distant, in daily communica

tion.

The United Wireless telegraph stations receive and send a large commercial busi

ness daily between the following points: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York; Boston;

Buffalo; Albany; Atlantic City; Philadelphia; Baltimore; Washington; Erie; Cleve

land: Detroit; Toledo: Benton Harbor; Mackinaw; Milwaukee; Duluth, and with the

Pacific coast stations to over 300 ships coming and going the world over.

The New York Herald and New York Journal of Commerce take the marine news

service daily of the United Wireless Telegraph Company.

The Boston Herald. Buffalo News, Baltimore American, San Francisco Chronicle,

and Los Angeles Examiner have United Wireless stations.

The Royal Mail has 13 ships in service equipped; the Mallory Line, 12; Ward Line,

9; Clyde, 9; Hamburg-American Line, 7; Standard Oil, 10, and 30 other important lines,

with total of 240 vessels, are using United service.

Approximately 90 per cent of the ships and stations of the United States Navy are

fitted with United Wireless instruments.

Besides the United States Government, England, Russia, and 10 other nations use

the United system.

United Wireless telegraph is the greatest humanitarian instrument, saving more

than 1,800 lives at sea in 1909, and assisting in saving vessels in trouble with cargoes

and ships valued at $40,000,000.
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There are over 100,000 steamships yet to be fitted with wireless.

The House of Representatives, by a good majority, passed a bill compelling ships

carrying passengers to be equipped with wireless.

Ships carrying wireless are favored with trade and travel and receive lower insurance

rates.

Wireless covers a larger field than the telephone or the wire telegraph. It covers

land and sea alike.

It is more reliable, rapid, more accurate.

No storm can put it out of service.

It can make larger earnings than are possible for phone or wire, because it saves 90

per cent of their cost.

Thirty million dollars was spent in 1908 for maintenance of wire lines. All elimi

nated by wireless.

It has had a more rapid growth than wire telegraph or telephone.

Will probably outstrip them all in stations and earnings in five years.

Expert electricians declare wireless will put every cable out of business.

The revenue from international communications for United Wireless should be

enormous.

A two-wire telegraph line from New York to Philadelphia, including poles, wires,

cables, franchises, rights of way, etc., costs nearly 1200,000, and $15,000 annually for

taxes, maintenance, and repairs.

Twenty-nine times as much as the United service now in daily operation—no

repairs, franchises, rights of way, or taxes on line.

The same wire line to Chicago would cost approximately $2,000,000, or 288 times

as much as the United system now working between these two cities.

FULFILLMENT AND PROPHECY.

To-day the United Wireless Telegraph Company is an established enterprise, per

manent, sound, and enduring—a recognized commercial success and a necessity. It

is here to stay, real, virile, expanding. Day by day, yes, hourly, it is teaching out

its tentacles and grasping ships on the vast oceans and the inland seas, a city or village

here and there, an island, a cape in a distant sea, until every craft afloat, carrying

humanity, and every inhabited island of the world and every village and city on the

continent will be embraced in a vast system of United Wireless Telegraph inter

communication across all seas and over every land.

CHARACTER OF STOCK.

Preferred stock guarantees a 7 per cent dividend before dividends are paid on the

common stock; 7 per cent is then paid on common stock; after this is paid the pre

ferred and common stocks share equally in all dividends. In view of the above facts

and the vast fortunes made by other wonderful inventions, there is no reason why the

stock in this company should not be worth over $3,000 per share within ten years.

Our field is unlimited, the demand exists, our orders are far in excess of the factory

capacity, and the expense of installing and operating Wireless is less than 10 per cent

of the cost of cable or wire companies. The opportunity to purchase such stock

usually occurs but once in a lifetime. The stock in anv concern which can point to

governments of the world as its largest customers is surely safe enough for any Ameri

can citizen to own.

Is this the beginning of the end of wire-telegraph companies?

The Western Union Telegraph Company, the oldest and most important telegraph

company in America, has practically passed into the hands of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company, and the Postal Telegraph Company is expected to follow,

forming a thousand million dollar company ($1,000,000,000).

The trend of affairs is shown by the old companies selling out. The effect of wireless,

which operates at less than one-tenth the cost of the wire systems, is being felt by the

wire companies which have so long held control of the field, notwithstanding the fact

that it costs about $30,000,000 a year to keep the wires in repair. This expense is

eliminated by the United Wireless Telegraph Company and would enable the United

Company to pay 150 per cent annual dividends on the total capitalization of the

company.

WIRELESS TO SUPPLANT THE CABLE.

The late Russell Sage, one of the world's shrewdest investors, who was a pioneer in

the Atlantic cable. Western Union telegraph and telephone securities, with that wise

sagacity of his, said: "The time is near when the wireless telegraph will supplant every

telegraph cable in existence." And the time is now fast approaching.
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UNITED STATIONS COVER MORE THAN 12,000 MILES OF OCEAN AND LAKE COAST.

Twenty-five stations along the Great l-akes from Duluth, embracing all the big

western cities from that point to Buffalo, Albany, and Boston. Sixty stations stretch

ing from Massachusetts along the Atlantic and Gulf coast to Galveston and nearly as

many more from San Diego, Cal., to Cape Nome, within the Arctic Circle—more than

12,000 miles of earth and water covered by the United Wireless Telegraph system

stations. To cover this distance by wire line would have cost in the neighborhood of

$24,000,000.

GREAT LOSSES SUFFERED BY WIRE COMPANIES.

In the great blizzard of Saturday, January 15, 289 (5$ miles) telegraph poles went

down between Silver Creek and Harbor Creek, dropping so fast the I-ake Shore lim

ited raced to keep ahead of the falling wires and poles. The Buffalo Times reports

that it will cost $100,000 to make the repairs to these wire lines.

Contrast this with wireless at the same points. While the wire telegraph was

entirely out of service, the wireless was operating full time, with no breaks or de

lays on account of the storm or repairs afterwards.

UNDISPUTED RECORDS.

Without exception, stocks of companies representing great scientific inventions

have been fortune makers. One hundred dollars invested in Bell Telephone when

the company was organized has paid $201,000 in dividends alone. Edison Electric

advanced from $100 to $4,000 per share in twelve months. Cable and telegraph stocks

have made fortunes for all investors.

With wireless telegraphy in universal use over land and sea, and the time is fast

approaching when its adoption will be made compulsory by all nations for the pro

tection of life and property, this stock to-day, we believe, presents the most sensible

and safe investment, with better-founded reasons for yielding enormous returns, than

any other stock now on the market. Profits from electrical inventions have exceeded

all others in the world's history, but the men who have enjoyed these great gains were

those who bought stock when first offered.

PRICE OP STOCK IS JUMPING FAST.

United Wireless Telegraph Company's stock has gone up from a few dollars per

share to $40 a share and is rapidly advancing. We expect it to sell between $100 and

$200 per share in six months and from $1,000 to $3,000 per share in a few years, based

upon actual business of the company. Orders should be sent at once to secure stock

at the present price.

Subscribe at once before another raise in price. A few shares should earn you an

independent income for life and your children afterwards.

For full particulars call or address New York Selling Agency, 18 Broadwav, New

York

UNITED WIRELESS.

[From Collier's Weekly, March 5. 1910.]

For the enlightenment of inquirers the following is reprinted from the Portland

(Oreg.) Spectator of February 5, 1910:

"When are the investors in the United Wireless Telegraph Company to see the

color of their dividends? The question arises from many sources, and is again sug

gested by some remarkable disclosures made recently in a Salem court room, where,

among other things, it was shown that the receipts of the United Wireless station at

that point amounted to only about $5 a month. Among other things revealed was,

it seems, an admission that the United Wireless is not equipping the Chicago and

Alton road, and that the United Wireless had not purchased all the companies capa

ble of doing commercial business in the United States, as stated in the company's

literature, but owned only the American De Forest and Shoemaker companies. By

reference to papers on file in the Spectator office it is seen that the former-named

company, in a letter under date of June 28, 1906, stated positively that it had secured

the contract of equipping the British navv, Great Britain revoking a contract with

the Marconi Company for the special benefit of the De Forest Company. It does not

need the emphatic denial of the British Admiralty to stamp this as untrue, nor does

it need proof to show that the claim of securing a million-dollar cash contract with the

Hawaiian and Philippine Islands was also untrue."
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(World's Work, March, 1910.]

I think it is safe to say that the most glaring signpost on the road to investment

ruin is the flamboyant "spread" advertisement.

It is perfectly obvious that the lower down one goes in the class of investments the

larger is the margin for expense in selling. A banker who underwrites, say, $1,000,000

of the underlying bonds of the Burlington Railroad in normal times has to pay the

company very nearly the market value. His total commission is not likely to exceed

$20,000, and if he bought in the market his total margin of profit is not likelv to be

over $10,000.

He can not afford, on that, to buy whole pages of newspapers and spend money

on all sorts of advertising schemes.

A little lower down the list he can get a commission of perhaps $50,000. On that

he can push his bonds quietly, advertise conservatively, put a few salesmen on the

road.

When it comes down as far as the industrial stock or construction bond, the profit

is big enough to permit a lot of literature, an army of salesmen, and much printer's ink.

When it comes to the bottom of the list, a promoter who undertakes to raise $500,000

for the development of a doubtful mining prospect or industrial will demand, and

receive, pretty close to $500,000 as his margin to work on. He can go as far as he

likes. He is the gentleman that buys the pages of the biggest dailies in the country

and floods the land with prospectuses, photographs, books, and "samples."

There are so many glaring examples of this flamboyant advertising in the records

of the past few years that it is, perhaps, invidious to name names. The type, how

ever, is well represented by the record of the United Wireless Telegraph Company.

November 23, 1909.

Dear Sir: On November 20 the price of United Wireless Telegraph Company's

7 per cent preferred participating stock advances from $35 to $40 per share. The

advance taking place so quickly, we were unable to notify you in time to permit

your ordering before the 20th.

Knowing that many will desire to secure stock before the advance, we have taken

a block of stock to enable us to meet the demands of our customers at the present

price.

We have only a limited amount of stock, which will be quickly taken, and it is

therefore important to send your order immediately for what you wish while it is

to be had at $35 per share.

It is certain that we will not be able to fill orders at less than $40 per share after

November 30.

Additional advances are sure to come and the price will reach $50 per share early

in the coming new year.

The December issue of Wireless has been mailed to you. Note the rapid devel

opments of the United Wireless Telegraph Company shown in this issue.

The United Company will establish two high-power stations in the East in the

next few months, one on the south shore of Long Island, where a site has already

been selected, and one on the northeast coast of Maine, where the company's repre

sentatives are selecting a site. Both of these stations will be built for trans-Atlantic

business.

Two high-power stations will be built in the West, one at San Krancisco and one

at Seattle; another will be built at some point on the Gulf coast for handling Pan

ama Canal long-distance business. The western stations, it is expected, will reach

Japan.

The first three stations have been authorized by the executive committee, and

the plan is to have all in operation within ninety days.

The first two stations are to be built for trans-Atlantic business, and as over 4,700

miles have been covered with a comparatively small wireless apparatus on the steamer

Korea, the company expects to work across the Atlantic from both these new eastern

stations with the high-power apparatus with which they will be equipped.

The work that is now being done in the West Indies and the Gulf Coast country

will give the United Company absolute control of the coastwise and Panama Canal

business.

New factories are contemplated in or near New York and at Seattle, Wash.

Very truly, yours,

New York Selling Agency (Inc.),

W. W. Tompkins, I'residrnt.
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Philadelphia, March 12, 1910.

Hon. William S. Greene,

Chairman Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

My Dear "Sir: Pursuant to leave granted by your committee at its meeting on

March 10, we beg to herewith submit the following facts in reply to certain statements

made by the secretary of the United Wireless Telegraph Company at the hearing on

bill H. R. 19560 on March 3, 1910:

1. As already stated to you by our engineer, Mr. Richard Pfund, at the hearing on

the 10th of March, the charge of our interfering with the distress call from the steam

ship Tagus from our station on the top of 111 Broadway, New York City, is absolutely

untrue. Sworn affidavits to this effect from all of our employees who have access

to the above-mentioned station are herewith inclosed.

2. It is not true that 111 Broadway is only one block away from the United Wireless

Telegraph Company at 42 Broadway. The actual distance between these stations is

about tnree blocks.

3. The statement that we are a foreign corporation is absolutely false. Our com

pany was incorporated under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania in 1905, with

executive offices at 1001 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, since which time we have

been doing business as the United States licensees of the Telefunken wireless tele

graph patents. We have supplied the United States Army and Navy with a large

number of wireless telegraph sets and parts of sets, and have also furnished such

apparatus to various private interests.

4. The statement that we operate a factory in Berlin and intend to put up a station

on Long Island for the purpose of interference is absolutely false. The proposed sta

tion on Long Island is a station to be equipped with the beat apparatus, in order that

we may carry out our intention of increasing our commercial business in a legiti

mate way.

We beg to advise the committee that we do not engage in malicious interference,

and that we are not opposed to reasonable governmental legislation of wireless teleg

raphy, but we continue to protest against any restrictive regulation and legislation

which takes for a basis statements or performances which can not be relied upon

as true.

We have the honor to be, yours, very respectfully,

The Telefunken Wireless Telegraph

Company of the United States,

Alfred Ostheimer, Secretary.

I, Richard Pfund, engineer of the Telefunken Wireless Telegraph Company, with

headquarters in the tower on the top of the Trinity Building, at 111 Broadway, New

York, having seen the reports in the New York Evening Telegram of March 2, 1910,

of the alleged interference with a distress call from the Steamship Tagus on same

date, which states that the accident happened at 6.30 a. m., and that in an interview

Mr. Bogart, of the United Wireless Telegraph Company, stated that the alleged inter

ference began at 9 o'clock and continued for more than an hour. I have also seen

the statement of Mr. Marshall, of the same company, before the committee at Washing

ton on March 3, 1910, in which he refers to a statement submitted by one of his oper

ators which states that the interference began at 10.45 a. m., etc.

I was in our tower from the time we opened at about 9 a. m. until we closed about

5.30 p. m., with the exception of about fifteen minutes at noon, and wish to say that

I did not use the transmitting apparatus or do any sending or permit anybody else to

use it except between about 2.45 and 4.45 p. m., when I personally used it in con

nection with a test for Lieutenant Sweet, of the United States Navy, who was present

from about 3 to 4.30 or 4.45 p. m.

Richard Pfund.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of March, 1910.

[seal.] R. Ci. Babbaoe,

Notary Public, New York County.

I, John W. Facey, being employed by the Telefunken Wireless Telegraph Com

pany, at 111 Broadway, New York, having seen the reports in the New York Evening

Telegram of March 2, 1910, of the alleged interference with a distress call from the

steamship Tagus on same date, which states that the accident happened at 6.30 a. m.,

and that in an interview Mr. Bogart, of the United Wireless Telegraph Company,
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stated that the alleged interference began at 9 o'clock and continued for more than an

hour. I have also seen the statement of Mr. Marshall, of the same company, before the

committee at Washington on March 3, 1910, in which he refers to a statement sub

mitted by one of his operators which states that the interference began at 10.45 a. m.,

etc.

I wish to say that I did not use the transmitting apparatus or do any sending of any

kind on the date in question and did not see or hear anybody else using it until

between about 2.45 and 4.45 p. m., when it was being used in connection with a test

for Lieutenant Sweet, of the United States Navy, who was present.

John W. Facey.

State of New York, County of New York:

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of March, 1910.

[seal.] P. W. Chitchley,

Notary Public, Kings County,

(Certificate filed in New York County.)

I, Lloyd Espenschied, assistant engineer of the Telefunken Wireless Telegraph

Company, at 111 Broadway, New York, having seen the reports in the New York

Evening Telegram of March 2, 1910, of the alleged interference with a distress call

from the steamship Tagus on same date, which states that the accident happened at

6.30 a. m. and that in an interview Mr. Bogart, of the United Wireless Telegraph

Company, stated that the alleged interference began at 9 o'clock and continued for

more than an hour. I have also seen the statement of Mr. Marshall of the same com

pany before the committee at Washington on March 3, 1910, in which he refers to a

statement submitted by one of his operators which states that the interference began

at 10.45 a. m., etc.

I wish to say that I did not do any sending on the date in question.

Lloyd Espenschied.

State of New York, County of New York

Subscribed and sworn to before me this lltn day of March, 1910.

[seal.] P. W. Critchley,

Notary Public, Kings County.

(Certificate filed in New York County.)

New York City, March 8, 1910.

Honorable Representative Humphrey,

House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

Sir: Although a British subject, I have at all times taken considerable interest in

the development of wireless telegraphy, and the proceedings now being had in Wash

ington, as reported in the daily papers, regarding the regulation or control of wireless

telegraphy, have been read by me with care and, may I add, approval.

I notice in this morning's New York Times the following:

"Cloyd Marshall, of New York, secretary of the United Wireless Company, told

the committee of the inability of his company to obtain licenses in Canada and

European countries on account of the policy of governmental monopoly."

Also your remarks on this subject, and would inform you that my government hav

ing taken over all the shore to ship land stations in the United Kingdom, and having

thrown same open to all wirelessly equipped vessels, irrespective of system employed,

there is no occasion to grant licenses to any system, and the United Wireless Company

is not made an exception.

I may be permitted to remark that from what I can learn the stock jobbing methods

of the United Wireless Company are not approved by the British Government and

that the statements noted in the inclosed article, of which a copy came to me, are well

known to those interested in wireless telegraphy in England, and to my own knowl

edge this and numerous other articles issued by the selling agency of the United Wire

less are in the hands of those supervising wireless telegraphy abroad. Selling stock

of the par value of $10 (market value about $2) at $40 per share and over is not favor

ably looked upon by my countrymen.

Yours, respectfully, G. W. Entwistle.
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THE BALLOONING OF WIRELESS STOCK- NOW 300 AND SOON TO BE 1,000, OUTRANKING

STANDARD OIL AND LACKAWANNA—STOCK ON WHICH TRANSFER 18 PROHIBITED FOR

TWO YEARS CAN BE BOUGHT FOR ABOUT 10 PER CENT OF PRESENT PRICE OF TREASURY

STOCK—HIGH-SCHOOL BOYS ALONG COAST MAKINO MORE PROGRESS IN ESTABLISHING

WIRELESS LINES THAN ARE THE COMPANIES.

Merrily on goes the sky-rockety jig in wireless stocks. There appears to be no

flagging in the acceleration, while the mercury dallies around par, but if anything,

augmenting energy appears in unmistakable evidence. Several hundred more lives

are saved by wireless every once in a while; the total. I understand, is at the present

time about 3,000, which probably constitutes the respectable percentage of 10 per

cent of the 30,000 astute investors in this country who are now the fortunate possessors

of wireless slock certificates.

United W ireless is beyond perad venture of a doubt the peerless leader in this wire

less stock boom. The world wide and ever increasing demand, so it is represented,

has advanced these shares to 300, where they now momentarily rest, but 1 am con

fidently advised from inside sources that the pause at this figure is surely only momen

tary, and any delay in securing some stock certificates at the present price is likely

to result in sad and bitter disappointment, because it can not be predicted how soon

the stock will advance to 1.000, that altitudinous point touched once by Northern

Pacific, and passed only bv a few bank stocks in this country.

When the ordinary Waif street stock gets to 300, it is neglected by the general run

of investors and speculators, because they regard a stock selling at this figure as strictly

in the gilt-edged investment class, and from their standpoint out of reach on account

of the cost of carrying charges. They designate stocks selling at such prices as a rich

man's investment. This is not so, however, with the wireless stocks, because their

par value has been conveniently made $10 instead of $100. so if you have even only $30,

you can get in on a rich man's gilt-edge stock, which is selling at 300 per cent of its par

value.

Another great advantage is that you can have either preferred or common shares.

The preferred does not pay anything now, and probably never will. But should there

ever be any earnings for dividend disbursements, the preferred would have the first

claim to the extent of 7 per cent, and after that the preferred is fully participating, and

shares equally with the common. As the company is likely to soon be distributing

100 per cent or 200 per cent on the par value in dividends, i. e.. a small matter of from

$10,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year, the prior claim of the preferred stock of 7 per cent

wili be a small and negligible matter.

It should be noted, of course, that if you are willing to be handicapped by waiting

a couple of years before you sell your certificate, and you surely would be little short

of insane to even think of selling any such valuable security as United Wireless after

you bought it, then instead of having to pay 300 for the virgin treasury stock, just as

it comes out of the book, you can negotiate with some disillusioned holder and take a

certificate which has one of the many stamped indorsements on it restricting it,s trans

fer for a period of two years, and in buying from such holder secure a moderately sub

stantial discount of 90 per cent or more from the prevailing high price of 300 now ruling

for the simon pure Treasury certificates.

insist upon payment in full in cash, but, on the other hand, would be willing to extend

most liberal terms of credit and take their pay in installments—weekly, monthly, or

annually—over a considerable period, depending, of course, somewhat on the financial

standing of the purchaser. But, in any event, it is possible for almost anyone to secure

a most generous maximum of credit terms if he wants to plunge in wireless.

This strange situation results from the fact that quite a proportion of the company's

outstanding capitalization is now under interdict, either by virtue of some one of the

seventeen different kinds of rubber-stamp indorsements on the certificate itself, or

through the promulgation of some one of tne farcical annual meetingsof the company.

A very large proportion of the early crop of suckers who to-day are the happy holders

of most of the stock outside of the wholesale chunks held by the insiders nave been

told that they must not attempt to sell their stock because both its incalculable value

and the necessities of the company's treasury require that all outstanding stock cer

tificates should be put in the bottom of each investor's box and nailed down with a

double-clinched spike.

The official pronunciamento of the company on the subject is as follows: "Investors

are cautioned that worthless stock is being offered as good stock of the United Wireless

Telegraph Company. This is stock that was issued with the distinct understanding

and upon agreement that it was not to be sold or transferred ; that in ca.se it was sold

or transferred it reverted to the company, therefore becoming null and void. Notwith

standing this agreement, which was fully understood by the holders, and contrary to

 

ith their shares, and would not
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the terms of agreement, some of this stock has been sold in clear violation of the agree

ment, so now it has no value whatever; being practically so much waste paper, it will

not be recognized by the United Wireless Telegraph Company. Only the original

holder of this stock—that is, the person to whom it was first issued— is responsible for

this condition. We have warned brokers and investors of the facts and are giving the

warning the widest possible circulation to save investors from loss by being misled

into purchasing stock which the vendor must know to be valueless, owing to the mutual

agreement between the company and the person to whom it was issued. In investing

in United Wireless Telegraph stock, be careful to get treasury stock from some of the

company's authorized selling agents, and you may then know that you have stock

regarding which there is absolutely no question."

The sublime effrontery of this announcement is without parallel in Wall street

history. The references to the terms of agreement simply refer to what the officials

call an agreement. An agreement ordinarily necessitates the sanction and coopera

tion of two or more parties, but in this case an agreement means simply the arbitrary

dictum of the honorable Wireless managers now in possession. The real story in

plain words told in the above announcement is simply this: We are now in possession

of the stock book and the treasury of the company. There have heretofore been

various other people in the same position we are now in, and they have issued various

amounts of the company's stock for various considerations. All of this stock was

legally and regularly issued, and its legal right of participation in the assets of the

company can not be questioned, but you should appreciate the fact that we are not

in the possession of the stock book and the treasury of the corporation exclusively

for the benefit of our health. We must continue to advertise and make rapid progress

in the development of the company's business, and our personal ambitions, which

are, of course, purely altruistic. If any of the old and disgusted holders of the Wire

less stock try to market their holdings and discover that there is practically no

market for them, the price will continually be offered down by unscrupulous brokers

who try to execute their customers' orders, and the result will be that we can not

get any new money by selling any of our fresh and crisp treasury certificates at an

absurdly high price. Hence, as we need the money, and if you offer the same kind

of stock we have for sale at a lower price we can not get any money, we must tempora

rily excommunicate you from participation in the Wireless stock market, and there

fore we do decree that no one can sell any United Wireless stock except We, Us &

Co., the now dominators of the inner sanctum, i. e., the stock book and the treasury

of the company.

This will doubtless be charged up as another crime of Wall street, and as such no

denunciation of it can be too severe, and it should be remarked parenthetically that

such ghastly machinations as this to no inconsiderable degree are an important factor

in the formulation of an ignorant public's opinion of Wall street.

The present managers of the United Wireless Company simply say: We are now in

possession, and whatever stock we issue is good and all other stock which has heretofore

been issued by the company is at least of questionable standing, and we will not

permit its transfer. Whatever stock we issue and get the money on, we will denom

inate good, and this denomination will, of course, remain unimpaired so long as the

present crowd is in possession. And the strange part of it is that, if current rumor is

to be believed, they have scored a considerable measure of success in corralling

almost every new dollar for some time that has been wirelessly inclined.

United Wireless now occupies the proud position of sixth in the list of a dozen

of the best known gilt-edged stocks, selling above 200. It is worth while to reproduce

this list in order that the investment public may have a proper appreciation of the

high market standing which has been given Wireless in the arbitrary price fixed by

its promoters.

This list of the dozen gilt-edged stocks and their prices is as follows:

Standard Oil

Delaware, Lackawana and Western

American Tobacco, common 440

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern JoD

Wells-Fargo Express 32'>

United Wireless 300

New Jersey Central

American Snuff, common 275

American Light and Traction, common ^3o

American Express

Chicago and Northwestern, preferred

Adams Express *»"

28557—10 3
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While Wireless is now only the sixth on the list, how long will it be before it will

assume its proud and well-deserved position at the very top?

It surely will not be long, and we can quote a recent official announcement of the

company as authority, which statement is as follows:

"We notified you that United Wireless stock would advance, possibly to $29 per

share; the advance, however, is to $30. There is no telling when the next advance

will come, so it is advisable to place your order for what stock you want before the

next advance is made. The price will undoubtedly advance rapidly during the

coming months until it reaches $100 a share or more. When the stock is selling at

$100, you will look back at the present price, $30 a share, as being very cheap, but

you can only benefit by securing what stock you want now."

In this announcement it will of course be noted that prices are designated by dol

lars per share, while in this article I have followed the example of a requirement of

the New York Stock Exchange in quoting the stock on a basis of $100 per share,

because of my comparison of this stock with the other gilt-edged securities, which all

have a par value of $100 per share with the exception of Delaware and Lackawanna,

which has a par value of $50. but which 1 have treated on the same standard as

Wireless. Hence the statement that "the price will undoubtedly advance rapidly

during the coming months until it reaches $100 a share or more,'' means $1,000 a

share on a basis of a par value of $100. which fully verifies my intimation that it can

not be long before Wireless occupies its deserved proud position at the head of the

gilt-edged list, and its nearest competitor for this honor will be the humble Standard

Oil Company, whose shares then may not be selling for much over $700.

Such an advance may fairly be anticipated, because during the past year the won

derful Wireless stock has advanced 400 per cent, and 100 points in Wireless is a small

matter. Of course Standard Oil and Lackawanna can not advance by such leaps and

bounds, but they are not in the class with Wireless.

Investors should also understand that these perpendicular gyrations have a sub

stantial backing in intrinsic value. We have the company's statement for this. A

recent announcement states: " Banks in some cities accepting the company's regular

treasury stock, which we are offering, as security for loans establishes beyond question

its intrinsic value and permanency."

It will be noted that these discriminating bankers loan their money only on the

particular crop of wireless stock now being handed out to a credulous public by the

present possessors of the treasury, so that in buying t he stock with any idea of securing

a loan on it, the investor should be very careful to secure the treasury brand of July,

1909. then, without doubt, he can borrow all the money he wants on it from any bank.

Of course, I would like to know the names, not of all the banks, but just one bank

that ever did loan or would loan a dollar on wireless stock as collateral, and could I

secure this information, I hereby promise to publish, if I am permitted to do so, the

names, picture-1, and personal history of all the officers and directors of that bank.

Then I will send a copv of the paper to the lunacy commission of their State for its

consideration, and I will not be unfeeling enough to send the information either to the

Comptroller of Currency or the state superintendent of banks.

The company's advertising campaign is both adroit and demoniacal. They tell

the story of one of the pioneer investors who put a dollar in Bell Telephone stock,

and has now a million as a result, which parenthetically should be remarked has all

the fairy stories in the world's history stopped; and then they say that wireless stock

was 10, then 20. now 30, and will soon be 100, and out of the goodness of their hearts,

to everyone who writes them a letter they say that on account of the imminence of the

next advance of 100 per cent, they have reserved a block for him, for which he must

remit promptly, and then, if he doesn't remit, they send him a long string of follow-up

and hurry-up letters, and I suppose that the money keeps coming in, because their

publicity campaign shows no abatement in vigor or expenditure of money.

One strong argument in the company's advertising literature is with reference to

other companies which use wires. They say that the capital of the United Wire

less Company is small as compared, for example, with the telephone companies,

27 of them being capitalized at $910,000,000, and they assure us that the business of

the telephone companies is confined to a limited field, while the wireless is not. The

best argument, of course, in favor of the wireless is to take the aggregate capitalization

of all companies using wires, including telephone, telegraph, and cable companies,

which mounts up to the most formidable sum of hundreds of millions. The United

Wireless can, of course, and probably will, do all the business they do, and not have

to use any wires, therefore, the future of the wireless is so great that it passes the

limitation of either words or figures.

Of course, it is strange that the shares of the existing telephone and telegraph com

panies have never been affected by this onward sweep of wireless, and, in fact, all
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the shares of these about to be crucified concerns using wires have been steadily ad

vancing, but not, of course, as rapidly as have the wireless securities. The reason for

this, of course, is that neither the managers nor stockholders of the world's telephone,

telegraph, and cable companies have any adequate appreciation of what wireless is

to accomplish, and this constitutes the opportunity of centuries for investors in grab

bing wireless stock during the brief time in which it may be secured.

It should be noted that coincident with the remarkable advance in the asking

price of wireless stock the high-school boys all along the Atlantic coast are making

much greater relative progress in the establishment of their own wireless lines. I

was in Portland, Me., the other day and was told in an automobile repair shop that

they have been bothered so much by boys coming in to have parts of their wireless

apparatus fixed that they had been compelled to refuse to do any of this work, and

that, of course, tells the whole story about wireless.

Scientifically it is one of the world's great achievements, but commercially I do

not believe that any of its possibilities will ever be realized by any of the present

existing corporations. Anyone can have his wireless equipment outfit, as is proved

by the existing facts with reference to the United States Government and all the high-

school boys on the Atlantic coast. There, of course, is a field for the manufacturer

of wireless apparatus, and a fair manufacturer's profit thereon, but the contemplation

of those fabulous millions in profits which are to be realized by the owners of wireless

stock should make us all laugh.

P. De Medicl

The following, taken from Orpheum Theater Programme, Seattle,

Wash., week ending March 13, 1909, was submitted to be included

as a part of the hearing:

Do you realize the possibilities of the wireless telegraph? Just read the following

message :

Washington, D. C, February 9, 1909.

Geo. H. Parker,

202 Arcade Building, Seattle, Wash.:

The House committee agreed unanimously to report the bill making it compulsory

for all ships, foreign or domestic, before clearing to be equipped with wireless. Presi

dent Roosevelt also sent in special message urging its passage. On its passage our

stock should advance to double present price.

C. C. Wilson.

All these steamship lines have to come to the United Wireless Telegraph Company,

the system which controls the wireless situation of America, having secured by pur

chase all wireless-telegraph companies which they considered were any competition.

They have a line of stations on the Pacific coast from San Diego, Cal., through to

Cordova, Alaska, doing daily commercial business. There are two stations in opera

tion in Seattle, one at the university grounds, the other at the Perry Hotel, both of

these stations taking messages for all the principal towns on the Pacific coast.

The United Wireless Telegraph Company since the first of the year has placed an

order with their factories for 425 complete sets of wireless instruments to be installed

in as many different cities in the United States. It is the intention of the company

to have those stations all in and working before the end of the year, in addition to the

equipment of steamships and private enterprises.

The company is selling only the preferred stock, which guarantees 7 per cent annual

dividend before the common-stock shares in dividends.

There is a small block of stock for sale at $25 per share; eighteen months ago this

very same stock sold at $10 per share. Last week it sold at $22.50; now it is up to

$25. And as soon as above bill is passed by Congress it will be advanced to $50 per

share.

It will pay you to look up this proposition. Call on or address George H. Parker,

manager, moved to 430, 431, 432 Peoples Bank Building, Seattle, Wash.


